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EDITORIAL PREFACE

The Hisloical Commentary on the Old Testammt is a new commenary series
written by an international team of contributors (see the list of projected
volumes). The operative word in the tide is 'historical,' by which the editors
mean to convey a sp€cific perspective on the writings of the Old Testament.

In contrast to the ahistorical approach of much of contemporary reader-
oriented exegesis, in which it is mainly öe interaction between the modern
reader and the final text that matters, the editors of the HCOT are committed
to an approach which takes seriously the historical embeddedness of the
message of the Old Testament. As itself the product of a long and complex
process of transmission, and as part of the sacred Scriptures which have been
embraced by both Judaism and Christiadty, the Hebrew Bible or Old Tes-
tament is rooted in the concreteness of human history, and cannot be properly
understood apaÍt from that historical rootedness.

The editors are committed to the view that the Old Testament was and is a

vehicle of the knowledge of God - a knowledge that was originally impaned
at specific times and places within the bounds of human history. In order for
people today to recognize and accept the permanent validity of that know-
ledge, they must realize that the Old Testament originated in a human society
which, with respect to the basic realities of the human condition, was not so

very different from our own. It was in the context of a fundamentally similar
society, in the concreteness of ordinary human history, culture, and language,

that the revelation of God was received over the centuries. It is only by con-
centrating on the specificity of that thoroughly historical revelation (often

brought into focus by comparing the tÍaditions of Israel with those of its

neighbours), that we can hope to grasp the uniqueness of the faith of ancient
Israel.

In connection with this emphasis, the editors aim at producing a commentary
on the Old Testament that devotes explicit anention to the history of
interpretation, both as this can be discerned within the Hebrew canon itself,
and as it has continued subsequent to the close of the Old Testament canon.

As the term 'Old Testament' indicates, the commentary stands in the Christian
exegetical tradition. The contributors, representing a wide range of denomina-
tional affiliation, will treat the history of both Jewish and Christian interpre-
tation with due respect, but will also be free to take their own stand on
controversial issues.
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The commentary will seek to be both up-to-date with respect to contemporary
scholarship and in touch with the centuriesJong tradition of exegetical
reflection on the Old Testament. On the one hand, it is impossible nowadays
to present a fully argued exegetical case without referring constantly to the
flood of new information which is constantly being made available in such
disciplines as archaeology and philology. The wealth of information on any
biblical text is so overwhelming that a good commentary nowadays will often
need to be more extensive than its predecessors. On the other hand,
theological exegesis cannot afford to write off previous scholarship in its field.
There is a wealth of largely untapped exegetical wisdom that is available in the
history of biblical interpretation.

Since the commentary is intended to serve not only the guild of Old Testament
scholars, but also pastors and the educated laity, its format is designed to
serve a wide readership. The discussion of every pericope of the biblical text
will consist of a new translation of the pericope in question, a relatively brief
non-technical section entitled 'Essentials and Perspectives,' and a longer,
technical section entitled 'ScholaÍly Exposition.' The translation will be a new
rendering based directly on the Hebrew or Aramaic text. Under the heading
Essentials and Perspectives the authors will summarize the results of their
exegesis in non-technical language. In this section, a knowledge of the biblical
languages will not be assumed, and the exegetical exposition will be based
primarily on the final shape of the text. However, if various strata can be
discerned in the gro*th of the present text, it will be appropriate to elucidate
the meaning of every stratum in its own historical setting. Related passages
elsewhere in the Old Testament may also be adduced in this section, especially
those that can be regarded as later applications or actualizations of the text in
question. This will also be the place for the treatment of significant exegetical
insights from the history of Jewish and Christian interpretation outside of the
Old Testament itself, especially those found in the New Tesament. Although
there is an emphasis in this section on the history of inter?retation, the authors
are free to bring forward their own insights with respect to the contemporary
relevance of the text.

The exegetical summary will constitute an invitation to the reader to consult
the subsequent section of Scholarly Exposition, which will contain the more
detailed and technical treatment of the exegetical issues. Here the commen-
tator, though under no editorial constraints with regard to questions of
authorship, dating, or method, is expected to deal with the full range of issues
raised by modern critical scholarship. However, in accordance with the goal
formulated above, the authors are expected to pay due anention to the meaning
of every historical stage which they discern in the formation of fte text,
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including its final canonical stage. Tradition-historical and redaction-critical
analyses should not become ends in themselves, but should be subservient to
an understanding of the inner-canonical history of interpretation.

If the historical context cannot be defined precisely (as is the case with many
parts of the book of Proverbs), the historical background of the genre as such
(in the case of Proverbs the proverbial wisdom literature of the Ancient Near
East) can provide the appropriate historical context in terms of which the texÍ
should be understood.

Generally speaking, everything that brings the concrete historical world of the
text closer to the modern reader - whether that be specific data regarding
climate, geology, geography, minerals, flora and fauna, or whatever - should
be treated extensively in the scholarly exposition. Where appropriate, due
attention should also be paid to scribal conventions and the physical aspects of
the transmission of ancient texts.

THE EDIToRS

Comelis Houtman
Willem S. Prinsloo

Wilfred G.E. Watson
Al Wolters





AUTHOR'S PREFACE

This commentary on the literary beautiful and theologically provocative book
of Nahum was written next to my work as reverend of the Gereformeerde
Kerk Culemborg. I thank the members of this church for granting me pan-
time leave for two and a half years to work on this project and to prof. C.
Houtman and the Theologische Universiteit van de Gereformeerde Kerken in
Kampen for a 'posÈdoc' appointment in this period.r I sincerely hope that this
scientific work will contribute to the understanding of the Scripture and to the
transmission of its message in the church also.

Thanks are also due to prof. J.C. de Moor for his hetp with the structural
analysis of the text, Io the librarians of the Theologische Universiteit in
Kampen for their accurate and persevering support in my attempt to find as

much as possible of two and a half millennia of comments and research on the

book of Nahum, to my colleague A.J.O. van der Wal for many stimulating
discussions on the relationship between the book of Nahum and other proph-

ecies, especially Jeremiah's, and to B.A. visschers, M.A., for correcting my
English.

Culemborg, May 1996 Klaas Spronk

' I alreedy staned my work on the interpretation of lhe book of Nahum in a short snrdy p€íod
grÀnted by the GercformeeÍde KeÍk of Monnickendam in lhe summer of 1989. Such a long period.
even with an interval of three yeaÍs with ofier thirys on my mind, seems to b€ incompatible with the

rcmark by vawter 1961,219, that'lhere is not much need to commcnt on thc shon prophecy of
Nahum, which can be read in a few minutcs and which presen§ few problems of interpretation.' I hope

this commentary will show that il was not a waste of time.
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Becking, B.

Nahum- Malachi Qnterprehtion), Adanta 198ó

Prophetae nizores, Wien 1830
"Nahum, Nircveh, E!*losh," EvO27 (1955) 67-80
(and J.L. Sicre Diaz) Prolerar (Nueva Biblia Espaíola), vol.
U, Madrid 1980

De kleiae profeten, l,eeuwarden l88l
'NaJíItm," The Expositor'§ Bible ConvnenÍary, Vol. 7, Grand

Rapids 1985, 447489
"[,es prophètes du VII' siècle. Nahum - Sophonie - Haba-
qrq," Les prophètes et les livres prophétiqzes (ed. S. Amsler
eI al.) Paris 1985, 117-126
Nqhum, Habakkuk and Zephaniah (IOTC), teicester 1988
"Proto-Nóum und die Geschichrsphilosophie, " Commanio

viatorum 5 (1962) 234-243
E*hrung der Propheten Nahum und Zepàanlsà, Gtitersloh
1899
"Is het boek Nahum een literaire eenheid?," NedThT 32
(19'78) t0'r-124
Nahum (veÍklarlrilg van een btbelgedeelte), Kampen 1986

"Goddelijke toorn in het boek Nahum," r(eine encycLopedie
van de toom (ed. A. de Jong et al., Utrechtse theologische
reeks 2l), Utrecht 1993,9-19
"Divine Wrarh and the Concepttml Coherence of the Book
of Nahum," SJOT 9 (1995\ 27'l-296 (=r995a)
"Passion, Power and Protection. Interpreting the God of
Nahum," Realing Prophetic Texts: Gender Specifrc and

': One can only be aslonished when acadin8 àat 'oDe of the mos( astonishing fects of Old Testament

research is the almost lotal neglecl of the Book of Nabum' (Fensham 1969, l3). ToSelhcÍ with th€ other
bibliographies in this bool, the prEscnt list proves rhat this remark rr,/as probxbly not based on thorough

bibliographical rcsearch.

Many commentarics fmm the pcriod betwccn ca. 1000 aíd 1900 (paíly lisÉd by rusti, 12-20, and Stràuss,

LXXVI-LXXX) \^,erc not aveilable to me artd erc, theÍeforE, not lislcd h€rE.
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INTRODUCTION

In this commentary an attempt is made to prove that the book of Nahum was

written in Jerusalem, ca. 660 BCE, by a talented, faithful royal scribe. He

used the pseudonym Nahum as an indication of his purpose: to encourage the

people of Judah groaning under the tyranny of the Assyrians. He took his

inspiration from the earlier prophecies of Isaiah and from Psalms, which he

probably regularly heard or sang in the temple. He also used his familiarity
with the Assyrian literature, especially with the texts of vassal treaties and

royal annals, to express in fitting words the announcement of the downfall of
the Assyrian empire symbolized by its capital Nineveh. After the fulfilment of
this prediction in 612 BCE the book of Nahum must have become very

popular, as it proved to be a clear example of true prophecy. It had much

influence upon Habakkuk and exilic prophets like the Second Isaiah and

Jeremiah, who reinterpreted its message in the new situation of the Babylonian

oppression. Traces of its influence are also found in the literature of the

communiry of Qumran and in the NT.
The details supporting this theory are given in the remarks to the text. The

now following introduction only sketches the main lines.

§ I The literary contert
1.1 Bibliography

M. Adler, "A Specimen of a Commentary and Collated Text of the Targum to dte

Prophets. Nahum," tQR'l (189415) 630-657; Allis 1955; carrez l990f.i U. Cassuto'

"On the Formal and Stylistic Relationship between Deutero-lsaiah and other Biblical

Writers," Biblical & Oientql Studies. vol. 1. Bióle, Jerusalem 1913' l4l-l'77 '
Christensen 1989; Christensen 1990; J.S. Cochrale, Literary Features oÍ Ncftam. Diss.

Dallas Theol. Seminary 1954; Coggins 1982; R.J. Coggins, "The Minor Prophets -
One Book oÍ Twelve ?" Crossing the Boundaries (Fs M.D. Goulder, ed. S.E. Porter et

al.; Biblical Interpretation Series 8), Leiden 1994, 57-68; J.H. EÀior^, Vision in

Worship,l-nrldon 19811 Gelson 1987: A. Gelston, "Some Readings in the Peshitta of
the Dodekaprophetot," The Peshitto: its Earty Text and Hislory (ed. P.B. Dirksen,

M.J. Mulder), Leiden 1988,81-98; Gordon 1989; Gordon 1994; Harrison 1988;6.
Howard, "Lucianic Readings in a Greek Twelve Prophes Scroll from the Judaean

DeseÍt," "/0R 62 (l97lf.),51-60; G. Howard, "The Quinta of the Minor Prophet§: A
First Century Septuagint TexO" Bib 55 (1974) 15-22; B.A. lotes, The Formation oJ

the Book oÍ the Twelve. A Sttu» in Text and Canon (SBL Diss. SeÍies 149), Atlanta

1995; H.W. Lae, The Function of Figurative Speech in the Book oÍ Nahum, Ph.D. The

Southern Baptist Theol. Semimry, 1988; R.C. van Leeuwen, "Scribal Wisdom and

Theodicy in the Book of the Twelve," In Search of Wísdon (Fs J.G. Gammie, ed.

L.G. Perdue et al.), Louisville 1993,31-49. Lescow 1995; T. Muraoka, "In Defense

of the Unity of the Minor Prophets," Annual of the JaPanese BibLical Institule 15
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(1989) 25-36'l; Nogalski 1993; R.D. Panerson, M.E. Travers, ..Literary Analysis and
the Unity of Nahum," Grace Theological Joumal 9 (l9gg) 45-5g; R.D. patrerson,
M.E. Travers, "Nahum: Poet Laureate of the MinoÍ pÍophers,', JETS 33 (lgg}) 437_
444; Reinke 1867; Renaud 1987; J. Ribera, ..La Versión Aramaica del profera
Nah]dm," Annuaio de Fiktlogia 6 (t980) 291-322i D.A. Schneider, The unity oÍ the
Book oÍ the Twelve. Ph. Diss. Yale Univ. 1979; Schulz 1973: Schuurmans Stekhoven
1887; Spronk 1995b; Sweeney 1992; R. Weiss, "A Comparison Berween rhe Masoretic
and the QumraÍr Text of Nahum ttt,t-11," MO 4 (t963t4\ 433-439.

1.2 Text and translations
The Hebrew text, as edited in the BHs based on the Codex Leningradensis
Bl9^, appears to have been transmitted accurately. lir'ith the exception of some
minor details, it is supponed by the oldest known textual witnesses: the scroll
of the Twelve Prophets found in Wadi Marabba.at (=Mur.) and the commen_
tary on the book of Nahum found in Qumran (:4epNah).

The Greek Íanslation of the LXX differs in many places from the MT, but
as a Íule this can be explained as due to misunderstanding or very free
rendition of the text. It is a matter of dispute whether the translator of the
book of Nahum was also responsible for the other books of the Dodekaprophe-
ton (Muroaka 1989; Jones 1995, 88ff.) or not (Harrison l9g8). The Greek
translations of Aq., Symm., and Theod. usually stay more close to the MT.
The GÍeek scroll of the Minor Prophets found in Nahal Hever (:Hev.) can be
regaÍded as an early revision of the LXX, supporting the readings of the MT.

The Syriac translation of the peshitta, which can be dated ,shórtly before the
final fixation of MT' (Gelston 1988, 9S), shows some agreemenr wirh rhe
LXX in readings distincr from the MT, but this should be asiribed, as with the
Vulg., to influence of rhe LXX (Gelston 1987, 174). On some points the pesh.
agrees with the variant text of 4epNah, but this concems only matters like
added copula (3:8, I l) and has no inÍluence upon the meaning of the rext.

In modern, critical research we find many emendations of the MT of the
book of Nahum. One often gets the impression that pan of the transmitted text
should be regarded as hopelessly corrupt. The following quotation from the
study of Gunkel in 1893 well illusrrares this: ,Das cap. Nahum I mag als
Beispiel fiir den Zustand unserer TexÍtradition wichtig sein: Capitel- und
vielfach Verseinteilung ist unrichtig; die metrischen Verse sind vielfach nicht
mehr erkannt; Umstellungen yon Versen oder innerhalb der Verse, tendenziöse
und erklàrende Glossen. VeÍauschungen ungewöhnlicher Worte mit gewöhn-
lichen, Verdeutlichungen unverslàndlicher Ausdriicke, eine Ftille von Buchsta-
benverwechselungen, Ausfall eiuelner Buchstaben und Worte und sonstige
Schreibfehler. Und dies alles im Rahmen eines Capitels!' (pp. ZaOf .) This low

' Thanks are duc to pmf. Muraoka foÍ scnding me an offprint of his anicle.
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esteem of the transmifted Hebrew text was based on lhe conviction that NaI. I
and the first pan of the second chapter originally contained a regular alpha-

betic acrostic, which could only be restored by a complex texlcritical oper-

ation. Although the extreme position of Gunkel and others was soon aban-

doned, scholars continued to 'improve' the text (see, for instance, the appar'

atrs of the BH,$. The present commentary will try to show that this is mosdy

not necessary @f- CTAT). Most problems can be solved on the basis of the

structural analysis of the text and a close examination of ihe extraordinary

style of the poeÍ. The only ptaces in which slight emendations seem to be

necessary are l:4b, 6a, l2a; and 3:9b. Some early explanatory glosses are

assumed in 2:lc: 3:l6b-17a, and l9b.

1.3 IJniry and structure oÍ the book

The book of Nahum is often regarded as a collection of originally separate

units, as would already have been indicated by the 'double heading' (see,

recently, Wehrle 1995, 89q.2 This view was first defended by Gunkel as a

result of the discovery of the acrostic in chapter one, because in his opinion

this is of a different chaÍacter and a later date lhan the rest of the book Since

then many new theories about different layers in the book and their redaction

have seen the light, leading to studies like those of Seybold 1989 and lrscow
1995, suggesting at least three different editions of the original poems and

visions. the many differences between their results, though lJscow states that

he in principle agrees with Seybold (p. 59), illustrate that there is no consen-

sus o; this matter. The same can be said of the attempts by defenders of the

unity of the book, describing its structure.

The present commentary is based on a new structural analy§is of the text

(Spronk l995br). This was done according to the rules of the so-called

'Kampen School,' initiated by J.C. de Moor. Taking the colometry of the

Masoietes as a shning point, the text is divided into cantos, subcantos,

canticles, strophes, and verses. A comprehensive survey of all possible literary

devices used by the poet helps to mark and define these units and the relations

to each other. Such a close reading of the text' with as much respect as

possible for the MT and for the freedom of the poet, results in several new

insights and possible solutions to old exegetical problems without having to

1 cf' also E. Zcnler, EinkiluaS in dos Aken T.stancn!. stuttSrn 1995' 412: .schon die zweileilige

UbeÍschrift 1,1 (AusspÍuch ffb€r/gegcn Ninivc; BucvRolle deÍ Schauungen Nahums) wei$ darauf hin'

daB das Buch als KomposÍion von Taxtcinheilen unteaschiedlichcÍ Hcrkunft en§tandcn isl '
I The rcsults of this pÍevious study have to bc corrected on some poinl§ [n thc prcsenl commenlaÍy

I suggesl different divisions of canticles in cento I' of thc strophcs in l:7ff ' and of àe canticles in

canti-lu. The conclusions Publi§hcd in ofs 34 alrÉady diffcÍrd from the paper I read on this subject at

öc Joint Mccting of lhc SOTS a OTW. UnfoÍtunately' lhis takcs Àway thc basis for thc ÍlferÈnccs by

Becking to my *ork in Becking 1995e, 27t' n. 5, and BeckinS 1995b' 4' n 7'



emend the texl. In the remarks to the texts most structural elements iue
described, from the canto to the smaller units. So the remarks in this place can
be restricted to the overall structure and the relationships between the cantos.

The poem as a whole shows the following well-balanced structure.

INTRODUCTION

(sub)cantos canticles strophes verses

I l:1-11 3 3+3+3 t7

IIA l:12-2:3 2 3+3 t2

llB 2:4-8 2 2+2 8

IIC 2:9-14 2 J+J 12

IIIA 3:1-7 2 J+J t2

IIIB 3:8-l I 2 2+2 7

IIIC 3:12-19 2 3+3 13

After the hymn in canto I, describing yHwH as an avenger and a judge, canto
II announces the judgement of Nineveh by this avenging God and illustrates its
fulfilment in a vision. The final canto offers a reaction to the announcemenr
and adds a new vision. One can also regard canto I as a prologue and canto III
as an epilogue to the divine pronouncements in l:12-14 and 2:14. which
envelope the second canto. The cantos are inrcrrelated by a number of key_
words: oN (t:6:2:4;3:13, l5), lto (l:7; 3:4, 8), r]rD (l:7; 3:ll), and )ix
(l:10; 2:14; 3:12f., l5). The word :1o marks rhe contrasr between ynwn and
Nineveh. The repetition of rlrtt denotes the difference between Judah finding
shelter with YHWH and the Ninevites tooking for a shelter in vain. The words
uN and tfN mark a thread running through the book - in l:6, l0; 2:14; and
3: 15 - describing with increasing clarity the end of Nineveh.

Cantos II and III not only have a similar structure - with a smaller canticle
in the middle - they are also interrelated in many ways. This was also noted
but described in different ways by Alonso Schökel; Armerding; Achtemeier;
Patterson 1988, 48f.; and Nogalski 1993b, tZ3. In the divinè oracle ar the
beginning of canto II it is predicted that the Assyrians shall .fly away' (rlr)
despite their grear number (l:12). The same is said at rhe end of the third
canto, using the verb tlt (3:16; note the use of these two verbs as a parallel
pair in Jer. 9:9). The comparison of the Assyrians with lions (2:i2f .) ís
balangs6 6, the simile of the people of Assur as a flock without a shepherd
(3:18). Next to this, one may nore the chiastic arrangement following the
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divine oracle in l:12-14, emphasízing the other divine oracles in 2: l4 and 3:5.

a. ö'ln (2: laA)
b. ,no (2: laB)

c. ')n (2: lbA)
d. f lD (2:2aA)

e. imperatives (2:2aB-b)
f. lnnE: nll;']) 'trrD (2:7)

g. niiD, (2:8)
h. o'D (2:9 with Nineveh)

i. ir.x (2: l2)
j. nrx:g ;r1;1' or.) '].5x '))i (2: l4)
j' n1*rs ;il;l' EN) 'l')§ r)n (3:5)

i' l.xD (3:7)
h' 0'D (3:8 with No)

g' o'o) (3:l3aA)
f ']Jix "iro ]nnD) nln. (3: l3aB)

e' imperatives (3:14)
d' otl (3: l8)

c' ''l: l,pn (3:19b8)
b' lDo (3: l9bA)

a' o'rn (3:l8b)

There is also a more linear arrangement of parallels in the description of the

sack of the city, enveloped in the text by the repeated divine oracle in 2:14

and 3:5.

the red colour of blood 2:4a (o'1xD) 3:1 (o'01)

rushing chariots 2:5a (t:'1) 3:2 ( llrD)

lightning (Pr:) 2:5b 3:3a

stumbling (ru:) 2:6 3:3b

exposed (r)l) 2:8 3:5

It can be concluded that the book of Nahum should be regarded as a well-

structured unity with an intricate web of crossreferences tkoughout the book,

emphasizing the divine oracles.
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1.4 The síyle oÍ the poet
On at least one point all scholars who have studied the book of Nahum agree:
the author was a gifted poet. Jerome already remarks aboui 3:l_4 that the
Hebrew text is so beautiful that no translation can match it. Luther also shows
respect for his lirerary qualities, for instance in 2:6, and for his irony in 2:10;
3:14, 17. Many commentators cite with approval (part oll the judgement by
the English bishop Robert Lowth: Er omnibus minoibus prophetis nemo
videtur aequare sublimitatem, ardorem eí aud.aces spiitus Naiumi. Adde quod
eius vaticinium iníegrum ac justum est poëma: exordium magnincum eit et
plane augustum; apparatus ad excidium Ninivae, eiusque excidii desciptio et
amplificatio, ardentissimus coloibus expimitur, at admirabilem habet evid.en_
tiam et pondus.a The author seems to have used all poetic devices he knew to
express his message, especially alliteration, chiastic and envelope structures
(see the surveys by Allis 1955; patrerson and Travers lggg and 1990; and also
Watson, CIIP, with many references to the book of Nahum). He even coined
new words (see the remarks on 2:ll, l3f.) and introduced the name_acrostic
and -telestic in Hebrew literature (see the remarks on l:lff., 12; 3:lg). The
use of these acrostics, next to the alphabetic acrostic in l:3_7, was probably
inspired by Mesopotamian literature. The many direct and indirect ret-erences
Io Assyrian treaty texts and royal annals show that the poet must have been
familiar with this literaÍure. The admirable style of Àe poet also causes
problems for the translators and interpreters. Sometimes thè Versions show
desperate attempB to make sense of texts which the translator apparently did
not understand. The uncommon way of formulation was often reason lbr
critical scholars to emend the text to more normal words and phrases. The
many internal relations in the book by means of repetition or external parallel_
ism and the many sudden transitions from one addressee to another and from
long to shoÍ lines, make it difficult to trace the structure of the text and have
also led scholars to rearrange the text. The present commentary proceeds on
the presupposition that rhe difficult rexrs in this book are due to thè originality
of the poet and not to a corruption of the text. The inclination to change thl
text should be suppressed as long as possible.

1.5 Sources of inspiration
As was remarked above, the poet was familiar with Mesopotamian literature
and wove many references to Assyrian royal texts into his book (see also the
examples given by Machinist 1983, 735f.; and the surveys by Carhcaí 1973
and Johnston 1992, 330-398). Ir has also been long recognized rhat the book

'De sacra poe Hcbrueorufi. Praelcctiones academioe Otunii hobitae, Götringen 1770, 434; firsr
cited by K.eenen 1808, 29; cf. also JpM SmiÈ,274, cr al.
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of Nahum shows affinities with the language of the Psalms, especially in the
first chapter (see the remarks on l:2-9 and also 3:19). For Gunkel this was

reason to suggest thai this part of the book is a posÈexilic addition. Although
his view about a complete acrostic is no longer shared, the related literary
critical suggestion is still found with many scholars.

The relation with cultic literature induced Humbert, who interprets the book
of Nahum as a unity, to formulate the theory that it was written as a liturgy
c€lebrating the downfall of Nineveh in a ceremony in the temple in the autumn
of 612 BCE. Initially, this idea received some support (Sellin, Biè), but it was

soon rejected as too hypothetical and because it is contÍadicted by the fact that
the book of Nahum describes the end of Nineveh as a future event.5

A cultic background was also assumed by Haupt who relates it to the 'day of
Nikanor' mentioned in I Macc. t3:51f. Haldar bases his cultic interpretation
on relations with Mesopotamian myths, especially Enwna elii, and places it in
the context of the assumed Israelite popular-synchristic cult celebrating YHWH

as a dying and resurrected deity. Both theories have rightly been dropped, but
it would be wrong to deny any relation with the cult. Like Humbert, some

scholars still place the book of Nahum in the Jerusalem liturgy (cf. De Vries
1966). Jeremias 1969, 19, suggests a post-exilic reinterpretation by cultic
prophets. It would have been used in the liturgy as a prophetic answer to a

song of complaint by the people. Eaton 1981, 15, suggests that Nahum spoke
on an autumn festival closely before the fall of Nineveh or perhaps some

decades earlier. Coggins 1982, 92, remarks - more cautiously - that 'there

is no ground for doubting that one aspect of the Jerusalem cult would have
been prayer for victory over foreign enemies, and every reason to suppose that

the prophets would have been enlisted in such a campaign.' In this framework
he mentions Nahum together with Habakkuk, Joel and, possibly, Obadiah.ó
However, affinities with language used in the cult do not necessarily imply a
cultic status of the prophet or his words. It is more likely that the poet simply
used expressions and forms (the alphabetic acrostic) he heard and read in
Jerusalem. He may have had his contacts in cultic circles (NH Ridderbos, 30).

A third source of inspiration - next to the Assyrian literature and the cultic
texts - were the words of Isaiah, who had lived and worked in Jerusalem at
the end of the previous century (Kleinert 1910, 520f.; Armerding, 453ff.;
Spronk 1995a, 46f.). As will be demonstrated below, the words of Nahum can
often be read as a reinterpretation of oracles in, for instance, Isa. 5:24-30;

5 Cf. M. Gcrlach, Dr. ptophctitch. Uuryien d.s Alt.n Tcstornenlt, Bonn 1967, 82f.

' Cf. also J. Bfenkinsopp, A Hitrory oÍ Proph.c'J ia ft.a./, PhiladclphiÀ 19t3, 149, callint Nahum
'the spokcsman foa Èc Tcmplc cult in the seÍvicc of the (Josianic) nationÀlistic revival'; and R.R.
Wison, Prcph.cy and Society in Anci.nt Isracl, Philedclphia 19E0, 277: 'As a central pmphct Nahum
helped to prcscrve the social strucNre by expressing lhc natioMlistic values of the royal cuk.'
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lO:5-19', 14:24-27, and 30:27 -33 (see, amongsr orhers, the remarks on Nah.
l:10, l3; 3:l).

1.6 The book of Nahum as a source of inspiration
In its tum the book of Nahum has influenced later prophecies (cf. Kleinert,
99; Helberg 1969; Cassuto 1973, 168-17l: Coggins 1982, 82ff.; Spronk
1995a, 47-56). The book of Habakkuk looks like a mirrored replica of its
predecessor in the canon. The hymn in the last chapter balances the opening
hymn in Nah. l. The heading in Nah. l:l has irs counterpan in Hab. 2:2.
Note also the relations between Hab. l:&f.; 2:12 and Nah. 2:4f.., 3:lff.:
between Hab. 3:6, 10 and Nah. 1:5; between Hab. 3:8ff. and Nah. l:4;
between Hab. 3:16 and Nah. l:7.7 The most important example of possible
influence upon the Second Isaiah is the well-known text about the messenger
bringing the good tiding of peace (Nah. 2:l ll lsa. 52:7; see the remarks
below). Isa.47:l-5 (cf. Nah. l:2,8, l0;3:5ff., l3); 5l:19f. (cf. Nah. 2: tl;
3:7, l0); and post-exilic texts like Isa. 13:14 (cf. Nah. 3:18);24:t-4 (cf. Nah.
l:lo:2:2, 10f.): and 33:l-12 (cf. Nah. l:4, 8, l0l 2: I, t4 3:7,15) conrain
many reminiscences of the book of Nahum as well. The same can be said of
Jer. 30:7-15 (cf. Nah. l:3, 8, 13; 3:19) and 46:2-t2 (cf. Nah. l:8; 2:5, 9;
3:3, 9). The book of Nahum also had its influence upon the description of rhe
divine judgement in later apocalyptic literature (cf. Isa. 59:l7ff.; 66:13-16)
and especially in the imagery of the Day of YHWH (cf. Cathcan 1975).

1,7 The place wiÍhin the canon
The book of Nahum is the seventh of the Twelve (.Minor'8) prophets. In the
MT it is preceded by Micah, in the LXX by Jonah. Recently there has been a
revival of the old theories by K. Budde, AW 39 (l9Zl) 218-237, and R.E.
Wolfe, ZAW 53 (1935) 90-129, about rraces of editorial activities in the
formation of the Twelve (see the survey of previous research by Nogalski
1993a,2-12, and Jones 1995, 13-40). It has to be doubted wherher these new
theories will lead to convincing and commonly accepEd results. The examin-
ation of the text of the book of Nahum offered in the present commentary does

7 On the relations beNeen Nahum and Habakkuk see also SchneideÍ l9?9, 54: E. Bosshard. gN 40
(1987) 34; Jones 1995, 55; and with regaÍd !o àe lasr example, OlivieÍ 1969. NoSalski 1993a, 40-45,
also notes the rclatioÍs between Nah. 3 and Hab. I, assuming a'Stichwort connection' between these
books. He fails lo take in(o accoun! the other connections. Chrislensen 1988, 5?, n. 23, announces a
study of'Nahum-Habakkuk as a canonical literary unit.'The study of L.A. Rosenthal, Bràellvlrsen,
schaÍlich.s I. loel-Nohun-Habokuk miteínander vetglichen, Srrassburg 1905, mentioned by Van der
Wal 1988, 30, was not available (o me.

I On lhe origin of lhis name in (he third century CE among Greek chrislian scholars see A. HilhoÍst,
"De benaming grote en kleine profetel," PrcÍeten an profctische g.schiÍten (Fs A.S. van der Woude,
ed. F. GaÍcía MaÍtínez et al.), Kampen 1985,43-54.
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not Íally with the suggestions by Nogalski 1993 ascribing paí of l:2f. (cf.
also Van tÉeuwen 1993),4b, óa; and 3:15f. to this redaction (see also the
critical remarks by Jones 1995, 38). It cannot and should not be denied that
there are many crossreferences between the prophetic books, bu( it is more
likely that they have to be ascribed to one prophet influencing the other than
to editorial activities.

Within the canonical approach it is more interesting and more fruitful to
study the order in which the Twelve have been placed. The differences
between the MT and the LXX must have had their reasons. Coggins 1994, 64,
observes that the overall shape of the Book of the Twelve resembles the way
the other prophetic books are built up. They begin with words of doom against
their own sinful people (Hosea-Micah; cf. Isa. l-12; 24-34: ler. l-25; Ezek.
l-24). Then follows a section mainly dealing with foreign nations
(Nahum-Zeph. 2t cf. Isa. 13-23'34l' the second pan of LXX Jer.; Ezek. 25-
32) and in conclusion we find words of hope for restoration of the community
(Haggai - Malachi; cf. Isa. 40-66: the conclusion of LXX Jer.; Ezek. 33-48).e
With regard to Nahum this comparison with Isa. 13-23 is underlined by the
use of xir,: in the heading (cf. Isa. 13: l; 15: I etc.). It also has its implications
within the theological context (see the remarks below).

Another important issue is the relation to the book of Jonah. This story
concerns the same city of Nineveh, which is confronted with the same message

of doom, but with a completely different outcome. There can be no doubt
about it that the book of Jonah was written after the book of Nahum. It is
probably even to be regarded as reacting to it'in stiller Zwiesprache' (Dietrich
1994b,741l. cf. also Coggins 1994, 66, who speaks of two different solutions
to the same problem of foreign powers). Jonah repeated the announcement by
Nahum and hoped for a similar effectuation, but he was corrected by YHwH
(note the close relation of Jon. 4:2 and Nah. l:3, the use ofon) in loÍt. 4'.2,

and the final question in both books). As the book of Jonah probably was the
last to enter the collection of the Minor Prophets, the plàcement after the book
of Malachi in the fragment found at Qumran (4QXII") may represent the

original order of the books (cf. Jones 1995, 129-169). In the LXX sequence

the book of Jonah is placed right before the book of Nahum. Apparently,
thematic correspondence (the theme of Nineveh) took precedence here over the

e See also D.N. Frcedman, Irr Unity of the Hebrev Bibí., AnD Arbor 1991, 49-52, who argues for
another - but less convincing - parallal bct*een the Book of ihe Twelve and the three rnajor
prophe§: Hosca, Amos, rnd Micah corÍespond !o dle chronological framework of Isa. l-39: Nallum,

Habakkuk, and Zephaniah aÍe roughly coítempomry *ith Jercmiah: Haggai, Zecheriah, end Malachi
have many parallcls wirh Ezekiel. [n both cas€s (so also with CogSins' theory) lhe books of Joel,

Obadiah, and Jonah do not Íit within (hc schcíÈ. This could b€ explained es an indication of these

books being addcd at a laler stage to the colleclion of öe Minor Prophe§ (cf. Jones 1995, 57f.).
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chonological considerations leading to the arrangement in the MT, which
follows the dates given in the headings of the books of Jonah and Micah. We
find it explained in the Tg. adding to the heading in Nah. 1: 'Previously
Jonah, the son of Amittai, the prophet from Gath-Hepher, prophesied against
her and she repented of her sins; and when she sinned again there prophesied
once more against her Nahum of Beth Koshi, as is recorded in this book.' The
new sins of Nineveh probably refer to Mic. 5:4f., speaking of Assur entering
the territory of Judah. According to Jones, the order of books in the LXX is
older than the arrangement in the MT. In his view the change of place of the
book of Jonah marks a development in its interpretative history: 'from a

narrative postscript on Israelity prophecy to an example of Israelite prophetic
literature and finally to a historical account of an eighth century prophetic
figure' (Jones 1995, 239). He assumes that the juxtaposition of Jonah and
Nahum in the arrangement of the LXX 'may have been motivated by an
ailempt to balance the portrait of divine justice toward the nations that is

contained in the books of Joel, Obadiah, and Nahum with the message of
Yahweh's sovereign mercy in the Book of Jonah' (p. 228). In the arrangement
of the MT this thematic connection would have been adumbrated by more
historical concerns.

§ 2 The historical context
2.1 Bibliography

B. Becking, "Bee's Dating Formula and the Book of Nahum," "/§Of l8 (1980) 100-
104; R.E. Bee, "Dating the Book of Nahum: A Response to the Article by Bob
Becking," .ÍSOI l8 (1980) 104; E. Ben Zvi, "History and Prophetic ^texts," History
and Interpretation (Fs J.H. Hayes, ed. M.P. Graham et al.; JSOTSup 173), Sheffield
1993, t06-120; M. Cogan, "Judah under Assyrian Hegemony," IBL ll2 (1993) 403-
414; LH. Eybers, "A Note Concerning the Date of Nahum's," Yan Zyl 1969, 9-12;
A.K. Grayson, Assyian and Babylonian Aronicles, New York 1975; A.K. Grayson,
"Assyria 668-635 B.C.: The Reign of Ashurbanipal," CÀH llll2, 1991, 142-16l;
W.C. Gwaltney, "Assyrians," Peoples of the OA Testdment WorM (ed. A.J. Hoerth et
al.), Grand Rapids 1994,77-10ó; W.G. Lambert, "Assyrians and lsrael," fRE, Vol.
4, 19'19,265-277; A.H. Layard, Nineveh and Babylon, Lnrdon 1874; F.M.Th. de
Liagre Böhl, "Bliite und Untergang des Assyrerreiches als historisches Problem,"
Studia Riblica et Semitica (Fs Th.C. Vriezen), Wageningen 1966, 204-220; Luckenbill
1927 t T.A. Madhloom, "Nineveh. The 1968-1969 Campaign," Sumer 25 (1969), 43-
49; T. Madhloum (sic), "Excavations at Nineveh. A Preliminary Report (1965-1967),"
Sumer 23 (1967) 76-79; T.A. Madhloun (sic), "Nineveh. The 1967-1968 Campaign,"
Sumer 24 (1968) 45-51; T.C. Mitchell, "Judah until the Fall of Jerusale m," CAH llll2,
1991, 371-409; J. Oates, "The Fall of Assyria (635-609 B.C.)," CAH llll2, 1991,
162-193; R.H. Pfeiffer, "Assyria and Israel," Revistd deglí studi oientali 32 (1957)
145-154; Piepkorn 1933; A.F. Rainey, "Manasseh, King of Judah, in the Whirlpool of
the Seventh Century B.C.E.," kinafintu la darA (Fs R. Kutscher, ed. A.F. Rainey et
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al.), Tel Aviv 1993, 147-164i W. Röllig, 'Assur-GeiBel der Völker," Saeculum 37

(1986) 116-128; H.W.F. Saggs, The Migh, thet wqs Assy'ia, l,ondon 1984; Scon
1990; C.C. Smith, "'Aha, Assyria! Rod of My Fury, very Staff of My Sentencing-

Curse"," Wards Remembered Texts Renewed (Fs J.F.A. Sawyer, ed. J. Davies et al.;
JSOTSup 195), Sheffield 1995, I82-20ó; Spalinger 1974; W. von Soden, "Die Assyrer

und der Krieg," Iraq 25 (1963) l3l-1,14; StÍonach 1992; H. Spieckermant, Juda unter
Assur in der Sargonidenzeit (FRLANT 129), Góuingen t982; M. Weippert, "Die
Kàmpfe des assyrischen Königs Assurbanipal gegen die AÍabeÍ," WdO 7 (1973) 39-85;

Wiseman 1979.

2,2 The setting
This is not the place for an elaborate description of Judah and Assyria in the

seventh century BCE (see the excellent surveys by Mitchell l99l and Grayson

l99l). Some topical issues may suffice. The only historical fact mentioned in
the book of Nahum is the sack of the Egyptian city of Thebes (No-of-Amon;

Nah. 3:8). It was captured by the Assyrian king Ashurbanipal, who reigned

from 668 until probably A7 BCE (there is much uncenainty about his final
years and whether he was still everywhere recognized as king in the last years

before his death in 627). He succeeded his father Esarhaddon who left him a

mighty empire. His first years as king were devoted to consolidating this

power. This was the reason for his two campaigns against Egypt, eventually

resulting in the sack of Thebes. In the next years he also crushed rebellions of
the Medes in the nonh, of the Arabs in the south, and of the Medes in the

east. He did not hesilate to use very cruel means to strengthen his authority.

He faced his greatest threat when his brother Shamash-shuma-ukin, appointed

by their father as king of Babylon, formed an anti-Assyrian alliancc with Elam

in 652. This uprising ended with the fall of Babylon in 648 after a siege of
two years. Ashurbanipal was not only a waÍior; he was also a builder. He

completed the building project in Nineveh staíed by Esarhaddon' who had

made this city his capital. He had Babylon restored and initiated other building

programmes. He was also known for other cultural achievements, such as

iotlecting an enoÍnous library. At the height of his power there was 'a
general feeling of security and well-being' (Grayson 1991' 160) However,

ilready in his last years the decline set in. His three successors were not able

to r"g"in fle former glory. The end came when in 612 the combined forces of

Babylonians under Nebopolassar and Medes under Cyaxares attacked Nineveh

and captured it after a siege of three months. The city was looted and turned

into a ruin. The last Assyrian king, Ashur-uballit II, saved himself by fleeing

to the city of Haran. Despite Egyptian support the Assyrian empíre ended

there, with Öe final blow in the battle at Carchemish in 605'

The Assyrians had ended the existence of the state of Israel with the capture

of Samuia and the exile of its inhabilants in 722 Under king Hezekiah Judah

could remain an independent state and even survived an attack on Jerusalem
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by Sennacherib in 701, but the Assyrian campaign had weakened the land and
the people of Judah were forced to pay a heavy ribute. Hezekiah's successor,
Manasseh (reigning from 687/6 until 640), seems to have been loyal to
Assyria most of the time. (It is not clear whether 2 Chron. 33:llff. referring
to an exception, is historically trustworthy. ) Judah did not experience new
attacks, but it suffered under the tributes and from the Assyrian armies on
their way to Egypt or Arab countries. Assyrian annals repoÍ of Manasseh
being forced to contribute to both the building projects and the military
campaigns. All this made Manasseh 'king of an economically depressed state'
(Rainey 1993, 149-152). Manasseh's successor Amon was murdered after a
shon reign and replaced by Josiah in 6411640. During his reign Judah profited
at first from the fact that Ashurbanipal no longer had to prove his power. This
stable period in the second pan of his reign is sometimes even labelled as the
'pax Assyiaca.' l-ater Judah could take advantage of the decline of Assyrian
power. Josiah had the opportunity to try to recreate something of the former
Davidic empire. This suddenly and unexpectedly ended with rhe unrimely
death of Josiah in 609 when he attempted to stop the Egyptian army on its way
to support the Assyrians in Haran.

2.3 Date and author oÍ the book of Nahum
Hardly anybody doubts rhar the book of Nahum or pan of ir has to be dared
somewhere between 663 (the fall of Thebes) and 612 BCE (the fall of Nine_
veh), but attempts to relate some texts in the book to other datable events or
persons named in other sources have not led to convincing results. On the
basis of the interpretation of the book of Nahum as a liturgy celebrating the
end of Nineveh (see §1.4 above) Humbert and Selin suggest a date shortly
after 612. A date shortly before this moment seems more likely and somè
identify the advancing armies in 2:4f.; 3:2f. with the Babylonians and the
Medes. The trusl expressed in YHWH woutd fit the reform of Josiah. A date
after his reformation would also explain why the book of Nahum does not
mention the sins of previous kings like Manasseh (JpM Smith; Horst; pfeiffer
l_957, 152, et al.). The main problem wirh this date is rhat ir is contradicted by
the Assyrians being pictured as sdll in full strength (cf. l:12), whereas since
the death of Ashurbanipal the Assyrian empire had atready lost most of its
former glory.

NH Ridderbos rhinks of the period shortly after the reformation of Judah in
622, because of the positive attitude towaÍds Judah, as the measures of Josiah
still seemed to meet much approval. This is also the period when Nebopolas_
saÍ €merged as head of the Babylonians as a rival to Assyria (CathcaÍ 1992,
999).

Eybers 1969, 10, suggests a date around 630. Nahum would have been an
'i$trument in the hand of God to encourage Josià' (cf. also VanGemeren
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1990, 164). Others think of this date in relation to a first attack of the Medes
on Nineveh, reponed by ancient Greek historiansro (Stonehouse et al.). The
problem with a date during the reign of Josiah is that there is no clear evi-
dence of hostile relations between Judah and Assyria. Judah even seemed to
have prospered due to the 'pax Assyiaca' and probably was not eagerly
awaiting Assyria's defeat (Ben Zvi 1993, ll8f.). Josiah also profited from
Assyria's growing weakness, which was certainly to be preferred to the rise of
a powerful successor.

Many scholars assume a relation with the revolt of Shamash-shuma-ukin in
652 (Goslinga; Van der Woude; Patterson; Dietrich 1994b, 740, et al.). For
two reasons this is not likely. Firstly, one would expect to find clear refer-
enc€s to such a concrete historical occasion. Secondly, with the defeat of the
Babylonians and Medes in 648 the book of Nahum would have needed to be
reinterpreted very soon to be still acceptable as a reliable prophecy.

All this makes a date soon after the sack of Thebes in 6ó3 the most likely
option (Maier; Keller et al.). Positive arguments for this date are, firsdy, that
the Egyptian campaign of Ashurbanipal with its bitter consequences for Judah
(see the remarks on 3:8) was still fresh in the minds; secondly, a comparison
with Thebes would not have made much sense after ca. 650 when Egyptian
power and independence had clearly risen again.

The style of the book points to a skilful writer, familiar both with cultic
texts and Mesopotamian literature. We could thinl of a writer working for
king Manasseh in Jerusalem. Because of his function he had to be able to read

and write Akkadian, the lingua franca of that period. One of his predecessors

probably functioned as a translator in the negotiations with the Assyrian
rabshake in 701 (2 Kgs. 18:18). He also may have had access to the temple
(cf. 2 Chron. 24:ll). In his position he could not publish anti-Assyrian texts.

because this would be in opposition to the official policy of the court (cf. Ben

Zvï 1993, I l2). It would have cost him his job and probably more than that.
This explains why he wrote under a pseudonym (see Íhe remarks on l:1). One

misses clear signs of criticism against his own king. The suggestion by
Dietrich 1994a, 470, that l:ll is a reference to Manasseh (cf. also Jeremias

1970, 24) is not convincing. It should be considered, however, that the books

of Kings and Chronicles picture Manasseh primarily as the negative counter-
part of Josiah. When the book of Nahum was written, there may have been

fewer reasons to express any hopes about his downfall, whereas the burden of
the Assyrians upon Judah was clearly very heavy.

13

r0 FoÍ a survey of G. Greek souÍces scc Kleineí 1910, 523ff. and Meier, 10Eff.
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§ 3 The theological context
Bibl.: Balaban 1962; Coggins 1982; Dierrich 1994a; N.K. OotÍwàld, All the Kingdorts
oÍ the Eafih. Israelite Prophec! qnd lntemational Relations in the Ancient Near East,
New York 1964; Keller 1972; Longman 1985; J.L. Miheliè, "The Concept of God in
the Book of NzhruÍ\," lntetpretarion 2 (1948) 199-207; Peets 1993; G.V. Smith, fre
Prophets as Preachers, An Introduction to the Hebrere Propàers, Nashville 1994; W.
Saerk, Dar Assyische WeUreich im Uneil der Propheten, Görtingen l9O8; Vawrer
1961; M. Weinfeld, "Der Protest gegen den Imperialismus in der altisraelitischen
Prophetie," Kulturen der Achsenzeit (ed. S.N. Eisensradt), Vol. l, Frankturt a.M.
1987 , 240-257 ; S. Weissbleit, "God's Characrer in the Prophecies of Jonah and Nahum
in Regard to Nineveh," Beit Mikra 38 (1993) 206-2ll (Hebrew).

The prominent place of the book of Nahum in books and articles about ancient
Hebrew poetry is matched by an almost complete lack of references to this
prophecy in the handbooks abour rhe theology of rhe OT. The almosr unani-
mous praise of his style is contrasted by harsh criticism of some modern
scholars, esp€cially in the beginning of this century, for instance by Staerk
1908, 179f.: 'Aus HaB und wilder Schadenfreude ist die ganze Dichtung, in
der wir ein charalteristisches Zeugnis des von Jeremja so scharf bekàmpften
nationalen Prophetentums haben, geboren.' Also JpM Smith, 281, notes a
striking contrast between the message of Nahum and that of Jeremià: ,In
Nahum, a representative of the old, narrow and shallow prophetism finds its
place in the Canon of Scripture. His point of view is essentially one with that
of (...) the so-called "false prophets«.' Similar derogatory remarks can be
found, among others, in Marti, 305f.: Elliger, 20; L. P.iosÍ, T\LZ 90 (1965)
246: and Seybold, 20. ln the Book List oÍ the SOrS 1988, 54. R.A. Mason
even remarks: 'Will any of us ever have the courage to admit (...) that the
book really is rather a disgrace to the nvo religious communities of whose
canonical Scriptures it forms so unwelcome a pan?' (see Mason 1991, g2f.,
for a more moderate approach). However, Staerk et al. should not be praised
for their 'courage' to label the book of Nahum a theological disgrace. Instead,
they should be blamed for ignoring the clear relations with other canonical
prophecies shedding a completely different light upon the words of Nahum. It
should not be overlooked that lhere is little difference between the prophecy of
Nàum and the oracles against the nations found with Isaiah and Jeremiah, as
is rightly remaÍked by Stonehouse, 95; NH Ridderbos, 35; Weinfeld 1987,
242; Coggins 1992, 84, er al. Many sayings of Nahum can be regarded as
reinterpretations of words of Isaiah. Some may have doubted the words about
Assyria spoken by this Jerusalem propher at the end of the eighth century, but
now they are reinforced (Smith 1994, 159f.). Ir should not be excluded that
the writer of the book of Nahum also shared other convictions with this
predecessor, but that this small book on one special subject did not offer the
right context to express them: 'Nahum demonstraÍes a limited theological
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range, and we are not necessarily corTect in assuming that anything he does
not mention he opposed (...) or disregarded' (Gonwald 1964, 232: cf. also
Vawter 1961, 220). Instead of accusing him of being a false prophet, we have
to assume that in the later prophetic tradition the book of Nahum was accepted
as a perfect example of true prophecy. Did not ihe downfall of Nineveh in 612
prove that these words written down some fifty years earlier were divinely
inspired? There can be no doubt at all that the words of Nahum fit the
criterion formulated in the book of Deuteronomy that played a central role in
the reformation of Josiah h 622: a prophet has rightly spoken in the name of
YHwH when his word comes true (Deut. l8:21f.). This explains the great

impact of the book of Nahum as is apparent in Íhe many parallels in later
prophetic texts (see the remarks in § I .6).

The opening hymn is rightly called the key to the understanding of the book
(Achtemeier). It is more than just a later orthodox addition to make the
profane soldier's songs acceptable for religious purposes (Seybold). The
theological tone set at the beginning rings through in the complete book.
YHwH is praised as the almighty creator. His power is also appaÍent in history
(Balaban) and is used to fight the forces of evil opposing Him, and Ío protect
those who seek refuge with Him. Nineveh is pictured as an opponent of
YHwH. The military forces besieging Nineveh are described in such a way that
they can be associated with heavenly armies (cf. lnngman 1985 and Carhcart
1985 about YHwH as 'Divine Warrior'). The poet of the book of Nahum can
be counted as belonging to the monotheistic circles in Judah preparing the way
for the reformation of Josiah and showing öe political consequences of the

belief in one God (Dietrich 1994a).
Although the book of Nahum begins with a threefold 'YHIVH is an avenger,'

revenge is not the leading theme. It is no more than an aspect of YHWH as a

judge (Peels). His anger is aroused at the sighi of injustice and the message of
his severe judgement is a comfon to those oppressed by evil powers and a

source of hope for those who fear that these powers are invincible (Edelkoort,

52f.). For this reason Miheliö 1948, 199f., remarks that 'if the critics of
Nahum had lived in the last decade and witnessed the brutaliry that had been
visited upon the helpless people in the European and Asiatic concentration
camps, that they would rather have joined their voices with Nahum in his joy
over the fall of the ,bloody city,. than have condemned his righteous indigna-

tion in the comfoí and the security of their ivory towers.' Unforrunately, after
almost half a century it is not difficult to add many new examples of atrocities;
many of which are, regrettably, still unavenged.

The poet describes the opponents in mostly general terms. This indicates that

he may have thought of more than just the actual siruadon. Nineveh is the

symbol of Assyria's power and Assyria is t)?ical of any enemy of YHwH's
(cf. Vancemeren 1990, 161). So his message testiÍies to a basic belief in

15
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YHWH controlling evil forces. Keller 1972,418, speaks of 'Relativierung und
Mythisierung der Geschichte' (cf. also Van der Woude, 127). Nahum would
have interpreted his own time as based on a mythic stÍucture of the 'unver-
meidliche, weil transc€ndental verankerte, Sieg der Ordnung iiber die Unord-
nung.' This view can be compared to the opinion of those scholars who date
the final form of the book of Nahum after the exile and suggest a close
relation to eschatological traditions (Schulz 1973; Renaud 1987). Although the
proposed date must be questioned, it is certainly true that the book of Nahum
had its influence upon later eschatological and apocalyptic literature (see also
the remarks at the end of § I .6).

§ 4 The history of interpreta on
Bibl.: J.D. Amusin, "The Reflexion of HisroÍical Events of the Firsr Century B.C. in
Qumran Commentaries (4Ql6l; 4Q169; 4Q166)," HUCA 48 (197'l) 123-152 D.
Dimant, "A Quotation from Nahum 3:8-10 in 4Q385í6," The Bible in the Light oÍ lts
Interpreters, (ed. S, Japhet), Jerusalem 1994, 3l-3'l (Hebrew); A. Dupont-Sommer,
"Le commenhire de Nahum découvert près de la mer morte (4QpNah). Traduction er
notes," Sez 13 (1963), 55-88 (with additions in ÀB 7t u9641 298i); Y.-M. Duvat,
"Jéröme et Origène avant la querelle origéniste. La cure et la guérison ultime du
monde et du diable dans I'In Nahum," Aug 24 (1984) 411-494; Y.-M. Duval, "Jéróme
et les prophètes," Congress Volume Sql.qtwnco /983 (ed. J.A. Emerton; SVT 36),
Leiden 1985, 108-13l; Gordon 1989; D. Flusser, "Pharisàer und Essener im pescher

Nahum," purzraz (ed. K.E. Grözinger et al.; Wege der Forschung CDX), DaÍmstadr
1981, 121-166; D.J. Halperin, "Crucifixion, the Nahum Pesher, and the Rabbinic
Penalry of Strangulation," .I"IS 32 (1981) 3246: S.B. Hoenig, "Dorshé Halakot ii Íhe
Pesher Nalum Scrolls,,/Ba 83 (19ó4) 119-138; S.B. Hoenig, "The Pesher Nahum

"Talmud.," IBL 85 (1967) 441-2t45; M.P. Horgan, Peshaim. Qumran Interpretation of
the Biblical Aook (CBQ Monograph Series 8), Washington 1979; c. Kratse, Studien
a Luthers Auslegung der Kleine Propheten, Tiibingen 1962; J. Maier, "Weitere Stiicke
zum Nahumkommentar aus der Höhle 4 von Qumran," Jud 18 (1962\ 215-250: l.
Rabbinowitz, "The Meaning of Oe Key ("Demetrius") Passage of the Qumran Nahum-
Pesher," "/,4O§ 98 (1978) 394-399; Rosenberg 1988; H,H. Rowley, "4QpNahum and
the Teacher of Righteousness," JBL75 (1956) 188-193; L.H. Schiffman, "Pharisees
and Sadducess in Pesher Nahum," Minhah le Nahum (Fs Nahum M. Sarna, ed. M.
BreÍler et al.; JSOTSUp 154), Sheffield 1993, 272-290; Spronk 1995a; Y. Yadin,
"Pesher Nahum (4QpNahum) Reconsidered," IEl2l (197l') t-12.

The first traces of reading and interpreting the book of Nahum can already be
found within the OT (see §1.6 above). The book of Jonah clearly reacrs ro the
way Nahum described the relation between YHWH and rhe nations (see sl.7).
In the community of Qumran in the last cenrury BCE the book of Nahum must
have been held in high esteem. Some of the Psalms of Thanlsgiving (lQH)
are cleaÍly influenced by the hymn in Nah.l (Spronk 1995a, 59; note the
parallels of VI, 2lf. with Nah.l: I 1; III, 28f. with vv. 6, 9, I l; III, 30 with v.
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4; III, 3lff. with v. 5; lII, 3l with w. 8f.; and III, 37 with v. 7). From the -
unfoÍunately, only paÍly preserved - commenhry (peJfter) devoted ro rhis
book we leam that it was interpreted as suppoÍing the ideas of the Qumran
community and as being fulfilled in the own days (see the references to this
commentary in the rubric 'Essentials and perspectives'); cf. also Dimant 1994.
The same can be observed in the paraphrase of the Tg.

In the early Church (see especially the commenÍaries of Jerome, Theodor,
Theodoret, and Cyrill) the book of Nahum was often interpreted as comfon to
the persecuted christians, expressing the hope that one day the church would
have reason to celebrate like Judah (2:l). The maÍtyrs would be avenged in
the coming final judgement of God. Nineveh was often regarded as a symbol
of the devil.

In later Jewish tradition (see the survey by Rosenberg and the many refer-
ences with Gordon 1989) the book of Nahum seems to have taken a less
imponant place than in the community of Qumran. Most attention is paid to
the sayings about YHwH being an avenger and full of wrath and to the
question whether they are contradicted by other texts, like [rv. 19:18 and Isa.
27:4.

Luther (cf. Krause 1962) had a keen eye for the literary quality of the text.
As for is interpretation he had no problem in making a link from the days of
Nàum to his own situation. In his view the Assyrians perished because they
were unable to use their prosperity moderately. For the same reason, as he
remarks in the introduction of his commentary, the Persials could be
destroyed by the Greeks, the Greeks by the Romans, the Romans by the
Goths; 'also today the pope is being destroyed by the word of God.' Accord-
ing to Calvin (in his remarks on l:9), one of the most important elements of
Nahum's message is that it 'teaches us in general, that the ungodly, whenever
they harass the church, not only do wrong to men, but also fight with God
himself; for He so connects us with himself, that all who hun us touch the
apple of his eye (...) We may then gather invaluable comfort from these
words; for we can fully and boldly set up this shield against our enemies.'

In 1793 Greve published his remarkable study on the book of Nahum, in
which he tries to prove that it was written in a regular iambic metre. He did
not hesitate to correci the Hebrew text according to this principle. The more
cautious and detailed philological study of Kreenen (1808) met with more
general approval.

The book of Nahum plays a prominent pafl in the theory of Kalinsky (t748)
about two different destructions of Nineveh. His views, which are primarily
based on the repons of Greek writers, influenced commentators like Michae-
lis, but they were overtaken by the archaeological facts after the discovery of
ancient Nineveh in tell Kiiyiinjik in the next century. The remnants of the
monumental buildings and the information yielded by the many texts made a

t7
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great impression and were important stimuli to Öe study of the book of
Nahum. They led to many new scientific studies (see especially the works of
Strauss, Breiteneicher, BillerbecUJeremias, and Feuchtwang)rr and to ser-

mons and other edifying works pointing to the fulfilment of Nahum's prophecy
and the perishableness of human might.12

A second stimulus in this period came from the discovery of an alphabetic
sequence in Nah. l:3-7. This led not only to many atlempts to reconstmct a
complete acrostic, but also put an end to the common view that the book of
Nahum is a unity (see the introduction to the exegesis of l:1-11).

In the past decades a number of monographs with very different, but equally
far-reaching theories about the origin of the book of Nahum were published
(cf. Jeremias 1970; Schulz 1973; and Seybold 1989). None of these were
generally accepted as a convincing new approach. The most important studies
on the book of Nahum in modem research and panners of discussion in the
present commentary aÍe - next to the monographs mentioned above - the
aÍicle by Gunkel on Nah. 1; the very detailed commentary by JPM Smith; the
even more detailed Dutch dissenadon by Goslinga; the similarly conservative,
lengthy commentary by Maier (with excellent and almost complete surveys of
previous research); the elaborate philological remarks of Cathcart; and, among
others, the commentaries of Keller, l,ongman, Patterson, Robens, Robertson,
Rudolph, and Van der Woude.

rl Cf. also the dissertation (not available to me) of F. Vemier, la ruine dc Nineye et I'orucle de

Nahoun. Élude histoiquc, créBétique ct ctitiqu., Monuuban 1891.

'1 Cf. A. Keith, D. JÍirr. en lette ijke v.nalling der Bib.bchc NoÍaieèn, Àmsterdam 1853?, 234-
24Oi l.l. van Oostaflee, Nin veh en dc Heiligc §crrir, Rottedam 1856; C.H. Spurgeon, "Mercy,
Omripotence and Justice (Nah. l:3)," The Trcoswe oÍthe Dible, vol. 4, Grand Rapids 1981.



NAHUM l: l-l I

YHWH IS MIGHTY AND AVENGES EVIL

l.i.l A pronouncemcnl about Nineveh: (v. lA)
rhe witing of the ision of Nahum íhe Elkoshire(,) (lB)

2 (x)A jealous and avenging God is YHwH (2aA)
avenging is Yswa and a lord of wrath(;'r) (2aB\

O)Avenging is fi{w against his adversaies (ZbA)
and reserving (his trath) is He for hk enemies.(t) (ZbB)

3 (,)YHWH, (ta) Iíe Ís slow in anger, great in power (3aA)
and He cenainty does not leave uapunkhed.(tt'l QaB)

ii.l YIIWH, ()) in $)hirlwind and storm is his way, (3bA)
and clouds are the dust oÍ his Íeet. (3bB)

(t)He is rebuking the sea and it dies up (4aA)
and all the ivers He trukes dry. @aB)

(1)They whither awoy, Bashan and Carnul (4bA)
and the bloom of l*banon languishes. (4bB)

2 (i1)Mountains quake because oÍ Hin (saA)
and the hilk are moving. (SaB)

(\)And the earth ises b{ore Hin (5bA)
and the world and all that dwell therein: (5bB)

3 (t)Hrs wrath, who can stand beÍore it? <6aA)
And who can withstand the glow of his anger? (6aB)

(n)His wrath is poured out like fire (6bA)
and the rocks are scattered because oÍ Him. (6bB)

ili.l (o)Good is YHWH, (7^A)
indeed, a shelter in the day oÍ dktess (7aB)

and knowing those who seek refuge in Him, (7aC)
but with an overwhelming flood (&aA)

He will nake an end to her place (9aB)
and He will pursue his memies inío dorkness. (9aC\

2 tithat do you rhink up against YHWH? (94)
An end He rnakes: (9bA)

distress shall not stand up a second time. (9bB)
3 For like entangled thorns (IOa'A)

and like the beer that thcy brew, (l0a.B)
they shall be consunud like thoroughly died stubble. (lOaC)

From you has come Íonh (llaA)



NAHUM l: l-11

one planning eil against YHWH, (llaB\
Couns elling wickednes s. (l I aC)

ESSENTIAI-S AND PERSPECTIVES

The first part of the book of Nahum is a theological introduction to the words
against ihe Assyrians represented by their capital Nineveh. The explicit
pronouncement of Nineveh's siege and downfall is found in l:12-14, which is
followed in 2:l-13 by the description of the prophetic vision of these events.
In mostly traditional phrases l:l-11 speaks of YHWH and his adversaries. The
evil deeds of these enemies are not specified, but they are indicated as provok-
ing YHWH. He is described as rhe mighty ruler of the earrh, controlling rhe
forces of nature, and defending those people (again unnamed) who trust in
Him. In his standing up for the offended YHwH is called good. In his coming
down upon the evil offenders He is called an avenger.

There can be no doubt about the historical situation of the prophet, but this
did not keep later readers from applying lhe text to their own time and
situation. This was furthered by the fact that the prophet speaks in a general
way about the friends and foes of YnwH, whereas Nineveh could easily be
regarded as a symbol of the forces of evil, like Babylon in the book of
Revelation. In the oldest known commentary of the book of Nahum, written in
and for the community of Qumran in the last century BCE, Nah. I is
explained as a prophecy of YHwH making an end to the Roman occupation of
Israel. The impoíance of Nah. 1 is underlined by the fact that in the Thanks-
giving Scroll (lQH nI, 26-36) the description of the destruction of .alt that is
called Belial' is clearly inspired by this old prophecy. The Tg. reads Nah. I as
the promise that YHWH shall not allow a disaster such as the destruction of the
temple (in 70 CE) to happen again. He shall judge those responsible and finish
them off. At the end of the fourth century Jerome refers in his commentary on
Nah. I to the persecution of the church by Roman emperors like Valerian. He
finds comfoÍ for the oppressed in the promise thar eventually God will deal
with the forces of evil. Just like Jerome, Cyril of Alexandria found references
to the last judgemenr in Nah. l:2 and 9. Haymo of Halberstadr (ninrh century)
and Bibliander (1534) found references in Nah. I ro God protecring his church
against heretics, especially Marcion. Luther sees a parallel in ,the empire of
the pope being shaken by the word of God.'

Until about one century ago the interpreters appear to have had little
problem with YHwH being called an avenger, full of wrath. The onty thing to
be explained was the seeming contradiction with God's own command in Lev.
19:18: 'You shall not take vengeance' and with Isa. 27:4:'l have no wrath.'
In rabbinical literature the solution was found in sepaÍating God's attitude
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towards his own people from his attitude towards other peoples (Talmud
Avoda Zara 4a; Midrash Rabba Qoh. 8.4:l; and Midrash Rabba Gen. 55:3).
One should also distinguish between human vengeance and God avenging evil:
'Rabbi said: A human being is mastered by his anger, but the Holy One,
blessed be He, masters anger, as it says, Ifte Lord avengeth and tnastereth
wrath. Rabbí Jonathan said: A human being is mastered by his jealousy, but
the Holy One, blessed be He, masters his jealousy, as it says, The Lord is God
over jealousy and vengeance' (Midrash Rabba Gen. 49:8). The same line of
thought is found in Qumran, in the Damascus Document 9:2-5: 'And as to that
what is said: You shall nol take vengeance nor bear rancour against your
compatiot, and every person among the covenanteers who will bring an

accusation against his neighbour, without first reproving him before witnesses,
or brings it up when enraged, or tells his elders to make him contemptible: he

takes vengeance and bears rancour. For it is expressly wnÍen: He takes
vengeance on his adversaies, and he bears rancour against his enemies.'t ln
his letter to the Romans 12:19 Paul expresses more concisely a similar view.
He does not explicitly cite from Nahum, but he uses the keywords: 'Never
avenge yourselves, but leave it to the wrath of God.' Human vengeance is

bound to get trapped in a never ending cycle of violence, whereas God's
vengeance gives hope to the oppressed. The confession of YHwH being an

avenger is part of the belief in Him being a judge and protector (Chisholm,
179-8ll Becking 1995a and 1995b; Peels 1995, 205-8). As such the message

of Nahum is part of the good tiding to the powerless who are oppressed by
seemingly invincible forces of evil: there will be an end to evil.

SCHOLARLY EXPOSITION (I)
INTRODUCTION TO THE EXEGESIS

Bibl.: W.R. Arnold, 'The Composilion of Nahum l-23," ZAW 2l (1901) 225-265;
M. Berlin, "Nahum I and the Age of Alphabetic AcÍostics," J0À 13 (1901) 681f.; G.
Bickell, "Die hebràische MeÍik," ZDMG 34 (1880) 557-563; G. Bickell, "Exegetisch-
kritische Nachlese zu den alttesÉmentlichen Dichtungen (Nah.l,2-10)," ZKïh l0
(1886) 550; G. Bickell, Beitrdge zur hebriiischen Metik. I. Das alphabetische Lied in
Ndhum I 2 - /I J (Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften.

Philosophisch-historische Klasse, Abh. 5), Wien 1894; J.F. Brug, "Biblical Acrostics

and Their Relationship to Other Ancienr Near Eastern Acrostics," The Bible in the

I On this us€ of Nah. l:2 in thc witinSs of Qumran see M. Fishbane, 'Usc. Altlhority and

Interpretation of Mikrà at Qumr.n,- ,í*ro. T.rt, Trunslation, R.adiag and lnlerprelotion oÍ lhe

H.brewt Biblc ít A^cí.nt tudaisn and Ea y aàíionity (ci. M.J. Muldcr; Compendia Rerum

IudaicaÍum ad Novum Tcslamenirm) Assen l9tt, 339-377; csp. 354f.

2l
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Light of Cuneifurm Literature (ed. W. Hallo et al.; ScripMe in Conrext III), Lewiston
1990, 283-304; K. Budde, "Elkoshite, The," Enclclopaedia Biblica (ed. T.K. Cheyne
et al.), Vol. l, lnndon 1901, l28lf.; W.W. Cannon, "Some Nores on Nahum I-II.3,"
The Expositor lxl3 (1925) 280-286, 433444i lX/4 (1925) 102-ll0; T.K. Cheyne,
"Note on Mr. Gray's Articte ,The Alphabetical Poem in Nahum.," The Expositor 45
(1898), 304f.; D.L. Christensen, "The Acrostic of Nahum Reconsidered,,, Z.4W 8?
(1975) 17-30; D.L. Christensen, "The Acrostic of Nahum Once Again. A prosodic
Analysis of Nahum l,l-10," ZAW 99 (1987) 409-415; M.H. Floyd, ..The Chimericat
Acrostic of Nahum l:2-10," IBL l 13 (1994) 421437; V.l.C. Graham, ..The Interprera-
tion of Nahum 1,9-2,3," AJSL 44 (1927f .) 37-48; G.B. Cray, "The Alphaberic poem
in Nahum," Ihe Expositor 45 11898) 207-220 (reprinted with a number of addirions in
his The Forms of Hebrevl Poetry, l9l5 [=New York 19721,243-263); H. cunkel,
"Nahum 1," W 13 (1893) 223-244; O. Happet, Der Psalm Nahum (Nahum l)
kitisch untersucht, WÍirzburg 1900; Th. Hieke, "Der Anfang des Buches Nahum I:
Die Frage des Texrverlaufs in der jetzigen Gestah. Ein antitherisches prinzip...," BN
68 (1993) 13-20 (=1993a) Th. Hieke, "Der Anfang des Buches Nahum II: Wie
begann die Prophetie Nahums urspriinglich? Ein Rekonstruktionsversuch. . . , 

,, .BN ó9
(1993) 15-20 (=1993b); P. Humbeí, "Essai d'analyse de Nahoum 1,2_2,3," w 44
(1926) 266-280l. K. Jeppesen, "The Verb yd ad in Nahum l,l0 and Micah 6,9? ," Bib
65 (1984) 571-574l' l.D. Levenson, "Textual and Semantic Notes on Nah. I,7-9,,' 14
25 (1975) 792-195; G. Nestle, "Where is the Birthplace of rhe propher Nahum ro be
Sought?," PEQ 0879) 136-138; J. Nogalski, "The Redacdonal Shaping of Nahum I
for the Book of the Twelve," Among the prophets (ed. p.R. Davies et al.; JSOTSup
144), Sheffield 1993, 193-202 (:Nogatski 1993c); H.G.L. peets, Ifte Vengeance óy
God. The Meaning of the Root NOM and the Function oÍ the NeM-Texts in the Context
oÍ Divine ReveLqtion in the Old Testament (OTS 3l), triden 1995; A. van Selms, ,,The

Alphabetic Hymn in Nahum 1," Yan Zyl 1969,33'-45 K. Seybold, ,,Vormasoretische

Randnotizen in Nahum 1," ZAW 101 (1986) 7l-85; E. Sievers, Metische Studien I.
Studien Lur Hebröischen Metik 2. Textproben, l*ipzig 1901, 486-4g9; W.M. Soll,
"Babylonian and Biblical Acrosrics," 8,,69 (1988) 305-323; K. Spronk, ..Acrostics in
the Book of Nahum," Z"4W (forthcoming); R. Toumay, .,Recherches 

sur la chronology
des psaumes," ÀB 65 (1958) 321-357; D.T. Tsumura, ,,Janus parallelism in Nah l:g,"
JBL 102 (1983) 109ff.t S.J. de Vries, "The Acrosric of Nahum in the Jerusalem
Liturgy," l4l" 16 (1966) 476-481; J.P. van der Westhuizen, ,,A proposed New
Rendering of Nahum l:5b," Van Zyt 1969,2j-32; D.T. Williams, ,,The Acrostic of
Nahum: Call of rhe Prophet," OIE 4 (1991) 248-256t M. Wolff, "Nahum 1,5b," BZ
t6 (1924) 92.

In the history of reseaÍch, much attention has been paid to the location of the
otherwise unknown village of Elkosh. As will be demonstrated below, much
remains uncertain here; one should not ignore the possibility that the name of
the town was invented as paÍ of a wordplay with ni)p 5N (2aA) introducing
the theme of this prophecy.

Since the end of rhe nineteenth century the interpretation of Nah. 1 is
dominated by the discussion concerning traces of an alphabetic acrostic. Il
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started with the discovery by G. FrohnmeyeÉ that the prophet apparently
used in the order of the leners of the alphabet, fÍom bet to tet, iÍt expressing
his thoughts in w. 3-7. This observation was taten up by Bickell in an anicle
on Hebrew metrics thiíeen years later. He claimed to have found a complete
acrostic in the partly reconstructed w. 2-10: the letters alef to mem are found
at the begiruring of the verse-lines; the remaining letters are found at the
beginning of v. 2 (nun) and furthermore directly after the leners of the first
half of the acÍosÍic:. samch and pe after Íhe bel in;lD]of (v. 3b) and so on
(Bickell 1880, 559f.) Gunkel rejected this reconstruction on metÍic grounds

and because of the lack of parallels for this rype of acrostic in Hebrew
literature. He came with a very different anempt to reconstruct a complete
acrostic in l:2-2:3. For this purpose the Hebrew text had to be emended in .

many places. Gunkel did not regard this as weakening his theory, but merely
as another example of the bad shape of the transmined text. He also concluded
that the first part of the book of Nahum differs in so many ways from the rest

of the prophecy that it must be regarded as a 'nachprophetischer' and 'eschato-

logischer Psalm.' On the basis of Gunkel's study, Bickell attempted to come to
a hnal solution to the problem of the partial alphabetic sequence in Nah.l
(Bickell 1894), but this met with little approval.3 Gunkel's study had more
influence in the next decades, primarily with regard to the view that the initial
hymn was added later to the prophetic vision.a

The hope that a complete alphabetic acrostic could be reconstructed soon
vanished. New attempts by Happel 1900; Berlin l90l; Yan Hoonacker, 418-
432; Davis l9ll; and Richter 1914, 120-129, only added to the convicrion
that Nah. I contains no more tha.n a paÍtial acrostic. Àready in 1898 well-
hausen had stated that one should not look for more than the sequence from
aleÍ to kaÍ in w. 2-8 (Wellhausen, 159; cf. also M. kihr, ZAW 25 Í1905),
174f.; Kleinert 1910, 525f.: Cannon 1925, 104f.). Although some still wanted

to go further than that: until a mem-line (Gray 1898: Fohrer 1965, 493; Van
Wyk 1971, 231; Spronk 1995b, l83f.f, until a rameftline in v. l0 (MaÍi;
Haupt 1907a, 278f.: 1fr7b, 8f.; JPM Smith, 29ó; Horst, 156; 8IíÀ2*3;

'1On this Ccrman rcvcrcÍd sce Scybold 19E9, 74, n.l. His discovcry wÀs Ílpoíed by F. Delitzsch,

Biblischq Conm.nrar ,b.r dic Psohn n. kipzig 1t671, toóf.

' In his S.àdpr1n8 u^d OMos in Ua.it und hdz.il, Göttingen 1E95, Gunkel briefly retums to lhis

issue. Hc rcjccts the ncw paoposal by Bickel, but akcs over somc of his new cmendations (PP.102f..

n.l).
' Rcccndy, M. KÍieE. Todetbildet im Ah.n T.stomcn!, ziirich 1988. 518f.' made an attempt (o

revive Cunkcl's íccooitruction of a complctc acmstic, but hc àl5o prcPosad some modiíications. Cf.

elso HollaÍd, 26, aÍd Alonso Schök.|, t08lf., ÍiÍding trec.s of Öe 'ryi4-Jrft-lines in vv. 12ff.
5 Reíaud,286, srggcsts lhal an cdilor Ítray hrYc tricd lo to pmlory àc acrostic' which origiíally

eded in v. 8 wilh the *a/-line, by adding a lanrcd- .DÍl a ,r.ttrline in v. 9 !o reach rhc lctter 4ur as the

fiI§t letter of NiÍcvch.
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Lipiíski 1971, 794; Alonso Schökel, 1078f.; Seybold 1989, 75), luntil a'ayin-
line in v. 11 (E. Dhorme, l,a Bible, ancient testament, II, Paris 1959, 794), in
v. 12 (Duhm l9l l, 100ff.), or in v. 13 (Edelkoon, l8f.), or until a qoÍ-lirle íÍt
v. 14 (Sievers l90l; Brockington, 257f.), Wellhausen's view became preva-
lent. Most scholars were convinced by the arguments of Humben: (l) the poet
deliberately stopped after precisely the first half of the alphabet; (2) there are
parallels for this in later Jewish texts; (3) v. 9 is of a different character than
the preceding hymnic lines; (4) the final verse-line not only begins, but also
ends with the letter ta/ (Humben 1926,267; cf. also Graham 1927f., 43). To
this was added the observation that the letter ka/ marks a keyword of the
prophetic vision: n!: (Junker, l5). The acrostic could be interpreted as a

countdown for the coming destruction of Nineveh.
From the beginÍling the theories about an alphabetic acrostic met with

serious criticism because of the many proposed emendations of the Hebrew
text (Davidson, 20; Cassuto l9ll, 170f.; GA Smith, 83f.; Haldar 1947,24;
Allis 1955, 78; Maier, 52-62l. l*hrman, 194; Chisholm, 165; Robertson, 57f.;
Floyd 1994; Becking 1995a, 282ff.: and 1995b, 4ff.).ó Next ro rhese opposing
views we find the theory that an existing alphabetic poem was deliberately
adapted, be it by the prophet himself or by a redactor. The latter was already
proposed by Arnold in 1901, but his theory rhat a redacror cited the poem by
heaÍ forgetting or confusing some lines, found little support. The basic idea,
however, was talen up and worked out in different ways (Cannon 1925,
109f.; Jeremias 1970, l6ff.; Seybold 1989, 8lf.; Nogalski 1993). Others
maintain that it was the prophet who adapted an existing alphabetic hymn
(Kleinert 1910, 525f.). It has been assumed thar he quoted somerhing he had
written earlier (Von Orelli, 132), but most proponents of this theory think of
the \ryork of somebody else (Woods, 16; NH Ridderbos, 38; Gaster, MZC,
662; Yal Selms 1969; Achtemeier, 6; Robens, 48). The prophet would have
set his mark most cleaÍly at the beginning of the hymn by expanding and thus
emphasizing the message of YHwH being an avenger (Peels 1995, 201). An
interesting attempt to explain these deviations from the alphabetic sequence in
vv. 4 and 6 was made by Van der Woude. He suggests that the prophet
replaced the original alphabetic acrostic by a line-acrostic: the first letters of
each line (with in v. 7 ,.lr. instead of rrïrt) rogether with the at first sighr
problematic ':o5 in v.6 constitute the central message of the book:
"l.on')Dtr nNtt t)N, 'I am the Exalted One and confronting them who commit
sin against you' (Van der Woude 1977, 123). This suggestion is usually

6 A completcly different vie* is fouÍd ulió Ricssler, l?O: 'Der clossàor, dcr in dcm zufàlligen
Aufeinarderfolgcn dc. Buchstaben b, g, d, w an drr Spirze dcÍ V. 3 4 5 8 die SpuÍen einer alphabeti-
schen Ordnung sah, suchte durch Einschobc die Ordnung zu crgànzen.'
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ignored or rejected (Seybold 1989,74: Dietrich 1994, 738) and did not gain
more credibility by the way it was taken up by Christensen 1988, 55 (cf. the
remarks by longman, 775). However, as is demonstrated in a separate srudy
(Spronk foÍhcoming), Van der Woude has pointed the way to a fruitful new
approach to the text. His reconsmrction of a line-acrostic is not convincing as

a whole. First, there are no parallels for the use of words as acrostic elements
next to the first letters of the line. Secondly, the line formed in this way can
hardly be regarded as a clear message to öe reader. Most interesting, how-
ever, is the first word of this acrostic. It is hardly a coincidence that the first
letters of the verselines in vv. 2-3a yield the personal pronoun riN (cf. CTAT,
784f.). This can be compared to a number of Mesopotamian line-acrostics (cf.
Soll 1988 and Brug 1990).7 The 'Babylonian Theodicy' (cf. TUAT, lllll, 143-
157) and a prayer of Ashurbanipal to the god Marduk (cf. TUAT, 1115,765-
768) also begin with the personal pronoun (ana,ka). In these texts this is

followed by the name of the author. The writer of the book of Nahum, who
was clearly familiar with the Assyrian literature writing (see §t.5 above)
seems to have been inspired by this Mesopotamian art form as well. He did
not, however, incorporate his own name in the text, but the name of his
inspirator: YHwH, who gives the prophets their visions (cf. Hos. 12:10f.).
This name is not only found at the beginning of the following two lines, bur
also at the end of öe verselines of w. l-3a: the final leners of vv. 1,2a,2b,
and 3a form the word ;l1i'.8 This kind of acrostic or telestic is also found in
Mesopotamian literature (Soll 1988, 309f.).

The discovery of a line-acrostic in vv. l-3 should make us sceptical with
regard to the common view that the heading was later added to the book. It
also sheds new light on the alphabetic sequence noticed by Frohnmeyer. The
alef-line rn v. 2a can no longer be regarded as paí of an alphabetic acrostic. It
is far more likely that the alphabetic sequence begins in v. 3a. There the name

of Ysws, of which the first lener marks the end of the acrostic forming the
word ':N, is followed by two words beginning with alef. The same can be
observed in v. 3b: the name of YHwH is followed this time by two words
beginning with bet.e In this way both acrostics are connected by the name of
YHwH. The first acrostic mentions his name as the source of the prophecy.

7 According to Watson, CIIP, 192, attempls !o detect such s€ntencc- oÍ name-acrosrics tn lhe OT
have not not led to convincing results thus far. Il would medodologically unsound. howeveÍ, to ignore
thc possibility of this poetic devicc. Scc also thc rEmarks on t: 12 and 3: 18 b€low.

3 [ owe this obs€rvation to pÍof.dr. C.J. kbuschagnc. CÍoningcn.
t This §,as also noticed by Christcnscn 1987,412, bur in his lateÍ sodies hc Élrrn€d to thc commor

view àat fte alphabctic acrostic bcgins in v.2. Watson uÍdercstiÍnates lhc poet's artistry whcn hc takcs
irlrb:l ilElo: as a hendiadys 'to compc!§atc for the bitty effect of thc alphab€tic sequencc' (Cr{P,
196).
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The second acrostic is a description of his power. It runs until the letter Íd in
v. 7 (we have to assume that at an early stage of the transmission of the
Hebrew text the original beginning of v. 4b and v. 6a was lostro). The con-
fession nli'l. flo, 'YHWH is good,' in v. 7a constitutes a perfect transition
between the two units. This division of the text is supported by the change of
regular bicola in vv. 3-6 into tricola in v. 7. As in v. 3a there is an overlap-
ping of the units following each other and in both cases this purs exrra
emphasis on the name of YHwH.

The clear division of the text between v. 6 and v. 7 was adumbrated by the
theory of an alphabetic acrostic until at least v. 8. It was recognized by
commentators from the period before the studies of Bickell and Gunkel
(Ewald; Umbreit; Strauss; Breiteneicher; Kleinen) and later only by those
denying the presence of an acrostic (GA Smith; Robinson; Deane; Chisholm;
RobeÍs; Floyd 1994, 427f.). Vv. 7-11 is a coherent unity and not difficult to
understand. The highly speculative theory of Seybold about the faulty insenion
of pre-Masoretic remarks concerning the disturbed state of the text, is nor
necessary when one does not subscribe to his view of a pitiful disorder in vv.
9ff. The given division into strophes also offers an explanation for the remark-
able change of second person address forms from masc. (vv. 9A [pl.], 14;
2:2) to fem. (w. I laA, 12b, 13; 2:lb) (see on this problem Happel 1900, 12;
Graham 1927f., 45; De Vries 1966, 480; Becking 1978, lll-4; and Sweeney
1992,370-3). The poet is not consistent in attributing the fem. or masc. forms
to Nineveh and Judah respectively. In w. l2f. the fem. form clearly refers to
Judah and in v. 14 the masc. form to Nineveh, but in 2:2, and probably also
1:ll, Nineveh is addressed with the second person fem. form. It appears to
have been more important for the poet to be consistent in the use of personal
pronouns on the level of the strophe, because the change of masc. and fem.
forms coincides with these units. The question which of the persons was meant
or addressed, has to be answered on the basis of the contents of every strophe.

SCHOLARLY EXPOSITION OD
EXEGESIS

Canto I (l:l-ll)
The first canto can be described as an introduction to the pronouncement about
Nineveh and the prophetic vision, as announced in the heading. In traditional
language (cf. P.B. Yoder, W2l ll97ll 474f.; tnngman,789) it introduces

ro Herc I havc to coÍÍcci my eaÍlieÍ remarks rbout tic structure of this passagc in Spronk 1995b,
183f.
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YHWH as a mighty avenger, good to those who trust in Him, but finishing off
his evil opponents.

This first part of the book of Nahum consists of tÏree canticles (vv. 1-3' 4-

6, and 7-ll), each with three strophes. It is marked by the heading at the

beginning and by the setwnah at the end. The view that we have a major
break after v. ll is found with few modern scholars (Straussl Breiteneicher;

Ruben 1898, 173; Deane; Watts; Baker; Coggins; Armerding; Achtemeier;

Chisholm), but it is strongly suppoÍed by lhe inclusion: the first and last

canticle are related by the repetition of ntil',rr l'l'N (vv. 2bB, 8bB), Nril

(2bB, 9bA), and the external parallelism lrol (3bA) // lool (8aA). The

inclusion is chaÍacteristic of the sryle of fhe poet. It is also found in the second

canto (1:12 tl 2:14) and the third canto (the ironic introduction with a cry of
mourning corresponds with the utlerance ofjoy at the end). This poetic device

is also used on the level of canticles and subcantos; for instance, by flo in
7aA corresponding to the opposite nr.l in llaB, and by the repetition of lE,
in 3:13aA and 3:l8bA. The poet also appears to have been consistent in the

way he built up the (sub)cantos. He always used three strophes. The only

exceptions arc 2:4-8 and 3:8-l I with twice two strophes.

With regard to the form of the opening verses most commentators speak of a

hymn, comparabte to, for instance, Ps. 97 (M. kthr' ZAW 25 U9O5)' 174).

This is one of the Psalms praising YHwu as king, whose appearance makes the

world tremble, and who rescues from evil forces. Other Psalms in this

category aÍe Ps. 47; 93; 96; 98; and 99. A very interesting Psalm in this

connection is Ps. 99, which shows that avenging (v. 8; cf. Nah. l:2) is one of
the 'royal' activities of YHWH (Peels 1995, 277ff .) It should be considered,

however, that some elements of the normal hymn are missing: Nah. I lacks

the usual call to praise (Rudolph, 154; Floyd 1994, 435) and YHwH is not

directly addressed. The reason for these aberrations is the prophetic context.

Apparently, the poet was inspired by hymns about YHWH as king, when he

wrote the introduction to the prophecy, especially vv. 2-6. The second half of
the introduction is dominated by the question in v. 9. This verse plays a

prominent pan with scholars who regaÍd w. 2-10 as a 'prophetic inrcrroga-

tion' (Floyd 1994, 436) or the entire book as a 'prophetic refutation speech'

(Sweeney 1992, 374f.). However, similaÍ questions are also used in Psalms

(cf. Ps. 52:3). The opening phrase of w. 7-l I ('YHwH is good, a shelter in

the day of distress') cleaÍly has its home in psalmody as well (cf. Coggins,

9f., l9f. and the remark on these verses below). We can regard w. 7-l I as a

rr Gastcr rcmarks óat àe divhc ,aÍra ovcrloads w. 2, 3' 1 rid 1l' ÀDd' therefo'e' hÀs to be

regaÍded as an intcrpolation i o .n oldet hyÍin (MLC' 7271. HowevcÍ' according lo óe analysis given

heÍe. this would lakc away the comarstonc of the strucorrc of thc tett'
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first application of the description of YHWH in w. 2-6. Ir emphasizes the
difference between the friends and the foes of YHWH.

Canticle I.i (l:l -3a)
This canticle consists of three strophes (w. 1,2 and 3a). As shall be demon-
strated below, the heading is clearly part of the prophetic, poetic speech. This
is underlined by the external parallelism between the verb from which the
name Nahum (v. l) is derived, trn:, and trpJ in v. 2 (cf. lsa. t:24 61:2). The
heading is also connected to the next verse by the relation between the name
Elkosh ('optN) and YHWH being named a 'jealous cod, (Nt)p )N). This is
more than a sound play (Allis 1955, 76; Longman, 766). In Canr. 8:6 irop is
used as an adjective of ;i*lp: 'jealousy/passion is as severe as Sheol., This
implies that in Nah. l:1f. 'DptN andNl:ptN can be regarded as a parallel
pair.

The canticle is characterized by the external parallelism between .wrath' (v.
2aB) and 'anger' (v. 3aA), trp) (v.2) and lR.lr*(v.3aA; cf. Jer. 15:15),
and the assonance with nun and qoÍ in vv. 2a, 2bA, and 3aB. The central
words are nlilr Ep). The first word, 'avenger,' is taken up in v. 2b, which
clarifies the object of this avenge. The second word is taken up in the partial
acrostic in vv. 3ff. nrn'op) is used three times, whereas the first canticle
contains seven divine attributes (Becking 1995a, 289).

Strophe I.i.l (l:l)
l:l A pronouncement about Nineyeh,

the witing of the vision of Nahum the Elkoshite.
The heading should not be regarded as a later prosaic heading. It is pan of the
poetic structure and is itself a bicolon with two corresponding halves. NirD
corresponds wirh llrn lDo (cf. the expression xuD iltn in Isa. 13:l; Hab. l:l;
Lam. 2:14), and the name of Nineveh with the name of Nahum. The only
other occurrences of the name of Nineveh are in 2:9 and 3:7. It is cenainly no
coincidence that in the latter verse the name of the prophet indirectly returns,
that is to say, in the name of the related verb on:, ,to comfon.'

The heading ;ii)rt NDt! reminds us of the prophecies against the nations in
the book of lsaiah(13:l; l5:l: l9:l;2t:1, tl, t3 2Z:t; 23:t: 30:6: cf. also2
Kgs.9:25 and Ezek. 12:10). In irself NbD is a neurral term, derived from the
expression )tp xil:, 'to raise one's voice' (IIAL,604). It received a negative
undertone because it was often used by prophets announcing ominous words
spoken in the name of YHWH. This enabled Jeremiah to associate it with the
other word NDD, 'burden' (Jer. 23:33-38). Ir has been argued rhar NAÈ always
has this meaning of a heavy burden, a judgement of God. The passage in the
book of Jeremiah, however, rules this out, because both meanings are used
next to each other there (H.-P. Mtiller, TWAT, y, 24). NirD does not alwavs
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refer exclusively to negative verdicts (cf. 7nch.9:l: l2:l; Mal. 1:1; Prov.

30:l; 3l:l; lam. 2:14;2 Chr.24:27). As was demonstrated above, it is often

used with the verb ;rtn, denoting the prophetic vision. The prophet is called

upon to put into words the things God has showed him in a vision.

In the OT the name of Nineveh is associated with powerful and proud rulers

like Nimrod (Gen. 10:8-12) and Sennacherib (2 Kgs. 19:36 / Isa. 37:37). The

contemporary prophet Zephaniah describes it as triumphant and without care,

boasting of its incompaÍable greatness (Zeph. 2:15). It was the symbol of
Assyria's power, especially after Sennacherib made it the capital of his vast

empire at the end of the eighth century BCE. He fitled it with spectaculaÍ new

buildings, such as a new palace on the southwest of the citadel. He called it
'the palace without rival.' An enormous watering system brought water from

the mountains to the small river Khoser, flowing through the city. The city
lies east of the river Tigris, a few kilometres downstream from the foothills of
the Kurdish mountains and not far north of the confluence of the Tigris with
the river Great Zab. In ancient Ímes the Tigris was closer to the south west

city wall than it is now to the ruins. In lhe course of time a new city called

Mosul was built on this excellent location, still with good agricultural possibil-

ities and on the crossing of north-south and east-west trading routes. The

modern city of Mosul has spread over to the west bank of the river. The

remembrance of the ancient city of Nineveh was kept alive indirectly in the

name of a mound covering the ruins of the Assyrian arsenal. This mound'

Nebi Yunus, 'prophet Jonah,' is a village aÍound a Moslem shrine associated

with the grave of Jonah. The hill which turned out to be the palace mound was

known by the Turkish name KÈyiinjik. It lasted until 1840 before archaeol-

ogists realized that here the remnants of Nineveh were to be found. Since

then, starting with Emille Bofia, many excavations have taken place (see the

surveys by Wiseman 1979; Scott, Macginnis 1990; Stronach, Lumsden 1992).

These confirmed that Nineveh was rightty called'the big ciry' in the book of
Jonah (l:2; 3:2; and probably also in Gen. l0:12). Its double wall measured

l2 kilometres and the city covered about 750 hectares. Next to these impres-

sive walls and magnificent buildings with beautiful reliefs and sculptures' the

excavators found many texts on clay tablets' for instance, in the famous

library of Ashurbanipal. These texts added perhaps most to the picture of the

ancient might that was Assyria. They sometimes also help to understand some

of the references to Nineveh in the book of Nahum.

]1tn ïDo is uncommon in the headings of prophetic books in the OT, but it is
often reported that a prophet has to write down his vision, especially when his

29
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words do not get the right response from the listeners.rz According to Isa.
8:1, this can be restricted to a few catchwords, but according to Isa. 30:8, the
same prophet is ordered to write down the complete announcements of God
(note the use of NbD il v. 6!), so that they will be remembered in later days
(cf. also Isa. 29:l I about the words of the prophet being like a closed book).
Another reason for writing down the vision is to preserve it for the time of the
outcome of its predictions (cf. Hab. 2:2f.).

The best parallel for the heading of the book of Nahum is found outside the
OT: in the Balaam texr discovered ar Deir 'Alla (cf. M. Dijkstra, JBL ll4
[1995] 43-64). This Íext in a Canaanite dialecr, close to Aramaic, was writren
on a wall about 800 BCE. It srarts with the following title: )sr) spr [b]l,m
[brb']r '§ hzh 'lhn h','Warning from the writing of Balaam, son of Beer. A
man of vision of the gods is he.' This parallel shows that it is not necessary to
assume, as do by many commentators, a double heading in Nah. l:1. The
Balaam inscription shows that a heading can combine a reference to the
contents (yjr); cf. ;'r'»r) NbD) with a reference to the way this is handed over
(sprhDo), followed by rhe name of the writer.

One can only speculate about the original form of the .t5o. As the book of
Nahum can be regarded as a coherent, well-structured unity, it is not likely
that 'lDo denotes the later collection of the prophet's sayings by his pupils.
Van der Woude thinks of a letter written in exile, but there are no clear
references to a sender, the addressee, or their relationship. It has also been
called a pamphlet, secretly spread from hand to hand during the Assyrian
oppression or under the reign of an Assyrian vassal like king Manasseh
(Edelkoort, 280). In any case, one gets the impression of this writing being a
well-considered literary piece of art. It was not written hastily. The poet coutd
have been somebody acquainted with the psalms sung in the temple and may
haven been inspired by them to formulate his vision about the coming down_
fall of Nineveh. He wrore it down, like his great model Isaiah (cf. Isa. 30:g;,
convinced that time would prove that he was not a false prophet (cf. Deut.
18:22).

The book gives no information about the way the prophet received his
vision. It is clear, however, ihat this vision does not concern, as is usual (cf.
A. Jepsen, TWAT, ll, 825ff. ), the revelation of words of God, bur a number of
images. In the second and third chapter they aÍe described in a brilliant and
vivid manner (cf. F. Horst, EvTh ZO lt960l 203f.). This can be compared ro
Ps. 46 which stans with a hymn about God's srength and the refuge He

t'1 Cf. K. Koch, Dic Prophcr?, I, Sluttgan l»S', 4Oí.: F.L. Hossfeld, E. Rcurer, nyrf, v. 935ff.,
s.v. l9o; J. Jercmias, "Das Proprium der alnestamedrlichen pÍopt]etie,- ThlZ l19 (1994) 4g3_494,
esp. 488ff.
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offers; then on€ is called up to see (nrn; v. 9) how He makes an end to war.

In the book of NaIum a similar hymn is followed not just by a reference to

this vision, but by an elaborate description of the vision itself. One could very

well think here of a vision received in the temple.

The name Nahum is derived from the verb on:, 'to comfoÍ,' just as the

names Menahem (2 Kgs. 15:14), Tanhumet (Jer. 40:8), Nehemia, and Naha-

mani (Neh. 7:7). The name Nahum is also attested in a sevenlh century letter

found in Arad on a seal from l-achish and is found in surrounding countries as

well (cf. Cathcart 1973,37f .', Cathcan 1979, l; M. Dahood, in The Word of
the lird Shott Go Fonh, Philadelphia 1983, 59). The meaning of the name is

'comforter' (HAL, U7).It is not necessarily a shoÍened form of a theophoric

name: ;rtDn: or 5*nn:. One could also think of parents giving their child this

name, because its birth brought comfon for a previously experienced loss (cf.

2 Sam. 12:24).ln two ways his name is connected with his message. The verb

on) returns in a central place in the book (3:7; cf. JPM Smith, 284f.; Haldar

1947, 148). As can be derived from Isa. l:24 and 6t:2, on: can form a

parallel pair with the verb EP:, which is also used in Nah. l:2: note also the

use in Isa. 12:1, next to lN denoting YHwH's anger.

It appears to be impossible to locate with ceÍainty a town called Elkosh.

The Tg. avoids this problem by interpreting it as the name of his family:
'from the house of Koshi.' Gordon suggests that the Tg. wanted to prevent

any connection with the Jewish-Christian sect of the Elchasaites, but it is more

likely that this is an indication that the Targumist also did not know a place

catled Elkosh (Gordon, 1989, l3l, n.5; cf. also Gordon t994, 142). It may

have been for the same reason that Abarbanel related'oP)xn with the verb

upb, 'to succeed' (from @lPtD, 'the latter rain'; cf. Rosenberg, 438): Nahum

succeeded Jonah as God's prophet for Nineveh. Therc can be no doubt,

however, about this word being meant to indicate Nahum's hometown, be it
invented or not. It can be compared to Ahijah, the Shilonite (l Kgs. 1l:29)'
Elijah, the Tishbite (l Kgs. l7:l), Jeremiah, the Anathotite (ler.29:27), and

Micah, the Morashtite (Mic. l: l). Several scholars claim to have found

Elkosh. Jerome, 526, and most modern commentators give credence to a local

guide of the fourth century CE identifying it with the ruins of a small village

in northern Galilee, close to the border of Lebanon' However' Jerome's

testimonies in these matters are not always trustworthy (cf. J. Wilkinson, RB

Sl t1974] 245-257). For a long time the identification with a town in southern

Palestine was more popular (cf. Nestle 1879; JPM Smith). This goes back to

Pseudo-Epiphaniu s (De vita prophetarum, 17 PG 43,409) locating it in the

tenitory àithe tribe of Simeon, near Beth Gabrin. Another proposed identifi-

cation is Capernaum/Kfar Nahum, which literarily means 'village of Nahum'

(Hí,zig, 2Mi Davidson, l2). In the twelfth century the tomb of Nahum was

rt o,"ri to Benjamin of Tudelah in Ain Japhet, a small town south of Beth

3r
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Shean (cf. JPM Smith, 286). According to a tradition daring back to rhe
sixteenth century another tomb of the prophet Nahum is to be found in Al-
Kush, a village about 40 kilometres norö of Mosul (J.S. Assemanius,
Bibliotheca oientalis. Clementino-Vaticana I, Roma 1719, 525; Billerbeck-
Jeremias 1895, 92f.). Cheyne solved the problem by replacing .opbN by
.5:ox, 'from Eskol' (cf. Num. l3:23f.; Cheyne, CB, 164). T. Schneider,8N
44 (1988) 73, proposes an emendation into nop'!, 'head of tÏe archers':
Nahum would have been an ofÍicer in the army of Israel.

Happel noticed that the word .oplN can be formed by taking together !x
appearing at the beginning of v. 2, and Dp at the end of v. 10. An editor
would have attached a heading 'vision of Nahum from )N to op,' indicating
that only part of the original alphabetic poem was preserved. In new editions
this was no longer understood and changed into its present form (Happel 1900,
10f.). Most commentators only mention Happel to reject his ideas in this
matter.r3 There may be some truth, however, in his suggestion that the first
readers did not think here of a town called Elkosh, but of a meaningful
statement. According to Happel, we can translate it as 'God collects stubble,'
namely the enemies to be burnt. Another suggestion in this direction comes
from Allis. He points out that 'dpts easily suggests to the readers the words
,N, 'God,' and iop, 'severe' (Allis 1955,76). This is supponed by the fact
that in one medieval Hebrew MS this name was written as 'DÉt{ and in
anorher as .o1u5x (cf. Kennicott; Budde lg0l, l2g0). Allis does nor presenr
his suggestion as a serious etymology, but it could certainly be accepted as
such (cf. J.A. Montgomery, JBL 54 Ít935'l 6lf.) and is more likely than the
proposed associarion with the god Kosh (procksch, 301). The reference ro
lïup, 'severe,' is well at place. It has a good parallel in Isa. 2l:1f., where a
pronouncement (xàn) is indicated as a severe vision (iop iltn) of a coming
destruction (l'IU; cf. Nah. 3:7). Read in this way iDptN also offers a nice
transition to the next line beginning with fiup 5*, because irUF and N:p can be
used as a parallel pair, as was mentioned above (cf. Cant. 8:6). According to
Isa. l9:4, Egypt shall be given into rhe hands of a .severe lord' (nop o'tïN),
apparently a reference to the king of Assyria (cf. H. Wildberger, BK X/2,
1978, 708). In Nah. l:l the God of Israel announces e will become severe on
Assur. Note also the parallel between Isa. 19:5-8 and Nah. l:4.

In summary, it comes as no surprise that the heading of the book of Nàum
shows little agreement with the usual prophetic headings (cf. H.-M. WàI,
ETTLL 70 u9941, 9l-104). There are no compelling reasons to assume that it

It Seybold's $eory Àbout pre-Masorctic notitions in the margin of the lext has much in coÍnmon
*irh this suggesdon, bur he does nor m.ndon Happ€1. Accoding to Seybold 19g9, g0f. the Ícfercnces
lo the sute of the incomplele acÍostic are to b€ fouÍd in w. lO and 12.
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was added to the book by a later editor. It not only fits perfectly the contents

of a pronouncement followed by visions, but it can also be regarded as part of
the prophetic message itself. The central statements of the prophecy lie hidden

in the name of the prophet and the name of his hometown.ra It cannot be

excluded that both names were invented for the occasion.r5 The real author
did not reveal his name. He can be compared to another prophet who also

stems from the school of Isaiah and whose words are also characterized in the

beginning by the verb on) (lsa. 40:l; see also Intr. §1.6 on the many relations

between Nahum and Deutero-lsaiah).

Strophe Li.2 (l:2)
The central word in this strophe is oPl. It is used, with the name of Ygwu,
three times and is also emphasized by the alliteration with xlrP (Alonso

Schökel).

1:2a A jealous and avenging God is YHwH,

avenging is YHwH and a lord oJ wrath.

This bicolon has a beautiful double chiastic structure: the first word of xt:p 5x
corresponds with the last word of ;1'li]'trPl and vice versa (oP: and llP are

used as parallel pair in Isa. 59:l7l cf. also Prov. 6:34); the first colon is

mirrored in the second, because the initial phrase i']'lirr trPl is repeated at the

end, whereas Nl:P )ta corresponds with nDn )u:. For the combination of Nl)P

and ;rËn see Ezek. 5:13; 16l.38, 42:, 23:25: 36:.6; Zrrh. 8:2: Prov.27:4; and

also Deut. 6:15. In Prov.6:34 we find both words together with 0P). In a

number of MSS of the LXX the second occurrence of nln'EP) / óxörxóv
xíproq is left out. Apparently, the chiastic structure was no longer recognized.

The same can be said of modern interpreters attempting to 'improve' this

verseline by eliminating some words (Seybold 1989, 75f.; cf. Cathcan, 39).

The chiastic structure is extended to v. 3a: whereas v. 2b takes up i11;1t trP), v.

3a is related to the preceding xl:F 5N (se€ the comment below).

N]:P)N (atso in Josh.24:19) or xlP)N (Exod. 20:51 34'.14; Deut. 4'.24:

5:9; 6:15) is an imponant designation of YHwH in the OT.ró lt only appears

l'Tïese narnes were Írot mentioncd by M. Garsiel, Biblical Noncs. A literury gud! oÍ Mídrushic

Dcivotions ond Puns, Ramat Gan 1991, although lhcy dc§arvc a plec€ next to lhc derivation associated

with the nam€ of the prophet Zechariah in 2 ChÍon. 24:20ff (wilh the vcó '1)l; pp. 45f.), the

derivations rElatcd to cities (pp. 6?-?l), the d.rivation§ lhat lint verscs (pp. 94-9)' and the derivations

as kcy lcams (pp. 23E-243). NotE also the varicty of midrashic deaivations attachcd lo the Íelaled namc

of Noah (pp. 203f.).
1'Cf. also Keller, 108, n. 3, but his tmnslation 'celui quc est riche eo consolations, qui ressemble à

la pluie taÍdivc' (dlP5E; cl Abaóencl's etymoloSy rcfcrÍrd lo Àbov.) is not coívincing.
ló See J.C. de Moor, Th. Rit. oÍ Yahwkn (BEthL 9l ), t uven 1990,227fr. rnd R. Rendlorff' 'El

als israelitischc GoncsbczeichnunS," Z4W l0ó (1994) 4-21, esp. 1tt.

33
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with his name. His characteristic jealousy has its place within the context of
the covenant between Yttwtt and the people of Israel (Fensham 1969, l4f-).
YHWH cannot stand it when his people do not listen to Him or worship other
gods. Nah. l: I is the only place where the jealousy of this Nl)p !x is indicated
as the root of his anger against the enemies of Israel, but this coincides with
the development in the use of the verb N)p.r? It is interesting ro note how this
change in the object of YHwH's jealousy is made more explicit in the later ps.
79:5f., in combination with the use of Ep). Isa. 59:17f. marks the end of this
development:

YHWH put on garments of vengeance
and wrapped Himself in a cloak ofjealousy.

According to their deeds, so He will reply:
wrath to his adversaries, retribution to his enemies.

The threefold n] t opJ can be compared to the three-times .holy is He, yHwH'
in Isa. 6:3 and to Ps. 99:3, 5, 9 also otherwise related.'E It sets the tone for
the entire book, which first describes the might of this avenger and then the
way in which his vengeance is executed. For this reason it is even more
important that the verb op) is rightly understood. The word vengeance usually
evokes negative feelings. It is associated with merciless responses to misdeeds,
often resulting in circles of violence. One should distinguish, however,
between human acts of vengeance and God who acts as an avenger.re This
well-known command of Paul (Rom. 12:19; see also the remarks above in
'Essentials and Perspectives') has its roots in the OT. In Nah. l:2 it is
underlined by Dp) being consistently used next to the name of yHwH. The
repeated use as a paÍiciple shows that it is noÍ to be compared with human
spontaneous outbursts of anger, but thai it is a .continuing quality or charac_
teristic (virtually a 'tunction')' of yHwH (peels 1995, 204). The primary
accent should not be on the violence, but on vengeance making an end to evil.
For man this is impossible, but it is possible ro God. Just as jealousy can be
regarded as an aspect of love, vengeance is related to justice. Just like
Nup 5N, the parallel expression nl;.,r opt can be associated with the idea of the

17 Cf. B. Renaud, Je Jr/ is un Díeu jaloLr (Í-/rctio Divina 36), paris 1963, ll2_llg, 14g; E. Reurer.
TWAT, VII. 6tt.

i3 See for other cxamples and íor the sp€cial meaning of this phenomenon B. Stadc. "Die Dreizahl
im Ahen Tesiament," Z,,lW 26 O9{,O 124,128. Rashi and Abarbanel associare it wirh the rhree exites of
lsÍ'ael (cf. Rosenb€rg, 439). Some old christian €xegctes saw a rcference to lhe divine tínity (cf.
Srrauss, 9f.). Kalinski, 1748, 230ff., uses this verse as an argumcnr for his theory !ha( Nineveh was
desroyed by YHWH twice, after a first ac! of avenge when He broke the Àssyrian siege of r€rusalem (2
r.gs. l9).

I' Cf. G.E. Mendenhall, Thc Tenth c.n.rution, Batdmorc l9?3, 69-104; W. DierÉch, -Rache.

Erwàgungcn zu cinem alrlestamendichen Thema," EvTh 36 (1916\ 450472; N. Lohfink, Gewolt und
Gcwaltloriekei in Alten Tcstan n! (ad. N. lrhfink), Freiburg 1983, 30-35: and peels 1995.
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covenart between YHWH and his people, as in L:v. 26:25 where YHWH says:

'and I will bring a sword upon you, that shall execute vengeance for the
covenant' (see also Isa. l:24 and Jer. 5:9; cf. G. SaruÍeÍ, TIIAT, II, 108). V.
2b introduces the imponant new aspect that Yuwu iakes vengeance upon the

enemies of his people and not or no longer upon his people themselves (see

also Deut. 32:35ff.; Isa. 6l:2:63:3ff .).
!y: is used here figuratively to characterize YHwH: He is a 'possessor of

wrath' (Ges-K §128u; HAL, 137; cf. Prov. 29:22 and lx tlr in Prov.22.24).
The texts from the book of Proverbs show that this expression in itself says

nothing about self-control, as suggested in Midrash Rabbah Gen. 49:8 (quoted

above on p. 2l; cf . also Qimchi). It simply means that YHWH can become

angry. The parallel pair tL ll ,» evokes the association with the Canaanite
gods El and Baal (Coggins; Becking 1995a, 287). Just like the words xt:p and

trP), this has to be interpreted within the context of the covenant with its
emphasis on the veneration of one God only. One of the main elements of this

covenant was the exclusion of the veneration of other gods. Using the words

5X and 5g: here may have been meant as a message that only YHWH is to be

regarded as god and lord (Becking 1993, l5).
The idea of the divine wmth (iDn; cf. K.-D. Schunck, IWAT, ll, l035f .)

should also be interpreted within the framework of the covenant (cf., among

others, IJv. 26:28, used next to oP: in v. 25). As was remarked above about

oP), it is important that it is connected with the next verseline saying that

YHwH's wrath is not aÍbitrary, but provoked by his adversaries (Becking

1993, l5ff.;1995a, 288).

lz2b Avenging is YHT'H against his adversaies
and reserving (his wrath) is He for his enemies.

The previous lines could be understood as the tmditional inducement to Israel

to keep to the covenant, but now it becomes clear that YHwH's vengeance

concerns his enemies. Ahhough Israelites can sometimes be called enemies of
God (cf. Isa. 1:24), there can be no doubt at all, as is indicated by the

heading, that we have to think of enemies like the Assyrians here. The verb

DP) is used next to the verb lè:; cf. kv. 19:18, a verse ending with the same

words as can be found in the acrostic in w. l-3: i]il' ':N. In l,ev. l9: l8 '1o)

is construed without a preposition. This seems to be the normal situation. The

added preposition t in Nah. l:2bB is influenctd by the preceding oPl. It
indicates that this verseline is meant to be more precise on what was meant

with oP). The etymology of to) is disputed (cf. CathcaÍ, 42ff.). h occurs in

the OT with two meanings: 'to preserve' and 'to be angry.' These have been

derived from one stem'ls:t so 'to be angry' would have evolved from 'Io
preserve one's anger' (cf. HAL,656). This implies that in Nah. 1:2 the accent

woutd be on the duration of YHwH's anger. Against this etymology it has been

35
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argued that the use of tE: in the book of Nahum makes it unlikely that lè! is
a later form of 't]), because the latter is used in Nah. 2:2. For this reason W.
von Soden, UF 17 (1986) 4l2ff. suggests that we have to reckon with homo-
nyms, that is with two different roots, one related to.is:, the other an until
now unattested 'rDr, 'to aim' (cf. Arab. tealar, 'aim, purpose'). The solution to
this problem may be found in the fact that Nah. l:2f. is partly based on the
traditional confession found in Exod. 34:óf. This is perfectly clear in v. 3 (see
the remarks below) and it is also possible to regard the expression t'1.§, .rol:
as a'dialectical pun'on ...9 ..lon.isl, 'maintaining grace to' in Exod. 34:7.20
The poet used the same expression (with 5), but he changed ts: into the
related "]oJ, because of the standaÍd wordpair with op).

The LXX translates è{cíp<.rv, from é[cíp<^1, 'to remove.' The Greek transla-
tor may have read 5or: in stead of tèr) (Rudolph; GELS, g2). It is also
possible that the word was misread as a form of nt:: cf. 2:l and the same
expression in LXX I Kgs. 20: 15.

Stophe 1.i.3 (l:3a)
The new strophe is marked by the name of yHwH in casus pendens at Íhe
beginning (JM §156b) and giving the first line extra lengrh. This shon
strophe, consisting of only one bicolon, balances the equally shon strophe
I.i.l.

l:3a YHWH, He is slow in anger, but great in power
and He certainly does not leave unpunished.

Just as v. 2b developed op:, this verse takes up the second element of the
central phrase n]iir Ep:. The uncommon word order at the beginning of this
verse (cf. GD §49, rem. 3) is due to the fact thar the poet wanred to link these
lines to the previous strophe. In v. 2b he did this by repeating ntir op); now
he repeats only n'til'! and he does this again at the beginning of the next line.
In his description of YHWH the poet takes up an early Israelite confession. He
seems to have been inspired here by its use within the framework of the
covenant as it is presented in Exod. 34:6f. (cf. H. Spieckerm ann, ZAW lO2
u 99Ol l-18). There it is used next to rhe reference ro yHwH as N)p)R (v.
l4). The poet put his own stamp on rhe traditional formulae. The original
positive message was 'vengefully reapplied' (Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation,
347) to underline the announcement of Yuwg's anger coming upon his
enemies. 'tott in v. 2b has been interpreted as replacing lon ..tg). Now the
traditional È'tDN ''l"rN, 'long of anger,' that is, able ro hold back his anger for a

' M. Fishbane, Trodition and TheologJ Gd. D. K.nigho, philadetphia t91j, 280f.: idem, Bibticat
Intctpr.totion in Atci.N lrracl, Oxford 1985, 34?, n. 79.
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long time (cf. Isa. 48:9; Jer. 15:15; Prov. 19:ll; 25:15), seems to have been
mentioned only to be modified. For this reason ïOrr:1 was replaced by
n: t111, whereas the references to YHwH's willingness to forgive (Exod.
34:7: Ps. 103:8) are left out. This meaningful play with traditional sayings is

misunderstood by those who propose to read ron instead of nf (4H.9) and by
others who regard these verses as a later addition, disturbing the acrostic and
introducing the theme of the delay of YHwH's vengeance (Nogalski 1993c,
199f.; R.C. van keuwen, Fs Gammie, 1993,47f.).'1|

As was noted above, n:+tl: (@re f7;; cf. also Mur.) is a variation on the
traditional confession of Exod. 34:6f., replacing the expected ']on t-1. It is

related to the expression 5r: n::, 'with great power,' which is used when

Israel is reminded of Ysws leading his people out of Egypt's slavery (Exod.

32:ll; Deut. 4:37;9:29;2 Kgs. 17:36). The formula 
''rt 

n:: is transformed
here according to the construction of ïon:'1. This explains the unusual form,
which is only found here (cf. i'rDrt'l), 'very angry' in Prov. l9: l9). It is

interesting to note that in the later Ps. 145:8 we find a mixture of Exod. 34:6
and Nah. 1:3: ïolÓïr] o'Dx ''llx. It can be concluded that in Nah. 1:3

nf+t.r: is meant to counterbalance o'DN J'1x. It prepares the tralsition to v.

3aB: like the former enemy Egypt, Assur shall not escape its punishment.

More meaningful than the traditional assurance (with a paronomastic infinitive)
that YHWH does not leave evildoers unpunished, is the omission of the

expected (cf. Exod. 34:7: Num. 14:18) reference to YHWH forgiving sin:

Nineveh shall not be forgiven!22 The verb iPl is also used in a shon prayer

carved in the wall of a grave found in Chirbet Bet lÉi, in the hills of Judah:

'Take care (of us), o merciful God, forgive (us), o YHwH' (TUAT, lll5, 560).

It probably dates from the seventh or sixth cennrry BCE ald has to be ascribed

to someone in danger. Maybe he or she was hiding from enemies and

regarded his/her misery as a punishment of YHwH and asked for forgiveness,

using the well-known words of Exod. 34:6f.
It is interesting to observe how the prophet Jeremiah reused the words of

Nahum. In Jer. 30: I I it is said to Israel that YHWH shall 'make an end
( 5: ira!; cf. Nah. 1:8f.) of all the nations among whom I scattered you, but

I will punish you in just measure and will cenainly not leave you unpunished

(''lp!N x5 iP)).' The fulfilment of the prophecy of Nahum with regard to

:r Gaster, ,tíLC. 6ó6f., notes the paÉllel in GÍeek dinking: 'lhe mills of God grind slowly, yet they

grind exceeding small.' It is nol likcly, horrevcÍ, lhat the poat of lhe book of Nahum had a correspon'

ding oriental proveö in mind.

' M.D. Coldman ÈgaÍds dlis conlradiction bar*eeo E'Ex'llx and irP:'x5;lP) as a pÍoblem and

suggeís lhe translation: 'Tha lrrd is long suff€ring, of great power, rrd will surely nol wipe out.' He

ignores lhc possibiliry that this contrÀdiction is iÍttcÍded by thc Wt (Australion Biblical R.vizw 4

[1954f.] 52); cf. also Haldar, 18, translatinS nP) widr 'armihilat€.'
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Nineveh and of Jeremiah with regard to the coming downfall of Babylon
should not keep Israel from looking critically to its own sins.

Canrtcb I. ii (l:3b-6)
The three strophes of this canticle (w. 3b-4, 5, and 6) are interconnected by
the use of terms from nature. The number of seven regular bicola coincides
with the seven attributes of YHWH in the previous canticle. The partial acrostic
describes YHwH's coming terrifying the whole world. It connects the first
canticle about YHWH as an avenger to the third canticle about the vengeance
taking place. This function of the second canticle as a bridge is skilfully
emphasized by the overlapping of the alphabetic sequence in both v. 3a and v.
7a. In this canticle we find nominal clauses (v. 3b), a participle (v. 4a)
followed by a mix of perfects and imperfects. They are not meant to describe
the past or actions in the future, but merely denote the chaÍacteristic events
that accompany the theophany.

Strophe I. ii. I (l:3b-4)
It begins, like the previous strophe, with the name of YHWH in casus pendens
giving the first line extra length. YHWH is described as coming in a storm.
The waters flee before Him. In the story of the exodus these elements are
combined: the sea is made dry by the wind sent by yHwH (Exod. 14:21). Isa.
l7:12f. describes the nations as waters fleeing away from yHwH rebuking
them (l!r; cf. Nah. l:4a), like chaff before the srorm ( D,to; cf. Nah. l:3b:
and also Job 27:20). T"he external parallelism uniring this strophe )1n tt q.:,
a 5l't tl ))nx is also found in Isa. l9:5ff.

l:3b Yuwu, in whirlwind and storm is his way
and clouds are the dust of his feet.

The sequence i'l'1rrb/nD]o is also found in the description of the theophany in
Isa. 29:6, together with a reference to the trembling of the earth (otrt; cf.
Nah. l:5) and consuming fire (b:rxdx; cf. Nah. 1:10); cf. atso Isa. 66:15
and Ps. 83:l4ff. The LXX has èv ouvreÀeíg for nDtof. The same word is
used in v. 8 to translate nt:, 'destruction. ' Apparently, the Greek translator
misread it as r')lo, 'end' (Rudolph).rr

1!51'1 PfN'l!I, can be read against the background of the way yHwH's
coming is described in Ps. 18:8-14: He makes the earth tremble, consuming
fire comes from his mouth. He descends from heaven with 'dark clouds
(5EiIr) under his feet' (cf. also Exod. l9:9 and ps. 77:l7ff.).2a In ps. 97:2

B Harrison 1988, 6?, n. 13, wrongly relates ilEto: to ó! ouooeropó.
x Cf. T.N.D. Mettinger, ln Search o/ God, Philedelphia 1988, I18.
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the opening phrase of the theophany is: 'clouds and darkness (9EtI» l)rr) are
around Him.'This phrase is related to the divine title 'rider of the clouds' in
Ps. 68:5, 34; 104:3; cf. also Deut. 33:26 and Isa. 19:l (Cathcarr: l-ongman),
which is also an epithet of the god Baal in the Ugaritic mythological rexts
(KTU l.3.ll:40 etc.: cf. ARTU,7, n. 37). This is only one out of many
possible associations in Nah. l:3-6 with this Canaanite deity and his ups and
downs.r In the myth of Baal we hear of his victorious fight against the god
of the sea: 'Highness Yam (sea), Judge Nahar (river)' (À:IU l.2.IV). His
voice makes the earth quake (KIU l.4.VII:30ff.). It was also believed thar
Baal was temporarily defeated by the god of death, Mot, causing the languish-
ing of nature as Baal takes his clouds, winds, thunderbolts and rain with him
into the netherworld (KTU 1.5.V:7ff.). With all these references to Canaanire
mythology Íhe poet of the book of Nahum makes clear that YHWH has taken
the place of other gods, like Baal. He already hinted at it in v. 2a by speaking
of YHwH as El and Baal. It also prepares the way for the announcement in v.
14 rhar YHWH shall 'cut off idol and casr image.'

l:4a He is rebuking the sea and it dies up
and all the rivers He nmkes dry.

As was noted above, these lines should be read against the background of
Canaanite mythological texts describing the fight between Baal and the god of
the sea, called Yam and Nahar (cf. also Isa. 17:13 and Hab. 3:8). Note also

the use of the verb g'rlttr: within this context, although not in precisely the

same way (KTU 1.2.1:24:, IV:20).2ó It is an expression of his anger (cf. the

use with 'lta in Isa. 66:15; cf. A.A. Mclntosh, W 19 U969ll 47 4f .,479). r!)
also indicates YHwH's thÍeatening, thundering voice, as can be derived from
the parallel with 'the sound of your thunder' in Ps. 104:7, a hymn on YHWH

as creator of heaven and earth. In Nah. l:4 the emphasis is not on creation.
His victory over the sea is here not an example from the past, but primarily a

feanle of his present lordship over creation.2'The combination of the verbs
'1rl and fln is also used in describing the miracle of the waters of the Sea of
Reeds being torn apaÍ: 'He rebuked the Sea of Reeds and it turned dry' (Ps.

106:9; cf. also Isa. 51:10 and Ps. 66:6). It is very likely that this association

It Ct M.C.A. Korpcl, /, À0? in th. Clouds- Ugaritic ond Hebrew D.sctiPtíot s oÍ the Divinc,
M0ns@. 1990, 601; and w. Herrmann, DDD, 260. Gaster, MLc,62f., also points to parellels in

Mcsopotamien tcxs about Adad, Maduk, ad Ninurra. but lhey aÍÉ not es clcaÍ as thc Canaanile

conlext-
bcf. P.J. van Zyl,'A Discussion of the Root ga'dr (rebukc)," vrn Zyl 1 9,56{3; U. Cassuto,

Th. Goddcrs Anarh,lerusalcm lq7l, 33f., 133.
17 Cf. J. Day, fu't Coilicl wirh th. Dra9on and th. ka, Cambritge 1985, 6of.: cf. al§o S.

Mittmann, yT 28 (trt) 187ff. on lhc parallel with Ps 29.
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with the exodus was intended by the poet, as was already remaÍked in Talmud
Hagiga l2a and by, for instance, Qimchi and Luther.2E It is even more
explicit than in v. 3a (see the remarks on n:+)l) above). The way it is
formulated seems to be influenced by the oracle on Egypt in Isa. l9:5ff. (note
the use of :'tn, uf!, Dr, and nttnt, together with the reference to the wilting
of nature, as in Nah. l:4b).

l:4b They ttithet away, Bashan and Carmel
and the bloom oÍ Lebanon languishes.

Since the discovery of an alphabetic sequence in these lines, the first word of
this verse has been disputed. Instead of MT t5DN one would expect a word
here beginning with the letter dalet. TheÍe are, however, no indications in the
Hebrew MSS or in the Versions for a corruption of the text. According to
CTAT, 785, there is not even a textcritical problem here. The reference by
many commentators to the LXX (cf. also Carrez l99}f., 42), Pesh., Tg., and
Vulg., using different verbs for the first and last word in this verse, whereas
they are identical in the MT,2e is not conclusive. It cannot be excluded that
the translators used equivalents for the same word (cf. Schuurmans Stekhoven
1887, 63; P. Joiion, Bib 5 Í19241 355, n. l; Haldar,22f.; Harrison 1988, 58;
Nogalski 1993a, 40; and, concerning the Pesh., Gelston 1987, 140). More-
over, the first word of the LXX, öÀryouv, is used in Joel l:10, 12 in translat-
ing a form of tDN as well (Rudolph). We have to assume that at an early stage
in the transmission of the text (see also the remarks on 2:11 below) the
oÍiginal dalet-woÍd was erroneously replaced by )lnx, which may have been
caused by the similarity in old Hebrew script of alef and dalet (Cathcart;
Renaud 1987, 201) and by the fact thar a repetition of the word )bnx
strengthens the chiastic structure (cf. CHP,275). The most likely proposal is
to read l)h, from the verb )l'r, 'to become weak, small' (cf. BIIS and I-IAL,
214; the first to propose a derivation from 5)r was Gray 1898, 215; accepted
by Duhm t9ll, 101; JPM Smith; Sellin; Tournay 1958, 330; er al.).ro This
reading is strongly supported by the parallel with Isa. 19:6. It was already

'1r TeÍo lian, A(lratsus Marcionem,IV.2O.3, used Nah. l:4a as an argumcnt against the view of
MÀrcion that lhe God of the OT is not $c same as the Father of resus Chrislt Christ's power over wind
and sea (Luke 8:22-39) is also anested in the OT: cf. also Hab. 3:10 and ps. 29:3.

D Even scholars who are not looking for a Íeconstructed alphabetic sequence have proposed
emendations here, in oÍder to explain thc use of two diffeÍent veós in lhe versions; cf. F. Buhl. Z4w 5
(1885) 181, suggesring a derivarioí from 5:x ftat is also used next to t5Ëx in Isa. 33:9 and Joel l:10:
cf. also Coslinga, 164.

1Odlers sugSest reading tE:, '&ey languish'(cf. JeÍ.31:12, 15; pmpos€d by Cuntel 1893,227;
cf. also Rudolph) or lx?it, 'they are cnrshed' (cf. Isa. 19:10; Amoh lml, 260); see also T.K.
Ch.yr.?', The Expositor sth ser., Vol. 8 (1898), 304f. (in C8. 164 he takes over cray's suggestion), and
R. Bum, EI38 (t926f.1 378.
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remarked above that the wording in v.4 seems to be influenced by this
passage in the book of Isaiah. The poet of the book of Nahum appears to have
broken up and expanded the phrase t:'inr]9t.1 in Isa. 19:6.

The region of Bashan is mentioned here not only as a symbol of fenile land
(cf. Mic. 7:14), but it also, and probably in the Íirst place, stands for the pride
that so often comes together with wealth. This reference to Bashan can be
related to lsa. 2:12f. about the day of YHWH

against all that is proud and lofry
and against all that is lifted up a-nd low;

against all the cedaÍs of lrbanon, lofty and high,
against all the oaks of Bashan.

This genuine prophecy of Isaiah (cf. H. Wildberger, BK X/1, 1980'?, 105)
probably also had direct influence upon the words of Nahum. Note the similaÍ
sequence of lltft //1of and ot'r;r // n'rrft.rrlt has been assumed that Nah.
I :4 is a metaphor to depict the political weakness of Northern Israel caused by
the Assyrians (Nogalski 1993b, 108f.). It is more likely, however, that rhe
names in this passage denote no more tJlan natural phenomena: trees in Bashan

and on the lrbanon. The same can be said of Carmel; cf. Am. l:2: YHwH's
roaring makes the top of Carmel dry up (or'; cf. Nah. 1:4a). Note also the
play upon words between the name of Carmel, which can also be translated as

'orchard'(cf. Mic. 7:14, next to a reference to Bashan!), and nlD, 'bloom,'
from the verb that can be used to denote the bedding of the vine (Gen. 40:11).
The relation between these words is emphasized by the chiastic structure of
this line: the verb at the beginning has its parallel at the end, whereas Lebanon
and Bashan can also be regarded as a parallel pair (cf. besides Isa. 2:13, also
Ezek.27:5f. and Zech. ll:lf.). It is interesting to note how in Isa. 33:9,
which has to be dated in the period after the Babylonian exile (cf. Wildberger,
BK X/3, 1982, 1297f.), this verse has been taken up and how it was

expanded, just as Nah. l:4b was previously based on lsa. 2:l2f .t1

Strophe I.ii.2 (l:5)
The two bicola are ilterconnected by external parallelism: 1)DD // 1':5È and

llE // nb) (cf. Job 30:22). After the vegetation in the previous strophe, rhe

emphasis is now on the soil.

I Cf. K.J. Caócart, 'Kingship and rhe 'Day of YHWH' in Isaiah 2:6-22," Hernothena 125 (1978)

48-59; csp.52.
,' Cf. R. Shhl, ".Deshalb trccknet die Erdc aus und vcÍschmacht t alle, die auf ihI wohncn.... Der

versuch ciner $cologiegcschichdichcn EinoÍdnung von Hos 4,3," Abtcstam.nlicht Glaube und
Biblischet Theologi. (Fs H.D PÍruB, cd. J. HrusÍrann ct al.), SturgaÍt 1992, lóó-173, esp. 16ff. about

Isa. 33:9 going bact ro Nah. l:4f. Ho*.vcr, his suggcstioo lhrl Nah. l:4i is depcrdenl on Am. t:Ea
and JcÍ. 4: l7f. is not convincing.
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l:5a Mounlains quake because of Him
and lhe hilk are moving.

The trembling of nature is a common element in ancient Near Eastern descrip-
tions of the theophany. It has many parallels in the OT (cf., e.g., Exod.
19:18; Isa.29:6; Ps. l8:8; Job 26:l0ff.), in Ugaritic mythology (cf. KTU
1. 4. VII : 30ff . ), and Mesopotamian literature. 3l

One would expect fte article with or'iir, as with the parallel nlDf)n (cf.
Mur. and LXX rà öpr1; and probably also Tg., cf. Gordon 1994,68, and RdQ
I U97 41 425), but the more uncommon reading of the MT should be retained.
It may have been influenced by the alphabetic sequence, because we learn
from other alphabetic acrostics that the use of the anicle was avoided. The
only exception in the OT is tam. 4:5 (Gunkel 1893, 227f.). \ is also possible
that the determination of the first word was indicated by the article of the
parallel word (GesK §126k).

The subject of otr'l is usually FrN (cf. Isa. 13:13; Jer. 8:16; Ps. 18:8; 77:19
etc.) and is used only here and in Jer. 4:24 and Ps. 46:4 with E"]n, but in all
thÍee texts we also find a reference to Flx. This confirms ihe interpretation of
v. 5 as one coherent strophe and helps to explain the difficult phrase NDn]

F'rNil in v. 5b.
lrE (hitpolel) has been translated with 'melt away' (cf. Am. 9:13, also of

hills; Ps. lO7:26, of the oD:) indicating something like a volcanic outburst
(Rudolph), or being swept away by heavy rains (Goslinga). The parallel with
ort, however, makes it more likely to think here of the hills as set in motion.
This is supponed by the use of t1D (qal) in Ps. 46:7, said of the earrh, as a
reaction to YHWH'S threatening voice: f.]fr rlEn rblP ln:, and parallelled by
làlli, 'to waver.' Perhaps the choice by the poet of the less clear verb !10 was

influenced by his inclination to use alliteration; note the repeated letter gimel
in this colon 1cf. Allis 1955.73).

1:5b And the eafih ises before Him
and the world and all that dwell therein.

The use of Nb: (qal) in Íhis context is not directly clear (cf. HAL,685, 1273f.:
CTAT,785ff.). Many scholars propose an emendation to Ndnt (cf. BH,S) or

NDnr (Christensen 1987, 22) from the verb ;']Nd, 'to be laid waste' (cf. Isa.
6:l l; 17:12f.). Others assume that we aÍe dealing with an elliptic constÍuction
(R. Ratner, f1'38 [988] 84) and that we have ro think of an unnamed object:
a pillar of smoke (Rashi; cf. Judg. 20:38, 40), fire (Qimchi; cf. Deut. 29:22f .;

]r Cf. Gaster, MLC, 6f'3ff., and S.E. lreweNtamm, "The Trcmbling of NaturE during the

Theophany,- Conparative Studies i,t Biblical ond Anci. Oricntal Uetuture (AOAT 2(X), Neukir-
chen-Vluyn 1980, 173-189, with . survey of the relevant Mesopotamian literatuÍe on pp. l8l-lEó.
Ambrosius, Dd Fids, 14.I15, saw à parallel with Man. 17:20 aboul faith moving r moumain.
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2 Sam. 5:21), a voice (among others, Strauss; G.R. Driver, JT4S 34 Í19331
384; Rudolph; cf. Isa. 3:7; Ps. 93:3), head (Breiteneicher), or feet (Van der

Westhuizen 1969; cf. Gen. 29: t). As was remarked above, the subject of this

line, f'1N, is often used with the verb Dlr'l, 'to quake' (v. 5a). Therefore' it is
very likely that xO: has a similar meaning here. The parallel pair 1)l:D // ]')DD

underlines this close anatogy of v. 5aA and v. 5bA. A plausible solution is

found when we compare the text with one of the Mesopotamian texts men-

tioned above, namely a hymn to Adad:
In the [.ord's anger the heavens will shake,

in Adad's anger the earth will Eemble,
the great mountains will crumble.ra

There is a striking resemblance with Nah. l:5f.: both texts speak of divine

anger, trembling of mountains and the eaÍh, and crumbling/scattering of
mountains/rocks. The poet of the book of Nahum could very well have been

inspired by the language of Mesopotamian hymns. The main difference is that

in Nah. I there are no references to heaven' sun and moon' mentioned in the

beginning of the hymn to Adad and in the following lines. Apparently these

were irrelevant to the Hebrew poet, as he w:rs concentrating on the earth. In

the Akkadian text the verb nXu(m) is used to denote the trembling of the earth

(AHw,76l). Hebrew xA) is normally related to Ay}. natfr(m) ' 'to lift' (HAL,

683), but in Nah. 1:5 the context and the clear parallet with the hymn to Adad

point to a unique connection with Akk. niiu(m), 'to quake.' With a poet who

in other places also appears to be so familiar with Mesopotamian literature this

would not seem to be too unlikelY.
):n forms a common parallel pair with frx (l Sam. 2:8; Isa l8:3; 26:9,

l8; 34:l; Jer. l0:12; 5l:15; Ps. l9:5; 24 l; 77:19; I'an.4:12 etc.). There is

no sufficient reason to change the text as proposed in the EllS: a> t):xt, 'and

they mourned' (cf. Am. 9:5).35 So the LXX reading 1 oópncoc, 'the whole

of (the eanh),' suggesting l:l in the Hebrew text (cf. GELS,22l) has to be

regarded as based on a misreading of the translator. In the LXX and a number

of Hebrew MSS the first conjunction 'l in v. 5bB is míssing (cf . H. Gese' ZAW

69 tl957l 6l). Although this offers a better text, the MT must be preferred

because of the consistent use of 't connecting the two cola of all eight bicola of
the alphab€tic acrostic.

The second part of v. 5bB, adding the element of living beings, can be

compared to, for instance, Ps. 22:15: 'I am poured out like water' (cf. also

Josh. 7:5). This combination of the withering of the world (fr§/trn) together

r Cf. lr€wcnstamm, ÀOÀT 204, tt3; H. Zimmcm' tubllonisch. Ir,,tt.n und Grbel',l.fipzig
1905. 12; S. Í-síEdon, Babllonian Pe ir.ríiol PsolÍ§' PLIis lE21' 13.

,, ct atso w-F. AlbriShr, cBo ? (1945) 23. M. l olft, EZ 16 (1924) 92, §ug8cs§ ÍeadinS t5!:1.

from the vcÍb 9:), 'to sink away'; cf. 
^lso 

Th. E PosiotTth s€r., vol.l (1924) 54'
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with its inhabitants is also found in Isa. 24:4.

Strophe I.ii.3 (l:6)
In these two bicola the subject of YHwH's wrath is taken up. Ir is emphasized
by the place (in the emended text) of tDl,l and ]nDn at the beginning of the
verselines. His anger was already mentioned in the first canticle (v. 2). Then
followed the description of his overwhelming power. So now lhere can be no
doubt about it that nobody can withstand his anger. The confrontation with
YHWH is indicated by the parallel words in the first and last colon of this
strophe: ':15 // r:na.

1:6a His wrath, who can stand before it
and who can withstand ,he glow oÍ his anger?

It is necessary to emend (with most commentators) the MT to preserve the
regular alphabetic sequence. We would expect the leÍter zain at the beginning
of the line. This can be achieved by replacing 'tD' from the beginning to thè
end of the first colon. As a consequence, we have to add a pronominal suffix:
r!:D' lrnr*D tDrt (cf. AIl§). The emended rexr is perfectly in line with rhe
structure of the text on the level of the strophes. The place of rnut at the
beginning corresponds with ]nDn in v. 6b. l.tD' at the end of the colon agrees
with the placing of ÏDD (v. 6b and v. 5aA) and 1t)DÈ (v. 5bA). Rlthough this
is a simple textcritical operation, it is only convincing when it is possible to
explain the genesis of the present text. In Rudolph,s opinion there is no
satisfactory answer to this question, but Tournay assumes that a scribe
harmonized the text with parallel sayings in poems like ps. 3g:4 and
l02:ll(!), and consequenrly suppressed the original casus pendens of tàDt
(Tournay 1958, 331). An even befier parallel is found in prov. 27:4: 1àD,,t)
irNlp t)Dt. Apparently the scribe was no longer aware of the alphabetic
sequence and felt free to 'improve' the text by eliminating the unnecessary
casus pendens thus creating a better chiastic structure (with the first two words
conesponding to the last two words: lDrï r)55 // lDN],.ln:, and in between:
ï]Èrr rr! // trrpt !È. cf. Job 8:15). It is interesting to note the similar phenom-
enon in v. 4b: the change of the original rexr (55D* insÍead of r)5.:) resulted
in a clearer chiasmus.

Drt // l|t (lt.ln) is a normal word pair (cf. Cathcart, 54). The closesr
parallels are found in the Psalms (e.g., 2:5, 12; 69:25; 7g:49; cf. also Zeph.
3:8). The question who can stand before (':l) inr) yHwH also belongs to the
common stock of phrases used by Hebrew poets (cf. H. Ringgren, TWAT, Vl,
200). Again, the text of Nahum can be best compared to the psalms, and in
paÍicular to Ps. 76:8. In the context of YHWH threatening (.1r:, v. 7; cf. Nah.
l:4a) his opponents it is said:

Yes, terrible are You,
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and who can stand before You?
This verseline has the same structure as (the emended text o0 Nah. l:6aA: a

short description of YHwH's anger is followed by the rhetorical question
indicating that no one can withstand Him.ró The double question with 'n
appears in many places in the OT and is often used in describing the differ-
ence between YHWH and man (cf. Exod. 4:ll; 2 Kgs. 19:22; lsa. 14:27:

33:14; Jer. 49:19; Am. 3:8; Ps. 15:l; Job 9:12; 2l:31: 36:23 etc.). The
positive counterpaÍt of Nah. l:6a is Ps.24:3:

Who shalt climb the mountain of YHWH

and who shall stand up (trlP) in his holy place?

See also Jer. 50:44 and Mal. 3:2, using the verb'lDr.

1:6b His wrath is poured out like rtre
and the rocks are scattered because of Him.

YHwH's wrath is described here as a volcanic outburst. The same metaphor is

used in Deut. 32:22 that speaks of YHwtt's anger burning to the depths of
Sheol and setting a fire to the foundation of the mountains (cf. also Jer. 7:20

and for the use of 1n: also Jer. 42:18; 2 Cbron. 34:21:. KAI214:33: and about

the theophany as volcanic outburst Exod. 19:18 and ler. 5l:25f.). The LXX
seems to have confirsed Dtal with aN'l: ó 0upöq cÖtou tlxer (ip71cq, 'his
wrath brings dominions to naught' (GELS,30,231).

The reference to rocks connects this verse with the beginning of the previous

strophe (v. 5a); cf. the wordpairs'l''lc //'1;1 in Isa. 30:29; Job 14:18; 24:8;
and "rB // ilrf) in Num. 23:9. Note again the parallel with the description of
Adad's anger making the mountains crumble. It was cited above in connection

with v. 5b (cf. Van der Woude, 85).17

rcnl, perf. niph. of fnl, 'to be demolished.' Cf. Jer. 4:26: 'all its cities

were laid in ruins (13n1) before YHWH, before the glow of his anger

(rDNllrn'tDÈ; cf. Nah. l:6aB). Although the reference to a building, as in
!er.4:26 and also in Ezek. 16:39, would fit this verb better, there is no need

to change the MT here. A number of scholars propose reading ln$l (cf. BIíS:

HAL, 4lO), from nv', 'to be burnt,' but the only text that can be cited as

evidence for this comes from one medieval Hebrew MS (cf. C77l 787). The

reading of Pesh., suggesting 1oÈ), 'they melted,' is probably due to an

assimilation to Mic. l:4 (Gelston 1987, 150). The uncommon use of 1n: may

have to do with the style of the poet. He seems to have been led in his choice

* see on the use of the phrÀs€ iD D in later rcx§ H._P. Matthys, Dichler und Betet. Thcoloeen

aus tpàrakt.$ong licher Zeit (OBO 132), Freiburg 1994,214'Í., discussing primarily Ps. 130:3 and

Mal.3:2.
17 There is no Íeason to change the text to E' '']Y!, 'the enemies,' as prcposed by M. KÍenkel, zwTh

9 (18íó) 216.
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of words by the wish to connect the words by alliteration: nfn)-isn); note also
the repetition of the letter Jade in trn) Drirjlt.

Canticle l.iii (l:7 -ll)
Both in form and contents this third canticle differs from the second. The
bicola are replaced by tricola (kscow 1995, 67ff.). The BIls conrinues ro
render the text in vv. 7ff. in bicola, but this attempt, inspired by öe wish to
add more lines to the alphabetic sequence, Íuns counter to the obvious mean-
ing of the text, as it was also understood by the Masoretes. Unfortunately, the
variations in the length of the strophes and verselines (note the very shon
colon v. 7aA) confused not only ancient translators (cf. the LXX), but also
modern interpreters stating that the text is 'in evident disarray' (kvenson
1975,792).

There is also a shift with regaÍd to the contents. The previous canticle
described YuwH's coming that arouses nature. In this canticle the emphasis is
on the confrontation between YHWH and his opponents. It works out the
subject already addressed in v. 2b, in the first canticle of the canro. This
central theme is also indicated by the inclusion that connects the beginning and
the end of this unir: :lo (v.7aA) ll irrr.l (v. llaB). In this framework also fits
the contrasting pair ilnt ll ,0.5), because the related verb !1. usually
denotes the worthlessness of orher deities (cf. Jer. 16:19). In this canticle their
activities are corresponding as well: l,-t' (v.7aC) lt frr! (v. llac); cf. the use
as a parallel pair in Isa. 19:12- 4014; and Job 26:3. Other correspondences in
these verses point to a chiastic structure or envelope construction with the
rhetorical question in v. 9A as the central point (cf. Johnston 1992, l5l). Note
especially the repetition of i'ï4, n): in v. 8aB and v. 9bA and the complete
destruction indicated in v. 8aA with ltl, and in v. loaC with b:x (cf. the
combination of these words in Deut. 9:3 describing how yHwH destroys the
enemy). This structure is also underlined, as in the first canticle, by the use of
the name of YHWH precisely at the beginning, in the middle, and at rhe end of
the canticle.

Stophe I.iii.1 (I:7 -8)
In two tricola this strophe describes the contrast between those who trust in
YHwH and those who oppose Him. The former are hetped by Him in times of
trouble; the latter will find themselves in trouble because of Him. Note rhe use
of jrrs, ']Dn and ;'i'1f1, next to each other in Isa. g:22 and Zeph. l:15.
Whereas one finds a shelter with Him, the other loses his place to stay.

l:7 Good is YEw,
indeed, a shelter in the day oJ distress

and knowing those sho seek refuge in Him.
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The phrase ;l1n! f1D concludes the alphabetic sequence and sets the tone for
the way it is worked out in contÍast with those who 'plan evil against YHWH,
counselling wickedness' (v. ll). Many commentators assume that the first
colon originally consisted of three words, like most previous cola. However,
emending the text causes more problems than it solves. Note, for instalce, the
changing views with Cathcan. First he followed a suggestion by Dahood to
take the lamed of r1rà, as a comparative: 'YHwH is bener than a fortress'
(Cathcart, 55). Two years later he accepted Christensen's interpretation of the
lamed as an asseverative: 'YHWH is good, indeed a fortress' (Cathcan 1975,
6). His nnal(?) statement is thar we should translate 'YHWH is good as a
fortress', although he is also impressed by Van der Woude's proposal to read
t'rpt (hiph. of rlrr): 'ro those who seek refuge in Him' (Carhcan 1979, 4).
Other scholars want Io emend the text, usually with reference to the LXX
reading 1p1oràq rópro6 roiq ulopÉvouorv, 'the tnrd is kind to those who
wait for Him.' The same expression is used in Lam. 3:25 translating tiè
rJpt irir'. For the sake of the regular metre |[rÈ is not deleted but relegated
to the next colon in BIIIÉ{; this suggestion by Bickell 1880, 560, and Gunkel
1893,229, was even followed by Goslinga, who is usually very reticent with
regard to emending the MT. So in the transmission of the text MT would have
losr ]''rpt or t':pn) (Rudolph) of'p[nt (BHS), whereas the Hebrew texr used

by the Greek translator would have lost ttun) (RobeÍs). lÉvenson suggests

that a scribe misread the original t'tpn! for ttpn! and opines lhat it is better
not to add a word to the MT (lrvenson 1975, 793; cf. already Duhm l9l I,
l0l). The reference to the LXX for emending the MT is questionable (cf.
Schuurmans Stekhoven 1887, 63; Haldar, 25; Cathcart 1979, 4: CTAT,788).
Apparently, the Greek translator was not awaÍe, like many modem scholars,
of the sudden shift in the Hebrew text to shorter lines.3E To make the text
understandable he used öe more clear phrase of l-arn. 3:25. There is no
problem at all when we simply follow the division indicated by the Masoretes
(Achtemeier; Robertson). Similar shon cola can be found in the next strophe
(v. SaA), in the last strophe of this canticle (v. I laA and v. I laC), and among
others also in 2:2, 9f.; and 3:2f. This shon colon at the beginning of a new
unit can also be compared to the initial n' 15tn in Ps. I I l: I and I 12: l. The
confession of the goodness of Yswtt is a common element in the Psalms (cf.
Ps.25:8;34:9; 100:51 106:l; 107:1; ll8:1,29: 135:3; 136:l; 145:9; cf. also
Jer. 33:ll and Ezra 3:ll).3e The word:lo is also used at the beginning of
the ÍeÈline in the alphabetic acrostics Ps. 119:65-72 and tam. 3:25.

rr sÉe Harrison 1988, 70?f. foa rnoÍr axamples of tha urnslator 'ignoring thc basic sentence

srucurrE Ànd thought division of Èe yo.lafr.' He mcntioÍls l:4, ll, 12:2:1,3, 8, l0; 3:6.
r tt is far ferchcd to regard :lè and rl'as covcnant tcrminoloSy, as suSgcsted by Fensham 1969,

18, and VancemeÍ.n 1990.471, n.30.
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T\e lamed of rtpn5 has to be regarded as emphatic (H,4L, 485f.; cf.
Christensen 1975, 22; Becking 1995b, l8). nls trr.f r,È has a close parallel
in Ps. 37:39: n'13 nrf trrlrÈ (cf. also Isa. 25:4). ln both places it is used nexr
to the expression 1l non (cf. also Joel 4:16). In Ps. 34:9 r:;lon is connected
with n]i. flo (note the use of nis in v. 7; cf. also Ps. 25:8, 17, 20; I l8: I, 5,
8). The phrase that YHwH knows (!r''l')4 his people, has its home in psalm-
ody as well.ar It is also used in combination with : non, tltrE in Ps. 3l:2, 4,
8 (cf. also Ps. l:6; 37:18; and 144:2f.).

Eager to find a yod-line, many scholars assume that a scribe replaced the
name of YHWH before rrï. by a waw (cf. BH,§), but they fail to explain how
such a grave error could occur. Moreover, the name of Ynwu would not fit in
this place within the delicate structure in which the name of YuwH plays a
prominent pan (see the remarks on canticle I.iii above).

1:8 but v)ith an overwhelming Jlood
He will mnke an end to her place

and He will pursue his enemies into d.arkness.
Since the discovery of the alphabetic sequence the colometric division of this
verse has presented scholars trying to reconstruct the acrostic with many
problems. Usually the first two words are connected with the previous verse,
and a verb is added, indicating, for instance, that YHwH saved his people from
the flood: ott?nl or o?.c: (Gunkel 1893, 230; BHK), a:|àv): (Bickell 1894,
7); other proposals: E:ltllll, 'He let rhem pass through' (Duhm l9ll, l0l:
instead of MT lft; BHP and EFIS suggesr adding it afrer 'ifr), D.ïFo', 'He
hid them' (Sellin), or rr!:, 'He helps' (Rudolph). As a kind of compromise
longman suggests a 'double duty' for v. 8aA: it should be read both with the
line that precedes it and the one that follows it. These highly hypothetical
suggestions are superfluous when we follow the Masoretic division of the text,
which is confirmed by the Versions (cf. CTAT, 789ff.: Floyd 1994, 425f.).
Such a short colon at the beginning of the tricolon was also found at the
beginning of the previous tricolon. Without any problem it can be connected
with the verb phrase irl, it:. The 'overwhelming flood' is a metaphor for
YHwH's anger coming over his enemies; cf. Prov.27:4:

a Thc cleer parÀllels with the Psalms Ínake it superfluous to assume a special meaning for ,.1'. .to

care for, be friendly to,' as suggested by CadcÀn W9,4f. aÍd 1992, 998. The ref€rence ro Ugaritic
'il dyd'nn in IíIU 1.114:6(!) adds little ro dte understanding of the verb, b€cause ir can simply be
translated as 'ihe god whom he kncw' (ARTU, 1351.

'l O.H. Steck, Del,4óJchW der hophetie in Ahen Testatrcnt IBT\S l7), Neukirchen-Vluyn 1991,
162, n. 37 5 , notices in Nah. I :6, ?b 'auffal lende Formulie rungs, und Sachentsprechungen zu Ps. ! | I ,

5. 5 und Ps. 2t 5, 12.' He sees lhis as one of the indications lhat the ÍÈdaclion of the Psalms was
i[fluenced by the prophetic books. The many parallels of Nah. l:7 with orher Psalms contradicr rhis
theory: here and in other places the prophet wes clearly influenced by the Psalms.
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Anger is overwhelming (1É@)

and who can stand before jealousy (cf. Nah. l: 2, 6).
These words remind of the way in which the prophet Isaiah describes the
coming of the king of Assyria over Judah: like the water of the river, that
'will overÍlow and pass on' (ltl,l loo); (Isa. 8:8; cf. also Jer. 47:2 about the
Philistines).4'? With the same prophet we find the roles reversed: Assyria will
be terrified by YHwH when He comes 'burning with anger,' with his tongue
'like a devouring fire (n):!r Esf)' and his breath 'like an overflowing stream'
('lor@ 

'n)f; 
Isa. 30:27f.) The prophecy of Nah. 1:8ff. fits in well with this

text. The poet may have been inspired by these impressive words of Isaiah (cf.
Wildberger, BK X/1, 198G, 322, andBKXl3, 1982, l2l}-1215, for the view
that both Isa. 8:8a and 30:27f. are authentic).

He also seems to have had another source of inspiration. From this point on
in the book of Nahum we find much less references to the Psalms. Coinciding
with the shift in contents, from praising the might of YHWH to the announce-
ment of the destruction of Nineveh, there is a remarkable shift in paÍallels.
From now on we shall find many direct or indirect references to
Mesopotamian literature, especially to Assyrian royal annals and vassal tÍeaties
(cf. Machinist 1983, 735f.; Johnston 1992, 330-398).'r Assyrian kings often
boasted that they destroyed the cities of their enemies 'like a flood' @bnbanil;
Machinist, 726f.: CAD, A., 76f .). For instance, Sargon II says of Hamat that
he, as if he were a god,ia completely brought down the city 'like the flood'
(TUAT, l/4, 385). Sennacherib repons that after capturing Babylon he 'dug
canals through the midst of that city, flooded its site with water, and destroyed

the structure of its foundation' (Luckenbill, 152). Even more interesting in this
connection is the report of Ashurbanipal's campaign against Eg)?t. His army
marched as far as Thebes and'conquered this city completely, smashed (it as

if by) a floodstream' (ANET,297). The same fate now awaits Nineveh that is

referred to in Nah. l:8 by iD1PD. The same metaphor is used in 2:7. It shows
that Nineveh is not better than Thebes (No-of-Amon). It is the fulfilment of a

coÍnmon curse in Esarhaddon's vassal treaties: 'May a flood, an irrisistable
deluge, come up from the earth and devastate you' (ANET, 5391. TUAT, ll2,
172; cf. also Hillers 1964, 70). Note also Sennacherib speaking of the battle-

'1 This paiallel crplaiÍs the use of '1:D in this cont€xt aÍd lakcs away thc reservations e,(pÍessed by

Levcnson 1975, 793f., óat it would be 'quite blaÍd in contexl.' lt is not nccessaÍy to assumc a sf,ecial
form with fte meaning'iÀging.'

t'lohnston, 331, assumes that thc storm imàgeÍy in NÀh. l:3 is Àlso an allusion to Assyrian moifs,
b€ceusa Assyriàn kings somelimes compare lheir cominS with a stolm. However, within the conlext of
Nai. l:3b{ $c parÀllcls §/it l Caíaanite mytholoty aÍE strongcÍ.4 Grst r, llLC, ó64, poinls h óis connccrion to (he frct àc Mcsopotamian god Adad w.s
woÍshippcd as 'loÍd of the evelenche' aÍld that now YHWH hes tekeÍl his place. This may be que, but
thc diÍect parallel clcarly conccms the kings.
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field with streams of blood 'like a massive high tide' (mr1i gapti; cf . B.
Landsberger, JNES 8 ( 1949) 257 , n. 45) .

The LXX translates toi6 Èneyerpopóvoug, 'those who rise up.' So the

Hebrew word is derived from o]P and interpreted as a reference to persons.

Many scholars accept this as the better text and propose reading (with F. Buhl,
ZAW 5 Í18851 l8l) ïDPf or 1'DPD, adding a preposition as in Deut. 33:ll,
and a suffix third person masc. instead of the fem., which has no antecedent in
the direct context. According to Driver 1938, 269 (cf. also JfhS 36 u9351
300f.), ít is not necessary to change the consonants. By simply leaving out the

mappiq in the final fte the word can be vocalized nptpp, 'opposition'
(accepted by Haldar; De Vries 1966, 479; and Rudolph). Van der Woude
interprets the final syllable (without mappiq) as a locative ending and otpn as

a reference to the grave, which is a good parallel to the darkness mentioned in
the next colon (AOAT 212, 1981, 493). A closer look at the structure of the

text shows that the MT deserves more respect. V. 8 is built up in the same

way as v. 7.: a tricolon beginning with a short colon. One should also note the
parallels between the second and third colon: instead of offering a shelter (v.
7aB) YHWH destroys her place (v. 8aB), and instead of the close relationship
indicated by lr''r' (v. 7aC) comes the pursuit into darkness, far away from
YHWH (cf. Ps. 88:19; note also the relation with the imagery connected with
the 'day of YHwH' in Isa. l3:9f.; Am. 5:18, 201, loel 3:4; Zeph. l:l4f .).45

The proposed emendations would disturb this nice structure. The same can be
said of Tsumura 1983, ll0, assuming two meanings for the same word: 'its
place' and '(in) the rebel(s)' (accepted by t ongman). The fem. suffix refers to
Nineveh (cf. CTAT, 791), just like the second person fem. at the end of the
canticle (v. liaA). The argument that the heading mentioning Nineveh does
not belong to the poetic paÍ of the text (Tsumura 1983, 109) was refuted
above. One does not have to assume a fault or 'relecture' (Renaud 1987, 212).
It is more likely that the error was made by the Greek translator who was not
aware of the parallel with v. 7aB and related it to the enemies of the next
colon. He made a similar mistake in translating 11l,È in v. 7 as indicating a

group of persons.

The uncommon form of 1'rr pi. may have been influenced by Isa. l7:13f.
The parallels with this passage have been noted above: YHwH threatens ("trr;
cf. Nah. l:4) the nations, that are chased ('lrr pu.) like chaff (cf. Nah. 1:10)

'5 E. Mahlcr, Urtarsuchutg einq ín Buch. Nohud auf d.m Uttergang Niniv.t bezog.nen Fi/a,temir
(Sitzungsberichtc dcs Akademic dcÍ Wiss€Nchaften. Abt. II), Wien 188ó, Íelatcs this to the repoí oI
H.rodor, I*tí. I.103, fiat Èe fall of Nin.vch coincided with a solaÍ cclipse (cf. also Gaster, ,rrc,
664). AIso Xenophon, Anobasis Í11.4.8-12, rcpoÍts tlat local inhabiiants told him $at the downfall of
thc cities whose Íuins hc was watching, was caused by a solar eclipse and thunderstorms (cf. Kleinen
1910, 524). Ir is not likely, howevcÍ, that Neh. l:8 explicidy r€fers lo ihe fall of Nin€veh.
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in the storm (cf. Nah. 1:4). To this is added: 'At the time of the evening,

there is terror.' The last phrase now returns in Nah. 1:8 in lun, in the

accusative of place or direction (JM §126h). This was not recognized by the

Greek translator, who made it the subject of the sentence. The emendation

lrl:, 'He shoved' (Gunlel t893, 230; HAL, 230:' BFLÍ) is uffÉ.essary and

unfounded.

Strophe l.iii.2 (l:9)
The shift to a new strophe is indicated by the particle iD, the change of
subject: from YHwH to an unnamed second person pl., and by the change in
form: from tricola to a monocolon. The regular and elaborate description of
YHWH as the mighry avenger is interrupted by a shoí question and a decided

answer: it is better not even to think of standing up against YHWH. The first
verse (v. 9A) has connections with the following strophe (repetition of fdn in
v. I laB), the second verse is related to the previous strophe (cf ibll i5: in v.
SaB and n]r in v. 7aB). Apparently this strophe has a central place within the

canticle in more than one way.6

1:9A Wat do you think up again§ YHWH?

5N ron (also construed with )p, cf. v. ll, and with b, cf. Ps. 4l:8) is meant

negatively. It is usually combined with ;rr'1, as in v. ll (cf. also, with
YHwH/God as object, Hos. 7: 15 and Ps. 2l:ll), but in other places it is also

used without;rrï (cf. 2 Sam. 14:13). So it is not necessary to add here lr!'1
(suggested by Gunkel 1893, 232). It is also unlikely that in this verse :on
would have another meaning than in v. ll (cf. Maier: 'meditate'; Rudolph:
'doubt'), because v. ll, the final verse of the canticle, can best be explained
as working out the idea briefly indicated in v. 94, the centre of the canticle.
The division of the text, with v. 9 and v. I I belonging to tle same unit, also
provides the answer to the question who are addressed here. Many scholars
thinl of Judah (Goslinga; Maier; RobeÍson; et a1.47), others of the Assyrians
or Nineveh (e.9., JPM Smith; J Ridderbos; NH Ridderbos; Becking 1978,
lllff.), or of both Judah and Asshur (Sweeney 1992, 373). Within this
context there can hardly be any doubt about it that the question is directed at
the opponents of YHWH. Just as the answer to the question takes up a phrase
from the previous verse (ili,, n5:: cf. also the relation between olpn and

6 It poetic cheracter is mis:undcÍstood by Dc Vries 1966, 480, who calls vv. 9f. 'veóose ard
somcwhat orrgid prosc.'

'7 C. WescrÍunn, Prcph.aitch HciLtwod. im Al!.n T.tta/,|,a. n! (FRI-ANT 145), Gónirycn 1987, 93,
r.gards Nai. l:9 as a'Heilswon': 'Er v.Íhci0t d.s Eingrcif.n Goues fir sein Volk, von dem deÍ
Psalm in dcÍ Epiphanie spÍicht, filr dic nehc Zlkunft. DaÍn isr v.9 .ine àn die Zweifelnden gerichrere

aufmunteÍrde Fiaga.'
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EIPE), the second person pl. in v. 9A is connected with the pl. IfrN in v.
8aC. The close connection between v. 8 and v. 9 is confirmed by the way they
are combined in v. ll. There we find Nineveh addressed in the second person
fem. (v. llaA; cf. the reference to Nineveh in nDlpE in v. 8aB) and being
accused of lodging one planning evil against YHwH (cf. v. 9A).

The form of a short question with a second person subject directly followed
by the answer in the third person has a clear parallel in Ps. 52:3. Humbert
suggests an even closer relationship to the Psalms in his attempt to interpret
the book of Nahum as a liturgy celebrating the downfall of Nineveh. He
proposes to read ltnlpn, from n:d, 'to praise.' V. 9A would be an invitation
to praise the deeds of YHtvH, as in Ps. 147:[2 (cf. also Ps. 145:4; Humben
1926,270f.; accepted by Sellin). This emendation, however, is not necessary,
is not supported by any MS or any of the Versions, and is, therefore, rightly
abandoned . 

aB

1:9b An end He makes:
distress shall not síand up a second time.

This verse takes up the phrase Alt iltf, that was already used in v. 8aB. By
adding the personal pronoun N]n, it emphasizes that YHWH is the one acting
here. So it should not be deleted with the argument that it 'adds nothing new
to the text' (Graham 1927f., 46). The second colon makes clear rhat YHwH
does his work effectively. Whereas v. 9bA is connected with v. 8aB, this
second colon repeats a word from the first verse of the previous strophe: i''t'ls
(v. 7aB). The verb trlP has in this context the meaning 'to offend' and has a

good parallel in Exod. l5:7: 'You destroyed your adversaries (''lrEp), sent
forth your fury; it consumed them like stubble (Dpt]Ët)Nr, cf. Nah. 1:10).'
ii'rs is often used in parallelism with o'f'x, 'enemies' (cf. Exod. 23:22; Ps.
54:9; 138:7). It can probably also have a less abstract meaning, like Ugaritic
rÍ, 'opposition, foe' in rlíIU l.2.lV:9; 1.3.lll:37 (cf . HAL, 986f.; Cathcart,
59f.). The emendation proposed in the BllS: 1.1Ï, 'his enemies,' is nor
necessary. Nor is it advisable to follow (with Gunkel 1893,231: orp:) rhe
LXX: or)x èrörrrloer öiq Éri rö cötö év01,í{el, 'He will not take vengeance
by affliction twice at the same time,' because the translator obviously confused
the rooÍs ElP and 0P), and slightly paraphrased DtrlND (cf. A.R. Hulst, O/d
Testament Trarslation Problems, teiden 1960, 245f.; Harrison 1988, 66, 68;
CTAT,79lf .). Sym. and Theod. translate more according to the MT.

Most commentators assume that this verse is an allusion to the distress
caused by the Assyrians when Sennacherib besieged Jerusalem in 701 BCE
(Van Wyk 1971,225ff.; Rudolph) or to the fall of Samaria and the end of the

{ whereas it was srill mentioned in IIAL, 346, s.v. )dn, it was left out s.v. n:q.
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Northem kingdom (Graham 1927f., 46). The problem with this interpretation,
however, is öat the Assyrian oppression continued after the retreat from
Jerusalem. Therefore, it is better to assume a more general meaning, as

indicated above: the enemies brought down by YHWH do not get the opportun-
ity to recover (cf. Ps. 18:39). The verb otP can be connected with the dark-
ness mentioned in v. 8bB and can in this way also be associated with Ps.

88: I l: those who are in the realm of darkness are not expected to rise again.
In the paraphrase of vv. 8f. in the Tg. this place of darkness is called

Gehinnom. The Targumist rcad and tÍanslated the text as a reference to the
destruction of the temple in 70 CE: 'But in herce anger and in great wrath He
shall make an end of the nations which rose up and utterly destroyed the
Sanctuary, and He shall deliver his adversaries to Gehinnam. O nations who
have plundered Israel, what are you reckoned before the Lord? He will make

an end of you; relief after affliction will not be established twice for you as for
the house of Israel' (cf. Gordon 1994, 4l-45). Origen, who used the LXX,
read something completely different here. He saw Nah. l:9 as a prooftext for
the statement that God does not punish the sinner twice for the same offence.
In this way this text helped Origen to defend his views about Íhe apokalastasis
panÍeoon, assuming that eventually all sinners, even the devil, shall be given

their original purity. Jerome, who at first sympathized with Origen in this
maBer, later abandoned his view and could refer in this connection to the

better Hebrew text and to the way in which it was interpreted by Jewish
exegetes.te

Strophe I.iii. 3 (l : l0-1 l)
Like the first sEophe of this canticle, the final strophe consisis of two tricola;
and just as in vv. 7f., the verses l0 ald ll describe two opposites: the

complete destruction of the enemies that will be devoured like dry stubble, but
also their mighty king planning evil. The latter is balanced wiöin this canticle
by the goodness of YHwH (v. 7), the former repeats with a new metaphor the

message of v. 8. The strophe is characterized by alliteration: with
kaf, sanel_t, bet in v. l0; Jin in v. lOaC; sade,'oyin, lamed, and especially
x3'// f,' in v. Il.

1:10 For like entangled thoms
and like the beer that they brew,

a' Cf. spronl 1995^, 67-70. The .EÍuÍks by Origcn cÀn bc found in L. Dautrcleau. on8àre.
Honlhes sw la G.nèsc, Pais 1916, 287tf. See on Jcmme in dris mancr Y.-M. Dnval, Àugustinianum
24 (lgvl 471494. Cf. also rhc articl€ by P.E. Christianakis about the role of Nah. l:9 in the

development of Èe idea of tltc final judgcmcnt ''H Èv Naoip 1,9 ripli Ío0 öcótxao1róvoo Íó! r,Íö
Íoi 6€00 rqroévÍov,- D.hion biblikön fielctön I (1971) 148-153.
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they shall be consumed,like thoroughly died stubble-
This verse, especially the second colon, has the dubious honour ro be called
'one of the most difficult texts in the OT' (Cathcart, 60; cf. also Haldar, 3l).
Renowned scholars like Wellhausen and Van der Woude opine that it is wise
to renounc€ from attempts to explain the present text in detail. The Versions
(surveyed in CTAT,793f.) do not cleaÍly offer a better texr, but merely show
ancient attempts to make the text understandable. Also, the many variants
recorded by Kennicott and De Rossi indicate that we are dealing with an old
problem. Most of öe modem interpreters proceed on the assumption that the
MT is comtpted. This has resulted in an enormous list of proposed emenda-
tions (cf. JPM Smith, 301f.; Goslinga, 190f.; Maier, l93ff.; Schulz 1973,
l2ff.; Rudolph, 152f.; CTAT, 793).50 The confusion was furthered by the
wish to find in this verse the expected sameh-lirc of the alphabetic acrosric, as

is indicated in the second and third edition of the BHK (cf. also Driver 1938,
269, and nhs 39 Í19381 405). In the BHS this suggestion was dropped.
Instead, Elliger now wants to place vv. lof. before 2:2; funhermore he
suggests reading lrl, r'ri] instead of 'ltr':, deleting tr'N1lo oN:0f], and reading
instead: o.N':, l§tD, 'that is full of lions,' assuming that the final word in v.
l0 has to be moved forward. (cf. also Elliger, I l-14, following the interprera-
tion of Sellin). Against this öeory it should be maintained that vv. tof. do nor
look misplaced. In form and contents they appear to be related to vv. 7f. It
was also noted by Jeppesen 1984, 572, that v. 8 and v. l0 belong together.
The third person pl. coincides with the mentioning of the enemies in v. 8aC
and just as in v. 8, a metaphor is used to describe their destruction. The
coming of YHWH as a devastating flood in v. SaA has parallels in the Assyrian
royal annals and so has the comparison of the defeated enemies with 'thorns
and thistles' (kima balti u a§agi: AHw, lO01. CAD, B, 65). To this is added in
v. l0 that they shatl be consumed, apparently by fire (cf. the paraphrase in the
Tg.). The poet seems to have been inspired here by the words against Asshur
in Isa. 10:17: 'Ihe flame (sent by YHWH) shall bum and devour his thorns and
his briars in one day,' and by God's enemies said to be consumed like stubble
in Exod. l5:7 and Isa. 5:24 (this expression was also used in the later texts
Joel 2:5 and Ob. l8). However, he formulated it in his own way, using one of
his favourite poetic devices: alliteration. It is probably no coincidence that in
this sense l:10 can be compared to 2:11, because these verses have similar

e The most extravagant comes from Seybold 1989, 80f., who assumes that this verse is a rcmark
writteo in thc margin, about the statc of the alphabelic acrostic: 'complete until Jarr?rr, complete undl

'thcy wcÍc consumed likc dried stubble..'Seybold not only dlints of'zwei konkurrieÍendc Feststellun-
gen zum Erhaltungszustand des Psalms (bis V.6 oder V.9),'but he also assumes that a lateÍ editor tried
!o add a naw rarnar-line. Seybold is nol the first with a hypo6esis of lhis kind. As was noted above,

Happel 1900, 10f., suggested to inteÍpÍEt v. lb as 'vision ofNahum from ll. to dP.'
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contents, as both describe the total destruction of the enemy. The central word
in the strophe is the verb 5:x. It is also used at the end of the second and of
the third canto. 2:l4a speaks of the inhabitants of Nineveh being burned and
killed like young lions 'eaten' by the sword; in 3:l5a we find the same parallel
between fire and sword expressed more explicitly and with a new metaphor:
'There the fire will devour you, the sword will cut you down, it will devour
you like hoppers.' This thread running through öe book begins rather vaguely
in l:10. Here the reference to an active subject of tlN is left out. In line with
2:14 and 3: 15 the poet uses the verb metaphorically (cf. also 3:12) connecting
it with three different similes. The first and the last are clear ald have
parallels, as was noted above, in the rest of the OT (cf. also 2 Sam. 23:6; Isa.

9:17:27:4:33:llf .:47:14l' Mic. 7:4; and Mat. 3:19).
The use of ï.0 in this context is uncommon, but not impossible (cf. S.E.

lrewenstamm, AOAT 204, 1980, 88; HÀL, 73).51 §t,: functions here as an
adverb (cf. ler. 12:6'. Ps. 73:10).

The second simile (v. l0aB) does not seem to fit within the framework of
the other comparisons. Therefore, it is attractive to read (with Rudolph):
E'lf'o D.tol, 'like thoms (Jo as orthographic variant of 1D) surrounding,' or
@íth HAL, 697, accepted by Spronk 1995b, 170): ot:r:9 o'tff',o:, 'like
binding bindweed.' It is supponed by the LXX translating xai ó6 opilc(
neprnlexopóv1 ppr»O1oercr, 'and like entangled bindweed it shall be

devoured.' However, the Greek translator cleaÍly misunderstood or misread

the previous line. Instead of tr"]'o he read o7tol and translated öfl Ëoq

OepeÀíou curov lepor»Or]oetct, 'for it shall be made barren down to their
foundation.' This seems to be a paraphrase of (E'110')E"1'o '1! 'f , whereas the

next line in the LXX is clearly based on tr':lo in the MT (cf. the LXX on
ler.26:14 [MT 46:14], where oprÀc( probably also refers to "llo). It can be

concluded that there are no compelling reasons to assume that the LXX has

preserved an other, let alone a better text than the MT.5'z The first colon was

better translated by Symm. and his translation of v. loaB also remains closer
to the MT, just as the Vulg. In this situation it seems best to assume that the

MT may be difficult, but not has to be corrupted.
The only clear word in the v. loaB is x!o, denoting a beverage. Some

scholars think of a reference to being drunk or to drunkards (Maier; Cathcart),

'l '[1e cmendation proposed by J. Rcide., HUCA 4 (1952f.) 9óf.: '1'1,'), 'for Hc multiplied,' and

Jeppcscd 1984, 573: ...: .lr"), 'for H. hrs dirccted,' arc nol ncc.ssary.

'2 
'nris was also r.Íurted by.l.A. B.*cr, F.stschtiÍ AlÍrcd B.dhoLt (d. w. BaumgaÍtDer ct el.),

Tiibingen 1950, ó8f. His stàlemcí|, holrevcr, that Erl(lfo oa:o:l is ccÍLiÍJy corÍuptrd musl b.
qucstioned. His suggcstion to deleE lhcs€ woÍds. lo re3d ...? llr? in slead of 1r'), aÍd lo tekc x5E

with lhe next vcrsc, does Esult in a moÍl simPlc tctl, bul àis is probably Dot óc bcsl solution' ard is
cenainly not 'fast sichcÍ.'
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but the parallel with E'fto in v. 10aA makes a reference to a person less
likely. In lsa. l:22 t{to is used to denote wine. It is also possible to translate
here, according to Alk. siru, 'beer.' Because of the parallels to the simile in
v. loaA in Mesopotamian texts, it is not too far fetched to think of a relation
with Akkadian in v. l0aB as well. Moreover, the inhabitants of Mesopotamia
were known in the ancient Near East as beer drinkers.53 D'N]fo, pass. part.
qal of Nto, could be compared to Akk. saöÍ, 'make beer.' It can be inter-
preted as an attributive paniciple qualifying the pronominal suffix of the
preceding noun (cf. JM §122r). The expression can be compared to Akk.
likar sabi'i,'the beer of the brewing,' referring to ordinary beer (CAD, S,7).
The uncommon use of x:o and the admittedly strained construction were
probably also influenced by a forced attempt to alliteration. lt may seem

strange that beer would be 'eaten' ()tN), but the unnamed subject of this verb
is God's wrath'poured out like fire'(v. 6). With regard to the intermingling
of different similes, it should be noted that the same phenomenon can be
observed in connection with t:x in the related verses 2:14 and 3:15.

The association in this verse of Nineveh with strong drink has been con-
nected by some scholars to the account of Nineveh's downfall by the ancient
Greek historian Diodorus of Sicily. He wrote that 'rhe king of the Assyrians
(...) had become elated over his past successes, turned to indulgence and
divided among his soldiers (...) great quantities of wine. (...) the whole army
was carousing'(Book II.26.4).5a Something similaÍ was reported by Ktesias
(cf. Kleinert 1910, 524f.; Maier, 192; GasteÍ, MLC,665). The interprerarion
of v. l0aB given above makes this association unlikely. Moreover, one would
not expect in the context of the more general remarks in this canticle such an
explicit reference to a detail of the coming siege of Nineveh.

1:11 From you has come forth
one planning eil against Yawt

c ouns e I ling wi ckedne s s.
This verse is characterized by the reference to two opposite panies: yHwH and
the counsellor of wickedness. The most tikely etymology of 9y'5: is rhat it is
derived from the negative ): followed by a name related to the root )l', ,to

be of value' (S.D. Sperling, DDD, 324). Ir is often said of other deities than
YHWH that they are woÍhless. In Jer. l6:19f. this is balanced by the confes-

" Cf. M. Stol, "Malz," RIÀ ylÍ, 1989,322-329i idem, "De Babyloniërs dronken bier," prroer.ir 37
(1991),74-39. A connection with b€er is more likely than a rcfercnce to an otherwise uÍ*nown morÀss
surÍounding Nincveh. This suggesrion by Lescow 1995, 71, is bÀscd on rhe rranslation .gleich ihrem
NaB durchnào4 (ccs-B, 533; Von Orelli, l3l); cf. also Aoold l9ol, 2,10: .rhick€ts evcÍ so drenched.s 

Quoted fÍom Diodoms Siculus, Thc Library of History, t.linsl?lted by C.H. Oldfarher (Corpus
Hellenisticum 90.1, The Loeb Libnry). London 1933,436f.
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sion that YHWH is 'my shelter (llrD) in the day of disÍess (nictrt'l).' The

use of similar terms in Nah. l:7 underlines the relation betu'een v. I I and v.

7, noted above. As öe beginning of the canticle described the goodness of
YHWH, we now hear of the evil of his opponent. As in the previous verse, we

should note the repetition of consonants, especially 'oyin in v. llaB-C. The

resemblance of Nr and ff is also hardly a coincidence. This final verse of the

canticle is also relaled to the cenEal quesdon in v. 9A, as it describes what

was already suggested there. The change of )N:on into 5l:on was probably

influenced by the alliteration noted above.

The most disputed point of this verse is who is meant with the second person

fem. pers. pronoun in 'lDD. Scholars who assume a consistent use of the

personal pronouns relate it to l:12 and 2:l where Judah is addressed in this

way (Graham 1927f., 45f.i De Vries 1966, 180). Graham suggests that it
refers to an opponent of Nalum, possible Jeremiah, or one urging his views.

Other scholars want to explain v. llaA positively: the evil one has left Judah

or Jerusalem, translating Ns'with something like 'marchhg off (Rudolph;

Becking 1978, ll3; Renaud 1987, 203). This could have been lhe Assyrian

king Sennacherib who was forced to give up the siege of Jerusalem according

to 2 Kgs. 19 (Rudolph) or Ashurbanipal on his way back from Egypt (Peels

1993,27). A completely different interpretation can be found with lrngman,
who assumes that v. llaA 'speaks of God's depamrre from the sinful city of
Nineveh,' described in v. llaB-C. Van der Woude proposes to derive 1nn
from the verb ''l:È, 'to humiliate,' and translates (taking *)n to v. I l): 'The

oppressor shall disappear completely.' Most commentators stick to the tradi
tional interpretation of ']nD and the common use of NB!, which implies that

1nn refers to Nineveh as the hometown of YHwH's opponent. A remarkable
position is taken by Jeremias. In his opinion v. I I was originally addressed

(together with v. 14) to king Manasseh, residing in Jerusalem and responsible

for the idols in the temple (Jeremias 1970, 20-25). His theory found litde
support, but was recently adopted by Dietrich who translates )l'):11' as

'counsellor of Belial' and identifies him as the highpriest advising Manasseh
(:Belial) or Manasseh advising the king of Asshur (Dietrich 1994a, 470;

1994b,736). The interpretation offered by Jeremias and Dietrich is cenainly
possible, but only when they are right il uking these two verses apart. This
division of the text is also found with other scholaÍs (cf. JPM Smith; Deden),

but with a different interpretation. One usually points in this connection to the

shift in style in v. ll: from describing to addressing, and to the lack of'ein
sinnvoller Gedankenfortschitt' in l:11-2:3 (Jeremias 1970, l3). These

criteria, however, are questionable, especially when lhey are used in this strict
manner. One should show more respect for the freedom and creativity of the

ancient poet and perhaps the modem interpreter should be more paiient and
modest when trying to understrnd what the poet may have had in mind. In
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such a more reluctant approach to Nah. l:11 the division of the text is
fundamental: this verse is not primaÍily connected, as assumed by most
scholars, to vv. l2ff. It is the conclusion of the first part of the book, as is
indicated by the setumah in the MT. Despite the differences between v. I I and
the previous verses it appears to be possible to defend the view of the Masore-
tes. Their division of the text is confirmed by the structural analysis given
above. We already noted the inclusion within the canticle (v. llaB-C ll v.7).
There is also an inclusion within the entire canto, because Nineveh (v. l) can
be regarded as the antecedent of "lDD in v. llaA. In other words, the last
strophe of öe Íirst canto gives the reason for the verdict announced in the
heading: it is the answer of YHwH to the provocations coming from Nineveh.
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TIM JUDGEMENT OF MNEVEH

A.i.l Thus says Yttwu: (l:l2aA)
'(x)Though íhey are (d)complete (1)and so (1)rrary, (12fr)

even so they shall be sheared and Jly away. (l2aC)
2 I hove aÍlicted you. (lzbA)

I will afilia you no more. (l2bB)
And now, I will break his rod lrom upon you (l3A)

and. your chains I will burct.' (l3B)
3 And YHtttH comrrun^ concerning you: (l4aA)

'There will be sown from youruane no more (l4aB)
From the houses oÍ your gods (l4b[\
I will cut off idol and cast inage. (l4bB)
I will prepare your grave, because you are v,orthless.' (l4bc)

ii.l Behold, on the mountains (z:la[)
the Íeel oÍ a messenger announcing peace. (laB)

Celebrate, Judah, your Jeasts, (lbA)
fulfil your vowsl (lbB)

for [never again shdl the wicked come over you]

he shall be completety cat oÍ (lbc)
2 A scaílerer shall cone up against you. (2aA)

Guard the Íoftirtcanon. (2aB)
watch the road, (2bA)

strenSÍhen the loins, (2bB)

fonify the power in the highest degree! (zbc\
3 For Yuwn shall restore the pide of Jacob' (3aA)

yeah, the pide of krael. (3aB)

For destoyers shall destroy them (3bA\

and they shall ruin their branches. (3bB)

B.i. I The shield of his heroes k red' (4tA)
(his) soldiers (are) scarlet. (4aB)

Flaming-red are the coverings oJ the chaiots (4bA)

in the day of his PreParation (4bB)

and the poles are upholstered- (4bC)

2 In the streets the chaiots run as mad. (saA\

They rush in the squares. (5aB)

Their appearance k like torches, (5bA)
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like lightning they dash to and fro. (5bB)
ii.l He remembers his noble ones. (6àA)

They stumble in their going. (6aB)
They hasten to the wall, (6bA)

but a nantelet has (already) been set up. (6bB)
2 The gates oÍ the rtyers are opened (7 A)

and the palace collapses. (78)
And he is put down, she is exposed, raped, (8A)

and her nmidens are moaning as with the voice of doves, (BB)
beating their breasts. (8c)

C.i.l And Nineveh, it was a pool oÍ v,ater, (ga{)
as long as it existed. (9tB)

But now they are fleeing - (9bA)
síand, stand! - (9bB)

but there is no one who tums back. (9bC)
2 Plunder silver, (lOaA)

plunder gold! (l0aB)
And there is no end. to the treasure, (l}b{)

weight from all precious vessels. (l0bB)
3 Destruction and devastation (lla{\

and ruin! (llaB)
And the hean melts (11bA)

and the knees totter (llbB)
and trembling in all loins (llc{)

and the faces of them all gather a glow. (llcB)
ii.l Were is the lair oÍ the liorc (t2aA)

and the meadow oÍ the young lions ? (l2aB)
Were the lion went, the lioness \eas there, (l2b{)

the cub oÍ rhe lion and. none to Írighten (then) awq. (t2bB)
2 The lion was teaing Íor his cubs (l3aA)

and strangling for his lionesses. (l3aB)
And he filled his caves with tom tlesh (l3bA)

and his lairs with tom animals. (l3bB)
3 'Behold, I am against you!' (l4a{)

pronouncement oÍ YHWH oÍ hosts. (l4aB\
'And I shall bum in smoke (your) chaiors (l4b{)

and. your young lions the sword will devour. (l4bB)
And I shall cut oÍ Írom the earth your teain| O4cA)

and the voice of your messenger will be heard no nore.' (l4cB)
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ESSENTIAT§ AND PERSPECTIVES

The second part of the book of Nahum describes exactly what was announced

in the heading (l:l). The divine pronouncement (|rOÈ) is spelled out at the

beginÍring (l:12-14) and al the end (2:14) of the canto. In between we are

informed about the prophetic vision (llrn). The propheÍ lets the reader share in
what he saw of the future.

The verdict on Nineveh is cleaÍ. It deserves to be punished, because the

Assyrians have caused so much harm to Judà and because they have filled
their capital with the things they robbed from their victims. Although Nineveh

may still seem to be a symbol of unimpaired might supported by its powerful

deities, ít shall be cut down forever by YHWH. He acts indírectly' through the

army of an unnamed enemy, as He did so often when He punished

Israel/Judah. The end of Nineveh is a good message to Judah. It implies that

the Assyrian oppression shall stop. It also means that YHwH no longer wants

to use this rod (lsa. l0:5) against his people. So the fates of Nineveh and

Judah are intertwined. In many ways this is indicated in the text. Firstly, the

pronouncement addresses both Judah (l:12f.) and Nineveh (l:14); secondly,

the message to Judah to celebrate its feasts (2:l) is balanced by the warning to

Nineveh that it should be prepared for the final siege (2:2); finally, Nineveh

shall be destroyed (2:l l), just as the Assyrians had ruined Israel (2:3).

The vision itself consists of a number of different moments in different

places. The prophet sees the messenger bringing to Judatr the good tiding of
Nineveh's downfall (2:l). Even the memory of the undivided kingdom seems

to revive with the prophecy that the 'pride of Israel shall be restored' (2:3).

As in a flashback, this is followed by a description of the siege (2:2' 4f .). ln
the next scenes the poet vividly portrays the disarray of a city being conquered

(2:6ff.), of the conquered fleeing (2:9), and the conquerors plundering (2:10),

leaving the city and its inhabitants desolate (2: I l).
The most famous verse in this canto is, of course, 2:l (in many ranslations

this is l:15, according to the numbering of LXX and vulg.) about the

approach of the messenger announcing peace. This scene, formulated in this

way, has its origin in the book of Nahum. It was taken over and slightly
adapted in Isa. 52:7, which in his turn inspired the aposde Paul in Rom. l0:15
and later also G.F. Hiindel when composing hts Messiah. Jerome interpreted it
as a comfoÍ to those suffering from the persecution by the Roman emperors:

one day the tord will put an end to it and like Judah the church shall be called

upon to celebrate its feasts, 'though not with wine and food, but with spiritual
joys' (sed in spiitalibus deliciis et voluptata torrentis, p. 541; cf. Nicolas of
Lyra and Hector Pintus referring to the eternal joy at the end of time). In the

next verse he sees in the alnouncement of someone 'breathing into thy face'
(text according to the LXX) a reference to lhe breath of life given by God
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(Gen. 2:7) and to the Holy Ghosr descending upon the apostles (Acts 2; cf.
also Augustine, De civitate dei 18.31; Theodor of Cyrus, 1796). In the older
literature the Assyrians are regarded as a symbol of the devil, especially when
they are compared to lions (2:12: cf. Jerome, 552; Cyrill, 822ff.,836, S4l).
Calvin is very reluctant in relating Nah. 2:l Ío the NT and also Luther is
remarkably cautious in his interpretation of this verse, although he states that
he 'would gladly draw this passage towards Christ. There is no other passage
in this prophecy which we can take as related to Christ except this one.' It
should be read, however, in the first place as applying to promises in Nahum's
own time. The prophet 'makes this as a general statement about temporal
victory to which he still connects in a general way the grace of Christ and the
gospel.'

The exciting and beautifully formulated visions in this and in the next
chapter must have made a great impression, which was deepened, of course,
after the fulfilment in 612 BCE. They partly rerurn in larer prophecies,
especially in announcements of the 'Day of yHwH' (cf. Jer. 46:2-12 and Joel
2). In this way and somerimes also more directly the book of Nahum had its
impact on eschatological and apocalyptic literature. This was furthered by the
fact that the poet is reluctant in naming persons and places. Although it is
clear that he had Nineveh in mind and also menfions this name near the end of
the second canto, the description of the siege and conquest of the city is in
general terms and could easily be applied to other situations. This is done, for
instance, in the Qumran commentary with the metaphor of the lion family
(2:l2ff .). The lion in v. 12 is identified with the Seleucid king Demetrius
(probably Demetrius III, who ruled form 95-Bg BCE) rrying in vain to enrer
Jerusalem on the invitation of the pharisees. The lion of v. 13 is identified as
his Hasmonaean opponent Alexander Jannaeus, ,the angry lion.'

The masterful description of the siege and the feelings of confusion and
panic should not be regarded as a glorification of justified violence by heroic
soldiers. It is the aim of the poet to prophecy that the evil empire of Assyria,
built upon terror, shall be terrified and felled down by the same means as it
used itself against its victims. For this reason the poet used many elements
from the Assyrian royal annals boasting about the victories of kings like
Sennacherib and Ashurbanipal. Nah. 2 can be read as an illustration of iayings
like 'whoever sheds the blood of man, by man shall his blood be shed, (Gen.
9:6), or 'all who take the sword will perish by the sword' (Matt. 26:52): cf.
also Jer. 30: 16 (in a chapter which is in many ways related to the prophecy of
Nahum): 'Yet all who devoured you shall themselves be devoured.'
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SCHOLARLY EXPOSITION (I)
INTRODUCTION TO THE EXEGESIS

Bibl.r: T.K. Cheyne, "Notes on Psalm XXII 25 and Nahum ll 8," IBL 15 (i896)
198; T.K. Chcyne, "Influence of Assyrian in Unexpected Places,"./BI 17 (1898), 103-

107: M. Delcor, "Allusioos à la déesse I§tar en Nahum 2,8?" Bib 58 (1977)'13-83; l.
Döller, ",Ninive gteich einem Wasserteiche. (Nah 2,9)," BZ 6 (l9OB) 164-168; G.R.

Driver, "Farewell to Queen Huzzabl" Jfft§ NS 15 (1964) 296-298; T.H. Gaster,

"Two Notes on Nahum," lBL 63 (1944) 5l-52; J.J. Glnck, "Pdrílr - Pa'rir - À Case

of Biblical Paronomasia," Yan Zyl 1969,21-26:, M. Görg, 'Eine formelhafte

Meapher bei Joel und Nahum," 8N6 (1978) 12-14; L. Gry, "Un épisode des derniets
jours de Ninive (Nahum, II,8)," À, 19 (1910) 398403; P. Humbert, "Nahoum II,9"'
REJ 83 (1927) 74-76; P. Humbert, "t: vision de Nahoum 2,4-11," AÍO 5 (1928f.)

14-19; E. Nestte, 'Miszellen," ZAW 29 (lg09), 153-155; J. Reider, "The Name Ashur

in the Initials of a Difficult Phrase," ./,{O§ 58 (1938) 153-155; J. Reider, "A New

lshhr Epithet in the Bible,".r,^ES 8 (1949) 104-107; H.W.F. Saggs, "Nahum and the

Fall of Nineveh," .IIftS NS 20 (1969\ 220'2251. P.H. Schiingel, 'Noch einmal zu
.r1i5 13rP Jo 2,6 und Nah 2,11," 8N 7 (1978) 29'31; l.L. Siegel, "not: !3;11

Josèphe (Ant. IX, xi, §239-241)," REJ 76 (1923) 96-98; A.S. van der Woude, "Hoe

de Here naar Sion wederkeert... Traditio-hisiorische overwegingen bij Jesaja 52:7-8,"

De Knecht. Studies rondom Deutero-lesaia (Fs J.L. Koole), Kampen 1978' 188-196.

The constant shift of pronouns and forms of address at lhe end of chap. I and

the beginning of chap. 2 keeps puzzling lhe interpreters. It is difficult io find a
line in the alternation of speeches of salvation and doom, and it is not always

directly clear whether the poet speaks of/to Nineveh, its king, or to Judah.

According to Wellhausen, the present text is for this reason 'unertràglich.' II
made other scholaÍs, like Gunkel, Bickell, and Happel, feel free to transform

the text into the second half of the assumed alphabetic acrostic. Although it
was soon conceded that this did not lead to convincing results, the theory of
the acrostic still left its marks on the interpretation of this pan of the book.

The opinion shaÍed by most scholars that the alphabetic sequence goes on until

the latter kzl in l:8 strongly influenced the ideas about the division of lhe text.

It is usually simply taken for granted thal l:9-2:3 should be taken apart, as it
lies between l:2-8 and 2:4-14 which íue accepted as coherent unities. In
explaining l:9-2:3 many follow the :§sumption of Wellhausen that the verses

with promises of salvation for Judah (l:13 and 2:1, 3) were added to the

original text. Usually also l:9f. and 12 are regaded as secondary (R.E.

Wolfe, ZAW 53 [935] 93; Jercmias 1970, 14-19; Schulz 1973' 12-21;

I See also thc bibliogràphy of canto I (1:l-ll) with many studies oí l:l-2:3.
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Seybold 1989, 20f.; Hieke 1993b, 15b; trscow 1995, 70f.). In many com-
mentaries the words of comfon to Judah are taken apart, whereas l: I I , and t4
are taken together with 2:2,4-14 (Duhm l9ll, 102f.: JpM Smith; Schmidt;
Edelkoort; Deden; Elliger; Alonso Schökel). Ir appears ro be difficult ro
explain the cause of the present disorder. According to Elliger, this part of the
book belongs to the'am schlimmsten zerstöÍen Abschnitten des Alten Testa-
ments.' He does not expect that its riddle can be completely solved. Apparenr
ly, he was not convinced by the theory of Sellin, that two columns with an
oracle to Judah (l:12-14l.2:1, 3) and an oracle against Nineveh (t:l}f .;2:2,
4-14), originally written next to each other, were erroneously intermingled.
Elliger treats íhese verses as sepaËte fragments. The same view is found with
JPM Smith (cf. also Coggins). In his opinion l:12f.;2:1,3 can be dated after
the exile, because this period of upbuilding is a more likely background of the
hope for Judà expressed in these verses. In the time of Nàum there would
not have been so much reason for great expectations, because the downfall of
Nineveh for Judah only meant a change of oppressor. With regard to l:9f.,
l2f.; 2:1, Jeremias 1970, 18, comes to the same conclusion. Together with
l:2b, 3a, these verses would have been added to give a new meaning to the
book of Nahum as a promise for the rebuilding of Judah after yHwH had
definitively broken the power of Babylon. Jeremias proposes to read 2:3 as a
verdict on the former pride of Israel (pp. 25f.), but he admits that the same
text may have been read later as a promise of the restoration of the former
unity between Judah and Israel (p. 28). This idea of two completety different
meanings for one and the same text is also found with Rudolph: 2:3 would
originally have been meant negatively and part of the announcement over
Nineveh in 2:2-14, bul in the present structure it is connected with 2:1 and
functions as a promise. With regard Ío l:9-2:l Rudolph defends the order of
the MT. Also Van der Woude thinks that it is betrer not ro disrurb the compo_
sition of the present text. He evades the problem of the difficult relation
between 2: l, 3 and 2:2 by interpreting the latter as a positive word to Judah as
well. Seybold 1989, 31f., dates l:12f.; 2:1,3 ca.550 BCE and regards l:ll,
14 as remarks rhar were originally written in the margin ca. 400 BCE.
lrwcow 1995, 67-72, agrees in principle with Seybold's analysis, but pro-
poses different dates. 2:1, 3 would have been added together with the initial
hymn at the end of the fourth century and should be regarded as an actualiz-
ation of the preaching inspired by the message of Deutero-Isaiah; l:9-14 is in
his opinion 'midrash like' exegesis dating from the period after the OT.

In modern research these radical conclusions are balanced by literary
analyses explaining the shifrs and Ensions in rhis pan of the book of Nahum
as deliberately used by the poet to indicate the antithesis or dispute. It was
already noted that Rudolph and Van der Woude prefer to exptain the MT
without rearranging the verses in l:9-2:3, although they propose alternative
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readings for 2:3 and 2:2. They are not the only ones to point out that all
proposals in the line of Wellhausen's view remain hypothetical and have no

warrant in the Versions (cf. also Goslinga, 104-108; Grahm 1927f., 37',

Maier, 63-67). It has been argued in defense of the MT that the many shifts in
the verses can be regarded as an aspect of the lively style of the poet. NH
Ridderbos, 26, adds to this observation that it is also possible to regard these

verses as a survey. Eaton, 63, assumes that 'the recitation of the poem was

originally accompanied by dramatic action.' The first hearers of the text would

have had no problem with the changes in the person addressed, because they

were clarified by gestures and symbols (see also his Vriions in Worship'

London 1981, l7). This is rclated to the view expressed earlier by Humbert,

who explains the book of Nahum as a liturgy celebrating the downfall of
Nineveh. The initial hymn is followed by a question (l:9A) with its response

(vv. 9b-10). There follow two oracles, the first to Judah (w. l2f.), the other

to the king of Nineveh (w. 14a, I l, l4b). After that the poet staÍs his songs

of victory. Humben gave no explanation for the assumed displacement of
l:ll. De Vries 1966, 481, who also interprets the book of Nahum within the

context of the liturgy, feels forced to assume some later addition here; first

1:11, 14 and later 1:12f.;2:1, 3 as'liturgical refrains.' However, his interpre-

tation of l:9f. as an application of the preceding hymn and also his view that

the personal pronouns in l:9-14 were used consistently, were used by Becking

1978, lll-114, to defend the unity of this passage. In his opinion there is a

chiastic form which connects l:9 with l:14, both using masc. forms and

containing prophecies of doom. l:ll and l2f. are two corresponding promises

of salvation using fem. forms. 2: l-3 works out, in his opinion, this promise in

an oracle of hope for Judah and for the descendants of the exiled population of
the Northern kingdom. In Becking's theory much depends on the - question-

abte! - interpretation of 1:ll and 2:2 as positive references to salvation for

Judah (with regard to 2:2 Becking follows Van der Woude). Building on the

work of Becking, Sweeney comes with a more explicit formcritical solution'

As with Humbert, l:9 is regarded as the key to the right interpretation'

Sweeney does not lhink of a liturgy but interprets the masc. pl. form as a

reference to both the king of Assyria and Judah having doubts about the might

of YuwH described in the previous verses. In the rest of the book these doubts

would have been refuted; in the first place, in the address to Judah speaking of

its deliverance (l:ll-2:l), second, in the address to Nineveh ald its king

announcing their downfall (2:2-3:19) - The main problem with this view is that

it is not clearly stated in l:9 that people think that YHWH is powerless'
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Moreover, the division of the text is open to question.2 When we follow the
Masoretes who indicate wilh a setumah a break after v. 11, things look
completely different. In fact, this is a quite obvious division of the text, as is
also conceded by Seybold 1989, 19, but it was ignored by those scholars
focusing on an alphabetic sequence; not only because many tried to extend it
into the second chapter, but also because of the more moderate view of a half
acrostic suggesting the beginning of a new unit in 1:9. The new insights with
regard to the acrostics in 1: 1-3 and 3-7 show that the Masoretic division of the
text, which was still accepted in most older commentaries, can be rehabili-
tated.

The authenticity and integrity of 2:4-14 is hardly questioned, with Schulz
1973,23-32, as an exception to the rule. Seybold 1989, 20f., connects 2:14
with 3: l-7, because of the repeated formula nlNfs n]i]r ON! 'l9N ')tn in 2: 14
and 3:5. However, within the structure proposed above, 2:14 forms an
inclusion with the divine oracle in 1:12. Moreover, 2:14 is clearly connected
with 2:12f. by the lion metaphor.

SCHOLARLY EXPOSITION (II)
EXEGESIS

Canto (l:12-2:14)
The opinion that Nah. l:12-2:14 is a literary uniry is not common among OT
scholars.3 It is supported, however, by the balanced strucnrre that is perfectly
in line with the contents. The canto consists of three subcantos (l:lZ-Z:3;2:4-
8, 9-14) with each two canticles. With regard to the length (the number of
strophes) there is also a regular patrern: 3+3 I 2+Z I 3+3. It describes what
was indicated in 1:l: a judgement (NDD) and a vision (ltrn). From the heading
we know that the judgement is on Nineveh. To this is added a vision of the
execution of this judgement by an invading army, besieging and conquering
the city. Judah can celebrate its feasts, whereas the inhabitants of Nineveh
moum and have to flee. The announcement is given at the beginning and at
the end of the canto. This inclusion is underlined by many correspondences
between these parts of the text. The canto begins with ntnr iDN;.r: (l:12).
This messenger formula is, especially when it is not preceded by ': or lfb, a

'? It is significant in this connectioí rhat E. zerger, Einreitung in das Ahe Testamenr, srungart 1995,
412, accepts Sweeney's inlerpretation of 1:9f. and also uses his terminology when he describes l:9-2t3
as 'prcphetische Disputationsrede gegen Juda und Assur/Ninive,' bul suggests a different division of the
text.

I It is also found with Ruben 1898, but he discards l: 13 and 2:1, 3, because rhey aÍe in his opinion
'of quite a differcnr charecrer' (p. 1?3).
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normal indication of the beginning of a new unit. It is taken up in the final

strophe by 1n'oN: (2:14), which is often used as a conclusion of prophetic

words (cf. H. Eising, TWAT, Y, 120f.). Note also the repetition of the key

words nr: and'11, x5 (l:12.2:1, l4). It is also cenainly no coincidence that

the repetition of (»:n and especially vàvi (2:1, 14) emphasize the contrast

between the messenger of peace for Judah and the messengers of Nineveh.

This inclusion is only one out of many cases of external parallelism in this

canto. Together they form a chiastic structure.' This is especially clear on the

level of the canticles. Next to the correspondence berween beginning and end,

the second canticle (2:l-3) and the penultimate canticle of the canto (2:9-ll)
also show a remarkable number of similarities. Their first strophe mentions

the name of one of the opposing panies (Judah, Nineveh)' the middle strophes

are both characterizeÀ by a number of imperatives, the final strophes describe

with related words the destruction of the one mentioned at the beginning of the

canticle (PP: tv.3b) ll ;]Prl [v. lla]; cf. also the parallel pair or:D // D!:nD

in both w. 2 and I lb). The middle subcanto consist§ of two short canticles,

just like the middle subcanto in canto III. Like the surrounding canticles' they

are parallel in describing contrasting realities: attackers (w. 4f.) versus the

stumbting and moaning citizens (vv. 6-8). It can, finally, be noted that this

canto also contains some acrostic elements. Next to the name hidden in l:12,
it is remarkable that in 2:3 the first lhrce cola begin with the letter tal. The

same phenomenon can be found in v. 6 with the letter yod. In 2: t2f. the first

three bicola begin with rhe letÍer alef.s

Subcanto I I. A (l : 12-2:3)
In this first paí of the second canlo things are becoming more concrete. The

poet mentions Judah and we also hear of its conflict with Assyria, whose name

appears in an acrostic. The poet no longer speaks about YHWH; now YHWH is

speaking himself. In this way the reader also gets more explicit information

about what is going to happen with Nineveh, why it has to be punished, and

why this is necessary to help to restore the former state of peace for the

people of YHWH. The subcanto consists of rwo canticles that are built up in
the same way (see the remarks on canticle n.A.ii). It is characterized by the

'Cf. also Achtcmeicr, 21f., who sces the many conEspondcrc.s in 2:l-13 as 'a snrdy ilt contrasl '

Johnston 1992, t54-158 found a chiastic §mlcnlre in 2:2-lt. However, as in other Places in his

dissrrration, he may have ovcÍsiated his casc, for instancr, ltrhcn he coníècts 2:4bC with 2:llbB
describing Ècm às 'spcaÍ-shaft§ quivcr in cxciÈÍircnt' and 'inhabitan§ Ermblc with fear.' Lcscow

1995, í. rcmarks lhat 2:2, 4-13, which hc ÍrSerds rs a unit' 'ist (...) gcnhmt durch 'rot'-Variatio-
ncn,' (vv. 4aA ard I lbc), whcrcas Öc Íefercncc to 'lÍasscr-Torc' (v 7aA) would hevc becn lakan up

in v. 9aA by 'Teich voll Wasser.'

'scc for othcr cxamplcs of dlis kiÍd of Àcrostic in thc OT ríd iÍ àe Ugaritic litcÍanrrc wat§oí,

cHP. t95f.
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repeated use of the name of YHWH (l:12, 14: 2:3) and the conjunction ':(l:14;2:l,3aA, 3bA). A key word is D5o. In l:12 iÍ denores Assyria as
seemingly not impaired by other forces, in 2:l peace is announced to Judah
because mighty Assyria did fall anyhow. ln 2:2 Íhe verb olu describes a new
activity for the revived peopled of Judah. The contrast is also indicated by the
repetition of l:r: the king of Assyria was feared for his military expeditions
'coming over' the land (2:l), but now rhe Assyrians .fly away, like chaff
(l:12). Note also the repetition of iilrx5, 'no more,' (l:12, 14;2:t): the
annihilation (nrr) of Assyria is definite. The shifts between Judah and (the
king of1 Nineveh, between salvation and doom, which have troubled modern
interpreters so much, should not be regarded as indications of comrption of
the text or of additions to the text. It is more likely that the poet used these
alternations to emphasize the contrast between Assyria and Judah. He does so
quite consistently. With a regular variation he speaks of or to Assyrians
(l:l2a), Judah (vv. l2b-13), the king of Nineveh (v. l4), Judah (2:l), Nine-
veh (v. 2), Israelites (v. 3). In this connection we can note another example of
the device of inclusion, so often used by this poet, because only at the begin-
ning and at the end of this subcanto he uses third person masc. pl. forms.

Canticle II. A. i (l : 12- 14)
The Masoretes have set these verses apart by the saunwh at the beginning and
the petuhah at the end. This is done for the obvious reason that ygws is said
to be speaking here. We also find words of yHwH in direct speech in 2:14 and
3:5f., but these are not introduced by the formula illnr tÈN;.,rf. It gets extra
emphasis by the parallel wirh il;r. n1t in v. 14, forming an inclusion. This is
also indicated by the contrast between v. l2a, .complete and many,' and v.
14b, 'worthless.' The canticle is an explanation of this shift, because all
strophes speak of destruction (rï), v. l2a; ..1:d and pn) in v. 13, and ntf in v.
l4). The poet uses the traditional forms of prophecies of salvation or doom.6
After the messenger formula comes the description of the situation (w. l2aB,
l2bB) which is followed by the announcement of doom (v. l2aC) or salvarion
(w. l2bB-13). In the third strophe the description of the situarion is lefr out.
Instead, we find the traditional closing ':-sentence. So within the canticte all
normal elements of this form of prophetic speech are present.

Stophe I I. A. i. 1 (l : lZa)
This first strophe consists of one tricolon (cf. also 3:6, 1l). It is often difficult
to determine whether the messenger formula should be treated as a monocolon

ó Cf. K. Koch, War it Fomgeschichte? Methoden det Bibelex?8?s?, Neukirchen-Vluyn 1974r, 25g-
267
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or be taken together with the next colon. As so often, it seems best to follow
the Masoretic punctuation. This is also in line with the parallel v. l4a, where

the first colon introducing the direct speech of YHWH is connected to the

second by the repetition of the personal pronoun 'you.'

l:l2a Thus says YHwH:

'(*) Though they are (d)complete (\)and so (a)nnny,

even so they shall be sheared and tly awoy. '

The MT presents many problems to the interpreters. Consequently, some think
it is totally corrupted (cf. Jeremias 1970, l5), which led to many proposals for
emending the text (see the surveys by JPM Smith; Maier: Schulz 1973. 2O:

HAL, 1424:, altd CTAT,795), the most extreme coming from Seybold 1989,

8lf.: this verse would originally have been a remark written in the margin

about the state of the alphabetic acrostic. Seybold translates 'rz heil und

gatz, (k-n) die meisten, t-n abgeschnitten (und) w verschwunden.' Àready the

a.ncient translators seem to have been troubled by this text. The LXX reads in

the second colon xctóp1<ov Óöctarv noÀlóv, 'who rules over many waters,'

suggesting an original Hebrew text o'l'l E',: rEDi. A related text is found in

the Pesh. (Gelston 1987, 164). Some scholars accept this or pan of it as the

better text (Bickell 1894, 7; Cheyne, CB, 165l' Sellin; Horst; l. Gtay, W 6

tl956l 280, and t4I l1 tl96ll 17; Schulz 1973, 29; Cathcaí 1979,5). It is

more likely, however, that the translators divided the difficult text incorrectly

and left out the first occunence of lfl (Reinke 1869,26:. Haldar, 34i Harrison

1988, 69). They may have seen or wished lo make an association with the

famous prophecy in Zech. 9:10 about the Messiah 'ruling the waters.' Gaster

1944, 51, and MLC, 727, suggests the following 'simple and convincing

resrorarion': illlllrl 1)] tr'flD:D ltlv=) la D§,'what though great waters

gushed, yet have they ebbed and passed o'er' (relating the first verb to

D.t'itd in Talmudic Hebrew).7 Another attempl at giving a better interpreta-

tion of the consonants of the MT, deleting 'only' 1ft, was made by Ruben

1898. He proposes reading o'll o'D )PD§/)'9D8, 'I shall cause to flow
mighty waters.' He relates bun to an Arabic cognate malala, 'Ío flow.' This

would be a good introduction to the role of the waters in the immanent

downfall of Nineveh (cf. 2:7ff.). Haldar, 34f., takes over this word division,

but he translates it as an announcement of Yttwtt's victory over the Sea: 'l
shall split great waters,' relating Íhe verb Ío Akkad. mi§lr, 'half.' Some

scholars suggest that the original text referred to the days of YHwH's wrath;

7 In his commentery ElligcÍ remaÍks thal Ga§ler's suggcstion is 'sehr zu cÍwegen'; cf also 8IíS.

Howevcr, he ermneously quotes it as o'el E'D?d otl, intcrprEting àe second word as a noun

(iturdationes).
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Marti: 'f.'1 tDl iÈr?, 'zu Ende sind die Tage meines Streits' (cf. JpM Smith);
Driver 1938, 269f.: o':t tr.D: !,:tg llg 'surely many days are fulfilled.,
Reider 1938, 154f., suggests a construction of oN and ,l: as nouns and
translates 'a nation of perfect people and suppon of mighty men.' Next ro this
improbable interpretation, he made the far more interesting observation that v.
l2aB is'acrological in character, the initial letters yielding the name Asur'(p,
154). The discovery of the sentence-acrostic in l:l-3 lends this more credibil-
ity than it has been given thus far (see also the remarks below on a possible
name-acrostic of Nineveh in 3:18).8 The sequence of these letters, forming
this name in this place at the beginning of a new unit, makes it very untikety
that this is merely a coincidence. The sentence-acrostic in l:l-3 (ilitt r)N)

functions as a kind of signature: YHWH is the one who gave the vision to the
prophet; He is speaking and He shall act. The second (name-)acrostic in l: 12
is the addressee of his oracle and the opponent that shall be defeated. The
discovery by Reider also helps with the interpretation of the Hebrew text. It
gives an explanation for the unusual grammatical construction: in this line
grammar was subordinate to the wordplay. It also indicates that it is most
likely that v. l2aB refers to (the people of) Assyria, describing their seemingly
superiorify, of which eventually nothing shall be left (v. l2aC).

The divine oracle introduced by the messenger formula and followed by a
compadson with 'l! has many parallels in the OT with yHwH as subjecr: ,like
... I shall ...' (cf. Isa. 3l:4; 65:8; ler. Z4:5, t;32:42: 42:tB; Ezek. 15:6). In
Am. 3:12 the people of Israel are the subject; they are rescued by yHwH. We
have to think of a similar consrruction in Nah. l:12 (cf. GD s130, rem. l).
Instead of the normal ldN: or ), the conjunction Es is used as concessive,
because of the contÍast between v. l2aB and v- l2aC. The last colon uses
similes connected with farming: shearing of sheep and thrashing of grain. tu:
or lt't)) (Mur. and some medieval Hebrew MSS) is perf. niph. of rrt, .to
shear.' Although this form is rare, it is not necessary to change the text.e The
sing. of 'ltt, does not fit the context (Tg. reads a pl. form). This problem can

I In a private communication A.J.O ven der Wel pointed to a similar acÍostic in Jer. 31:gf. (see his
fonhcoming Eens eegeyen blijfr Bega4n. E.n literuhe analysc yai ler, J0_3], Diss. Theologische
Univcrsiteit Kampen). The fiÍst letters of the words after !)n in v. ga form the word fDxÈ, 

.he who
strcngthens,' namcly YHWH who rcstorcs Israel. In v. 9 tha first leiters of rhe cola form the words r,i]f
and l::. PÍecis€ly the same two verbs appcar at the beginning of $e vers€. The same kind of acÍostic
is found in Nah. 3:18. Apparcndy, JerÈmiah was not only inspired by a number of prophecies from rhe
book of Nahum (see Inrr. §1.6), but also by irs poeric stylc.

'q F. Delitzsch, Die las.- und SchteibÍ.hter im Ahcn T.stoment, Berlin 1920, ?1, speaks of a
'Unform' that has lo be conected into l :) ftom nr nif., ,pass by'; cf. also rpM Smith, who regards
'1:r1 as a gloss upon this rare word. Maier opines lhat n: cannot mean'to shear, in lhis context. He
pmposes to equarc it wilh ödp Gí. ndpö?, .schale') and tBnslates .(and even if they were so)
pÍolected.'
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be solved with a different division of tle consonants reading (with F. Buhl,
Z|W 5 í18851 l8l; 8HS and most commentators) ']nl! lïlr1 instead of
'ln:r] '11!11. One could also assume a case of haplography or 'sharing of the
consonant' (W.G.E. Watson, Bib 50 Í19691 532), but a wrong division of the
words is more likely. It was probably inÍluenced by the next line beginning
with ;'lnl,r.

The meaning of lf!, is disputed. Apparently, the Greek translator did not
understand it and simply left it out. CathcaÍt thinks it is a passive qal and
translates 'they are overwhelmed' (cf. v. 8). Rudolph proposes the translation
'they disappear' and refers in this connection to Ps. 48:5: 144:4; and Job
34:20. An even better parallel may be found ín ler. 13:24. In this prophecy of
doom YHwH says: 'I shall scatter them like chaff dispersed (by the wind of the
desert)' (']]]rroP: trs.EN); cf. also lsa.29:5 and Znph.2:2. In this verse we
Íind together three elements used in different places in the book of Nahum: the
comparison with chaff (l:10), a scatterer (2:2), and being dispersed (l:12). It
indicates that the metaphor connected with the cultivation of the soil (see also
the reference to the thorns in l:10 and to sowing in l:14) was also used in
l: 12. As in l: l0 it is combined with a second simile, the shearing of sheep. A
final clue for the right interpretation of this verse seems to be given in the
rep€tition of 'lfl. This can be regarded as an indication of a chiastic structure.
In this way E'tl is directly connected Ío 1l)). The idea is then of the Assyrians
being like numerous sheep. Despite their great number they shall all be

sheared. Now it is also possible to find the right meaning for Íhe at first sight
enigmatic o.D)u.ro It is used here in the same way as in Zech. 8:12: l,ir'!
nrlE lnn lD)i o(1)5oi, 'when the seed prospers and the vine yields its

fruit.rr Nah. l:12 compares the glory of Assyria with the grain in full bloom,
but instead of a rich harvest there will only be chaff blown away by the wind.
In this context the perf. forms can only be interpreted as prophetic perfect: the
future events are regarded as having already been accomplished (JM § I l2h).

Strophe II.A.i.2 (l: l2b-13)
This strophe describes the turn in the fate of Judah (addressed with the fem.
sing. pers. pronoun). The remarkable difference between the length of the first
colon (one word) and the third colon (four words) emphasizes the message of
salvation: the former affliction does not deserve as much attention as öe
coming liberation. The coherence of this unit is corroborated by the fact that

Io Cathcaí: 'sEong'; Rudolph; 'voll auf dcr Höhe' (acceptcd by K.-J. Illman, ny,{f, VIII. 100f.);
R.H. Smirh, Z4w 77 (1965) 144: 'dominant.' Armerding rÉnslatcs 'allies, r€ferrinS to D.J. wiscman,
",Is ir Peace?. - Covena ard DiploÍucy,']ar32 (1982) 3tl-326, bul wiseman only sp€aks of ot5E
denoting pÍimarily a rclationship.

I' See for this interpretation A.S. van dcÍ Woude, Ttcharia (POT), NÍkerk 1984, 142.

7t
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the words n:, and 'rO1È ( < IOX) are used together in the expression r:! r.iltolt,
'bound in affliction' (Ps. 107:10). Note also the alliteraaion with the letter
'ayin and the inclusion by the rhyming 'Int! and pn:N.

l:l2b 'I have aflicted you.
I will aÍlict you no more.'

The Hebrew line is perfecdy clear, but especially in the beginning of modern
research it suffered from attempts to restore a complete alphabetic acrostic (cf.
Gunkel 1893, 233f.). lt was often mixed up with v. t2a, anempting ro make
some sense of that difficult phrase (cf. Duhm l9ll, 102; Driver 1938, 269f.).
The urge to emend the text was furthered by the view that v. l2b disturbs the
regular metre. However, the structural analysis of the book of Nahum shows
that it is wrong to look for this kind or regularity on the level of verselines.
The poet seems to have deliberately alternated between long and shon lines.
As was remarked above, he also seems to have had his reasons to use a very
short first colon, namely as a contrast to the positive counterpart in v. l3aA.
The LXX translates xai 1 àxorl oou oux èvcxouoor]oercr Ëfl, 'nothing will
be heard of you anymore.' Apparently the Greek translator (cf. also the Pesh.)
derived the Hebrew verbs from the root ;.'l)tr, 'to answer' (cf. LXX Job
30:20).r'? This also led to the idea that Nineveh is addressed here. Some
scholars also want to interpret the MT in this way. JPM Smith sees as .the

more natural rendering': 'l will afflict thee so that I need not afflict thee again'
(cf. also Ewald; Hirzig; GA Smith; Eaton).rr In his opinion rhe translation ,I
have afflicted thee, but I will afflict thee no more,' requires the transposition
of 't before Nt. However, it is precisety the other way around (Goslinga). One
would expect a conjunction when v. l2bB is a specification of v. l2bA.
Although a conditional relationship can be indicated through simple juxtaposi-
tion (JM §167a), it seems best to read the Hebrew text as two independent
clauses; the first referring to the past, the second to the future. The first
statement, about YHwH humbling his people, has parallels in Deut. 8:2f., 16l
Isa. 64:11; Ps. 90:15; 119:75; and Lam. 3:33. Even more interesting in this
connection is the fact that according to Isa. l0:5 YHwH used Assyria for this
means as 'the rod of his anger' (cf. also Isa. 60:14 and Zeph. 3:19 for :,
referring to the oppression of Judah). In the second part of this strophe yHwH
announces thar this rod (;roE) shall be broken (v. l3aA). Qimchi associated
this in his paraphrase with Sennacherib's campaign against Judah (2 Kgs.
l8f.): 'Although I afflicted you rhrough him, for he conquered all of the Holy

': Ruben 1898, 1?6, suggests fte meaning'!o souÍd'and tiànslates'and the sound oflhy name shall
no lonSer resound.'

'r Wellhausen suggests reÀding a masc. instead of a fem. personal pronoun. becalrse of the imp€Í.
masc. in 2:2. 'Es muss naliirlich Consequenz herrschen.'
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I:nd, save Jerusalem. I will no longer afflict you through him, for he and all
his host will perish.' It is unlikely that Assyria would have been addressed
here indirecdy with the promise 'I will afflict you no moÍe.' The verdict on
Assyria is more severe. It is not a matter of humbling, but of complete
desmrction (Keil).

1:13 'And now, I will break hk rod lrom upon you
and your chains I will burst.'

Whereas the first paÍ of the strophe referred to the past and the future, this
second paÍt speaks about an action in the present (nnrl) causing the great

difference between past and future. !i]P'D is a mixed form: it is not clear
whether it has to be derived from EtÈ, 'yoke,' as indicated by the first vowél
(cf. also Pesh., Tg. and a number of Hebrew MSS listed by Kennicott reading
lnotD), or from npD, 'rod,' as indicated by the suffix (cf. also LXX, Vutg.,
and De Rossi mentioning Hebrew MSS reading liiDD). Cathcart defends the
first option (cf. also Rudolph and Van der Woude), but leaves open the
possibility that the word should be repointed to t;iltD (cf. also JPM Smith;
Goslinga; Achtemeier). '1fD is used with iDD (Isa. l4:5: Jer. 48: l7), but also
with oln (l*v.26:13:' Jer. 28:l0ff.; Ezek. 30:18). The decisive argument is

the parallel noted above with Isa. l0:5 calling Assyria the staff ('llo) and rod
(iroD) used by YHWH to impose his wrath upon his people.r4 In Isa. 30:31 it
is said that YHwH uses his rod against the Assyrians. A similar reversal of the

imagery was noted with 'lfl in Nah. l:8. In the book of Nahum öe image of
YHWH beating Assyria is explicidy expressed in 3:19. In l:13 the emphasis is

on breaking the power of the king of Assyria. This oracle has parallels in
Mesopotamian curses about breaking the sceptre (cf. Hillers 1964, 6l;
Cathcart 1973, 180), especíally one at the end of the Codex of Hammurabi:
'May the mighty Anum (. . . ) break his sceptÍe' (ANET, 179; TUAT, lll , 77).

The expression n1'r01EPn:, 'to burst the chains,' is also used in Ps. 2:3:
107:14. We find in Jer. 2:20: 5:5t and 30:8 the parallel with rfo as well (cf.
also the use of ntoiE next to ntoE in ler.27:2). In Jer. 30 this is only one out
of many parallels with the book of Nahum. It indicates that Jeremiah seems to
have been inspired by these words of Nahum (cf. Spronk 1995a, 49, and the
remarks above on the parallel between Nah. l:3 and Jer. 30: I l).

Stophe II.A.i.3 (l:l4)
The beginning of a new strophe is indicated by the mentioning of the name of
YHWH. He addresses the king residing in Nineveh. There is a strong contrast

'' Cf. also tsa. t0:24. Ir rhis iÍrtcÍpolation (cf. H. Wildbcrycr, BK X/1, 1980'.419) $e meuphor is

changcd into the Assyíans lifting thciÍ staff aSainst JcÍusalcm.
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between YHWH and this king, because the latter remains unnamed. He has no
future and shall get no support from his gods. The end of the strophe is
indicated by the use of a tricolon and the shoÍ r:-sentence, which is a

common ending of an oracle of doom. The two parts of the strophe are
connected by the use of the second person masc. sing. pers. pronoun and by
D1l // nl:. These words are also used together in Isa. 48:19 and Ps. 37:28.

l:l4z And Ynwu commands concerning you:
'There will be sown from your name no more.'

In prophetic literature the verb l''tls is seldom used to introduce direct divine
speech, except for the book of Jeremiah. It has the connotation of greater

authority attributed to the speaker.r5 In this context it emphasizes the contrast
between YHwH and the king in Nineveh. The Assyrian emperor may seem

strong, but it is YHwH who decides about his fate and that of the oppressed.
The shift from the oracle of salvation for Judah to the oracle of doom for its
oppressor is also marked by the repetition of 1.51 1cf. v. 13aA). This is an
extra aÍgument against the unnecessary change of 1'!l into n.'r, 'against
her,' suggested by, for instance, Rudolph. The remarkable use of nls may
also have been inspired by the prophecy in Isa. l0:5f. Just as the previous
verse seemed to refer to the idea of Assyria as the rod of YHwH's anger
against his people (cf. Isa. l0:5), this verse can be related to what is said in
Isa. 10:6 about YHWH commanding (;'r1r) Assyria to act against the nation that
aroused his wrath. BIíS suggests reading ïp9'ttl rp11 tt), 'your name will no
longer be remembered' (cf. also Jeremias 1970, 21, allrd HAL,27l), but this
cannot bu based on the Tg. (Gordon 1989, 134, n. 4l) and ignores the clear
relation with other metaphors related to agriculture in l:10, 12. ']ÈDÈ is
probably best translated with 'from your name,' like LXX èx roí övóparóq
oou. Other suggestions aÍe to regard the first letter as an enclitic after ,t ll'
(Cathcart), to render 'lDoD partitively: 'one of your name' (Rudolph; Cathcart
1979, 5), or as 'paÍ of your name' (Van der t$y'oude). There can be little
doubt, however, about the meaning of this oracle: the dynasty shall end and
there shall remain nothing of its present glory. The positive counterpart is

formulated in lsa. 66:22, with ,"tr as a noun instead of a verb: 'your seed and
your name shall remain.' The words against the king can be compared to a

well-known curse in Aramaic and Akkadian texts (Cathcart 1973, l80ff.), for
instance, in the Codex of Hammurabi: 'May he (Enlil) order by his forceful
word the destruction of his city, the dispersion of this people, the transfer of
his kingship, the extermination of his name and memory $umlu u zikiríu)

'5 Cf. S.A. Mcier, Sp.akiltg oÍ Sp.aliig. Ma*ing Dit.c, Discouts. ín thc lt.bt.w Bíbl. (SVT 46»,

l*idelr 1992. 197-201.
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from the land' (ANET, 179; TUAT, lll,78). The destruction of the name and
seÉd (lunu u zeru) from the land is mentioned more öan once in the vassal
treaties of Esarhaddon; e.g., 'May Zerbadtu, who gives name ald seed,

destroy your name and seed from the land,' and 'may Nabu, who holds the
tablets of fate of the gods, erase your name and destroy your seed from the
land' (ANET,538, 541; TUAT, ll2, l7O, 176). Similar curses can be found in
later Aramaic texts, e.9., K,íI 225 (seventh century BCE): 'May Shachar,

Shamash, Nikkal and Nushku exterminate your name and your place from öe
living and kill you with an evil death and let your seed perish,' ard n KAI
228 (ca. 4N BCE): 'May the gods of Tema exterminate him and his seed and
his name from Tema.' It should also be taken into account that the Assyrian
kings did thet best to preserve their name. In the royal annals it is often
mentioned that they have set up memorials with their name and the name of
their father, with the wish that future generations would preserve lheir name
(cf. W. von Sodet, Saeculum 37 (1986) 123). Nt interesting example of this
is found in a prism inscription of Ashurbanipal: 'A memorial inscribed with
my name and the praise of my heroism (...) I u,rote and left ii for the days to
come. [.et a later princr among my royal descendants (...) behold the memor-
ial inscribed with my name, anoint it with oil, offer sacriÍice; with the

memorial inscribed with his name and the name of Sennacherib, my grandfa-

ther, let him return it to its place and set it up. May the great gods (...) permit
power and strength to befall his position. Whoso desuoys this memorial

inscribed with my name (...) may the great gods of heaven and earth curse

him in wrath, smite down his kingship, eradicate his name, his seed out of the

land' (Piepkorn, 86-89). The message of Nahum is that YHwH takes the place

of the 'great gods' and that the heavenly wrath is now turned against fte
famous Assyrian kings who shall be hit by his curse.

1:l4b 'From the houses of your gods

I will cut off idol and cast innge.
I will prepare your grave, because you are Y,orthless.'

As was already indicated in the quotation above from the inscription of
Ashurbanipal, the curse on the Assyrian king implies a confrontation between

YHWH and the Assyrian gods. The king saw his great power as a gift from the

gods. In return he furthered their veneration, especially by building and

restoring their sanctuaries. In the introduction to one of the texts recording hi§

heroic deeds Ashurbanipal says: 'the great gods (...) magnified my rule.

Strength, virility, enormous power they vouchsafed to me (...) The sanctuaries

of the great gods, my lords, I restored, with gold and silver I decked. Tutelary

deities, storm-bird gods, lofty columns I erected in their gates (...) Every kind

of gold and silver adornment of a temple I made' (Piepkorn, 28f.). Against

this background we have to assume that tr'ntNn': is a pl., like nlDfnntf,
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'houses of the high places,'in2 Kgs. 17:29) and oi'ï:ri, n't, rhe houses of
their idols,' in I Sam. 3l:9 (cf. GK §124r). The clear parallel with rhe
Assyrian text also shows that Dietrich is wrong when he states that only the
king of Jerusalem, namely Manasseh, could have been so closely associated by
Nahum with a house of god (Dietrich 1994a, 470, following rhe interpretation
of Jeremias 1970, 22ft.). According to this view, YHWH would speak of
himself as 'your God,' assuming a reticence to use the expression 'my house'
or'the house of YHWH.' The idol in the temple would refer to the image of
the goddess Asherah placed there by Manasseh (2 Kgs. 2l:7). An imponant
argument in this theory is that the formula n'1: hiph. + 'll5 has its 'Sitz im
lrben' in cultic legal texts in the context of the purification of the community.
This does not exclude, however, the possibility of it being used in a slightly
different context (cf. Keller 1972, 4O2f .). Moreover, the verb nl: has a

central role within the structure of the book of Nahum (cf. 2:1, 14; 3:15). The
structural analysis has also made clear that it is not necessary to take v. 14

apart, together with v. ll, to give a plausible interpretation of this part of the
book.

i:oÈr 
'oD 

is a common wordpair in the OT (cf. Deut. 27:15: ludg. l7:3f.;
lsa. 42:17: Hab. 2:18). It denotes the total of the images in all their forms and
with every covering (cf. Isa. 30:22). They could also be translated as a pl.; cf.
LXX ró "yluntà xci loveuró. It is often reponed by victorious Assyrian
kings that they have taken away the images of the gods from the temples of
conquered cities, as an ultimate token of the superiority of the gods of
Assyria. Sennacherib also reports that 'the hands of his people took th€m
(viz., the gods of the conquered city of Babylon) and smashed them' (Lucken-
bill, 152). Now the trust in the gods of the Assyrians shall be broken.16

In modern research there is difference of opinion about the question whether
v. l4bC is meant as a threat before or after death. The MT can only be read
as amouncing the coming death of the king. His grave is already prepared.
However, a number of scholars propose a connection with the common curse
that the body shall be left unburied; cf. Isa. 5:25; 14:19f.; Jer. 9:21;22:19:
25:33: 36:30; with many parallels in Mesopotamian texts (cf. Hillers 1964,
68f.). A better parallel could be found in the report of Ashurbanipal about his
treatment of the Elamite kings: 'The graves of their former and later kings
who had not feared Ashur and IshtaÍ, my sovereigns, and who had harassed
the kings my fathers, I ravaged, destroyed and exposed to the sun. Their

ró Ruben 1898, 184, lranslates'the molten image I will make Èy grace,,bur this is cenainty not an
impÍovemeÍt of the taxt. The same can be said of the translation of thc emcnded lext by Seybold: .Aus

dem Hause deines cones rctte ich (dich) aus! Schnirzbild und Gu0bild lege ich (in) dein Grab.'Graham
1927f., 47, suggess the same objec! of nt) and deletcs ;I:oDl SoD as a gloss that.overloÀds rhe
merE.'
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bones I took to Assyria.'r7 He lets lhe sons of the deceased king 'crash his
bones in front of the gate inside Nineveh' (Luckenbill, 335). For a similar
threat in Nah. l: 14 one needs to change the vocalization and the iín into a iin:
È.q§, relating it to the verb oEo, 'devastale' (Duhm l9ll, 103; Cathcan; cf.
Gunkel 1893, 236: i'tiolr, cf. 2 Kgs. 10:28). Another possibility is to emend

n15: r: (Ruben 1898, 176, even deletes these words) and read it as a negative
qualification of the grave, or as something replacing the normal burial place;

e.g., I)P, 'shame' (deleting ':) as proposed by Wellhausen; Driver 1938,

270 and ín BHK (BHI?: ']rrp obt{ lrSP), or n I tP'P or 15)p'p, 'a retuse

heap' (BI1§; HAL, lO27: see on the occuÍrence of this word in Aramaic and in
a Neo-Assyrian text now also CathcaÍ 1992, 998). One would have to assume

that in the transmission of the text the uncommon word '115P'P was no longer
understood and replaced by a shon phrase. His hypothesis is contradicted,
however, by the fact that there are no deviating readings in the Hebrew MSS,

and that there is no suppon from the Versions for the proposed emendations.

Moreover, the MT clearly makes sense. The preparation of the grave, his
'eternal home' (Qoh. l2:5), is the consequence of the loss of the support from
his gods, who have b€en destroyed in their own houses, the temples. It can

also be compared to the measures taken by king JosiaI (2 Kgs. 23:6): he took
the heathen symbol (nrolin) from the temple, burnt it, pounded it to dust, and

scattered it down the burial-ground. The same fate awaits, according to
Nahum, the king of Assyria who trusted in his gods. He cannot withstand the

God of Judah. This is underlined by the final words nt52':. This ':-sentence
is not only a fining end of a prophetic speech of doom, it also summarizes the

central message of this canticle: the contrast between YHWH and (the king of)
Assyria. The use of 5)p has à good parallel in Job 40:4. Job replies to God
that he is of too little account (rn9P) to argue any longer with such a mighty
God.r8 In the LXx the word nltP was interpreted as a pl. of 5p, 'quick,'
and related to the (feet of the) messenger in 2:l (cf. the expression t'9lr: !p,
'swift-footed,' in 2 Sam. 2:18 and Am. 2:15, and the reference to swift
messengers in Isa. l8:2): ört rcleig. In a number of MSS these words are

placed after the first word of the next verse. This interpretation also offers an

explanation for the fact that 2: I is often numbered as the last verse of the first
chapter. In fact, the separation between the two chapters was made after the

'7 TrÀnslation by A. Heidcl, Tft. Aqancsh Epíc and Old T.stamen! Patull.k, ChicaSo 194ó, 156.

'' Haldar suggess À r€lation with Ugaritic qt, 'to fall' (ct also Cathcart). This would also fit the

context, bu( thcÍa is no othcÍ cvidence for a Hcbrcw veÍb with thit meeninS. w.H. Irwin, CAO 36

(1974) 398, suggcsts tÍÀnsladng lhc MT'l will Ínakc you. grÀve a rral disgràce,' exPlaining nlSP as

intensivc plurÀl \,,/ith accusative cndinS of a substanlive .rlaled !o Ugariric qlr. 'insuh.' TÏis was riShdy

rejec@d by Carhcaí 19?9, 5.
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word for 'peace' (cf. CTAT, 797f.).te The Greek text was already corrected
by Jerome (örr öppto01q; cf. Vulg. quia inhonoratus es) and Theodor (örr
ippó01q).

Canticle II. A. ii (2: l-3)
This canticle is a divine oracle of salvation, which also contains an element of
doom. In this sense it mirrors the previous canticle, which is an oracle of
doom with a message of salvation. In both canticles the contrasting element is
found in fte middle strophe. The difference between the fates of Assyria and
Judah is also indicated by the rl-sentence at the end of the oracle. yHwH calls
the king of Nineveh worthless (1:l4bC), whereas He promises to restore the
pride of Jacob/lsrael (2:3a). Ir should also be noticed thar the names of
Nineveh and Assyria are not directly mentioned (only indirectly in the name-
acrostic in l:12), whereas this canticle speaks not only of Judah, but also of
Jacob and Israel. Another parallel between these two canticles is the use of
n\Drvi lolrei in the first strophe indicating, again, the difference between
Nineveh and Judah: for the Assyrians nothing of rhis Elto shall be left, but
ïhis means E]to to Judah. The association of ttt, in l:l2ac and 2:lb is less
clear. The third strophes (l:14 and 2:3) have in common that yHwH is the
subject in the first line. He makes an end to the rule of the king of Assyria
(l:14) and in this way he restores rhe pride of Israel (2:3). A similar parallel
structure can be found within 2:1-3. As was already remarked by Humbert
1926,275 (cf. a.lso Van der Woude; Becking 1978, ll5; Renaud 1987,204:
Becking 1995a, 280f.; 1995b, llf.), v. I and vv. 2f. are built up in the same
way: a statemenr (la, 2aA), followed by imperatives (1b, 2aB_b), and a
motivation (lbc, 3). They all show elements of contrast: .a messenger
announcing peace' versus 'a scatterer,' the call to celebrate versus the warning
to defend oneself, the end of the wicked versus the restoration of Israel, and
the wicked being cut off versus the former destruction by the wicked (n.i: [v.lcl and nnD [v. 3bB] are used in the same conrext in Deut. 20:19f.; Jer.
I l:19; and Dan. 9:26). The only problem is that the motivation in v. 3a (.For
YHWH shall restore the pride of Jacob/lsrael') also seems to address Judah.
This is one of the reasons for the interpretation in v. lbC as a gloss (see the
remarks below). Next to this parallel structure, there is also an inclusion by
the wordpair fE ll pp) (cf. Isa. 24:l), because rhese verbs appear in the
canticle at the beginning and at the end. The tension between v. I and v. 2
addressing different persons appears to be intentional. It can be explained on

'e The LXX cannot be regÀrded as a bener !ext, as suggested by Carrez 1990f., ,14 (deleting i)n in
2:1) and prcbably also by H. Ooí, TcÍtus Hebruici cnendlltionet, Leiden 1900, 145, who proposcs
rËading í:n r5p.) at lhe beginning of 2:l.
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the basis of the smJcture of both canticle II.A.ii (2:l-3) and subcanto II.A
(l:12-2:3). The suggestion of the 8Ë§ to place v. 2 after v. 4, and v. 3 after
v. 1a, disturbs the delicate strucnrre. The rearrangement which places frag-
ments of öe same sort next to each other does not result in a better text (see

also the survey in the introduction to the exegesis).

Stophe II.A.ii.I (2:l)
This verse describes the arrival of a messenger who tells that the king of
Assyria is beaten and that Judah cal start celebrating. It is the first vision of
the prophet, as it was announced in the heading. The unity of the strophe is
underlined by the wordplay on oto and by lhe repetition of the second person

fem. sing. pers. pronoun.

2:la Behold, on the mountains
the Íeet oÍ a mcssenger announcing peace.

n)n is the normal introduction of a prophetic vision (cf. D. Vetter, TIIAT, I,
506). In tu1. 7:1, 4,7 it is preceded by the remaÍk that it is YHWH who gives

the vision to the prophet. In the book of Nahum this was already indicated in
l:1. The mountains he sees are the hills of Judah and especially those sur-
rounding Jerusalem (cf. Ps. 125 2). The messengers coming over these

mountains did not always come with good tidings. In the past they all too
often had to report about advancing Assyrian armies and their message was

not a message of peace, but something like the waming we find in v. 2. In
Isa. 33:7 the messengers of peace (tr15o !fra5D) aÍe weeping because of the

misery of Jerusalem caused by the Assyrians.
The reference to the feet of the messenger indicates that he is coming fast.

In iself this is not so surprising, because it is paÍ of his task to be swift (cf. 2
Sam. l8:20ff.). The or)D he announcrs can be compared with Mic. 5:4 about
a ruler 'who is peace' and who brings this peace when shepherds shall

'shepherd the king of Assyria with the sword.' So ot9o is the fruit of justice
(cf. Isa. 32:17), a result of YHwH's jealous love (Isa. 9:6f.; cf. Nah. l:2).

The words of this verse have become famous, because they were also used

in Isa. 52:7, with the extra qualification 'how beautiful.' In his tum Isa. 52

was quoted by Paul in his letter to the Romans l0: lsf, together with Isa. 53: l.
Some scholars assume that also Nahum borrowed from the Second Isaiah
(Arnold 1901, 257f.; Jeremias 1970, l3f.; Renaud 1987, 205; Nogalski
1993b, 97f.i Lrscow 1995, 69). It may be true, as remarked by Jeremias, that

the message and style of Isa. 52:7 fits its context, but the same can be said of
Nah. 2:la. Next to the structural analysis given above, one could also point in
this connection to 2:14, which takes up the element of the messenger, and to

the use of ,Dvi in2:14 and 3:19. It is far more likely àat Nah. 2:la was taken

up in Isa. 52:7, slightly altered at the beginning and expanded at the end by
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adding 'bringing good news, announcing salvation' (Kelter 1972, 404;
Rudolph; Van der Woude 1987, 190f.; J.L. Koole, Jesaja II/2 [COT],
Kampen 1990, 186f.). This is not the only text in Isa. 51f. that reminds of the
book of Nahum; cf. also 5l:19 ('who shall comfort you') with Nah. 3:7; the
description of Jerusalem's misery in 5l:19f. with Nah. 2:ll; 3:10; and the use
of t]o in Isa. 52:7 with Nah. 2: l. Apparently, the book of Nahum was a
source of inspiration for the Second Isaiah and otïer members of the 'school
of Isaiah'. See also the remarks in §1.6 above.

2:lb Celebrate, Judah, your feasts,
fulf I your vows!

for [never again shall the $ticked come over you]
he shall be completely cut of.

In times of distress people made vows to YHwH asking for deliverance and
promising to do something in return when He would hear the prayers (cf. Ps.
50:14f.; 6l; 66:12f.; 116:12-19).4 The reference ro feasts should be
explained in the same way. They aÍe meant to honour YHwH (cf. the use of
l:n in Ex. 23:14; Num. 29:12; Deut. 16:15' Zech. 14:16). Such feasts were
also arnounced in Isa. 30:29. It is an indication of the given peace, that it is
now possible again to celebrate the regular feasts for YHWH in the way it was
prescribed; so without foreign influence (cf. 2 Kgs. 2l:5ff.). Humben 1926,
279f., interprets this call as an invitation to the New Year Festival in the
autumn of 612 BCE, shonly after the fall of Nineveh (cf. also Sellin; Humberr
1932, l4f.: J. Gray, W ll [961], l7). This hypothesis is based on the view
that the prophet could not have been able to predict the coming events so
precisely as is done in this book. His words would not have been meant as a
prophecy, but as a liturgy celebrating what had happened shonly before.
However, both form and contents point in a different direction. The form-
critical analysis of l:12-2:3 showed that we are dealing with prophetic oracles.
The description of the events is not as precise as suggested by Humben (cf.
Keller 1972, 410). The many parallels in the OT and in Mesopotamian texts
indicate that the poet often used common words and similes. Finatly, Humbert
ignores the fact that we are dealing with a prophetic vision in this verse. The
invitation of the messenger is presented as something that will happen in the
fi.rture.2r

4 Cf. J. Berliíerblau, The Vow and the 'Populat Relilious Croups' oÍ Ancient Israel. A phitotogical

and Sociological /rqziry (JSOTSUp 210), Sheffield 1996, esp. pp. 56f.; see also p. t?9 on lhe
rranslation of E5d as 'fulfil a vow' rathcr lhan 'pÀy a vow.'

1' Gunkel 1E93, 220, suggess reading ''t.lrt E9dr'1. .D5ó and places rlis phrase al lhe beginning of
the line. This proposal is bas€d on thc us€less attempt to acconstÍuct a complete alphabcdc acrostic,
looking h€rÈ for a Jraiine, and on too limited a view on Hebrcw metre. This idea lhat thc cola should
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The motivation for the celebration takes up a number of words and phrases

from the previous lines: ïr, Nt (cf. l:12, l4), 11, (cf. 1:12), ,!.51 (cf.
l:ll), and nr: (cf. 1:14). In most cases these words are now used in a

different way. The clearest example of this is 5u'5:. In l:11 it was translated
as 'wickedness,' here it denotes the wicked person hirnself. It comes close to
tïe use as a proper name. There are no other examples of this in the OT, but
it is common in Judaism after the OT period.22 Some scholars have tried to
harmonize these verses by adding ']t before 5l'5: 1e.g., BIíÀa; Rudolph), or
by replacing 1ï by lf (Graham 1927f., 47: BHS). However, this is not the
only problem when we try to relate this lhe to the context, because the verb
ltl, is also used in a very different manner in l:12. The question arises

whether this part of the verse could be a gloss (cf. with regard to 9t'5:, Van
der Woude). Another indication in this direction is the fact that it appears to
be difficult to interpret it as a poetic line. The absence of dividing accents

shows that this problem was also felt by the Masoretes. To this can be added,
finally, that within the canticle the first strophe appears to contain one line
more tllan the second and the third. lraving out this line would restore Öe

balance. It would not disturb the parallel structuÍe of 2:l and 2:2f. (see the

introduction to this canticle), because the phrase n'r:r;r5:'f contains the

same message as 2:3b about the destruction of the Assyrians. The final line of
the first strophe and v. 3 would also show the same alliteration with the letter
ka/, hdicating that what was said ín one line in v. lbC was expanded in the
parallel strophe into four lines. It can only be concluded that it is likely that,
with exception of ':, the first part of v. lbC is a gloss. So the strophe orig-
inally ended with nl:)i5!'!.2r Like the perfect in l:12 n1:l has to be
interpreted as prophetic perfect. The words between 'f and ir: may have

been an explanatory remark written in the margin of the text. One can only
speculate about their origin, but it reminds of a passage in the Thanksgiving
Scroll of Qumran, already referred to in the 'Essentials and Perspectives' of
l:l-11. In IQH III, 28, we hear of 'the lion of wrath against everyone (who is
called) ltt'!:' and in ll. 29 md 32, about the devastating streams of )u'5:. e
similar view seems to have been connected to Nah. 2:l by an ancient scribe.
He probably also used Isa. 52 for his interpretation, because he added, next to
the line which has a parallel in Isa. 52:7, a line which closely resembles Isa.

have lhe same leÍEth led Haupt 1907b, 29, to deledÍU ']dfD, aÍd Van HoonackeÍ to deleting nDgD.
E Ct v. Mr.g, 'B'lija'al im Alten Testement,- Thlz 2l (1965) 287-299i Ícprintcd in v. Maag,

Kulrw, Kullurko ab und R.rigior, Cóningcn 1980, 221-231, csp. p. 226, on lhe possible interprEtati-

on of 5u'5: in Nah. 2:1 as a pÍopeÍ namc, erd p. 233, on (he lateÍ devclopmcnl of the us€ of dÍs
nÀme.

D Note thc opporitc pÍoposal in Errf drkriÍg ni:r;!5:: rccoÍding to seybold, bodl 5D'5: end

n'lr) i9: arc glossrs.

8l
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52:lbB: ï1r ']:'§fr ToÏ x9'! (cf. Jeremias 1970, 14). The replacemenr of
the verb x1f by tt!24 was probably influenced by the use of 'rll, in Nah.
l:8 together with the concept of 'the streams of 5u.):.' If it is true that ifl,
is used here in a construction that was originally based on the use of xt:, this
also explains tlte uncommon combination with the preposition J. The recon-
structed last line of the strophe sounds like the last two words of the previous
strophe: nt)p.:, because the person addressed in this verse is the same about
whom 2:l is speaking. This rhyme may have been intended by the poet. It
would also explain why he used the rare form i}l (= tr + suffix third
person masc. sing.; cf. GK §9le). In the LXX it was erroneously translated as

a form of the verb n5: (apparently, inspired by the noun i5: in l:8f.):
ouvrerÉleorcr, 'he is finished.' The Greek translator also had problems with
the preceding word 5l'):, probably because it was used in a different way in
I : I 1. He related it to the verb nh, 'to waste away' (GEZS, 182): eiq
nsÀaioorv. This suggests 'h 19 in Hebrew (Schuurmans van Stekhoven
1887, 107). Such a 'desperate (and mistaken) attempt by the translator to make
sense of his source text' (Harrison 1988, 71, n. 24) should not be used as an
Íugument to change the MT, as is done, for instance by Robens, 47f. On the
other hand, it is in line with the fact that also the Masoretes appear to have
had their problems with placing the right dividing accents. To this can be
added that in the Pesh. the text was slightly changed to make ir clear that the
two final statements of the sentence are causally related (Gelston 1987, 148).
The emendation proposed above removes this problem.

Strophe ILA.ii.2 (2:2)
Like the (corrected) previous strophe, this strophe consists of a bicolon
followed by a tricolon, but with regard to the contents there is a contrast. In
the first Judah was addressed by a messenger, now the prophet seems to speak
himself to the inhabitants of Nineveh. Instead of peace, he announces a

coming siege of the ciry; instead of celebration, there is the urge to be alen.
This strophe has a parallel in 3:14. There the words t]sD and prn are used
within one bicolon (v. l4a), in 2:2 they appear in the bicolon and tricolon
forming this strophe (see on the many relations between the second and the
third canto the remarks on the structure of the book in §1.3 of the introduc-
tion). o':! and o':nD appear as parallel pair in 2:ll; cf. also Isa. 45:l; Ps.
69:23f.: Dan. l0:5f. The poet used many words with the letter 'ayin, whereas
this letter does not occur in vv. I and 3 (cf. M. Berlin, "IQR 13 [1901] 682;

L Ketib'1r:f5, Qere ])pf. ïïere is no differcnce in mcaning. The same variation occurs in l:3
wilh 50)1: and Ínay have to do wilh thc fact àat ir is also followcd by a word connected with a r@qqí
and is paí of a relatively long line.
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CathcaÍ). So this can be regarded as another case of deliberate alliteration.

2:2a A scatterer shall come up agaiwt you.

Guard t he lorlilcarions.
nt9 is, just like n'r:) in the previous verse, a perfect. So it seems best to
translat€ it consistently as a prophetic perfect. The use of the fem. pers.
pronoun indicates that the capital of Assyria is addressed here (cf. also the
suffÏxes in l:Sb and 2:14). ï'Pn is pan. hiph. of the verb f]à,'to scatter.' In
the OT this verb usually has YHWH as subject. The best known example is
found in the story of the tower of Babylon (Gen. I I :8f. ); cf. also, e. g., Deut.
4:27:2 Satli.22:15 1: Ps. 18:15); Ezek. ll:16. In Jer.9:15 it is used next to
the verb n!:: YHWH says thaÍ He shall scaner his people and let them be

destroyed by the sword; cf. Nah. l:8f.; 2:14: and 3:15. Even more interesting
is the parallel with Jer. 13:24 where YHWH warns that He shall scaller t]lem
like chaff flying away (rllr?F:) in the desenwind. This reminds of Nah.
l:10 and 12. It also indicates that the term 'scatterer' should be read within
the context of the metaphor derived from agriculture, that was used in the

previous canticle (cf. l:12a and l4a).r The identity of the 'scatterer' is not

revealed. This has resulted in many speculations. Some suggested that it was

Nebukadnezzar, who fulfilled the prophecy (Jerome; Abarbanel; Calvin), or
Cyrus (Cyril). Some thought of Sennacherib, assuming, as in the Tg., that in
v. 2 Judah is addressed: 'the scatterer who came up before you is besieged'
(Rashi; Qimchi; cf. Rosenberg; this possibility was also considered by Calvin).
On the basis of ancient Greek historical reports, some scholars also identified

him with a king of Media: Arbacus (Michaelis), Cyaxares (Greve), Phraortes

(Ewald). Haupt thinks of Judas Maccabeus; Graham 1927, 46, of Necho 'on
one of his campaigns passing up the coastal plain on his way to help Assyria.'
Modem interpreters usually leave the question of the identity of lhe 'scatterer',

be it a king or an army, open. The most imponant thing the poet wanted to

make cleaÍ is that the one who is going to besiege Nineveh is sent by YHWH.

The verb used here leaves open the possibility that it is YH'WH who is coming

himself (Maier; Keller). With many coÍnmentators 8HS suggests changing the

vocalization of the word into fPD or FPD and reading it as a paÍiciple of the

verb 7ll, 'destroy,' or as the noun 'hammer'; cf. also IIAL,869, suggesting

as another possibility F'DD from rD:, 'smash,' or nDyD from ;rDv, 'watch.'

The emendation in the BII§ is based on the comparison with Jer. 5l:20, but in

ó Ruben 1898, 176. assumcs a cotulcciion with an inuDdation Í.fcíed to in 2:7 and trÀnslÀtes'he

who causes !o ovarflow,' bul thcrc are no olhcr cxamples of this u§r of flE niph'
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the same book of Jeremiah we find even better parallels supporting the MT.26
Moreover, the proposed emendations find no suppon in the Versions (cf.
CTAT, 799). The reading of the LXX èpQuoóv, 'blowing,' only seems to
indicate that the translator did not understand the Hebrew word and simply
preserved the consonants.2? As was remarked in 'Essentials and Perspec-
tives,' this reading of the LXX was interpreted by older exegetes as a refer-
ence to Pentecost.

As could be expected, the difference of opinion about the change of suffixes
also led some scholars to emend ''J':8. Ewald suggest reading ï.)p (with masc.
suffix), because of the similar reference to the Assyrian king in l:14 (cf. also
F. Btthl, ZAW 5 u8851 182; Wellhausen; Duhm l9ll, 103; Roberts). Ruben
1898, 176, proposes ï!lp, 'thy battlemenrs' (cf. also [with fem. suffix]
Bévenot; Humbert 1926,275; Sellin; Jeremias 1970, 27: BrockingÍon, 258).
According to Van der Woude 1977, 116f., the second person fem. sing.
'must' refer to Judah as in v. I (cf. also Graham 1927f., 45f.). On rhis
observation he builds his theory that f.DÈ denotes 'the dispersed' exiles of the
northern kingdom. Judah would have to be prepared for their return, whereas
v. 3 would contain a promise of the restoration of the noÍhem kingdom. This
exciting interpretation was accepted by Becking 1978, llsff.; 1995b, 19, but
rightly rejected by Peels 1993, 33f. Next to rhe questionable interpretation of
the personal pronoun, one can point to the fact that the parallel with 3:14
clearly indicates that 2:2 refers to the anxious awaiting of the enemy and not
to the joyful expecration of former exiles (cf. Jeremias 1970, 25f.: Dietrich
1994b,738, who also interprers 2:2f. as addressed to Judah/Jerusalem, bur in
contrast to Van der twoude as a 'Drohwort').

The inf. abs. 'rls: has to be translated, like the verbs in v. 2b, as an impera-
tive (JM §123u; S. Wagner, TWAT, Y, 585). nlyè (in many Hebrew MSS
;1'1]sÈ; cf. De Rossi) is the normal Hebrew word for 'fortification' and usually
combined with 'r.r, 'ciry' (cf., for instance, 2 Chron. ll:10). However, many
commentators follow Wellhausen's view that ntgE should be derived from the
verb'1r! and vocalize ;l)ÏD (cf. afl$, accepting a form not attested elsewhere
in the OT. According ro Ruben 1898, 176; Mani et al., this is suggested by
the LXX, but this reads ó{crpoópevoq ór olírler»q, ,one who has been
delivered from trouble.' Apparently, the Greek tanslator interpreted the last
word as i'r'is lD (Carhcart; GLES, ll}, relates it to l:7).

2ó Coggins, 35, notes more pamllels tetwecn Jer. 5l and the book of Nahum. He assumes that bolh
derived their imagery from cultic texts. I( is also possible that this is another example of influence from
Nahum on Jeremiah.

' Schuurmans ven Stekhoven 188?, l0ó, refcrs in this connection also to l:6 with n:n) irÀnslatcd
as ÍíxEr. The suggestion of Robeís thit thc GÍcck Eenslatioo of 2:2 is based on a corÍupted HebÍew
tcxt rÈading nD:(i]), is not vcry likely.
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2z2b Watch the road,
strengthen the loins,

fortify the power in the highest degree!
The three verbal forms can be interpr€ted as masc. sing. imperatives and as

absolute infinitives with the meaning of imperatives. The second possibility
seems to be the best one, because this is morc in line with the fem. suffix in
v. 2a (Goslinga; Rudolph). This interpretation is suppoíed by the parallel
verse 3:14, where Nineveh is addressed with fem. sing. imperatives.

The inhabitants of Nineveh are wamed, but as the downfall of the city was

already announced, this can only be meant ironically: now it is their time to be
afraid.'?8 o'lnn ptn refers to their clothing: öey should be prepared to go.

The 'loiru are strengthened'by fastening the girdle (cf. Isa. 22:21).'ze The
verb fÈN is used in a similar situation in I Kgs.2O:22. The prophet Elisha
encourages the king of Israel to be strong, because the king of Aram shall
come up against him 11'91 lh; again. Pln and fEN are used together as

encouragement in Deut. 3l:6f., 23 and Josh l:6f., 9; so within the context of
a coming war. In Isa. 35:4 these words return in a passage dating from the
fifth century BCE (H. Wildberger, BK X/3, 1982, 1359) announcing salvation
for Israel, promising that it shall receive the glory of the kbanon and the

Carmel (v. 2) and that God shall come with vengeance (DP:). These cleaÍ
parallels with Nah. l:2f., 4 show that these texts aÍe at least related (see also
the remarks above on the relation between Isa. 33:7 and Nah. 2:1, and

between Isa. 33:9 and Nah. l:4).

Strophe ILA.ii.3 (2:3)
The first bicolon of this Íinal strophe of the subcanto is related to the first
strophe by the names of Jacob and Israel (cf. the reference to Judah in v.
lbA). It also offers a good motivation for the celebration. The second bicolon
is related to the beginning of the subcanto (l:12), as is indicated by the third
person masc. pt. and the similar announcement of destruction. The two bicola
with their contrasting message (restoration versus destruction; cf. Jer. 13:9
combining them: ;1'l1l1r llN,-nN nrnox) are comected by their structure,
because both begin with rf and are built up of clearly synonymous parallel

' Cf. the Íemarks on lhis vcrs€ by À. Ptrot, Ninivc ct l'ancianl ,rrÍarnrrr, Neuchàtel 1953, 60, n.

3: 'Sur les rcliefs assyricns, le sommet des rcmprí§ ast toujours bien gami. t s Íóles son! cene fois
changés: aux défenscurs dc Ninive de repousser I'assouli. ' Haldar assumes that thc 'scatercr' is the

subjecÍ: 'he looks along thc wÀy etc.'
l'q G.R. Driver, .frrs 4l (19,{O) 172 suggcsts hcrc and in ls . 22i21 . scp.rÀte root (relarcd to

ÀraÍuic) Prn, 'to girdlc'; cf. Àlso Calhcan and M. Wagncr. Dic lcritotisch.n und Srun notiTalischen

Anrnaism.n im ab,.ttam.niich.n Hcbtàísch (BzAw 96). BeÍtin 1966, 54 (nÍ. 99). Becaus€ of the

perallel wirh fDra lhis is no( likcly.

85
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lines. This unity is underlined by the alliteration of the first three cola, which
all begin with the lefteÍ kaÍ.

2t3a Fot YHWH shall restore the pid.e of Jacob,
yeah, the pide of Israel.

The clue to the right interpretation of this much disputed verse seems to be
offered by the parallel, noted above, in Jer. l3:9. In Nah. 2:3a we find the
opposite of this oracle of doom. The :pr.].llit denotes the land, as in Ps. 47:5
(ll n5 : cf. D. Kellermann, TWAT, I,882; nore also the parallel between ps.

47:2 and Nah. 3: l9). Isa. 4:2 speaks of rhe 'fruit of the land' as the l]xt of the
'survivors of Israel.' So this promise refers to the loss of the norÍhern king-
dom as it was suMued by the Assyrians (2 Kgs. l7:l-6). This was interprered
as a humiliation by YHWH (2 Kgs. 17:20 i:!r; cf. Nah. 1:12!). The conse-
quence of the end of the Assyrian empire is also the end of this humiliation of
the former state of Israel.ro There is no reason to assume that the double
name Israel/Jacob denotes the former undivided monaÍchy (e.g., Goslinga;
Elliger; Schulz 1973, 23): cf. Am. 6:8 speaking of the :plrt lisj in a text
addressed to the nonhem kingdom; cf. also Am. 3:13: 7..2 and the pair
Jakob/lsrael in Isa. 9:7. In this connection it is also impoÍant to note that the
problematic kaÍ at the beginning (cf. Jeremias 1970, 27) should be interprered
as emphatic (W.H. Irwin, CBQ 36 Í1974) 398; Cathcart 1979, 6),3r because
this indicates that Jacob and Israel aÍe meant here as names for one and the
same people. This text does not explicitly predict the return of the exiles, as
suggested by Van der Woude 1977, ll8f. He translares'For yHwH shall
retum with the pride of Jacob' (cf. also Renaud), and regards the next colon
as a gloss. He makes an interesting comparison with Isa. 52:8 (next to the
parallel berween lsa. 52:7 and Nah. 2:l), which speaks of the watchman
('IrDs; cf. ;]Ds in Nah. 2:2) seeing rhe Íetum (flu) of yHwH to Zion. How-
ever, instead of assuming that Nah. 2:3 has a similar meaning, it is easier to
understand their relation by regarding Isa. 52:8 as a reinterpretation of the
prophecy in the book of Nahum (note also the use of the verb Dn: in Isa.
52:91).

The basic problem in the interpretation of this verse is the assumed transitive
meaning of tlo qal. One would have expected a hiph. here, as, for instance,
in 2 Sam. 8:3 ('to restore one's power') and 2 Kgs. 14:25 (,he restored the
border of Israel'). However, sometimes qal-forms appeaÍ to have the same
meaÍing (HAL, 1328). The best example of ihis is Ps. 85:5 (cf. also v. 2).

s Cf. D.C. Grtcnwood, "On óc Jewish Hope foÍ { RcsroGd NoÍdrcm Kirdom." Z4W BB (1976,)
3?6-385; csp. p.3??.

'r The omission of rhe fdin tic Tg. poinrs in the same diÍection. So h is nor necessary to read r:,
as sugSest€d by Happe!.
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Another problem is that the expression SxrAV:pl'1tx: usually has a negative
connotation (cf. Hos. 5:5; 7:10: Am. 6:8). So the LXX offers an at first sight
plausible reading: örórr önóorperfe xóproq riv ípprv Icxrop, 'for the Lord
has ryiected the pride of Jacob.' Some scholars assume that l]o has a similar
negative meaning (Jeremias 1970,26l. 'zunichte machen'). Maier constructs a

new root ffo, 'to cut off.' The problem is evaded by those who propose to
read lD:, 'vine,' instead of l'rta), because this would offer a good parallel to àe
branches mentioned in v. 3b (e.g., Gunkel 1893,239f.; MaÍti; JPM Smith). A
remarkable compromise between the positive and negative interpretation is

suggested by Rudolph. In his opinion rhis verse was originally meanl negarive-
ly (r1o having the meaning 'to cut off,' as suggested by Maier) and part of the
real 'announcement against Nineveh,' staÍting in 2:2. When this NbD was

combined with the hymn, the verse would also have been read positively (with
lto meaning 'to restore') and related to 2:lb. In the present text it would have
a double function. None of these proposed emendations and interpretations is
convincing or based on sound textcritical evidence. There is no reason to
delete v. 3aB, as suggested by Van der Woude and Rudolph. Moreover, it
would disturb the perfect balance in this strophe.

2:3b For destroyers shall destroy them

and they shall ruin their branches.
Usually these lines are regarded as referring to the destÍuction of Israel by the
Assyrians, but this at Íirst sight evident interpretation requires that we have to
assume a different use of the perfect as referri-ng to lhe past. According to
many commentators, also the paíicle ': would not have been used in the same

way as in the preceding verses. It would now denote a concessive clause

('although'). Happel remarks: 'Dass die Rede da, wo von der Schuld der
Assyrer die Sprache ist, von der Anrede ir die Erziihlung tib€rgeht, ist
oratorisch schön und der Ausdruck der Verachtung' (p. 72). Most scholars

simply ignore this remarkable shift in meaning, nor consider the possibiliry of
a more consistent use of tenses and paÍicles within one verse. An extra

argument to be more alert in this matter comes from the structural analysis

indicating a relation between this last verse of the subcanto with the beginning

of the unit, speaking of the desmrction of the Assyrians. Like l: 12, we find in
2:3b the metaphor of agriculturè ('branches') and the use of the third person

pl. So this is anolher example of the poetic device of inclusion, so often used

by this poet. The same can be said of the relation with the beginning of the

canticle, because destruction is what can be expected of a scatterer (note the

parallel pair l1D tl ?P) in Isa. 24:l). There is also a relation with 2:ll
describing the destruction (nPl:) taking Place together with the physical

reaction of the inhabitants, using the wordpair E':à // o'lnD (cf. v. 2!). All
this leads to the conclusion that both the perfect and the particle ': can be
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interpÍeted in the same way as in v. 3a. They describe the future destruction
of the Assyrians (Graham 1927f., 45f.; Van der Woude). This inrerpreration
also offers a better antecedent to the pl. suffixes. When referring to
Israel/Jacob, a fem. sing. would have been more likely (cf. v. I for Judah).32

The comparison with the destruction of branches has parallels in Isa. 5:5;
Jer. 5: l0; and 12:10ff. Cathcan and Van der Woude connect or'lnt with Ugar.
dmr,'soldier.' This may be tempting (cf. Panerson), but it has no suppon in
the Versions and it is contradicted by the consistent use in this subcanto of
similes derived from agriculture. For the same reason it is not advisable to
follow the suggestion by Becking, DDD, 1260, to derive ir from a roor ..u!t,

'to protect.' In the LXX]nnD is erroneously connected with the next verse.

Subcanto II.B (2:4-8)
The middle part of the second canto describes in two equal halves the attacker
with his army and the besieged king with his people. Both opponents are
described in the third person masc. sing. The contrast between these two
unnamed persons is underlined by external parallelism, connecting the can-
ticles: ]i]*rt: // ]'tr'tN (note next to the repeated third person suffixes, the
wordpair'11:) // rt'i§; cf. Judg. 5:13); the repetition of ltf in vv. 4bB and
6bB; ald the reference ro streers (v. 5a), wall (v. 6b), and gates (v. 7A). The
subcanto has a well-balanced structure: both the first and the last strophe
consist of a bicolon followed by a tricolon, whereas the middle strophes
consist of two bicolà. Alonso Schökel points to the remarkable number of
cases of onomatopoeia in these verses (,,1 Manuat of Hebrew poetics, F(ome
1988,27).

Canticle ILB.i (2:4-5)
The description of the terrifying attackers is chaÍacterized by the comparison
with fire (v. 4b), torches (v. 5bA), and lightning (v. 5bB); rhe same words are
used together in Ezek. l: 13 and Dan. 10:6. Note also the reference within this
framework of the colours red and scarlet (v. 4a).

Strophe ILB.i.I (2:4,
The first part of the canticle about the attacking army describes its weapons:
shield, clothing, chariots, and lances. Every new item is more threatening:
from the shield used in defense, to the lance used to kill.

rl Holland translatcs: 'denD Sie (dic Babylonier) haben dic pliinderer (die AssyreÍ) gepliinden., This
suggestion is attractive *ith rcgard to the conten§, bul gÍammatically unlikely. Becking suggesls öat v.
3b ÍEfers to the cxilcs being plurderÉd ((his riaÍslatioÍt is also suggestEd by Caàcan) on theiÍ {,ay
home, but this is contiÀdicred by the parallel wirh 2:ll and by rhc normal meaning of pp:. In DDD,
1260, Becking now also interprets Nah. 2:3b as depicting rhe fare oI Nineveh.
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2z4a The shield of his heroes is red,
(his) soldiers (are) scarlel.

Within the structure of the text the third person masc. sing. pers. pronoun (see

on this rare form JM §94i) can only refer to the'scatterer' in 2:1. The poet

deliberately leaves his identity obscure. As was remarked wiö v. l, calling
him 'scatterer' indicates that he acts on behalf of YHwH. The reference to 'his
heroes' also evokes the association with actions from heaven, because in Ps.

103:20 the same word is used for angels. Srrulx, literary 'men of power,' is
the regular army (cf. 2 Sam. ll:16) and it often used in parallelism with
trt']lrj (cf. 2 Sam. 17: l0; lsa. 5:22: Jer. 48: l4). The poet does not intend to
give a precise description of the red leather shieldssr and the scarlet uniforms
of the advancing army. These clothes are only mentioned to picture the right
atmosphere of violence and expectation of the coming bloodshed (cf. lsa.
63:1-6).34 Qimchi points to the frightening effect of red on the enemy. Very
interesting in this connection is also a curse in Esarhaddon's vassal treaties:
'Just as this chariot is spattered with blood up to its running board, so may
they spatter your chariots in the midst of your enemy with your own blood'
(ANET,540i TUAT, ll2, 175). The LXX shows that the Greek translator did
not understand the two colour terms. He derived the first from the word for
'man': è( &v8pórov. He related the second to the first word of the next line:
èpnoí(ovrcq èv nupÍ, 'sponing with fire,' deriving it from the root 55! or
)9, (GELS,76). The pl. suffix in LXX and Pesh., instead of the sing. in the
MT, is the consequence of the wrong division of the text, relating the last
word of v. 3 to this verse.

2z4b Flaming-red are lhe coverings of the chaiots
in the doy of his preparation

and the poles are upholstered.
The history of research shows many, sometimes desperate, attempts to make
sense of the difÍicult Hebrew text (see the survey by Maier and h CTAT,
800ff.). Most problems arc caused by the raÍe words D't)5, D'@'iti1, and the
short phrase in the middle. The LXX can be regarded as an early example of
this confusion. The Greek translator connected Dx: with the previous line. His
rendering of nllrt with r1vícr, 'reigns' (cf. ylulg. habenae) is probably only

'r M. Dahood, Bir 51 (lr0) 78 voca.lizcs l)O 8Íd tr.nslatls 'the gcncral.'This is riShdy Ícjcctcd by

Caócaí 1y79, ó, as at! uÍurccessaÍy alErÀtion of thc MT.
! see on lhc 'psychology' of th€se colours rnd the terms us€d here, R. Gndwohl, Dic Farbcn im

Allen T.sta . (BZAW 83). Bcrlin l9ó3. 73-76. a.À A. BÍe rcr, Colour T.nB in thc OA T.stament
(JSOTSUp 2l), Sheffield 19t2, llof.
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based on the context.sr The translation oi inrerq suggests tr'olDn in the
Hebrew text (cf. also Pesh.), which is accepted by many scholars as the betler
reading (cf. BHS; IIAL, 1181; S. Mowinckel, W 12 [1962] 291). Other
common emendations in this verse aÍe: reading (with some Hebrew MSS)
o§:, instead of UNt; (with Pesh. and Symm.; cf. also Nestle 1909) nlïpt,
'torches,' instead of nr'l5D; and to delete v. 4bB as a gloss. All these changes
are no longer necessary when we assume a more close parallel to the first pan
of the strophe: whereas v. 4a describes the clothing of the soldiers, v. 4b
pictures the clothing of their chariots. Note also the chiastic structuÍe: in v. 4a
the subject stands at the beginning, in v. 4bA at the end of the line. nttSD can
be related to UgaÍ. pld,'blanket, piece of cloth' (M. Dietrich, O. t rerz,
BiOr 25 11968) 100f.; cf. Cathcan; Keller; Roberts). On Assyrian reliefs we
can see how the chariots were often decorated with coverings.só DNt is an
indication of their colour and maybe also of the illustrations on these
coverings. The preposition can be interpreted as bet essentiae (HAL, IOO cf.
lulr! in Ps. 37:20 and 102:4). The normal meaning of ottf is 'juniper.'
Within this context it seems to refer to the chariots (cf. Akkad. narkabti
burd§i, 'a chariot of juniper wood,' as noted by Roberts). More specifically,
one could think of the parts that still kept something of the shape of a tree: the
poles.!? On the Assyrian representations mentioned above we see that these
were also decorated. This can, finally, offer the clue to the understanding of
ilrlrln, because it confirms the suggestion by Horst to relate it to ntrr.t, 'veil'
(cf. HAL, llSr).

So this strophe tells us that the chariots have been'dressed up' in prepara-
tion for the coming battle. There is no need to delete v. 4bB. 'To prepare' is
the normal meaning of lt: hiph. l,eaving our rhis line would disturb the
balance with the parallel strophe in 2:8b, which is also a tricolon, and would
take away the connection with v. 6b repeating the verb lt:.

Stophe ILB.i.2 (2:5)
After the preparation follows the action. The chariots not only look like fire,
they also act as such. Both bicola have a chiastic structure (note the use of the
prepositions f in the first, and : in the second verse). They are connected by

r M.L. Margolis, Z,{W 3l ( l91t ) 314, assumcs that rhe Grcek translator associared a damaged word
in Hebrcw wilh Aremaic n1)§.

r Cf. B. Hrouda, "Dcr Assyrische St.eit\Íagen," haq 25 (1963) 155-158: esp. Pl. XXX; W.
Nage!, D?r ntasopotanischa Strei,x)agan und teine Eat$)icklung im osmeditc anen Bereich (BerlineÍ
Beitrà8e zur Vor- und FÍUhgeschichte l0), Bcrlin t%6, 50f.. Pl. 46, 48, ó5.; see in gercral on this
subject also D. Noble, 'Assyrian Cheriotry and Cavalry," Sror, Archiv. of Attyia Buuetin 4 (lgcn)
rí1-68

3' J.À. Soggin. W 14 (1964\ 377, tentatively suggests a reference to clappers made ofjuniper*ood.
His remark that All: al*ays rcfen to the lrcc or to its useful timber, is more to thc poinr.
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the fact that they both describe the rapid movement. The poet is playing with

sounds, imitating the noise of charios raging on (l]PËPnE') and of the stÍokes

of lightning (]M.1).

2tSa In the slreets lhe chaiots run as mad.

They rush in lhe squares.
The change of the situation is indicated by the shift to imperfect forms

denoting repeated actions (cf. GD, p. 75). The verb ))n hitpol is used in Jer.

46:9 in a similar context, with many words reminding of the book of Nahum'

which may have been a source of inspiration here to Jeremiah. In Jer. 46 it
refers to an army advancing the city. A similar interpretation of Nah. 2:5

seems to be contradicted by nlB]nl // nllntl locating the action within the

city walls (cf. Isa. l5:3; Jer. 5:l;9:21; Am. 5:16; Prov. l:20f.). For this

reason it has been suggested to regard v. 5 as a description of the army of the

defenders (Ewald; Happel). This is also suggested by the LXX translating

ouy7gu0r]oovtcr, 'they are thrown into confusion,' and oupnl,crr;oovtcr, 'they

get jammed bgether.' However, this would mean lhat within one canticle

fltn would denote the chariots of two different armies. It is more likely that

it is used consistently. There are no sufficient grounds to delete this word in v.

5aA (cf. BH,S). traving it out would take away the logical antecedent of the

sufÍix in v. 5bA. According to w.G.E. Wa6on, Z{w 88 (1976) 243, we find

in this verse an example of the pivot pattern: the expected final word in v. 5aB

is not expressed, because it is implied by the last word of the first line (cf'

also CIIP, 214). Usually the problem of the precise location is solved by

assuming a less strict meaning of the words nlc'ln and n]fn"l. We would have

to think of the roads leading to Nineveh and of the suburbs (Jeremias 1895,

100) oÍ plains near the city (e.g., JPM Smith; Rudolph) For n]31n this wider

meaning is attested in Ps. lr14:13, but in Nah. 3:10 it clearly denotes the

stÍeets within the city walls. For it:nr one can hadly refer in this maner to

Gen. l0:ll or Akkad. rebitu (leremias) and the parallel pair is always refer-

ring to the streets and squares within the city. The argument that the streets

,rJ too n.r.o* for rushing chaÍiots (van der Woude) is contradicted by

Assyrian records in which Sennacherib boasts of his new residence Nineveh: 'l
widened the squares, made bright the avenues and streets'; 'I made its market

streets wide enough to run a royal road.' He also took measures 'that lhere

might be no n"..*iog of the royal roads' (Luckenbill,- 162f , 195) The only

coiclusion can be that v. 5 describes a situation in which the attackers have

already entered the city. This seems to be misplaced, because in v 6 we still

hear of Ue organizing of the defense. Halévy solved this problem by simply

placing v. 5 ifter v. 6. The structuÍal analysis of the text offers a more

plausiËle solution. As was remarked above, the canticles formed by w 4f'

ana 6ff. descrite in similar fashion the anacker and the attacked There are
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many connections between the frst strophes (w. 4 and 6) and the second
strophes (w. 5 and 7f.). All this can be used as an aÍgument in support of the
view that the actions described in the two canticles do not take place after each
other, but at the same time: the preparation of the attackers (v. 4) and of the
attacked (v. 6), followed by rhe conquering of the ciry (v. 5) or, from a
different point of view, its downfall (w. 7f.). This inrerprerarion is in line
with the fact that in the next chapter we hear again of charging horsemen and
bloodshed (3:2f.). Apparently, the poet wanted to describe the crucial momenr
from more than one angle.

2:5b Their appearance is like torches,
like lighfiing the! dash to and fro.

One would expect a masc. suffix rather than a fem. in l;lrN-tD (see on this
form JM §96Ce), but it is not necessary to emend the text (cf. BIID. The
antecedent f:'t is admittedly masc., but here the fact that it is also a collec-
tive, which can be regarded as abstract, seems prevalenr (Keil; Happel; Maier;
cf. GK §122q, l35p). The comparison with fire is now applied to the chariots
in motion. In v. 4bA it was used to describ€ the vehicles being prepared. Now
they are moving, like fire of burning torches, and the speed is stifl increasing,
because the next comparison is with lightning, that is, with fire falling from
heaven. This tertium comparatianes is ignored by Keller, when he suggests
translating 'like lightning thar struck (you) down., prr pol. literally means .ro

walk/run up and down.' One could thhk here of quickly repeated flashes of
lightning coming from different places.

Canticle II. B. ii (2:6-8)
The description of rhe attacked and conquered city is built up in the same way
as the previous canticle, but instead of the ascending line of chariots going
faster and faster, rhere is the decline of the city. This is indicated by thà
inclusion of l.i*tN, 'his nobles' (v. 6aA) being parallelled by the opiosite
class of iïnlnx, 'her maidens' (v. 8B). Their .stumbling' and .moaning' 

are
used within the same context in Isa. 59:10f. Note also the contrast between
I'r:, 'to set up' (v. 6bB) and :rÈ, ,to collapse' (v. 78) and the parallel pair
nÈrn (v. 6bA) 1ed (v.7A\.

Strophe II.B.ii. I (2:6)
Like the attackers (v. 4), the defenders make their preparation. The silenr
threat of v. 4 is paratleled here by the restless movementi of worried people
()th ll ,n». The first rhree tines begin with the lener yod.

2z6a He remembers his noble ones.
They stumble in their going.
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].'].ïN is the pendant of the lnril: in v. 4a, but what a difference! The king of
Nineveh can only observe that his soldiers will not be of much help. These

same 'nobles' aÍe mentioned in 3:18, remaining completely passive. The

repetition of the word at the end of the book, togeÖer with the reference to

the king of Assyria, is a clear indication of the identity of the unnamed

persons in 2:6. Some scholars assume that v. 6a continues the description of
the attackers. This is contradicted by the cleaÍly negative meaning of !o:, 'to

stumble,'as is also indicated by the parallel in Isa. 59:10f. This interpretation

also fits the context of the inescapable defeat (cf. Jer. 46:5f.).rE It needs

stmined textcritical operations (8HS suggests adding x))r'gor unlikely philo-

logical considerations{ to evade this obvious interpretation. The same can be

said of the attempts to read something different in '1!l' than the normal

meaning 'to remember.'4r The LXX reads a pl.: pv1o0l]oovrcr, but this can

be explained as an attempt to simplify the text by making oi peltor&veq the

subjeit throughout the verse. This was already corrected in Hev.a2 Maier

thinks of YHWH as the subject of r:t'. The 'divine remembrance' would

indicate lhat He sustains lhe 'captains assailing Nineveh.' When we assume

that the king of Nineveh is the subject (with Ewald; Goslinga; Rudolph; et

at.), the first line can be interpreted as a recollection of past glories (Gaster,

MLC, ffi2).41 The second line indicates that there is not much left. A similar

contrast is found in the next bicolon.

2:6b They hasten to her wall,
but a nnnlelet has (already) been set up.

The final fte of inDln is usually read without the mappiq (cf. BH,9) and

rs The plural Enl:5n: (also in Pcsh., vulg. aÍd Hev.) is corrcctcd in thc Qtre reading a sing'

on:.5;r: (ci. also LXX). The pl foÍm can be intcrpÍct d as 'camvans or 'Kolonnel' (Rudolph)'

Maybe lhe Qer. was added to rule this possibility oul.
i, Cf. alio D.irer 193E,270, reading !:?V.,'launched th.mselves,'and Rudolph: 15?b:,'sie

sollen fiir ihn abschirmcn' ('l)t = '1:o); §.c lhc survcy in C?(I' 804'
oCí.vandeÍwoud€interpEtin8Sd:asavariantof'1d:,'totlesuccessful':otherssuggesta

meaning like English '(o stumblc ovcÍ yoursclf oÍ German 'sich hinei losstiirzen '

'' Scc tfc suncy by Maicr; M. Dahood' ai, 45 (19«\ 406, Íesds l'11!: and ranslates 'thcy *cre

stiong,' relaring iÍ Ío UEaÍ dkr. 'malc' ; cf. also Cathcan and VàÍ der Woude Other sugge stions are

,""aiii r'1r' óipl.), oi rr?!: (niph ; cf rHs aÍd w. scholtoff' 'G'd'n|<cn' im Abcn oricnt und im

rueníesarrreru l'llUlNT l5l, Neukirchen-Vluyn l9ó4, 166), assuming an odcÍ oÍ being ordercd'

a Cf. S. Brock, S.ptualiit, l/jrolk a d Cognal. Witings (.À. G.J. Brook et al.) Adanta 1990'

314f. He rlso notcs lhat the rlvisaa rcmovcd thc aíicla, bccause lhis is missinS in dle Hebre* texl and

trrnslated t'r'rx with öur,(.otöv airlou, {'hich is consistenr with àc translation of ihe same word in

j:t8. Hc also left out rhc phÍasc «.i o.ó{ovrac itpóp.íc, .eÍd flec by day,' which was idded to rhe

original tcxl.
i' Th" *ord Elt'lt.lll cvcn ha§ a divine connolation; cf K Spronk' DDD' 1194f ' atr t àe 'Noble

Ones' dcnotiÍrg miShry deiÍi.i ancestors.
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interpreted as an indication of direction. However, we may nore the similar
use of the fem. sing. p€rs. pronoun in l:8 (i,ripÈ), also without an antecedent
in the direct context, but cleàrly referring to the city of Nineveh. It all may
have to do with a deliberate choice of the poet to use names sparingly. In this
way he raises the tension. It also puts extra emphasis on the names when they
are finally revealed. So the MT can be retained and interpreted as accusative
of place.

'l)i from I: hoph., 'to be firmly set up,' is often changed into a hiph. with
a transitive meaning (Cathcart). This is supponed by the LXX, pesh. and Tg.
(pl.), and Hev. (sing.), and seems to fit the context, because the three preced-
ing verbs are also active. However, as in previous verses the change from
imperfect to perfect forms, and now also from transitive to passive is certainly
no coincidence or a fault in the transmission of the text. The perfect here
denotes an action that has already taken place (cf. GD §58) and has been
carried out by other persons (Robertson; cf. CTAT,805). The mantelet is the
well-known siege-weapon used by the Assyrians when they attacked foÍified
cities. It is often represented on the Assyrians reliefs (cf. ANE?, pl.36g, 369,
373). The Ninevites are trapped by their own weapons.

Strophe II.B.ii.2 (2:7 -8)
In these two verses the downfall of the city is indicated by the destruction of
the palace and the humiliation of its inhabitants, the king and the queen.

2t7 The gates of the ivers are opened
and the palace collapses.

This verse has given rise to various speculations about the way in which
Nineveh was destroyed. It is often regarded as a confirmation of the classical
tradition that Nineveh was destroyed by a flood due to an exceptional rising of
the Tigris (Humbert 1928f., ï7; Maier; Saggs 1969; Robertson; Stronach
1992,232). Diodor mentions a prophecy rhar had come down upon rhe king
from his ancestors: 'No enemy will ever take Nineveh by storm unless the
river shall first become the city's enemy.' According to Diodor, the final siege
lasted no less than three years. 'In the third year, after there had been heavy
and continuous rains, it came to pass that the Euphrates, running very full,
both inundated a portion of the city and broke down the walls for a distance of
twenty stades.' This fulfilment of the oracle is the beginning of the end
(Bibliotheca Histoia, book II, 26f.). The Assyrian and Babylonian annals,
discovered in the nineteenth century, showed that the ancient Greek historians
aÍe not on all poilts trustworthy. This may already have been clear from the
reponed duration of the siege by Diodor and from the wrong name of the
river (Euphrates instead of Tigris). One should be careful in using the writings
of ancient Greek historians to explain the words of Nahum, which are not a
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historical report but paÍt of a prophetic vision. It is even possible that the book

of Nahum influenced some of the Greek writers, as suggested by Kleinert

1910, 524f. He points to the fact that Ktesias, the primary source for Diodor,

had lived al the royal courts of the Achaemenids and may have had contact

with Jews there. In this way the elements of darkness (solar eclipse?) and

drunkenness could also have entered the Greek repons of the downfall of
Nineveh (see also the remarks on l:8, l0).

CathcaÍ translates the first words with 'sluice-gates of the canals,' which

has a lexical equivalent in Akkad. bab nan, 'door of the river,' and relates

them to the canals and aqueducts cut and built by Sennacherib to secure the

water supply of Nineveh (cf. also Jeremias 1895, l0lf.; Maier, 252ff.). It is

hardly conceivable, however, how attackers opening such sluice-gates could

cause a flood strong enough to breach walls and make a palace' as a rule built

on high ground, collapse.e Another possibility is to think of the gates near

the Chosr river (Ewald) or at the side of the Tigris (Rashi; Rudolph; Van der

Woude) According to some, it denotes the weakest point of the defense

(Luther), others regard it as the strongest point that could only be taken

because of the fact that the gates were opened from within. These interpreta-

tions assume that the poet gives a detailed account of the way in which

Nineveh shall be conquered. However, until now he has said nothing about

Nineveh that could not also have been said of any other big city' Àthough he

often used elements from Mesopolamian literature, he never referred to

specific facts from the history of Assyria. There is no reason to assume that

things 
^t" 

different here. Therefore, the clue to the understanding of lhis verse

proÈabty lies not hidden in the ruins of Kiiyiinjik' but can be found in the

Look oi Nahu- itself. Some think that the poet here gives one of his similes,

describing the streàm of conquerors entering the city (Hugo Cardenalis:

Rosenmiiiler; Umbreit) or the inhabiunts leaving it (Hitzig) We could also

think here of a connection with the announcement in l:8 that YHWH shall

make an end to the city 'with a devastating flood' (Kleinen 1910, 523; his

reference in this connection to Ezek. 3l:3-17 is less convincing)' i]1n: was

used in l:4, in the description of YHwH having power over seas and rivers So

a Cf. Luck.nbill. 163f. wilh lh. ÍcpoÍ by ScnnÀcherib about fte latge platform he made lo build

his rcw pelacc on. From thc samc t.xt wc leam that et high watets thc Íivcrs could bc dangeÍous: 'The

Tcbilnr river, a raging, dcsmrctivc stÍaam' which, at ils high waler, had desrÍoy'd ih€ nrÀusoleums

inside tie city and íad exposcd to thc sun their ticÍ§ of coffins. aod' from days of old' had come clo§e

to lhc palace aDd with it§ floods at high water had woÍked havoc wilh ils foundation§ and desfioyed its

platfoà.' Ho*cver, this conccms fte peíod before lhc buildiÍlg aclivilies of Sennacherib AshuöÀni-

pat repons about ihe necessary rcpain canied out during his rcign: 'Al $at timc Oe wall' inside the

city oi Nlnereh, which scnnacherib (...) had built. whose foundadon had givcn way and its turI€ls

fallcn, on account of thc ebuÍldant showcr§ sÍrd hcavy Íeins which Adad had yearly sant upon my land'

(pp.342,345).
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the rivers of 2:7 are probably not the Tigris and the Chosr, but the primordial
floods as the powers of chaos now breaking loose over Nineveh (Keller 1972,
410f.). Keller points in this connection to the use of ntlil: in Hab. 3:g and ps.
93:3. Note also the use of nnD niph. in Gen. 7:ll and o.DDiittU in Gen.
28:17. lt is also interesting in this connecrion that according to Ugaritic
mythology the supreme god El resides mbk nhrm qrb 'apq thmtm, ,aÍ the
fountain-head of the two rivers, in the middle of the bedàing of the two
floods' (IíIU l.4.lY.zof . + par.). The second paí of the strophe indicates
that this announcement should be taken literally, as a local repetition of the
primordial flood. The poet merely repeats what he did earlier when he
indirectly described YHWH as the initiator of Nineveh's downfall (see rhe
remarks on the identity of the 'scatterer' in 2:Z and the ,heroes' in 2:4; cf.
also the comparison of the Assyrian armies with a devastating flood mentioned
above in connection with l:8).

The association with the first pan of the book is confirmed by the use of the
verb :'rÈ. In l:5 it was used to denote the moving of the hills, now it is said of
the palace standing on one of the hills of the cify. 5:';r can also mean
'temple,'45 but the best translation is .palace,' because the next verse
describes the fate of irs inhabirants, the king and the queen. In Nineveh this
was the most important token of the royal power, since Sennacherib had made
this city his capiral and had built his new home, calling it the ,palace wirhout a
rival' (Luckenbill, t6}-t79).

228 And he is put down, she is exposed, raped,
and her maidens are moaning ds with the voices of doves,

beating their breasts.
The first line of this verse is much disputed. fcn is vocalized as a rhird
person masc. perfect hiph. of the verb !c), .to be set up, (of a ladder; cf.
Gen. 28:12). This never satisfied the inErpreters, because one would here
expect the fem. subject of the next verb nn5). The reference to .her maidens,
in the following line suggests that it may concem the queen of Nineveh. Rashi
explains the MT as a reference to the queen on the basis of ps. 45:10: ,at your
right hand stands (i.,t:J)) the queen.' It was assumed by Ibn Ezra et al. that:sil was her name and for a long period this was the prevailing opinion.
Whereas most modem scholars are now convinced thal it is bener to say
'farewell to queen Huzzab' (Driver 1964), others have welcomed the goddess
Ishtar in her place. She would here have been called .rhe beauty, 1,,1y;1.
Cathcan; Delcor 1977, 77; Longman; Van Hoonacker basis this on the

'r The syrian traÍslatoÍ probably thought of the temprc in Jerusarem, becalse he renders the frrst
words of àe verse with 'the gates of Judah.'
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suggestion that Zib is a name of Ishtar; according to Haldar fc: should be

connected with n:sÈ and denotes the divine statue; Reider 1949 suggests that

tg;'r is a contracted form of nlsgD, 'the female idol'). According to Knaben-

bauer, it indicates the 'splendid' city of Nineveh. In a different way it was

already atlempted by, e.g., Theodoret, Cyril, Jerome, and Calvin to explain

fy;l as a symbotic rnme for the city of Nineveh. Hitzig assumes that Nineveh

is named here 'the lizard' (:Ïi-'r). Richter 1914, 133, suggests that this word

may have been used to mock the goddess of Nineveh. Some scholars have

simply substituted rcnl for ,)d, 'queen' (see below), or added a more clear

reference to the queen after the first (emended) verb (Budde l90l ' 3262:

Siegel 1929f.). Driver 1964 assumes a connection with Arabic subbu(n),'ÍÍain
(of men or beasts)' and changes the next word into lp?l: 'the captive train

goes into exile.' Van der Woude vocalizes l),1, 'the wagon.' This is sup-

poned by Hev. rendering 11 lcprrlvl and by the Tg. (cf. Gordon 1989' 136'

and RdQ 8 Í19741 425f.). He changes the next word into ;'1?D! (cf. Akkad.

etelletu, 'qteen' cf. Cheyne 1896; Ruben 1898, 175; Rudolph: 'die Hoch-

edle'): 'on a wagon the queen goes into captivity' (cf. also R. Burney, EI 38

tl926f.l) 378). Saggs 1969 assumes a more direct connection with the previ-

ous veÍse and relates the first word to Akkad. nasabu"lo suck out,' and the

second word to Akkad. gullatu, 'column base': 'its column-base(s) is/are

dissolved (and) carried away.' Already Qimchi looked for a solution in the

same direction, but his proposal (followed in different ways by M. Krenkel,

ZWTT g US66j 2761 Ruben; Goslinga; Gaster, MLC' 727: Kellerl' Patterson)

was simply reading fsi'l] with the previous verse, assuming that 5:';1 is the

subject. This leads to a translation like the one proposed by Saggs.

The LXX renders xci 11 r)nóoraorq dnexuÀóQ01, 'and the foundation has

been exposed.' As was remarked above, Hev. has Àcpnr]v1 for the first word'

Both readings can be regarded as attempts to make sense of f!;'1 as the

original text. The same can be said of Vulg. miles, relating it to Lf3, 'war-

riors.' This did not keep scholars from suggesting a long list of emendations

of the consonantal text; e.g., ):il, 'ttre queen' (8HIra; Mani)i ;]§Iill
il(n)?flir n0?t, 'the (his) mistÍess is brought out' exiled' (BHIí3; Elliger); and

r?!:il n!)lf i1§3ii1, 'the mistress is brought into exile' (BÉ1S; Gry l9l0)
Since neither a direct connection with the following words, nor with the

preceding verse offers a convincing solution, it seems best to interpret lB;1'l as

a short independent phase. The traditional tÍanslation'it is settled' (e.g.'

Hitzig; Strauss; J Ridderbos; Robertson) assumes a meaning for:c) ihat is not

atlested elsewhere. Moreover, it suggests a perspective that differs from the

rest of the strophe. Whereas all verbs describe what is happening, fs;] would

be some son of commentary. A far more interesting suggestion was done by

the medieval Arabic commentator Yéfer ben Ély lreported and accepted by

CTAT, SO7f.). He states that after the collapse of the palace lhe enemy now
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turned to the kng and the queen. This was also suggested by the Targumist,
but he found the reference already at the end of the previous verse: ,the king
trembles in his palace. And the queen sits in a litter.' yéfer finds the referencè
to the king in trn: 'he is put down,' denoting that he was hanged, felled
down or pierced with arrows. This suggestion is supported by the fact that
also in v. 6, within the same canticle, we had to assume a sudden change of
(an unnamed) subject. According to v. 6, the king has to face the loss of his
past glory, now he is confronted with the loss of the honour of his wife. The
use of the verb tr: has a parallel in ps. 39:6. The remark that everv man is
put down (ty) niph.) is parallelled by ):;r5:..1N, ,they all are bur a breattr,'
that is, powerless. This is precisely what can be said of the king of Nineveh
after the collapse of his palace: he is no more than a spectator, having to
watch whar rhey are doing ro rhe queen. She is exposed (n5: pu.). In Isa. 47:3
thr same is said of 'the daughter of Babylon,' as a token of yHwH's revenge.
The unusual form of l)u hoph. indicates that it may also have an uncommon
meaning. In this context it seems not too far-fetched to assume an association
with ;5, denoting the mating of cattle (cf. Gen. 3l:10; also afiested in Ugar.
and Alkad.; cf. S.M. Paul, I.//.32 Í1982) 492). It could be a reference to
beastly treatment of the queen by victorious soldiers. Such a concrete note is
more likely in this context than the vague .she is carried off' or ,she 

is
brought up' (to the funeral pyre?; cf. Ewald; Wellhausen; to a safer, higher
place?; cf. Siegel 1929f.), although this is supported by the LXX rendering the
last words of the line with xci círr; dvepcrve. In the following tine, howèver,
the Greek ranslator confused the root :i.jl pi., .to moan,' with the more
commol identical root meaning 'to drive': flyovro, .they were led away.' The
Pesh. is more correct here (Gelston 19g7, 147). So there is no reason ro
follow the LXX, as suggested in aHS and HAL, 63g.

The comparison with (the voice of) doves is also found in Isa. 3g:14 and
59:11.6 It indicates that they feel themselves to be so close to death (cf. Isa.
59: l0), that they already sound like rhe spirirs of the dead (cf. Isa. g: 19 and a
text in the Mesopotamian myrh of Nergal and Ereshkigal speaking of rhe dead
'moaning like doves all day'; cf. ANET, 509; TUAT, t 14,773). Beating the
breasts is a coÍrmon act of mouming (cf- lsa. 3Z:lZ). The use of the verb lDn
po., indicates that it is more intense than usual: it is like constant drumming,
which may also have been indicated by the repetition of labials in this line
(Cathcart). The use of the word ft5, ,heart,' instead of the common -.to,

'breast,' can be explained in the same way: it emphasizes the great emotions.

{ About àe relation beNeen thc sound and dc naÍne of this bird, see p. Riede. ",Denn wie der
Mensch jedes Tirr nennen wtiÍde. so sollte es hei0en.{ HebÍàische Tiemamen und wts sie uns
verrarcn." UF25 (1993) 331.378: esp. 357.



Subcanto II.C (2:9-14)
This third major paÍt of the second canto describes the destruction of the city
causing its terrified inhabitants to flee. To this is added, in the second canticle,

an ironic courment referring to the glorious past of the Assyrian empire. The

two canticles e connected by the repetition of l'!rl (w. 9b, lOb' and l2b)'
the contrast between the fear described in v. llb, and the recollection of the

situation when 'there was no one who made afraid' in v. l2b. The plundering

by the conquerors in v. loa is parallelled by the lion taking prey (v. l3).

Canticle I L C. i (2:9-l l)
The beginning of the canticle is marked by the introduction of a new subject,

clearly indicated by the mentioning of the name. The end is marked by the

tricolon in v. llb. The description of the people fleeing (v. 9b) corresponds

with the descriptíon of their fear (v. 1lb). These verses enclose v. 10 focusing

on the plundering conquerors. Note also the external parallelism rlf (v. l0a) //
prf (v. lla; cf. Isa. 24:3). Characteristic of this canticle are the repeated

imperatives in w. 9b and 10, both followed by a line beginning with'l'Ll.

Strophe II.C.i.l (2:9)
The bicolon and tricolon of this strophe, about Nineveh, its inhabitants, the

glorious past and the dark future, are connected by the use of the independent

personal pronouns Rrll and Di''i. Note the assonance with lhe lener zzm.

2:9a And Nineveh was like a pool oÍ $)ater,

as long as it existed.

For the first time after the heading, the city of Nineveh is mentioned by name'

The poet seems to have waited for the moment that he is about to describe its

complete destruction. Instead of the usual association of the name with fame'

it ís now connected with the description of its eradication. For the same reason

the title 'king of Assyria' is only mentioned in 3:18' when there is nothing left

of his kingdom.
The comparison with a pool of water should be hterpreted against the back-

ground of the famous hydraulic works around Nineveh, especially by Sennach-

èrib (cf. this own reports in Luckenbill, l7lf., partly quoted in n. 44 above)'

He had constituted a big reservoir in which the water stÍeaming down from the

mountains was collected to secure the water suppty for the city by feeding the

Chosr river.aT The water of the Tigris was too brackish. The word ifl: was

also used to denote the Pool at the end of the Siloam canal in Jerusalem (K'41

SCHOLÀRLY EXPOSTTION

" Sc. lhc picruÍr of dre still cxi§ting (Írstor§d) rcs€rvoir 13 km noÍrh of Nineveh in M Roaf, 
"t"aj

oÍ Mcsopotomia, Oxfotd 1990, s.v. Nincvch.
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189:5; cf. also Isa. 7:3; 22:9; 36;2\. The city of Nineveh is compared with
one of these reservoirs. The poet may have also had in mind here the meaning
of the name Nineveh, namely 'house of fishes.' The token of its strength i;
now a simile for its downfall. This interpretation does not exclude that the
simile also denotes, as is usually assumed, the many inhabitants. The sugges-
tion by Döller 1908 that it refers to an inundation, as reported by ancient
Greek historians, is less likely (see also the remarks on 2:7a above). The
inhabitants are rapidly leaving the city, like a big stream of water running
from a pool.

The difficult phrase N.n'D't) is usually slightly emended into x.;r.rp'15, .1.,"t

waters' (Cathcart; Patterson; t ongman) or it'D'D (BHS; see for other sugges-
tions Kleinert 1910,521f.; Richter 1914, 133f.; Weill 1923; Humben 1927:
and the survey in CTAT, 809). This is supported by the LXX rà tröara
cörflq, and a number of Hebrew MSS (cf. H. Gese, ZA.W 69 [1957] 6l), bur ir
does not lead to a better text. It merely moves the problem to the next word.
8I1S suggest deleting it. Carhcart simply ignores the conjunctive (cf. Rudolph
who reads illDD, 'from her,' and deletes the next waw). The MT is not
impossible and is supported by the Tg. (see for the consrruction with rhe
independent personal pronoun M. Dahood, CBe 32 Íl97}l 90; GD sl, rem.
2). It can be regarded as an equivalent of Fr,r;t,t)\t) (CTAT, gl0). The
unusual construction may have been influenced by the wish to emphasize the
contrast with the next line by using two independent personal pronouns.

2:9b But now they are Íleeing -
stand, stand! -

but there is no one who tums back.
The pl. jiDn refers ro DrD mentioned in v. 9a, but also to rhe inhabitanrs of
Nineveh fleeing for the enemy (cf. ps. I l4:3 using or) in a similar metaphor),
just as 'rDu can be used of both water (cf. Josh. 3:16) and man (cf. Jer. 4:6).
The introduction of a speaking voice other than his own or of ygwu,
enhances the drama.aE This sudden transition was not understood by the
Greek translator who rendered Qeiyovreq oix ëorlocv (cf. Schuurmals van
Stekhoven 1887, 88). So the LXX should not be used here for the inrerpreta_
tion of the MT, as suggested by Haldar. The use of i.l!D has clear parallels in
the book of Jeremiah: 46:5, 2l: 49:8, 24. ln Jer. 46:2-12 this is one out of
many parallels (w. 7f. reminds of Nah. l:8; v.9 of Nah. Z:5; 3..9., and v. 12
of Nah. 2:5; 3:5). This is another example of a possible influence of the book

{ On this phenomenon sec L. Alonso Schökel, A Manuo! oÍ Hebr.w poetics, Rome l9EE, 154f.,
and S.A. Meier, Speaking oÍ Speoking. Mo*ing Direct Discoutse in the Hebrcw Aiàrs (SVT 46),
Leiden 1992, 34f.
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of Nahum upon Jeremiah (cf. P. Ruben, "/OÀ ll [1899] 461; Spronk 1995a,

49).

Strophe .C.i.2 (2:10)
A bicolon with two shon cola, followed by a bicolon with two longer cola,
describe the plundering, but also the great wealth of Nineveh. Every line

contains a reference to the richness of the capital of the Assyrian empire.

2:l0a Plunder silver,
plunder god!

The royal annals of Assyria are full of references to the rich spoils taken from
conquered cities (cf. Muer,267-270: Johnston 1992, 337); for instance, in the

inscription of Ashurbanipal's campaign against Egypt, about the conquest of
Thebes: 'That city in its entirety my hands conquered with the help of Ashur

and lshtar. Silver, gold, precious stones, the goods of his palace, all there

was, brightly coloured and linen garment, great hor§es, the people, men and

women, two tall obelisks, fashioned of glittering electrum, whose weight was

2500 talents, placed at the gate of the temple, I removed from their positions

and took off to Assyria. Booty, heavy and countless, I carried away from
Thebes' (Piepkorn, 38-41). And from other texts: 'With much plunder, rich

booty, I returned safely' (pp. 52f.); 'Silver, gold, the treasures of this palace,

I brought it forth and counted it as spoil' (pp. 70f.). The prophet Isaiah speaks

in this way of Assyria as well (Isa. 10:6; note the use of tt:). The rep€tition

of the imperatives balances the ÍePetition of l']D, in the previous verse and

emphasizes the contrast between lhe conquerors and the conquered. The

command to stop fleeing has no effect, all the more the call to plunder.

2:l0b And there is no end to the treasure,
wealth from all precious vessek.

xrPl'lrl is a stock phrase of Öe poet (cf. also 3:3, 9). In the OT it only
occurs again (twice) in Isa. 2:7, which is also a good parallel with regard to

the context. It says of foreign nations in th€ East that their land 'is Íilled with
silver and gold' and that there 'is no end to its treasure.' This is another

instance of the close relationship between the two prophetic books. The poet

of the book of Nahum may have chosen the word i1:1:n (instead of the more

simple 'rclx in Isa. 2:7)'e because of the relation with the verb 11: used in
2:4, 6. The next word, ïrt, is rendered in the LXX as a verb: pep&puvtcr,

at see on ;lrr:n M. Dclcor, Jss l8 (1973) 43; J.C. Greenficld, "TtÉ Me?dl.ing of TKWNH,' Biblical

ond Rclatcd Srrdr.J (Fs S. Iwry; cd. A. Kon ct a!.), winoDa tak. 1985, tl-E5; and the lengthy

cxposition on Nah. ztll in HAL, 1594.
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'they were loaded' (GEl§, 35: 'they aimed a heavy attack (?)'), but this does
not offer a better text, as suggested in the 8IíS reading r)p (Elliger: 'zu
schwer is allen das kostbare Gut'). The same can be said of the suggestions in
HÀL, 436, reading opl trp), 'take for yourselves ...,' (cf. Haupt; Marti;
Stonehouse) or the pl. adjective tr.1)!. The MT can be translated literally as

'weight.' This has a parallel in the description in the text of Ashurbanipal of
the booty being 'heavy and countless' (Akkad. kabittu ina la meni; Piepkorn,
40f.). Note the assonance with the letter ta/ in the last line.

Strophe II.C.i.3 (2:ll)
After the short and powerful description of the end of Nineveh, the poet
pictures more elaborately the desperate situation of the inhabitants: they seem
to be close to annihilation as well. The first bicolon is characterized by
assonance, the other verses by their chiastic stÍucture.

2:lla Destruction and devastation
and ruin!

The many cases of alliteration and assonance in the book of Nahum find their
summit in this verse.so The poet even seems to have coined new words for
this occasion, because all three words derived from the roots pr: / pp: and
p9: occur only here. The threefold indication of the destruction of Nineveh
balances the thrice repeated nlnr Dp) in l:2, whereas the latter can be regarded
as causing the former. The poet may have been inspired here by a common
pfuase in the Assyrian royal inscriptions: 'the city I devasmted, destroyed'
(AY.kad. dla appul aqqar; cf. Machinist 1983,724). To this is usually added
that the city is burnt with fire. An interesting variant is found in an inscription
of Ashurbanipal: 'That city I devasiated, I destroyed, demolished with warer,
annihilated' (Piepkorn, 72f.).

Cathcart points to the connection with Isa. 24:1, which uses the verbs pp:
and p5:, close to nt // pD in v. 3 (cf. NaI. 2:10). To these parallels can be
added the use of the verb ft! in both Isa. 24:l and Nah. 2:2; the announced
destruction of the eaÍh and its inhabitanrs (cf. Nah. l:5); and the wilring
(ttDx) of the earth (cf. Nah. l:4). All this confirms the conclusion of H.
Vr'ildberger, that the use of ppl and ptl in this post-exilic parr of rhe book of

r It inspircd trènslators to rÈadings like: 'Leere und Entleerung und Verheenrng' (Keil); 'L-ecrung,
AusleeÍung. Vcóeerung' (BubcÍ/Rosenzweig); 'O Wust, o Wistc und Vcrwiistung' (Schmidr;
Rudolph); 'Dissipation, dispersion, desriu$ion' (Haldar); 'Dcsolarion and devasrarion and dilapidation'
(Maier); 'Desolation, devasarion, and destruction'(Longman);'Destrucción, desolación. devastación'
(Alonso Schókel);'sequco, saquería. saqueamiento' (Àlonso Schökcl; cf. Calhcan).
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Isaiah is a 'lrsefrucht' of Nah. 2: I I (BK Xlz, 1978, 917).5r

2tllb And the hearrs melts
and the knees totter

and trembling in all loins
and the faces oÍ them all gather a glot,.

This is a common description of anxiety (cf. N. Waldman, JQR 66 Í1975f .l
l89ff.). It is also found, for instance, in the Ugaritic myth of Baal. When the
goddess Anat sees two messengers approaching, 'her feet begin to totter, at
her back the spine (Ugar. kI) loosens, her face above begins to sweat, the
joints of her spine shake, the small of her back too' (KTU l.3.lll: 33ff. ; cf.
ARTU, lO; see also l.4.II: 16-20). Within the OT the clearcst parallel is found
il Isa. l3:7f, which also mentions the 'melting of the heart', the colour of the
face changing, and also uses the verb 5.n (> ;15ntn). One can Íind the simile
of the trembling loins worked out in Isa. 2t:3. The 'melting of the heart'
means that all courage is lost (cf. Josh. 2:ll; 5:l;7:5: Isa. l3:7; 19:l; Ezek.
2l:12: Ps.22:15). lt is as if fear is now creeping up from the knees, to the
loins, up until the head.

The expression 'l'llND 13:P is also used in Joel 2:6, in a chapter that shows
many traces of possible influence by the book of Nahum (cf. CathcaÍ 1975,
72ff. i CathcaÍt 1992, 1000; Spronk 1995a, 5l). The parallel with Isa. l3:8
indicates that it probably means something like 'to gather redness' (Il,{L, 860),
but the etymology is still disputed. In the LXX it is rendered óq npóoxcupra

1órpcq, 'like bumt eaÍhenware' (GLES.204). This (cf. also Vulg., Tg., and

Pesh.) relates 1r'lxE to rfiE, 'pot' (cf. Judg. 6:19),52 leading to the tradi-
tional translation of 'll"tNl with 'blackness' (Vulg. sicur nigredo ollae). This
interpretation is still more or less accepted by many scholars (R. Gradwohl,
BZAW 83, Berlin 1963, 26: 'den Topf aufnehmen' = 'sich erhitzen'; Gliick
1969: 'gaöered greyness flike pottery]; A. Brenner, JSOTSup 21, Sheffield
1982, 163f., comparing t-am. 4:8; Irngman), but it was already questioned

by Luther stating that the simile is 'completely absurd.' He prefers the
following interpretation, though admitting that it is not certain that the prophet
really intended it: 'They are going to be consumed and destroyed the way the
chunks of meat thrown into the pot for cooking are generally eaten; like meat
in Íhe pot, they are cooked by external evils and persecutions.' Calvin prefers

t' Thc Íepctirion of 55Dx in Isa. 24:4 can b€ regardcd as aÍ irdication rhat the original rexr of Nah.
l:4, with 155ï at the bcginning of thc line, instead of 59Dx in ihc MT, had already b€en changed in
lhe pcriod of about two ccnnries *hich probably scpantas these tcrts.

tt Ac-cording to SchuÍlgcl l9?8, thc cmphasis should tc oo xau]rc, 'heat': 'wic Glut zum Topf hin.'
The pot vouH havc bccn mcntioncd only lo distinguish this hcat from öe heat of thc sun; cf. (he

suggcstion by H.ppcl rhat àc LXX Í!.d ll'l:(ji) rr:). 'like thc buminS of (dle) por.'
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to derive t]'rND from "tsD: 'all faces withdraw their beauty.' According to
Stonehouse, 'iND, 'to be resplendent,' here denotes whiteness. Davidson and
JPM Smith do not agree with this etymology, but they also assume that the
expression 'to gather redness' means that the faces tumed pale. This would
have a parallel in Jer. 30:6. Both Giirg 1978 and Patterson seek rhe solurion
by separating the initial pe from the rest of the word. Görg assumes a comec-
tion with Egyptian 'ï, 'eine An Gefi8,'preceded by the article p3. The
expression r]'lNE ffp would denote 'die zunehmend gliihende Rotfiirbung des
Metals' (see, however, the critical remarks by Schiingel 1978). Patterson
suggests viewing the pe as the conjunctive particle attested in Arabic and
UgaÍitic, prefixed to 1'lN,'feaÍ' (cf. Akkad. aràru), and, interprets 'intiD 1g:p
as a hendiadys: 'convulsed with fear.'

It may be possible to find a solution which stays closer to the Hebrew lan-
guage: in connection with nrxDn, 'glory, splendor.' In rhe related prophecy
against Assyria in Isa. l0 (cf. Peels 1993, 32: Spronk 1995a, 46) this word
denotes the pride 'of his arrogant eyes' (It!t, Et"l; v. l2). So it is also related
to (a part of) the face; cf. also Isa. 13: 19; 28: l-5. As in the beginning of this
chapter, the poet may have created on this basis a neologism, which ironicalty
denotes the end of the former glory.

Canticle II. C. ii (2: 12- | 4\
This ironic song of lament, comparing the Assyrian royal family with lions,
ends with a severe judgement indicaring that finishing off this lion family is
the work of YHWH and that this means the definitive end of Assyria. The unit
is bound together by the lion meraphor.

Strophe II. C.ii. 1 (2:12)
The first strophe of the extended simile of the lion's family describes their
dwelling place and mentions all members of the family.

2zl2a Where is the lair oÍ the lions
and Íhe meadow oÍ the young lions?

In the Assyrian texts the king is often compared with a lion (ct. Maier,277;
Johnston 1992, 379-386); cf. also Isa. 5:29 and Jer. 50:17.53 Especially the
text in lhe book of Isaiah is of interest for the interpretation of Nah. 2:l2ff.
There appear to be many parallels between Isa. 5:24-30 (following the
demarcation of the unit by the Masoretes wíth a setumah and a pauhah) and

tr See in generrl on this subjcct G.J. Boner*eck, "Gott und Mensah in den al[esamentlichen
lriwenbildem," Won, bcd und Goíe§tpruch (Fs J. ZieSler, ed. J. Schreiner), Wiirzburg 1972, ll7-
128; and on the differEÍrt words foÍ lion P. Riede, UF 25 (1993) 354f.
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the book of Nahum: the judgement of God as fire consuming chaff (v. 24; cf.
Nah. l: l0); the anger of YHwH (v. 25; cf. Nah. l:2); trembling mountains (v.
25; cf. Nah. l:5); heaps of bodies (v. 25; cf. Nah. 3:3); a rapidly approaching
army (v. 26; cf. Nah. 2:6); horses and chariots (v. 28; cf. Nah. 2:6); a flood
bringing darkness (v. 28; cf. Nah. 2:6). Isa. 5:24-30 announces the judgement
of YHwH against his people. For this purpose He uses a people He calls up
from the end of the world. This people remains umamed, but the Assyrians
are certainly meant (H. Wildberger, BK Xll,223). The book of Nahum can

be read as the reversal of this old prophecy. Being addressed to the city of
Nineveh, it now speaks of the habitation of the lion. The young lions probably

represent the nobles mentioned in v. 6 (cf. also v. l4).
The expression n1!"lN'l1rl! is also used in the Scroll of Thanksgiving in

Qumran (lQH V, 13) in a description of the oppression from which God saves

the 'poor.' It is probably taken over from the book of Nahum. iUtD, 'pastur-

age, meadow,' is usually changed into JVn, 'cave.' r ith regard to the

following xli'l Driver 1938, 271 suggests an error for i]:N, 'where is it?', but
the MT is supponed by the Versions. lt makes good sense as adding an aspect

to'lt!rD: the place where the lions live is also their feeding place.

2zl2b Were the lion went, the lioness wos there,

the cub oÍ the lion and none to Írighten (them) awdy.

This presentation of the complete lion family is disturbed by those who
suggest reading Nt:?, 'to go,' instead of x')?, 'lioness.' This emendation is

based on the LXX reading ro0 eioeÀOeiv, Pesh., Vulg., Tg. (cf. Gordon
1989, 138), and a medieval Hebrew MS (cf. H. Gese, ZAW 69 Í19571 6l).
The commentary of Qumran cites the same word as the MT, but renders xt:l
in the commentary. This last witness offers a plausible explanation for the

different reading in the Versions. Apparently, it was regarded as unacceptable

that within shon range two different words were used to denote the lioness (cf.

the uncommon pl. n*rt in v. 13, suggesting a sing. form ;rg))). The MT is

strongly supported by the text cited in 4QpNah and also by the parallel with
Isa. 5:29, which also speaks of N'tb next to o"'l()Dl. Note also the fact that

the complete family of the lion, lioness, and cub return in the next strophe (cf.
also L. Boadt, W 25 Í19751696, and A.R. Ceresko, UF 7 [1975] 80, noticing
a chiastic structure in the references to lioness[es] and cubs).

There is some difference of opinion about whom the poet had in mind with
the metaphor of the lion family: was it only the royal family (Von Orelli), or
did he include the nobles (JPM Smith; Goslinga), and also the citizens (Keil;
Rudolph)? It appears to be possible to rclate all memhrs of the lion family to
persons mentioned elsewhere in the book of Nahum. As was remarked above,

the 'young lions' (v. l2a) probably represent the nobles. In this verse the

lioness represents the queen, mentioned before in v. 8. The cub is probably
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the royal prince, mentioned in l:14 as the one who should keep the royal
name alive.

'1r'lnE lxl balances 9.BD'l'X'r, 'and no one saves' (cf. 5'Sn lxt ïrè ... i1!-lL:
in Mic. 5:7; Ps. 7:3; 50:22). They feel safe, just as there seems to be no
safety for those they hunt.

Stophe II.C.ii (2:13\
After the description of the way the lion family live, we now hear of their
feeding customs. The emphasis is on the thrice repeated (n)D'lo, 'tearing,
prey.' With this root the poet created an inclusion of the strophe and a chiastic
structure in v. l3b.

2tl3b The lion was teaing Íor his cubs
and strangling for his lionesses.

Compared to the cub and lioness mentioned in the previous verse, the pl.
forms probably represent different groups of persons, respectively the citizens
of Nineveh mentioned in 2:9b and the maidens of the queen of 2:8b. The
variants in 4QpNah, ]t'i'r) (cf. Mur. 'r"tlr) instead of I'nttl, and i'lo added after
the second line, can be explained as clarifications and not as argumenÍs for
emendation. The normal form for the word 'cub' is 'l!, as it occurs in the
previous verse. Intt: suggests that the absolute is'tl: (ÉZL, 177). This can
be compared to the different form for lioness (Nl:t and nN!t). To this can be
added that the words for cub(s) and lioness(es) aÍe placed in a chiastic struc-
ture. We have to assume that the po€t deliberately used deviating forms, just
as he did in 2: I l.

It is not necessary to change .:!I into r:f, 'limbs,' as suggested by A.
Dupont-Sommer, Sen 13 (1963) 64f., and M. Dahood, Or 45 (1976) 329. ,'1)
is parallelled by b in the next line, and l'lo does not always desire a direct
object (cf. Ps. 17:12; 22:14 etc.). p:n pi. occurs only here. In the qal this
verb means 'to hang oneself (2 Sam. 11:23). The idea of a lion strangling his
prey is illustrated is ancient representations (CathcaÍ) and is also found in the
Mesopotamian text Ludlul (at the begiruring of the second column of the fourth
tablet): 'Marduk put a muzzle upon the mouth of the lion about to devour me.'
In another copy of the text we find the variant 'about to strangte me' (Akkad.
haniquia; cf. B. l-andsberg er, AfO 18 [958] 378f.; S.E. I-oewenstamm,
AOAT 204, 1980, 9l).

2:l3b And he filled his caves \yith tom Ílesh
and his lairs with torn animals.

The imperfect form x!n'denotes a repeated action in this connecrion, just as

the preceding paÍticiples: the lion is constantly filling his caves with prey (cf.
JM §ll3e). It is not necessary to assume a different meaning for iiD'io
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compaÍed to ïiB, because this can be regarded as an example of the poetic
device of matching names and genders. The masc. forms in the first line are
parallelled by fem. forms in the second (cf. t .G.E. Watson, "/81, 99 u9801
326f.). There can be no doubt about it that the poet had with 'prey' the people
in mind 'devoured' by the Assyrians (cf. the explanation of similar metaphors
in Eznk. 22:25: Hos. 5:14: Mic. 5:7; Ps. 7:3).

Stophe II.C.ii. j (2:14)
This judgement oracle against Nineveh is clearly distinguished from its context
by '));''1, a common marker of a climax, and by the change to the first person

sing. as the subject and the second p€rson fem. sing. as the object. Like the
final strophe of the previous canticle (v. I l), it consists of three bicola (cf. the
metaphor of lions and their prey). It takes up many words from prevíous
verses (f:''1, cf.2:4f.;1'D:, cf. 2:12; 5:x, cf. l:10; n1t, cf. l:14; 2:ll f'rN,
cf. l:5;lrD, cf.2:l3i tàr), cf.2:l; 11!, cf. l:12, 14; 2:l;5tp, cf. 2:8), and
many words also retum in the next canto (the initial pfuase in 3:5; ff'r in
nf:'lD, v. 2; 5:x in w. 12, 13, 15; ].1n in vv. 3, 15; n'1) in v. 15; frs in
v. 13; lro in v. [; ,DD in v. 19; )tp in v. 2). So, on the one hand this verse

can be regarded as a summary of the previous chapters, on the other as an
introduction to the next chapter.

2tl4t 'Beholl, I am against you,'
pronouncement oÍ YHwH oÍ hosts.

These words are known among OT scholars as the 'Herausforderungsformel,'
in which YHwH calls up his opponent for the deciding battle.sa Next to Nah.
2:14 arld 3:5 it only occurs in the books of Jercmiah (21: 13; 23:30ff.; 50:31;
5l:25) and Ezekiel (5:8; l3:8; 2l:8; 26:3: 28:22;29:3, l0; 30:22:34:10;
35:3; 38:3; 39:l). Like the rest of the strophe, it seems to refer to a word or
idea that was expressed before, namely lhe central remark of the second

canricle: 'whar do your think up against YHWH' (l:9A). YHWH takes up this
chaltenge. Note the use of the same preposition tN, which only occurs in l:9;
2:14: and 3:5. In this way ít is explicitly stated that YHWH has made the cause

of the oppressed to his own cause. Apparently, this phrase was coined by the
poet of the book of Nahum. Therefore, we have to assume that these words
were taken over by Jeremiah. The suggestion that this is a new example of
influence of the book of Nahum upon Jeremiah, is corroborated by the

reference to fire used by YHwH against his opponents in Jer. 2l:13f.; 50:3lf.l
and 5l:25. The remarkable use of nt)'r!rD, 'lairs,' in 2l:13 can be explained on

! P. HumbcÍt, "Die Hciausfordctungsformcl 'hiníeni èlékà.," ZlW 5l (1933) 101-10E; cf. also F.
Baumgàrtel, "Die FoIJmel n"um jahwc," ZAW72 (l l) 211-XgO; esp.279f.
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the same basis.
The epithet nlxfi is well in line with the maÍtial message. It denotes the

heavenly host that on occasion comes down to earth to fighr for the good
cause, as described in Judg. 5:20ff.; 2 Kgs. 6:17; cf. also I Kgs. 22:19 (cf.
K. Spronk, AOAT 219, 1986, 261). In the book of Nahum this coincides with
the fact that the poet seems to think of both human and divine forces that will
bring down Nineveh (see the remarks above on the 'scatterer' in 2:2 and the
'heroes' in 2:6). The city is indicated by the fem. sing. suffixes, as in 1:8a,
lll' md 2:2. There is to need to change the suffixes in v. 14 to masc., as

suggested by Wellhausen; Van der Woude; Robens; C77I, 815, who seek the
antecedent in the direct context.

2:l4b 'And I shall bum in smoke (your) chaiots
and your young lions the sword will devour.'

lor: "l!:,'1 meatrs that the burning of the city shall not remain unnoticed. The
smoke going up will be like a signal to others (cf. Josh. 8:20f.). This phrase
reminds of 2 Sam. 22:9 (Ps. l8:9), describing the devastating rheophany (cf.
also the trembling of the earth in v. 8, as in Nah. l:5) and the burning of
wickedness by YHwH of hosts according to Isa. 9: l7f.

i'if:'l is often emended. The LXX reads tÀr10óq oou, 'your multitude,'
suggesting :r with suffix (cf. also Pesh., Tg., and 4QpNah reading n:f il in
the commentary; the citation itself is not preserved). This is accepted as the
better text by, e.g., Wellhausen; Rudolph; Van der Woude; Renaud; C?71
8l2ff. Others suggest reading I§:-t, 'your lair,' because this is a bener
parallel to the 'young lions' in the next line (e.9., MaÍi; JPM Smith), or, for
the same reason, ï)Jg, 'your thicket' (Elliger; BIí§, referring to l:10; cf.
also Isa. 9:17); tfirJ, 'your pride' (Richrer 1914, 134; Driver 1938,271); or
''l'1:, 'ton trou' (Keller). Nevertheless, with the Vulg. (quadigas ÍuaJ) the MT
is to be preferred. The mentioning of chariots is one out of many references to
the first two chapters, and also to the next. It is not necessary to expect a
synonymous parallelism here with or'ir!f, because also in the next bicolon
two completely different elements ('tearing' and 'messengers') have been com-
bined. These aÍe not the only examples of mixed metaphors in this book (cf.
l:10 and 3:15, also in relation to the verb ):x!1. ir::r can be regarded as a
fem. form of :fï, like iD'lo in v. 13 (CarhcaÍ 1979,9). This indicares thar
the mappiq should be dropped (cf. Ezek.27:20). Apparently, the Masoreres
assumed a more regular form, with the suffix third person sing. The reason of
this new example of neologism can be found in the wish to match the gender
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of the parallel nouns: 'ld, // tr"]'!: (masc.) and nffl // ftn (fem.).5t
As was remarked with v. l2a, the 'young lions' probably represent the

nobles, the commanders of the army (cf. P.D. Miller, UF 2 [1970] 183). The
fact that they are now said to be beaten by the sword marks the transition from
metaphor to reality. Lions are usually nol hunted with swords. This weapon
points to the battle fields. The'devouring sword' is also attested in Deut.
32:42:, Hos. I l:6; and in one of Esarhaddon's vassal treaties (cf. ANET, 540:.

TUAT, ll2, 176).

2:lk 'And I shall cut off the earth your teaing
and the voice of your messengers will be heard no more.'

The MT suggests that the object in the first line is the prey, that is, ihe booty
taken by the Assyrians and brought into Nineveh. It is more likely, however,
that we have to think of the action of taking prey, because this is more in line
with the other elements referring to the Assyrians in this verse, all denoting
some kind of activity (chariots, young lions, messenger). For this reason the

vocalization should probably be slightly changed: 1prp, reading an infinitive
instead of a noun. This also solves the problem, noticed by Rudolph, that

there would be nothing left to plunder (cf. v. l0) if all booty had been cut off
from the earth. His own solution, translating 'from the land', is contradicted
by the use of F'lN in l:5.

The form of the suffix in ;r::x)n is uncommon and, therefore, usually
emended. E. Ben Yehuda, JAOS 37 (1917) 327, assumes that the MT is

coÍrect, but proposes translating according to a supposed Arabic equivalent
làka, 'to grind': 'the sound of thy grinding.' Most scholars propose reading

ï::StD (GK §9ll). Others (KelleÍ et al.) accept the LXX reading tà Ëpyc oou
(cf. also the Pesh.), suggesting a Hebrew text ïn:§?D. Wellhausen (cf. also
Van der Woude and CTAT,8l3) thinks of i))$?D (defectively written pl.
with masc. suffix). Other suggestions are o:lNtb (with pl. suffix; S. Krauss,

ZAW 48 U93Ol 324); lhsD, 'your feeding' (Driver 1938, 271)l ï:§':? or
1'gtxt?, 'your lionesses' (Richter 1914, 135; Elliger; Schulz 1970, 32).
Most scholars do not bother explaining why the Masoretes accepted or
introduced the current rare form. It cannot be excluded that they had their
reasons. Keil could be right when he remarks that the suffix is 'eine um des

Tones am Ende des Abschnittes willen verlàngene Form, analog dem illlx
Ex. 29,35' (cf. also Goslinga). i:)§5D as a special form of :1p65t2 would
balance the reference to one messenger in 2:l and emphasize the contrast: the

" This is in line with thc í€fcI.ncc to Nah. 2:14 by w.G.E. watson, "C.nder-Matching in àe Old
T.stamcnt,- 184 99 (19E0) 321-341; èsp. 32t, alöough hc follows (thc larcr abardon.d) rranslation by

Cathcart 193, 79. The intcryÍrtation offeÍ.d hcÍa aven stÍrngthcns thc casa.
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message of peac€ for Judah coincides with the end of the Assyrian messenger
who was certainly associated by the surrounding peoples with bad news.56

Í H.-J. Fabry, TWAT, l"l, 894. rhinks of 'miliràrische Herolde, die duÍch ihrc Signale zuÍ Schlachr
blasen und die verschiedenen tallischen Ma[över einteiten,' but this sp€cial function is not aÍested
elscwhere. It is bascd on too narÍow an ioteÍprctation of thc metephoÍ, wilh lhc unlikely suggestion that

l.t,Ef is rhc object of bolh t:xn aÍrd .nr:n, with ;lDrE flxD Íelared by rhe consrÍuct srare. He
ignores the reletions in (he wider contexl.
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.AH, MNEVEH !'

A.i.l Ah, city oÍ bloodshed, (3:laA)
. all oJ her a lie, (laB)

of pillage full, (tbA)
prey never fails to be present. (lbB)

' 2 Sound of whip(s) (ZaA)
and sound of rattling wheel(s). (ZaB)

And hors(es) galloping (2bA)
and chaiot(s) bounding. (2bB)

Horsemen charging (3aA)
and the Ílame of a sword (3aB)

I and the lightning of a spear. (3aC)
: 3 And a great number ol slain (3bA)

and a hea'ty mass of corpses. (3bB)
And there is no end to the bodies. (3cA)

Thq stumble over their bodies. (3cB)
' ii.l Because of the numerous harloties oÍ the horlot, (4aA)

good of grace, mistress oÍ sorceies. (4aB)

Selling nations for her harlotries (4bA)
and families for her sorceies. (4bB')

2 'Behold, I am against you,' (54)
I pronouncemcnt oÍ YHwH of hosts. (saB)
' 'And I shall uncover your pivale parts up until your Íace (íbA)

and I shall let notions stare at your nakedness (5bB)

and kingdoms at your shame. (5bC)
And I shall throw fibh at you (6A)

and I shall make you contenptible (68)
and moke you a spectacle. (6C)

3 And it shall be that everyone who sees you will flee fiom you (7aA)
and soy: "Nineveh is devastated. (7aB')

Who will grieve for her?" (7bA)
Where can I fnd comforters for you?' (7bB)

B.i. I Will you do better than No-oÍ-Amon, (8z.A)
' dwelling at lhe rivers, (8aB)

(with) waterc sunounding her, (&aC)

whose rampart was the sea, (&bA)
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oÍ the sea her wall? (8bB)
2 Cush was her strength and Egfpt (9aA)

and there was no end. (9zB)
Put and Libyans (9bA)

were her help. (9bB)
ii.l She too went into exile in cap iry. OOaA)

Her children too were dashed to pieces at the head oÍ all the streets.
( lOaB)

And for her nobles they cast the /o, (l0bA)
and all her great men tere bound in chains. (l0bB)

2 You too will become drunk, (ll{)
you will be darkened, (llB)

you too will seek shelter Írom the enemy. (llc)
C.i.l All your strongholds are fig trees with first-ipe figs. (l2A\

Wen they are shaken, they Íall into the trnuth oÍ the eater. (l2B)
Behold, your people are women in your nidst. (l3A)

To your enemies the gates of your land shall be wide open. (l3B)
Fire shall consume your bars. (13C)

2 Draw for yourselÍ h'ater Íor the siege, (l4aA)
strengthen your strongholds ! (l4aB)

Go into the clay and tread the nortar, (l4bA)
tnake strong the bick-mold. (l4bB)

3 There fire will devour you, (lsar'.)
a sword will cut you down. (lsaB)

It will devour you like hoppers, (lsb{)
numerous like hoppers, (15b8)

numerous like locusts. (lsbo)
ii. I You have trultiplied your merchants (l6aA)

more than the stars oÍ heaven. (16^B)

[A hopper spreads it wings and flies awoy. (l6b)
Your guards are like locusts (l7a{)
and your witers as the hordes of locusr, (l7aB)
settlin? in the hedges on a cold day.l (l7aC)
The sun ises and they disappear (lTbA)

and their place is not known. wherc are they? (l7bB)
2 (t)Your shepherds shall fall asleep, king of Assyàa. (l&a{)

(,)Your nobles shall stay at their places. (lgaB)
O)your people shall be scattered on the mountains (lBb[)

(1)with no one to gather (them). (l8bB)
3 There sholl be no lessming of your blow, (l9aA)

your wound shall be gievous. (l9aB)



ESSENTIAI.S AND PERSPECTIVES

All who hear the news oÍ you (lgb{)
shall clap their hands over you. (l9bB)

[For upon whom has not comc your eil conlinuallyu O9c)

ESSENTIATS AND PERSPECTIVES

This last chapter, which staÍs as an ironic elegy, takes up the elemens of the

divine judgement and the vision of its fulfilment. It also addresses Nineveh as

the bloody city, but now the capital of the Assyrians - responsible for so

much bloodshed - shall be filled with the blood of its own inhabitants. This
condemnation b€cause of the bloodshed introduces a new, moral aspect. To
this is added in the following verses the references to its uffeliability: it is like
a haÍlot and shall be punished likewise, by becoming a shameful spectacle to
the nations.

The conflict with Nineveh now appears to be not only a maner of Judah and

its God, but also concerns other p€oples, like the Egyptians and their allies.

Not only Judah shall celebrate, but everybody will be happy with the end of
the tyrant.

Although the poet uses more lumes than in the previous chapters, he does

not fix his words to one concrete historical situation. He even stimulates a

more general interpretation. Seemingly invincible cities like No-of-Amon can

be conquered; so too Nineveh and every other residence of new tyrants. Those

who seem so strong at present can become weak in the future. This realistic,

but also optimistic view on history is based on his belief in the powerful

defense of justice by Ytrwx, as expressed in the first chapter. Because of this

general approach, the words of Nahum could be easily reinterpreted in later

situations and related to new instances of evil power. Examples of this use of
the book of Nahum can probably already be found in the exilic and post-exilic
paÍs of the book of Isaiah. The oracle against (the daughter of; Babylon in
Isa. 47 takes up elements of Nah. 3:5-7, in which Nineveh is compared to a

harlot and turned into a disgrace. It is hardly a coincidence that Isa. 47:3

speaks here of YHwH's revenge (cf. Nah. l:2). The post-exilic prophecy

against Tyre and Sidon in Isa. 23:15-18 adds to the comparison with the harlot
a reference to the profits from trade (cf. Nah. 3:16). This brings us close to

the well-known text about the 'whore Babylon' in Rev. 17f. Next to ihe

harlotry and tÍade, this speaks of sorcery (lE:3, 22), adding an element that is
also found in Nah. 3:4. Other indications of Pos§ible direct or indirect influ-
ence of the book of Nahum upon this part of Revelation are Babylon being

calted 'drunken with blood' (17:6; cf. Nah. 3:1, 11) and the repeated, ironic
lament on the city being burnt down (18:9-19; cf. Nah. 3:1, 7).

Another example of a close relation between the last chapter of the book of

ll3
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Nahum and later prophecies is found in Isa. 5l:19f. The description of
destruction, death, together with the absence of comfon strongly reminds of
Nah. 3:7, l0 (cf. also 2:ll). In the book of Joel one also comes across a
number of passages that seem to have been influenced by the book of Nahum;
especially the references to locusts in Joel I (cf. Nah. 3:l5ff.).

The commentary on the book of Nahum found in Qumran interprets the
'bloody city' as 'the city of Ephraim,' that is, Jerusalem filled with treachery
and lies by the Pharisees. (No-of-) Amon is Manasseh, that is, rhe Sadducees.
The only safe and good place is with the community of Qumran, which is the
same as Judah in the book of Nahum.

Jerome suggests that No-of-Amon, which he in a 'historical sense' identifies
as Alexandria or Amman, represents the church. It is the spiritual counterpaÍ
of the world symbolized by Nineveh. In the description of this evil force he
also finds many references to the devil. Cyril sees Satan represented in the
'eater' (3:12) devouring the souls. The final verse of rhe book would predict
that Satan shall be destroyed by ChÍist. In his inrerpretation of 3:5 (.1 will lifr
up your skirts over your face') Luther remaÍks: .We have seen this today in
the pope. His prostitution has been revealed through the gospel. Thus a[ those
things which used to be very pleasing and well thought of are now abomin-
able.' Petrus van Hoeke speaks of the 'Assyrian Turk' and adds to the
reinterpretation of Nah. 3 in Revelation the remark that .it is ceÍain, that the
prophecies picture and represent the sins of the Turkish empire and their
judgement.' Modern interpreters are more reluctànt in pointing to ,Assyrians

of our time.' Those who try to summarize the theological message usually
emphasize the apparent belief that God acts in his own mysterious ways
putting an end to evil.

SCHOLARLY EXPOSITION (I)
INTRODUCTION TO THE EXEGESIS

Bibl.; Balaban 1962; H. Brunner, "Eine assyrisches Relief mit einer àgyprischen
Festung," ,.í/O 16 (1952f.) 253-262: M. Dahood, "Causal Beth and Íhe Root NKR in
Nahum 3,4," Bib 52 (1971\ 395f.; J. van Doorslaer, "No Amon," CBe tt (lg4g)
280-295: D.E. Florit, "Ripercussioni immediate della caduta de Ninive sulla palesti-
M," Bib 13 (1932) 399417 T.F. classon, "The Final euestion - In Nahum and
Jonah," E-j'81 (t969i) 54f.; R.P. Gordon, "Loricate Locusts in rhe Targum ro Nahum
lll l7 and Revelation lX 9," W 33 (1983) 338f.; P. HöfÍken, Untersuchungen 7u den
Begriindungselementen der Vökerorqkel des Alten Testaments, Bonn 1977; Nogalski
1993a,40-45; Nogalski 1993b, l17-128; P. Ruben, "strophic Forms in the Bible,"
"/0R l1 (1899) 431479; l.E. Sanderson, "Nahum," The Women's Bible Commentary
(ed. C.A. Newsom, S.H. Ringe), London 1992, 217-221; T. Schneider, "Zum
topographischen-historischen Hintergrund von Nah 3,8f," BN 44 (1988) 63-73; R.
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Weiss, -A Comparison bctween àe Massoretic and the Qumran Texts of Nahum IIl,
l-11," RdQ 4 (1963f.) 433439; G. Wildeboer, "Nahum 3,7," ZIW 22 (1902) 318t.

Compared to ihe previous chapters, Nah. 3 has received little atlention in
modern research. This is caused by the fact öat the Hebrew texl presents its
readers with relatively few problems. It invites more to admiration than to
discussion, as can already be derived from the remark by Jerome on vv. l-4,
that no translation can do justice to the beauty of its language. There also

appeaÍs to be less rcason to question its unity and authenticity. However, some

verses have been inteÍpreted as glosses or as misplaced. Some scholars also

think that they have found traces of editing, but theÍe appeaÍs to be hardly any

consensus on these matters, as can be illustÍated by the following, chronologi-
cal survey.

Billerbeck suggests placing w. 12-15 aíter 2:4, because this results in a

more logical sequence of thoughts.

Ruben 1899, 459, assumes that v. l5 consists of marginal notes, intended to

correct the original text.
Haupt reconstructs the text into four songs, with 3:1, 4-7 at the beginning of

the second, 3:8-ll, 14f., 12f., l8f. as the third, and 3:2f. at the beginning of
the fourth song.

Duhm l9ll, 106f., places the last verses into a new order: vv. 14, l5a,
19b, l5b-17, l8-19a, and deletes mosi ofvv. 16-17a.

Riessler regards vv. l-4 as the 'Grundstock des Nahumbuches' to which

were added l:ll, 14; 2:2;3:5Íf., 13-19, and in a later phase l:2-5, 8; 2:14'

and the historical repons of 2:4-12 and 3:8ff.
JPM Smith finds small glosses in w. 8, 13, 15, and 16, and regards w.l8f.

as a secondary element looking back upon the ovenhrow of Nineveh as

accomplished fact.
Jeremias 1970, 28-53, assumes that w.l-5 and 8-l I were originally

addressed to Jerusalem and were reinterpreted during the Babylonian exile.

They would have been related to a 'Leichenlied Èber Ninive' (v. 7) and

combined with oracles against Assyria (w. 12-19). He Íinds later glosses in
vv. 6, l5a, 16, and l7a.

According to Schulz 1973, w. 4-6 is paÍ of the 'Ringkomposition' begin-

ning ïn 2:12, to which w. l-3 were added, and which is followed by a

'spottqina' (w. 7-18). The beginning of v. 7 and v. 19 were added as frame-

work. Small glosses are found in w. l5a and l6b (see on his analysis HöfÍten
t977, s20f.).

Renaud assumes that the original place of w. 2f. is after 2: I l; cf.

Robertson, who separates w. 1, 4 from w. 2f.
Seybold 1989, 19-34, regards 3:8-l9a; 3:1, 4a;3'.2 and 2:2, 4-13 as the

oldest parts of the book. These poems would have been written in the first half

l l5
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of the seventh century and were united with the divine oracles 2: 14 and 3:5f.
shortly before the fall of Nineveh. In his opinion 3:7 and l9b are secondary.

Nogalski thinks that vv. l8f. were added together with l:ll-14 as a frame-
work for earlier material. He dates this edition around 612 BCE. He finds
traces of a post-exilic reshaping in w. l5a and l6b.

kscow 1995 reckons w. l-4, 12, 18Í- to the 'Grundtext,' w. 5f., 13-17
would be paÍ of the 'erste Fortschreibung,' but vv. l5b-17 could also be .eine

spàter glossierende Erweiterung' (p. 67).
One of the few things these theories have in common is the doubt about the

authenticity of w. 15-19. This cannot be taken away comptetely by the
sÍucrural analysis of the text, which for the rest demonstrates the coherence of
this chapter as a well-balanced unity with many connections to the previous
cantos (cf. Spronk 1995b, 185).

SCHOLARLY EXPOSITION (ID
EXEGESIS

canto III (3:l-19)
The final canto is probably best characterized by the inclusion. It begins with
a shoÍ song of lament and ends with the clapping of the hands as an act of
joy, emphasizing that the mouming over Nineveh is meant ironically. One
looks in vain for sympathy for the doomed city (v. 7). An inclusion is also
formed by the repetition of :t in w. 3f. and 16, by rhe paralel pair nr:lnn
(v. 5) ll '15o (v. 18), and by the contrasring :1o (w. 4, l8) and nfi (v. l9).
Another typical element of this unit is rhe rhetorical question (w. 7f., 17, lg).
Like the second canto, it consists of three subcantos with clearty sepaÍated
contents, with respectively 3 + 3, 2 * 2, and 3 + 3 strophes.

Subcanto III.A (3:t-7)
In this pan of fte text the poet uses the traditional prophetic form of the catt
introduced by .li, followed by a description of the cause for this ominous
woe-cry.r There is some difference of opinion about its demarcation. Some

lCf. C. Westermann, CruadÍorrncn prophetbch.t Rcde,Minchcn 1960, 136-142; E. CeÍsrenberger,
'Thc Woe-OrÀclcs of thc PÍophers," IBL 8l (1 2\ 249-263; R.f. CliffoÍd, "The Use of Àó) in the
Prophers,' C80 28 (196ó) 45E464; G. Wanle, '?) lid hóy,' Zlw'lE (19ó6) 2l5,2lE; w. Janzen,
MouminE Cry atd Woe Oracle (BZAW 125), Be in 1972; J. Vermeylen, Du prophète Isai. à
I'apocalyptiqu., vol. 2, Paris 197t, 603{52: R.E. Clcmcn6, 'The Form and Charictcr of rhe
PÍoph.tic Woc-Onclcs," knitics 8 (1982) 11-29; D.R. Hillen, "HöJ 

^tÀ 
Hóy-O.l,cles: A Neglecred

Syntactic Aspecl," me Wod oÍ the Inrd Sha Co Fonh (Fs D.N. FÍeedman, ed. C.L. Myers e( À1.),

Phifadelphia 1983, 185-188; M. KIieE, Todesbilder in Alten Testament, zjitich 1988, 420443.
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scholaÍs take w. l-3 as a unit (Vermeylen, o.c., 134), others vv. l-4 (Krieg,

o.c., 433), or w. l-7 (Westermann, o.c., l4O: lauen, o.c. , 70f.). The woe-

oracle as such seems to be restricted to v. l, although some see it extended to
v. 3 (Becking 1978, ll9) or v. 4 (Van der Woude; Achtemeier). The next
verse introduces the attackers (cf. 2:5) causing lhe reversal announced in this
prophecy: the bloody city shdl b€ filled with Öe blood of its own inhabitants
(v. 3b).'? Precisely the same phenomenon can be observed in the second

canticle of this subcanto. After the accusation that Nineveh is like a harlot and

a sorc€ress (v. 4), YHWH announces that He shall treat the city accordingly
(w. 5f.). Note also the use of 'l'x at the end (w. 3c, 7b). The coherenct of
this subcanto is also indicated by the parallel between'tl and the reference to
grief in v. 7, forming an inclusion. The downward sepaÍation is supported by

Hev. leaving a space after v. 7.1

Canticle I I I. A. i (31 l -3)
The accusation against Nineveh that it is a city of bloodshed (v. la) is bal-

anced by the announcement of a massacre within its walls (v. 3). This inclu-

sion is underlined by the external paÍallelism of o'D'] and r:D (cf. Isa. 34:3).

The middle strophe, describing the advance of a fearful army (w. 2a-3),

marks the transition from one to the other.

Strophe III. A. i. I (3 : l)
This strophe consists of two shoÍ bicola. It is clearly separated from the

context by 'li'1, a strong marker of the beginning of a new unit, and by lhe

chalge from Nineveh being addressed in the second person to its being

described here in the third person. The transition to the next strophe is marked

by the change of subject: from Nineveh to its attackers.

3:1a Ah, city of bloodshed,

all of her a lie!
t'rn is the common cry of mourning. In a prophetic oracle it is an ironic

announcement of the certain death that awaits the addressee (cf. H.-J. Zobel'

TWAT, ll,387f.). It can be compaÍed to the reaction of the queen's maidens

mentioned in 2:8, who are 'mouming like doves,' as if they were already

dead. The poet must have been inspired here by the related prophecy in Isa.

'1Scc on this'woc-(hÍ!at coDbiíetion' GeÍsicnbcrSeÍ, o.c., 253. wi$ ÍlgaÍd !o Nrh. 3 hc rcmarks

dlar lhc threat begins only in v. 5, but wilhin thc co ext of the book lhe vision of dest uction in vv.

2ff. was ccnainly also mcent as lhrÉal.
I I hav. to Ícrract my ..dier suSScstion iÍl Sprcnt t995b, lEo, Öat v. 7 is pan of $e next uÍrit. k

ca ot bc deíied thal thcre arc Íclations widl lhc next vcrsas (thc u§c of names aM the second pcrson

pcrsonal pronoun), but thc conncctions with thc prcvious vcrscs appcaÍ io be strongcÍ.
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l0:5ff, beginning with .11o* .ii; cf. also the use of rln in Isa. l:24 (with the
parallel trn) // o : cf. Nah. l: lf.).

DrÈl'irl, (öe plural denores blood that is shed) is also said of Jerusalem in
Ezek. 22:2:24:6, 9 (o.Dri rr!). It is nor likely rhar Nah. 3:l has to be
interpreted in the light of these occurrences as originally addressed to
Jerusalem, as suggested by Jeremias 1970, 20 (referring also to 2 Kgs. 2l:16;
24:4; atd let. 22:17). Instead, Ezekiel may have been inspired in this matrer
by Nahum and may have intended to indicate that Jerusalem has become like
the former capital of the Assyrians, with whom Israel had committed adultery
(as described in the chapter framed by the references to Jerusalem as a bloody
city: Ezek. 23:5ff.). The reference to the blood spilled by the Assyriani
reminds of YHwH being called an avenger in l:2. The blood of Assyria's
victims calls for revenge (cf. Ps. 79:10) and it is heard by yHwH who is
faithful to the covenant with his people and now shall bring bloody vengeance
upon their oppressors (Deut. 32:40-43; cf. also KAI 224:llf.).

The best parallel to on! is not found, as suggesred by Jeremias 1970,32f.,
in Hos. 7:3; l0:12f.; l2:1, but in ps. 59:3. The psalmist mentions enemies
being proud and deceitful and expresses his hope thar yHwH shall destroy
them. An example of Assyria's deception is found in Isa. 36:16f., where the
messenger of Sennacherib is making promises to Jerusalem that would ceÍain-
ly not be fulfilled, at rhe same time suggesring thar it is Hezekiah who is
misleading his own people.a

3:lb Of pillage full,
prey never lails to be present.

LXX {1ÀcQ101oeÍdr seems to derive D'Di from oDÈ, .to feel, touch,' (cf.
Pesh.); 4QpNaà renders o,rÈ' from DtE; the MT has to be interpreted as
imperf. qal of o.n.

The fact that the city is overloaded with goods (l.io // prD; cf. ps. 7:3)
taken from others, is the result of Assyria's bloodshed and lies. As was
remarked with 2:10, this is reminiscent of Assyrian kings boasting on the
riches taken from conquered lands. For instance, Ashurbanipal reports: ,The

whole territory of my land in its entirefy they frlled to its farthest border'
(Piepkom,82f.).

Strophe lll. A. i. 2 (3 :2-3a\
In this strophe we hear about the chariotry of the advancing army ready to

' Cf. also M.A. Klopfcnsrein, Die Liiec nach dem Aben Testamcnt. Ziirich 1964. 297f. In his
opinion o'D'l and qn: are 'die Obeöegriffe, welche das handels- wie das auBenpolitische Treiben des
AssyÍerrciches in den Augen Nahums verabscheuungswiirdig machen' (p. 298).
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spill the blood of the Ninevites. As in 2: I lb, the description is built up from
bottom to top. The first line is like a call for attention: hear them coming!
Then the poet describes what can be seen of the chariots, beginning wiö the
wheels, followed by the horses, the charioteers, and ending with the weapons

they are raising above their heads. The effect is enhanccd by assonance

involving the lener rei. Note also the alliteration with rí,ale and ftet in w. 3aB-
bA.

3:2a Sound of whip(s)
and sound of rattling wheel$).

The very short lines, without verbs and without the expected plural forms,
reminds one of the previous announcement of the coming attackers in 2:2b.
With Jerome and Abarbanel, some scholars suggest that vv. 2f. describe the

way in which the Assyrians attacked the nations of the world. (Eaton; Van der
Woude; Becking; Achtemeier: 'her military juggernaut'). Within the present

structure and because of the relations to 2:2b (cí. also 3:2b taking up 2:5) this

is unlikely. Moreover, it would be the only completely positive description of
Assyria's unbroken power in this book.

The reference to the frightening noise of the wheels coincides with the fact

that in the period of Sennacherib and Ashurbanipal the rims of the large

wheels of war chariots were studded with nail-heads (see the literature men-

tioned with 2:5; esp. Nagel, o.c., 60 with Pl. 50 and 5l).

3t2b And hors(es) galloping
and chaiot (s) bounding.

Compared to Íhe related 2:5, the indication of the place is missing. This
suggests that the chariots are all around, as if the poet wants us to imagine that

he is standing in the middle of the action. The root '1i1ï occurs only here and

in ludg. 5:22, in a passage, already mentioned before, suggesting military
suppoí from heaven (see the remarks on 2:l4a). It can be regarded as another

example of the poet deliberately associating the attackers of Nineveh with
YHwH and his heavenly host. The use of:n) in v. 3aB may point in the same

direction (cf. J.B. Geyer, W 37 Í19871 176f., about its 'mythological con-

text'). The prophet Joel seems to have been inspired by this verse when he

wrote about the Day of YHWH (cf. Joel 2:4f.).

3:3a Horsemen charging
and the flame of a sword

and the lightning of a spear.

A tricolon is a common marker of the end (or beginning) of a unit (cf.

Watson, CHP, 183). So there is no reason to suggest that a colon is missing
(cf. BflD, nor does the first line have to be dropped, as suggested by Van der

ll9
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\Voude.
This verse takes up 2:5b, as is especially clear in the repetition of p.1:.

CathcaÍt translates @tD with'span_trorse'.5 This would ceÍainly make more
sense, if he were right in connecting this line to the previous verse. However,
when we follow the division of the text as is indicated by the Masoretes, the
also attested meaning'rider' is more likely.

n'rÈ is a paÍ. hiph. of nbu and has an interesting paraltel in !er. 5l:27:
'bring up horses like bristling locusts.' This indicates that the poet may have
chosen this verb because of the coming comparison of the devastation with
devouring locusts in v. 15 (also in parallelism with the reference to a sword).6

The reference to the lighrning of a spear ('ïn'Jn pr:)7 in Hab. 3:l I is prob-
ably a quotation from Nahum (note also the parallels between Hab. 3:6, l0
and Nah. l:5; Hab. 3:8ff. and Nah. l:4; Hab. 3:16 and Nah. l:7).

Strophe I I I. A. i. 3 (3 :3b-c)
Every line of this strophe contains a reference to a corpse. In the previous
strophe it was as if the poet was standing amidst raging chariots, now he
seems Io be standing on the battlefield after the fight which left so many
dreadful traces. The poet has also connected this strophe with elements from
the previous chapter (note the use of if: and 5 isp I'Nt in 2: l0).

3:3b And. a great number of slnin
and a heaty mass of corpses.

This sad 'weight' (']rf) balances rhe weight of treasures that shall be taken by
the plunderers (2: lO).E !)n denotes the bodies of those who are pierced by
the swords and spears mentioned in the previous verse. ..t:D has the negative
connotation of being left unburied (cf. Isa. 14:19; 34:3 erc.). This horrible
sight reminds of curses in the Codex of Hammurabi: .May she (Ishrar) strike
down his warriors, water the earth with their blood. May she throw up a heap
of his warrior's bodies on the plain' (ANET, 179; TUAT, Ut,79); and in the
vassal treaties of Esarhaddon: 'May Ninurta, first of the gods, fell you with a
fierce arrow, and fill the plain with your blood, give your flesh to eagles and
vultures' (,4198f, 538- TUAT, ll2, 170; cf. also the Aramaic rrearies from

t Cathcan follows the suSgcstion by S. Mo*inckel, "D.iv. and/oÍ Ride in È. Old Tcsremcnr.- Iz
12 (1962\ 21t-29: esp. 2E9-295: cl also W.R. Amold, 'The \ryord dfp in the Old Tesrament,- ,/BL
24 (tm5) 45-53: esp. 4?.

ó Thc emcndation by M. KÍlntcl, ZWÍh 9 (1886) 27ó, who suggesrs readiÍg n'5, o.q.15. .Reirer

iib€r dir,' is not necessary.
7 See on the transletion of this aM similar expressions A. Schulz, U 23 (1935f.) 54f.
r See on óc parallel with :1 J.S. Kselman, "RB//KBD. A Ne{, HebÍew-Àkkadian Formulaic pair.-

w 29 (tn9\ ttÈtt4.
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Sfre; TUAT, ll2, 183, 185). It also recalls the boasting of Assyrian kings like
Ashurbanipal: 'Over al area three double-hours in length I filled the plain with
their corpses' (Piepkorn, 50f.).'

3:3c And there is no end to lhe bodies.
They stunble over their bodies.

The Masoretes indicate that we should read t5?)1, perf. qal, instead of the

written !)q::, imperf. qal, or ili):, niph. Most scholars follow the Ketib.
The Qere can be regarded as an atÍempt to harmonize v. 3c with v. 3b. The
subject of the verb is the same as ín 2:6. The Assyrians are stumbling over the

bodies of their slain compatriots. The plural suffix third person sing. is the

same as in 2:ll, where it is also used at the end ofa canticle and without
clear antecedent in the near context. There is no need to delete the final mem

(cf. BHg or the entirc final line (JPM Smith et al.).ro The LXX renders the

last words toi6 ËOveorv cÖti1q, relating it to 'u, 'nation.' This can be ascribed

to the same tendency to differentiate as was noticed in the tÍanslation of l:4.

Canticle II I. A. ii (3:4-7)
This canticle, introducing the new element of hadotry, can be compared to the

two previous canticles. Like canticle II.C.ii (2:12-14), it uses a metaphor

denoting the sins of the city and introduces the divine pronouncement with that

same metaphor (2:14 ll 3:5\. Like canticle III.A.i (3:l-3), it describes a

reversal of roles: the city made rich by the shedding of blood shall be filled
with the corpses of its own inhabitants; the harlot seducing others to shameful

conduct is now made to a shame herself. Both start with the accusation.

Usually v. 4 is connected with w. l-3 as giving the reason for the massive

slaughter, but this was already given in v. l. A connection with the previous

verses is also contradicted by the more cleat parallels with w. 5f. Note the

external parallelism n // nltP (v. 5b; cf. Hos. 4:18), the repetition of E'1)

(vv. 4bA, 5bB), and the pamllels with Jer. l3:22b in both v. 4 (frÈ) and v. 5

(tru nb». Another important binding element is the use of the root ;lLr in w.
5b, 6 and 7a.

Strophe III. A. ii. I (3 : 4)
This unit is bound together by the rcpeated parallel pair n)t // tlo:.

e Ercavators found ncar onc of thc gares of aÍcic Ninevch skelctons of morÉ than a dozen pcÍsoís

killed r| thc time of thc íinel sie8e. Acmrding to àem. this 'rEcalls' N.h. 3:3 (SEonach 1992,232\,
but such 'sccncs of camagc' can be found, of coursc, ií almost cvcry coquerrd city.

r0 Van der Woude suggests tha! i( is a gloss attemptilg to explain lhc t'ansition from corpses to

harlony. ln this gloss ;1'1) would have a scxual connotation as in lalar HebÍlw: '(hey arÉ fallen bccause

of öeiÍ (serually heated) bodies.'

t2t
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3z4a Because oÍ the numcrous harloties oÍ the harlot,
good oÍ Brace, mistess of sorceies.

Power is attractive (cf. Ezek. 23) and the Assyrians used this well-known
phenomenon to increase their might by holding out the false hope to other
peoples that they could share in its revenues. The good example of this in 2
Kgs. l8 was already noted above in connection with v. I ('all of her a lie').
One could also think of the rewards given to foreign rulers who submitted
themselves to the king of Assyria (cf. Keller 1972, 413t.). Evenrually, the
costs would ahvays outweigh these temporary benefits. She who seems to be
very attractive ('good of grace') at first, will turn out to be 'a mistress of
sorceries.' It is cenainly no coincidence that both expressions remind one of
what was said in the first chapter of YHWH: He is good (l:7), but also 'a lord
of anger' (i1Èn t»). In this way the poet shows again that the conflict is
primarily between YHWH and the Assyrians, represented by their proud
capital, who pretended that they could withstand Him (l:9). So rhis accusarion
is a good introduction to the repeated challenge by Yuwu in v. 5.

3:4b Selling nations for her harloties
and lamilies for her sorceies.

The normal meaning of ifD qal, 'to sell for,' is disputed in this context,
because it seems unlikely that a harlot should sell the nations for her own
harlotry (Cathcan). For this reason BIIS (with Horst et al.) suggests reading
n::)n5il, 'who ensnares.' Other proposals are n:]F)n,:l .who surrounds,
(Sellin); n:tt9èn, 'who makes drunken'(Marti et al.); and n::tflpD, .who is
known'(Dalood l97l; CarhcaÍ). A more simple solution would be the
connection with Arab. nnhara, 'to deceive' (Hitzig; Van Hoonacker; Goslin-
ga; Junker; D.W. Thomas, .rIhS 37 11936) 388f. and "I7,S NS 3 Ít95?l214),
or to understand the verb in the sense of'to make merchandise of'(patterson,
referring to AI*ad. nal«dru). None of these suggestions is convincing. .tfD
can be explained with its normal meaning, when we compare this text with
Joel 4:3: 'who gave a boy for a harlot (n)xt) and sold (: i.l:D) a girl for
wine.' The poet may have wanted to indicate that for Nineveh her harlotry and
sorceries were more important than nations and families (cf. the use of these
words as parallel pair in Jer. 10:25; Ezek. 20:32; Ps. 22:28f .). Here the
spectmm is widened. Nineveh is not only condemned for the Assyrian
oppression of Judah; Assyria was a menace to all peoples of the ancient Near
East. Therefore, they shall also all join Judah in celebrating the downfall of
Nineveh (3:19; cf. 2: l).

'Harlotry and sorceries' was probably a general indication of refutable
activities; cf. 2 Kgs. 9:22 about the many (ll; cf. Nah. 3:4a) harlotries and

sorceries of Jezebel. They represent two different aspects of evil power.
Harlotry denotes the ability to seduce others, sorcery denotes the possibility of
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forcing one's will upon the other. The fust can be related to Nineveh as an
atÍractive city, the second to the idea so often expressed in Assyrians texts that
they had the mightiest gods on their side. One could think here of the many
curses added to the vassal treaties mentioning all kinds of supematural
sanctions on breaking the treaty (Keller 1972, 414; Höffken 1977,281).

Strophe I I I. A. ii. 2 (3 : 5-6)
The central theme of this strophe is the stripping of the lady, harlot Nineveh.
Comparing these verses with the related 2:14, one notes an expansion: the
pronouncement of 2:l4a is fotlowed by two bicola; in 3:5a the same words are

followed by two tÍicola.

3:5a 'Behold, I am against you,'
pronouncemcnt oÍ YHwH oÍ hosts.

See the remarks on 2:14a. As in 2:14, it can be read here as a reaction to the
previous strophe describing the evil power of Nineveh. Only an opponent like
YHWH can stop her.

3:5b 'And I shall uncover your pivate parts up until your face
and I shall let nations stare at your nakedness

and kingdoms at your shamc.'
The threat matches the evil as described in v. 4. The initiative shall be taken

from the harlot. She shall be stripped; not to show her beauty, but to put her
to shame. Then there shall be nothing left of her former power and pride. The

nations that were once surrendered to her mercy now watch how she has

become powerless in the hand of YHWH. ltd denotes the genitalia (cf. L.
Eslinger, l4l'45 [1995] 154f.). ''l':D 5! ti indicates that the clothes shall be

lifted up so high that the whole body shall be exposed. So the LXX rendering
tilroxcÀórfo rà öríoo oou èni tà npóoarnóv oou, 'I shall uncover your

bunocks in your presenc€,' is an understatement. Parallels of this punishment

can be found in Jer. l3:26f.; Ezek. l6:37f.; 23:10, 29; Hos. 2:12; cf. also

Iam. l:8f.; and the Aramaic treaty of Sfre (TUAT, U2, 182; Hillers 1964,

s8ff.).
In her interpretation of this passage Sanderson rightly notes 'the appropriate-

ness of the punishment. Since Nahum had depicted Nineveh's treachery in
terms of female sexuality, it felt quite fitting to him to depict it§ punishment in
terms of the sexual violence of a man against a woman. As her sexual conduct

had been 'shameless., she would now be treated 'shamefully.' (Sanderson

1992, 220). She also argues that the poet would have missed 'the special irony

of his personification of Nineveh as a woman,' ignoring the fact that women

usualty had noÖing to do wiih the brutal Assyrian conquests. Their only role

was that of captives who werc usually raped. She concludes that there is
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'surely something perverse about Nahum's personification' (p. 219). In
defense of the poet, however, it should be remarked, that this possible
negative sexual connotation was not intended. He was fully aware of the dire
fate awaiting most women of a conquered city (see the remarks on 2:8). He is
never positive about violence itself and describes it as coming from Nineveh
and now retuming to the city by the violence of the attackers acting in the
same way as the Assyrians.

3:6 'And I shall throw rthh at you
and I shall make you contempÍible

and make you a spectacle.'
Now that she is exposed, she is clad with dirt, because this better represents
her true nature than her former outward appearance of beauty. fPu (Mur.
F]po) is usually related to the detested idols of other gods. Although it is used

differently here, one does not have to assume a completely different ('pro-
fane') meaning, as suggested in HAL, 1514. As was remarked above, Nineveh
is pictured as using supernatural powers (sorceries) and as a rival of Ysws.
Throwing ErBpD at her is like scolding her for being derestable like other
pagan gods. The verb ):: pi. can be interpreted in the same way, because in
Deut. 32:15 it is used of Israel despising its own God and following others.

The interpretation of 'N'l: as an example to look at, is supported by the
Yersions; cf. LXX reading eiq ncp&öerypc. The Tg. renders v. 6aC: 'and I
will make you repugnant in the eyes of all who see you.' This suggests that
the tÍanslator also related this word to rRï/r!rl, 'excrement,' or read il'ilN:
(cf. 4QpNah) from 'rN:, 'to be ugly' (cf. Weiss 1963f., 437t R.P. Gordon,
RdQ 8 Í1974j 126: and Gordon 1994, 68f.). A translation with 'dung,' as

suggested by Rashi and Qimchi, would offer a good parallel to Drcpu, but the
relation with ;''1N1, to see,' is supported by the use of this verb in vv. 5 and
7.rr It can also be compared to the treatment given by Ashurbanipal to
Elamite nobles 'who had spoken in great disrespect against the gods of
Assyria.' These Elamites were flayed, their flesh was cut off and they were
carried about 'to be gazed at by the whole land of Assyria' (Luckenbill, 335).

Strophe II I. A. ii. 3 (3:7)
The two bicola constituting this strophe are ananged chiastically: the first and
the last line speak to Nineveh (lnD // "lb). So it is not necessary ro read with
the LXX n), as suggested in the BF/S. The MT is also supported by Mur. The
middle lines speak of Nineveh in the third person (ni)tt // 5). Note the

rrFor the same rcason the suggestion by G.R. Drive.,./fiS 41 (1950) 1?2f., reading ;1nJ!, .as 
a

woman in menstruation.'has to be rejected,
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repetition of the letter dalet in the first three lines.

3t7 A, 'And ít shaU be that everyone who sees you will flee from you
and sa!: "Nineveh is devastated".'

The normal situation was that the sight of the approaching Assyrian army
made people flee (cf. Isa. 10:31). Instead, it shall be the misery of their
capital that makes people want to get out of the way (cf. Ps. 3l : l2). No one
shall be willing to offer help. One shall only establish as a fact that it is all
over with Nineveh. The name of Nineveh is used sparingly in this book. It is

certainly no coincidence that it is mentioned here in this purely negative

context, indicating that nothing of the former name and fame shall be left.
According to the BHS, rDN] is probably a gloss. Note, however, the clear

parallel in Mic. 2:4 (Renaud 1987, 207). This is also pan of a woe-oracle
combined with a divine announcement of doom and followed by a description
of the coming mourning: tlld) 'rl'1d lDx.

3:7B '"V,/ho will gàeve for her?"
tàlhere can I fnd comforters for you?'

The first (rhetorical) question comes from the spectators. The subject of the
second line is the same as in w. 5f. The verbs ï1: and Enl are also used

together in Ps. 69:21; Job 2:lll 42:ll. lt Isa. 5l:19 we find similar ques-

tions, with the same verbs and the same subjects, concerning Jerusalem. This
text was certainly influenced by the book of Nahum (note also the use of ïD
and :tn; cf. Nah. 3:3; and the parallel between Isa. 5l:20 and Nah. 3:10 and

l:2'2; cf. also Jer. l5:5 and Ps. l19:82). The verb on) reminds the reader of
the name of the prophet (E]n» mentioned in the heading, where it is also used

next to lhe name of Nineveh. This points to a pun on the name of the prophet:

the message of Nahum is meant as a comfoÍ to the peoples oppressed by the

Assyrians.rr His only message to Nineveh is summarized in the previous
verse: it shall be devastated.

Subcanto 111.8 (3:8-l l)
Like the middle paÍ of the second canto, it consists of two canticles that are

shoner than the rest (with two instead of three strophes). They can also be

compared with regard to their contents: subcanto II.B described ihe contrast

l' Armerding ard Johnston 1992,3l2ff., Íe8ard NaI. 3:7 as an ironic allusion to Isa. 51 depicling
the desttuction of rcausalem by th. Assyriens. TÏis is basad oÍl the conviction that the entiÍe book of
Isaiah was composed in thc ciShth cenEry BcE; cf. also Goslinga, 134.

'r wildcbocr l9O2 translales on) wilh 'das tricheÍmahl veransalten.' This suggestion says much

about thc discussion in the bcginning of lhis ccnNry aboul thc clh of the deed, but attributes little to a

better undeasÍanding of the text.
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between tlte attackers and the attacked; subcanto III.B points out that there is
no difference between No-of-Amon, conquered by the Assyrians, and theiÍ
own capital. The second canticle gives tïe answer to the question of the first.
The coherence of the unit is underlined by the tricolon at the end balancing the
tricolon in the beginning and by the contrast indicated by j.t.trr, ,help(er),' at
the end of the first, and :.'lta, 'enemies,' at the end of the second canticle (cf.
the use of these words next to each other in Deut. 33:29).

Canticle I II. B. i (3 :8-9)
These two suophes are characterized by the many names. They describe the
former strength of No-of-Amon.

Strophe I II. B. i. 1 (3:8)
Note the different references to water, making No-of-Amon a seemingly
invincible forfess.

3:8a Will you do bener than No-of-Amon,
dwelling at the rtvers,

('h)ith) waters surrounding her?
The word fD was used before to denote YHWH as offering a shelter in times
of distress (l:7), whereas 3:4 speaks of Inn:ro, the beaury of Nineveh
proving to be no more than its outward appearance. Nineveh is no match to
YHWH. Now the comparison is made with another city, representing another
mighty empire (v. 9). 'lQ.n seems to be a combination of qal ('fp'F) and
hiph. (tl.p'n; cf. 4QpNah) of rhe verb )ë, (HAL,390; cf. GK §70e). The
hiph., 'to do it better,' is more likely than a question with qal, ,are you
better,' because the hiph. places the moment of comparison in the fuore.
rJy'hen looking at the past, the answer could simply have been that Nineveh has
proven to be superior to the capital of rhe Egyptians; for the Assyrians had
conquered it and had filled Nineveh with its tÍeasures (cf., e.g., Rudolph and
Van der Woudera).

'llDN N)(È) is rendered in different ways in the Versions, indicating rhat its
identification was problematic. The LXX seems to mingle ftree possible
Íanslations of *)n: &ppoocr 1op6(v éroíprcocr pepíöc, Aptov, .Tune 

a
chord, make ready a portion, Amon.' The first word suggests a connection
with lp§, 'artisan,'the second with lD, 'string,'the third with Aram. :]0, ,to

r'Van der Woudc rcfers in this connection lo a Ílmark by Wellhausen, but Wellhausen rejccted a
translation of ,:ornn with 'wiÍd es dir trcsser gehen.' In his opinion Nah. 3:8 refers nor to the
dcstÍuction of Thebcs by the Assyrians, but to a latcr onc, during thc p€riod of the siege of Nineveh by
the Medes. A.B. EhÍlich, Randglo$.n zw Hcbtàischen Bibct, Li.ipzi9 1912, Vol. 5, 297, sp€aks of an
'Unform' and suggests rEading .)qniï,'willsr du iiberlebeÍ.'
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make ready' (cf. GLES,97), the fourth \r,ith n:Ë, 'ponion.' It is very unlikely
that the tÍanslator was here faced with a dittographic Hebrew text, as sug-

gested by Harrison 1988, ó6, n. 10. We have to assume that the first two
words were originally written in the margin as an alternative translation. Some

MSS show the attempt to restore the original situation by adding èroípcoct
pepíöc at the beginning of the line. The MT is supported by Aq. (p1rr
cyc0uvlq urep cporv), Symm. (p1 xpsrooov el ou ÍÍ16 cgr,:v), and Theod.
(er ou rcl.1 unep cpr^rv). Some MSS have the name cpp<ov. All these transla-

tions do not seem to render x:. It is not cleaÍ what the Greek translators had

in mind with cp(p)tov. Because of the use in ler. 46'.25 (LXX 26:25), it was

probably related to Egypt. Jerome remarks that it could not allude to Ammon
or the Ammonites and suggests an identification with Alexandria, relating 'l'll!l{

to llnii, 'crowd': 'Alemndia populorum': cf. Tg. and Midrash Rabba Gen.

t : I : 'the great Alexandria.' The Pesh. renders 'Jawan of Ammon.' For a long

time the identification with Alexandria represented the common view (e . g . ,

Rashi: Qimchi; Calvin). It was still defended by Happel and Van Doorslaer
1949, but already questioned by t uther. He translates 'No, the city of crafts-
men' and remarks that the prophet spoke 'about some ancient, outstanding,
very noble, and very powerful city - either about ancient Thebes, which they
said had a hundred gates, or about the best foÍified city of Ethiopia which
they say was very strong and well-known, located in the delta of the Nile.'r5
He derived the possible reference to Thebes from Homer's Iliad 9, 38lff.ró
and the reference to the Ethiopian city from Josephus, Antiquitates, II, 10, 2.

Since a reference to Alexandria seems to be an anachronism, Kalins§
suggested an identification with another city in the Niledelta. He was followed
in this respect by Kreenen and Spiegelb€rg. The latter challenges the growing
consensus after the discovery of the Assyrian annals that No was Thebes. In
his opinion Nahum's description does not fit the situation of this site.rT This
aÍgument against the identification with Thebes is convincingly counteÍed by
Schneider 1988: the plural È'1N'denotes the different courses of the Nile (cf.

Isa. 7:18; Ps. 78:44). Before the building of the modern dams near Assuan the

't OÍr this and other examples of Luther's keen insiSht in lopogriphical matters, see G. KrÀuse,

Studien u bíh.rt Aurl.gung d.r klcii.n Prcph4.n, Tírbingen 1 2, 157-161 TÏc quohtion is frcm

fic srcoÍd vcrsion of Luthcr's commcntary: WA 13, 390. Ií thc fiÍst vc.sion, p. 365, wc also find $e
impoíent Íamark lh.at (lh€ ÍaíÉ o0 Alcxandrie eppeaN latca than the Prophacy of Nahum. We also

hear morE of the Ethiopian city: il is Saba, loceted at lhc riv€rs. This ÍÍrak.s morc scn§c than the delta

lin paluda, Ín,entj'oned in thc other veasion-

'í Cf. w. Bu*eí. 'Das hurdcmorigc Thebcn uÍd dic Daticn nt dcs llias,- wi?r.r sÍldi.n E9 (NF

l0) (1976) s-2r.

'? W. Spiegelbcrg, Àgyptisch. Randglots.n ltm Ab.rt T.stam4!' t ipziS l9O4' 3l-3ó. olher

idcnriÍications aÍÉ pÍopos.d by Chcync, C8, l67f': dlc Noíh Arebic city Rchoboó' and Riessler:

Babylon.
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Nile streamed in three courses past Thebes and there were five islands in the
Nile in this area. See on Er as a reference to inundation, the remarks on v. 8b.

The city of Thebes is mentioned here with its Egyptian name nlrl, which
simply means 'the city.'r8 Its real name was lrisr, often used with the epithet
n/rÍr, 'victorious.' The designation with 'city' was due to the fact that for a

long period it was the only important town in Eg)?t. With the emergence of
Memphis in the northern part of Egypt, as the new residence of the king,
Thebes lost much of its political importance. Instead, it became a religious
centre, as the city of the god Amon, as is still apparent in the presence of the
enormous temples in Luxor and Karnak. After the defeat of the Egyptian army
by the Assyrians in Memphis in 663 BCE the taking of Thebes was not
surprising. In the reports the emphasis is not on the military accomplishment,
but on the gathering of an enormous amount of booty, including two magnifi-
cent obelisks. The capture of Thebes was primarily symbolic, as it marks 'the
pinnacle of Assyrian achievement in Egypt' (Grayson 1991, 144). The
campaign against Egypt, culminating in the sack of Thebes, had also a great
impact on the many countries the Assyrian army had to cross. Ashurbanipal
mentions in his repon no less than twenty-two kings, including Manasseh
('king of laudi'), who 'brought their rich gifts before me and kissed my feet.'
They also had to attribute soldiers to the Assyrian forces (Luckenbill, 340f.).
So Ashurbanipal's victory over Thebes had also cost Judah a lot. It must have
been felt as part of the Assyrian yoke.

The city of Thebes could also be indicated in Hebrew with N: (Jer. 46:25;
Ezek. 30:14). The qualification as the city of the god Amon expresses not only
its importance, but also hints at a possible Assyrian idea of the supremacy of
their gods.

The third line is usually regarded as a gloss (cf. BII§). According to
Rudolph, it disturbs the metre and probably alludes to a reinterpretation of No
as relating to Alexandria. However, this phrase is a normal parallel to v. 8aB
(cf. Isa. 19:8; 23:3; ler. 46:7f.) and can be explained as a deliberate expan-
sion of the first verse of the unit. See for the expression i5:.:o JM §103b.

3:8b Wose rdmpart was the sea,

of the sea her wall.
These lines, in chiastic structure, have troubled many interpreters, because
they seem to suggest a location of Thebes near the sea. There are also some
textcritical problems. It is not necessary to read with 4QpNah i5.n, as

rr On this name and on the way it was taken over in Hebrew, see W. Vycichl. 'Agyprische
OÍsnamen in der Bibel," ZIS 16 (1940) 79-93; esp. 82-88. This name was also used in Akkad. zi-j.
Cf. also R. Sradelmann, 'Theben," L{, yl, 465473.
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suggested in the BHS and by most commenBtors, because the suffix of the
paÍallel nnDln can be regarded as having a double dury (cf. GD §3, Rem. 3).
Q'was erroneously omitted in Mur. (haplography). O'D (= Or + lD), was read
as 'water' (o.ti) in the LXX, Hev., Pesh. , Vulg. , and some later HebÍew
MSS. It was accepted as the better reading by most scholars. Rudolph pro-
poses reading D:'n, 'waters of the sea.' Both suggestions can be regarded as

simplifications of the MT, which is difÍicult but not impossible. CTAT,817f.,
assumes a compÍfative: 'b€tter than a sea,' but it is more likely to assume the
common paÍitiye meaning of lË. This verse has a parallel in an Assyrian
description of Esarhaddon who speaks of'kings living in the sea, whose walls
are the sea and whose outerwall is the flood' (cf. P.R. BeÍger, UF 2 Í1970)
346). We have to think here of cities like Tyre. In Nah. 3:8, however, E. is
used as a parallel to l ). It can be compared to the prophecy in Isa. l9:5ff.
against Egypt announcing that the Nile shall dry up. There we also find next
to each other the words or, '1i1:, and 'ix'. In Nah. 3:8b o. probably refers to
the regular inundations of the Nile (cf. JPM Smith; Schneider 1988, 65-68; et
al.) and not to the Mediterranean and/or Red Sea, as suggested by those
scholars who assume that Thebes served as a symbol for Egypt as a whole (S.

Morcna, BHH, III, 1316; Keller; Nogalski 1993b, I l9). Also the suggestion
by Coggins, that tr' 'summons up the idea of Yam, the primordial sea whose
power is overthrown by YHwH,' and that 'the themes of creation and deliver-
ance at the Red Sea are woven together' (cf. also Haldar and Balaban 1962,
235), probably makes too much of this word.

Stophe III.B.i.2 (3:9)
These two bicola are chaÍacterized by the use of t\vo times two names in the
first line. Note the same rhythm: a shon name, followed by a name with a

plural ending.

3:9a Cush was her strenglh and Egypt
and there was no end.

This verse describes the seemingly limidess power of Thebes; cf. the use of

and the words are, therefore, connected with the next line: oux ëon nópc6
ÍÍlc öuyÍlc, 'there is no end to the flight,' reading EbD instead of MT olD
(GELS,24».te Egypt and Cush were alties and are also mentioned as

'' J. Simons, "The ,Table of Narions. (Gcncsis l0): Its GeneBl StlucoÈ and Meaning," OI5 l0
(1954) 155-lE4 (Íeprintcd in 'l Srudied Insctiptíons Íron beÍor. th. Flood.' Aicie Neor Ea§rém,
Utcrury, and Unguistic Approachcs to Gencsis I-II (ed. R.S. Hess, D.T. Tsumurà), Winona l,akc
1994, 234-253\, esp. 183, ÍeconstÍucts on the basis of the LXX Às rhe original Hcbrew text
oDSnrPlxr aÍd translates'Phurians aÍd Lubians wirhour numbcÍ w€rc rhy helpcrs,'but lhis is
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enemies of Assyria in Isa. 20:4f. In fact, the campaign of Ashurbanipal was
primarily aimed against Cush (cf. Spalinger 1974,321,325).

It is not necessary Ío add a nappiq to nÈi! (cf. BFIS), because the ending
can be interpreted as a rare form of the third person fem. suffix (JM §94h).

3:9b Put and Libyans
were her help.

The context forces us to read (with LXX, Pesh., and most commentators)
nort9l with a first person fem. sing., instead of the second person sing. in
the MT, suggesting that Put and the Libyans were on the side of the Assyrians
(Van Doorslaer 1949,286). It is unlikely that No-of-Amon is addressed here
(Goslinga), nor can it be compared with the changes of suffixes in v. 7
(CathcaÍt; Patterson; cf. also Spronk 1995b, 180), because here a similar clear
indication of the antecedent is missing. We have to assume that a scribe
erroneously regarded the to him unknown peoples of Put and Libya as

Assyrian allies.
Put is mentioned next to Cush in Jer. 46:9; Ezek. 30:5: and 38:5. It is

probably just another name for Libya (cf. Simons, OfS 10, l80ff.). Original-
ly, it may have denoted a pan of Libya. It is interesting ro note that on rhe
relief from Nineveh picturing a siege of an Egyprian (border?) town (,{NEP,
Pl. 5; cf. Brunner 1952f.) the defenders of the city appear to be Libyans. P.D.
Miller, UF 2 (1970) 167f., suggests a connecrion with Ugar. gzr and rranslates
'as your might,' but this remains uncenain, whereas the traditional translation
offers a better description of the role of the Libyans.

Canticle I.B.ii (3: l0-l l)
The beginning of the first strophe, N.iT!), is balanced by nN-E: introducing
the second. These words also perfectly summarize the contents of this canticle:
eventually there will be no difference between No and Nineveh.

Strophe I .B.ii.I (3:lO)
These two long bicola describe the bitter end of No with all its inhabiranrs.
Note the external parallelism of.)oi) ll Etprl and n'55!, // i.tll:, the repeti-
tion of l:, and the assonance with the letter glmel.

3:10a Sàe too went inío exile in captiity.
her children too were dashed to pieces at the head oÍ all streets.

graftnaticdly difficult aÍd does nol Ír§llt, as is sarcd by Simons, in two peícct parallcl stichoi.
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The repeated panicle E, has in this context the force of 'nevertheless.'m The
poet gives no special details about what happened in 663 BCE. He merely
describes the normal procedure with a conquered city and its inhabitants. The
annals of Ashurbanipal say little about the people of Thebes. The emphasis is
on the booty, including men and women, taken from the city (see the remarks
on 2: l0).

The threat with exile appears in curses of treaties, foÍ instance, in the treaty
of Esarhaddon with king Baal of Tyre: 'May Melqan and Eshmun deliver
your land to destruction, your people to b€ depoíed' (,,{ÀEI, 534); cf. also
Deut. 28:36. A good example of this practice is, of course, the exile of the
Israelites by Shalmaleser after the sack of Samaria (2 Kgs. 17:6). Instead of
it:, 4QpNah and Pesh. read n)1t;t:, which is normal in connection with
'lti (cf. Jer. 48:11; 49:3 etc.). The poet probably used this uncommon
constÍuction to maÍk the difference with 'fd: in the same line. ln Isa. 20:4
both words are also used next to each other and also in a description of the

defeat of Egypt and Cush by the Assyrians.
The cruel tÍeatmetu of the children was not exEptional (cf. 2 Kgs. 8:12;

Isa. 13: 16; Hos. l0: 14; 14: l; Ps. 137:9; and for 'the heads of the streets' as a

public place of misery Isa 5l:20; Lam. 2:19: and 4:1). It was pan of the

deliberately practised terror, intended to frighten the beaten enemies so much
that they would not daÍe to rise again against Assyria. It was also a means of
exterminating a future generation.

It is not necessary to change tDE']'(imperf.) into !oE'l (perf. ), as suggested

in the 8llS, because the imperf. between the perf. forms can be explained as

denoting that the action took place at lhe same time (cf. I1,4.L, I141).

3:lub And for her nobles they cast the lol
and all her great ,nen were bound in chains.

Casting the lot suggests that the prisoners were distributed as slaves among the

victorious soldiers; cf. Joel 4:3 (also mentioned in connection with Nah. 3:4!)
and Ob. ll. The LXX renders l]'if:É! with Ëni n(Ívru rà övöo(c cÖtlc,
'upon all her glorious objects.' Apparently, the translator misunderstood the

use of 'r:: as referring to persons and added 'all,' emphasizing the parallel

with the next line. The second line has a parallel in Ps. 149:8; cf. also Job

3ó:8. Even more interesting is the comparison with Isa. 45:14 speaking of
Egypt and Cush coming to Israel in chains. The poet probably used the

uncommon verb 2nt because of the assonance with tr'Pll.

'Cf. C.J. kbuschaSnc, "Thc Emphasizing PeÍticle G,{,tí alld i§ Conootations," Studia Biblica et

Szrrdtica (Fs Th.C. vriezrn), wegcningcn l!X6, 193-203; .sp- 201.
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Strophe I .B.ii.2 (3:Il)
Short, but powerful, in only one tricolon and with much smaller lines than the
surrounding verses, this strophe puts Nineveh in its place: it is not better than
the cities conquered by the Assyrians. The repeated ntt.Et functions as an
inclusion.

3:11 You too will become drunk,
you will be darkened,

you too will seek shelter from the enemy.

The connection with the previous strophe by repeating ol enhances the
similarity of what happened to No and what will happen to Nineveh (cf. GD

§143a). r:o is usually associated with the concept of YswH letting his
enemies drink from his 'cup of anger'; cf. Isa. 5l:17-23; esp. 21; Jer. 25:15-
29: esp.27; Ezek.23:32ff.: Ob. 16; Hab. 2:16; Lam.4:21. It is remarkable,
however, that all these texts are younger than the book of Nahum.2r There-
fore, it is reasonable to consider another possible explanation of this simile.
The phrase 'seeking shelter from the enemy' reminds one of the confession in
l:7, that YHWH is'a shelter in the day of distress.' Apparently, the poet
wanted to emphasize in this way the contrast between Judah and Nineveh.
Something similar can be assumed conceming the use of the verb o5u (see for
the translation 'to darken' HAL,789l' Hitzig; Balaban 1962, 237). This has a
parallel in 1:8 saying that YHWH pursues his enemies into darkness. Could
lfD, then, be connected to 1:10 comparing the enemies with beer drinkers?
Unfornrnately, the interpretation of l:10 is open to debate. This association,
however, is supponed by the fact that l:7, 8 and 10 belong to the same

canticle. The references, in reversed order, to the first chapter could have
been meant to underline that this misery for Nineveh is coming from YHWH.
If it is true that this verse can be explained from within the context of the
book itself," it is also interesting to look again at the texts mentioned above
about the 'cup of anger.' Some of them may have been influenced by Nahum.
Note the words ]È1Pn xt1 in ler. 25'.27 (cf. Nah. l:9); the many parallels to
the book of Nahum in Isa. 51:17-23 (see the remarks on 3:7; cf. also 'if.L in
v. 23, used in the same way as in Nah. 2:1; 3:19); and the use of 1tb2 and
']rf in Hab. 2:16 (cf. Nah. 3:5, l0).

The given interpretation of this verse may at least have made clear that it is

I Cf. H.A. Brongers, "Der Zomesbecher,- OfS 15 (1969) l'77-192. ln his opinion i( is first
attested in Jer. 25:25 and Hab. 2:15f. He does nol discuss Nah. 3:ll 'hinsichdich des unsicheren

Textbesàndes' (p. 179, n. 3). Cf. also C.H. Comill, ZAW 2'l (lm?) 101f.; G. Mayer, rw,4f, fV,
l09ff., suggests thar the origin of the metaphor is to be found in the cult; cf. Ps. 75:9.

11 It cannot be excluded that the poet was inspired by texts like Ps. 16:5; 23:5; 75:9, but it is

difricult to date these songs.
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not necessary to emend the text (cf. CTAT,818). Duhm l9ll, 106, suggests
reading trl?i, 'your will be shattered' (cf. AIl,§); Driver 1938, 271, et a1.:
."!lPl.l, 'you will hire yourself out'; BFls: i'lDI?:, 'be destroyed' (cf. Tg.);
CathcaÍt: in?U), 'become young again.' Florit 1932 suggess translating the
last line 'you will seek shelter wilr the enemy,' as a reference to the Assyrians
accepting help from Egypt against the Babylonians and Medes after the fall of
Nineveh. This is contradicted by the parallel in l:7. It also suggests an
unlikely late date of the book.

subcanto I I I. C (3: 12-19)
The final paÍt of the book focuses again on the city of Nineveh. In two
canticles with three strophes each, it describes the weakness and end of the
city as a stronghold together with its iohabihnts. The rrvo parts :ue connected
by the use of 'lÈ, (w. 13 and l8), which only occurs in this part of the book.
It is chaÍacterized by the many similes (fig trees, v. 12; women, v. 13;

locusts, v. 15; stars, v. 16; shepherds, v. l8).

Canticle IIl.C.i (3: l2-15)
The emphasis is here on the strongholds of the city ('l'13t1!, w. 12 and l5):
they are weak. Attempts to strengthen them will be of no avail. They shall be

destroyed completely, as indicated by the repeated use of 9!ta (w. 12, 13 and

15), forming an inclusion on the level of stÍophes.

Stophe III.C.i.l (3: l2-13)
In relatively long lines this bicolon and tricolon describe the weakness of the

stronghold, the defenders and the gates. Note the use of the rnaqqef. It occurs

no less than three times in this strophe. By closely connecting the words,
taking the main stress from the fiÍst word, it reduces the contrast between

these extra long lines and the shoíer ones.

3ll2 All your strongholds are fig tees with rtrsFipe rtgs.
Wen they are shaken, they fall into the mouth oÍ the eater.

The simile of the early ripe fig, that is, early obtained and not collected with
the other figs and swifdy eaten, is also found in Isa. 28:4. There it symbolizes
the coming doom of Samaria. It is expanded here by making it a plural
connected with the strongholds. Some scholars suggest that we have to think
here of forts outside the city (e.g., Layard 1874, 374; Jeremias 1895, 99;
Feuchtwang 1897, 388f.; Davidson; Goslinga; cf. Rudolph: 'Grenzfestungen').
However, the use of the same word in v. l4 makes it more likely that the poet

meant lhe fonresses protecting the wall and especially the gates of Nineveh
(Wellhausen; MaÍti; Van der Woude).

trI, is usually changed into ïDU, 'your people,' or even ltlv, 'your cities'

133
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(cf. BHS rnd IIAL,795), because of rhe uncommon use of EI and the lacking
parallelism. However, none of these emendations is supponed by the Ver-
sions. Moreover, Etr, 'with,' is attested in I Sam. 16:12: 17:42: Z Sam. 1..24:
and Cant. 4:13. Wren it is accepted that the poet felt free to use relatively
long lines, just as he sometimes used very short ones, the two cola of v. 12
appear to be perfectly parallel. The first verb of the second line is connected
with the first paÍ of the simile: 'when the fig trees are shaken'; the second
pan of the simile is related to the second verb: 'the figs fatl.'

The LXX renders trr'l]ff with oxo.ror)6, 'watchmen' (cf. also Hev.). This
could be due to a fault in the transmission of the text, because in some Greek
MSS we read xapnou6 (Gf,E§, 162). Otherwise, we have to assume a con-
fusion with o'rPf (Harrison 1988, 69).

The simile of Nineveh's fortresses falling like early figs, can be compared to
a passage in an Assyrian oracle in which Ishtar promises her suppon to
Esarhaddon: 'your enemies shall roll Iike (ripe) apples before your feet.'2r

3:13 Behold, your people are women in your midst.
To your enemies the gates of your land shall be wíde open.

Fire shall consume your bars.
Many scholars have problems, again, with the tength of the tines. For this
reason some delete ''lÈt, as a 'misplaced correction' of ot, in v. 12 (Marti;
JPM Smith; Driver 1938, 271). Others propose to read o'p), as an alternarive
form of the verb o]j, 'flee,' and 'lllrN:tpf: 'your people are fleeing at the
approach of your enemies' (Elliger; cf. BllS). Driver translates: ,the women in
thy midst are fallen to thine enemies.' For a similar - unconvincing -
reason, it is suggested in the BI/S that the third line is a gloss: because of a
failing parallel line. However, as so often, we are dealing with a tricolon.

The comparison with women is a common way of denoting the weakness of
soldiers; cf. Isa. 19:16; Jer. 50:37; 5l:30 (note the use of nr.1f in the same
context!). It is also found in curses of ancient Near Eastern treaties (Hillers
\964, 67; Cathcart 1973, 185). The closest parallel is found in rhe vassal
treaties of Esarhaddon: 'May the gods make you like a woman in the sight of
your enemies' (ANET,540: TUAT, ll2, 175).

The poet uses the perfect in the second and the third line, suggesting a
different aspect compared to the previous and following verses with imper-
fects. Some scholars suggest that they describe a situation before the siege (cf.
Goslinga). It is more likely, however, trat they denote the future, as so often
in this book (Rudolph; Van der \{oude). It is the consequence of rhe weakness

':r Cf. M.H.E. Weippen, "Nieuwassyrische profetieën," Schijvend verl.den (ed. K.R. VeenIoo,
LeideÍr 1983, 284-289: esp. 285, and CAD, G, 153. A differcnt translalion is found in .4lEI, 605.
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of the defense.

I,rN probably denotes in this context the territory of the city (Happel).

At*ad. ersetu can be used in the same way (Cathcart; Patterson). This uncom-
mon use of fl* may have been influenced by the wish of the poet to make a

connection with 2:7a, 'the gates of the rivers are opened,' by using a word
that can form a wordpair with nlïnJ. It is hardly a coincidence that this
strophe also mentions women (2:8).24 See §1.3 of the introduction for other
connections between the second and the third canto.

An illustration of attackers trying to set the gate on fire can be found in the

already mentioned Assyrian relief of the siege of an Egyptian city (ANEP, Pl.
l0).

Strophe III. C. i. 2 (3 : 14)

This strophe describes the necessary prepaÍations for defenders who expect a

siege of their city. It is characterized by the use of imperatives and by the

repetition of PIn at the beginning of the second line of both bicola. Note also

the parallelism of EtD // o'E (cf. Isa. 57:20 and Ps. 69:15).

3:l4t Draw for yourselÍ water Íor the siege,

s t re ngthen y our strongho lds.

This chiastically arranged verse mentions the normal measures that have to be

taken after having heard the message of an advancing hostile army. A good

water supply is very important. In this matter Nineveh was no less vulnerable

than other cities, but also not especially threatened' as suggested by, for
instance, Maier. The excavations of Nineveh yield an interesting example of
hurried repair of the walls. The high quality masonry is in one place, over the

length of some metres, substituted by rough stones. Apparently, there had

been no time for a more Íitting repair (cf. Stronach 1992' 231). It would go

too far, however, to suggest a direct connection between this accidental find

and the book of Nahum.

ltlíb Go into the clay and tread lhe nortar,
ma*e strong the bick-mold.

The same words are used as a simile in Isa. 4l:25, 'he will go over the

princes as if they were mortar and as potter treads clay.' This can be com-

pared to the way the last words of the first line are rendered in the LXX: xci
iuprcr{g1l èv ri1óporq, 'and be trodden in chaff.' There can be no doubt'

135

Í Bccause of lhc §rgg.s&d inlcrÈltrtion of 2:t, liis could bc rcgudcd a§ confirmin8 NogdsLi'

who futis 'scxurl contlotation§' iÍ 3:13 spcatittS of'vomcn wili àc 'gaEs of your llÍd' which .Ie

opcncd wide' (Nogalski l93b, I l9f.). HowQv.Í, hi§ rcfcrcnc-. to Grn 29:31; 30"22: rnd Cant 5:5 is

not convircing. Nogalski has mired up diffcrcnt similes'
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however, that in the MT these line complete the picture of the necessary
building activities for a city in danger. It is a way of rapidly making bricks
(cf. the Egyptian representation in ANEp, pl. I l5) and to produce the material
for filling the holes between the carved stones of the walls.

With many scholaÍs 8F1§ suggests reading rgt!, ,trample,' instead of §]:,
because of 7.egh. l0:5,'mighty men trampling the mud in the street,' but rhis
emendation is not necessary. Nor is it advisable to regard, as suggested in the
BHS, Èd in v. l5aA as rhe end of the last line in v. 14.

Strophe I.C.i.3 (3:l5)
With regard to the form, a bicolon followed by a tricolon, this strophe
balances the initial strophe (vv. 12f.). The repetition of the verb t:§ denores
its theme: the city shall be'devoured.'

3:15a There fire will devour you,
a sword will cut you d.own-

All words of this verse have been used before. In this respect it can be
compared to 2:14 and just like that verse at the end of the second canto it
functions as a summary, clearly describing the coming fate of Nineveh. It was
already indicated in l:6, speaking of YHws's wrath being poured out like fire.
The key word t:N was firsr used in l:10. There it still lacked a clear subject.
In 2:14 it was combined wirh:.in and now, in 3:15, with both o* and:in. A
similar development can be observed in the use of the verb n.r!. In 2:l it was
announced that the 'wicked' shall be'completely cut off; in 2:14 this was
combined with the reference to the 'devouring sword' and now, in 3:15, we
hear of the sword cutting down.

The word oo was used before in 2: 12 denoting the lair of the lions that will
be devoured by the sword. This parallel is hardly coincidental and, rherefore,
supports the interpretation as an indication of place and not of time (Maier) or
as 'behold' (Cathcart). It is certainly wrong to change the text, as suggested by
Sellin et al., into o); Riessler: rt,àD; and Richter 1914, 136: o?§.

3:l5b 1í will devour you like hoppers,
numerous like hoppers-

nutvrous like locusts.
This is one of the few cases in which it seems better to deviate from the
division of the text as §uggested by the Masoretes. The revia afrer the firsr line
indicates that they connected it with the preceding lines. Although such a
tricolon would be possible, the Masoretic division makes it very difficult to
explain the next two lines. A positive aÍgument for the division suggested
above is the way the lines are connected by repetition of a word: just as v.
lsbB is connected to v. l5bA by repeating the second word, v. l5bC is
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connected to v. lsbB by repeating the first word.
The poet adds to the simile of fire the compaÍison with devouring locusts

(cf. Jer. 5l:14, 27; Ioel l'.4:2:25; Ps. 105:34). The meaning is not that the

Ninevites are like locusts being killed by the sword (Calvin; HiEig) or by fire
(Maier; Junker)r, but that the burning fire resembles swarms of locusts

completely ruining the crops. Next to the well-known description in the book
of Joel, this has a parallel in one of the curses of Esarhaddon's vassal treaties:
'May the gods let locusts, lice, caterpillars, and "devourers* eat up your cities,
your land, and your districts' (,{NEf, 540; öe given translation follows the

interpretation by R. Borger in TUAT, ll2, 175).

The two forms of ïl: hiph. are usually interpreted as imperatives or
absolute infinitives with imperative meaning, but this results in an unlikely
mixing up of metaphors. First the attackers would have been described as

locusts and in the next line the same would have been done with the inhabit-

ants of the city. Although it can be noted that the poet can use different
similes next to each other (v. l5a), he is usually consistent in the way he

works them out. Scholars have tried to solve Öis problem by deleting the first
line as a gloss (cf. afl§ with, e.g., Wellhausen; Ruben 1899, 459; JPM Smith;

Nogalski 1993b, 124f.)26 or by emending the first occurrence of p)':, as

suggested by Th. Riedel, Theologische Studien und Kitiken 76 (1903) 166f.,

reading ig?.D (cf. Ps. 74:6), 'banle-ax' (cf. Nowack and Bévenot). Richter

lgl4, 136f., deletes the first p!': and reads the second occuÍrence of 19:xn
as ïtn, 'you will disappear,' and places this before nl'1x]. A more convinc-

ing solution is offered by Van der Woude who suggests treating 'lf:n;'l as an

infinitive, which was used as a noun: 'a being numerous as with hoppers.'

HeÍe it functions as an accusative of adverb (GK §ll8n). The yod can be

interpreted as yod-compaginis (GK §901).'z? In his opinion v. l5bB is a gloss

explaining fte uncommon form with an exÍra yod by adding the normal form
of the infinitive. It is also possible, however, to regard the second form as a

deliberate variation of the same word in the parallel line. The expansion of lhe

bicolon to a tricolon is a common way of marking the end of a poetic unit (cf.

Watson, CHP, 183).

Pt'probably denotes the young and most voracious locust, whereas n:'1§ is

5 This *as paobably also thc ÍrasoÍl why v. lsaB (lvilh lhc ÍrfcÍlnce to a swoÍd) was pul bctween

brackets in the trÀnilation of M. Buber aÍd F. Ros.nzwcig, Dlich.t dq l(Anluag, H€idelberg 1978,

693.
r In spronk 1995b, lt5, I suggested thc cven moÍE iadical solution of deleting v. l5bB-C Closer

exarnination, basrd on a difrerent division of &c text, Efutcs thc argument u§ed lh.n àat il would

disurÍb thc aeguleÍ structure.
27 lt call bc compared io lhe Ugar. enclitic prnicle -) lhal can al§o bc u§ed wilh vcóal fom§ and is

ofrerl uscd to givc cmphasis; cf. J. TÍoppcÍ, "Dic cnklitischc P..tik!l -y iÍn Ug.Íitischcn," UF 26

(t994) O3482.
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the mature one.28

Canrtck III.C.ii (3: l6-19)
The final canticle is characterized by the reference to groups of inhabitants of
the city: merchants, shepherds, nobles. They are mentioned at the beginning of
the first and the second strophe. At the end of the first and the last strophe we
find questions. All strophes end with a n€gation: N5 - l'§ - 5x. The last
strophe also begins with one.

Strophe LC.ii.I (3: l6-17)
With the new metaphor of the maly stars disappearing at sunrise, the poet
introduc€s the Assyrial merchants. They are many in number, but they will
disappear without a trace. The renewed comparison with locusts is probably
secondary.

3:16a You have multiplied your merchants
more lhon the stars of heaven.

V. 16 is usually connected with rhe preceding lines, but this is contradicted by
the shift to the perfect. According to some commentators it has to be changed
into an imperative (cf. BH,S) or an imperfect with imperative force (Driver
1938, 271). Some assume a precative perfect (Cathcart). It is much more
likely, however, that it describes the present situation (Goslinga; Van der
Woude). The reference to a parallel pair tï // ïlf (cf. J.S. Kselman, }{l- 29
u979] I I l) connecting w. l5b and l6a is not convincing. It cannot be based
on Jer. 30:19, because 'if: has a different meaning there (.to honour').

The poet introduces an important new aspect of Assyrian culture. The
Assyrian homeland was not blessed by nature with the many resources the
kings needed for their ambitious building activities. They were dependent upon
the impon from, for instance, wood of the lrbanon. So from the begiruring
they had learned to trade. This often went together with their military power,
as can be derived from the following text by Sargon II: 'I made the fearful
lustre of Asshur, my lord, fell down the inhabitants of Egypt and Arabia. The
mentioning of my name made their hearts pound and weakened their arms. I
opened the sealed borders of Egypt, mixed rhe inhabitanrs of Assyria and
Egypt and made them ïÍade' (TUAT, I14,382). The comparison wirh countless
stars is well-known in the OT (cf. Gen. 22:17:26:4: Deut. l:10; 10:22) and
in the rest of the ancient Near Easr (Cathcan).

r Cf. J.A. Thompson, 'Translarion of lhc WoÍds foÍ [ncus§," BiTr 25 (1974) 405jl I, and p.
Riede, Ur' 25 (1993) 353-356.
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3:16b-17a [A hopper spreads its wings and Jlies away.

Your guards are like locusts
and your witers as the hordes oÍ locusts,

settling in the hedges on a cold day.l
The sudden retum to the locust metaphor pÍesents the interPreter with many

problems. The use of different similes within one strophe is not uncommon in

this book, but, as was already remarked with regard to v. l5b, it is most

unlikely that both the attackers and defenders of the city were compared to

locusts. To this can be add€d that never before in this book the poet adds an

explalation to his sirnile in the way this is done in v. 17a. In the lion meta-

phor (2:12-14) he completely leaves it to lhe reader to make the association

with Nineveh and its rulers. In other places, e.g.' 2:5' 9; 3:13, l8' the com-

parison is restricted to one simple image. Another problem with these lines is

that it is difficult to find a plausible arrangement in verses. The Masoretes

suggest reading lhe frst line of v. 16 together with the preceding two lines,

but there is nothing that connects them. The first two lines of v 17 are clearly

parallel, but it ís not cleaÍ whether the next line should be related to it or to v'
17b. The problem with relating it to the line describing the rising of the sun is

that it not concurs with v. lTaC speaking of the day, which implies that the

sun had already risen. Whatever :urangement we suggest, the problem remains

that with eight cota w. l6f. is longer than any other strophe in this book As

was indicated in the htroduction to this canto' many proposals have been

made to solve these problems: from deteting v. l6b (cf. BIIS and Nogalski

1993b, l24ff.) to treating vv. l6-l7a (Jeremias 1970, 43) or vv' l5b-17

(trscow 1995, 66f.) as a gloss. The best solution is probably to regard all

lines related to the deviating locust imagery as secondary. It can be compared

to the lines added in 2:1. Both take up an element of the text (respectively

)p'9: and p5.), giving it a new meaning. They are pÍobably interpretative

remarks originally written in the margin. They must have entered the text at

an early stage in its transmission, because this change of the text left no traces

in the MSS ald the Versions. A possible date for this added explanation can

be derived from the parallels in Isa. 33:18, speaking of a captain (roDD) and

of asking (n'N) in vain for the officers in a time of distress, and Jer' 51:27

about horses like locusts (cf. Jeremias 1970, 43). Both can be dated in the

period of the Babylonian exile and predict salvation. So the remark added to

the book of Nahum could have been part of a first reinterpretation of lhe

prophecy relating it to Babylon.' 
T^he meaning is clear: when àe danger is coming near' the officers are the

first to flee. Many words, however, in these lines cannot be easily translated'

as can already be derived from the variant readings in the MSS and the

different attempts of translation in the Versions The verb DoD' 'to ake off

(clothes from oneself),' is only in this text used of locuss' It probably denotes
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th: young hopper emerging from the cocoon. The verb !,)u, is used only here
of the flying of locusts. .ioEo can be related to Akkad. tupsaïu, ,tablet_
writer.' The etymology of lr:,! is less cenain. It is usualty related to Akkad.
massaru, 'guard.' Allbright assumes a relation with i , .to vow,' and trans-
lates 'religious votaries'2e (cf. Pesh.: .your Nazarite,). H. Torczyner, JpOS
16 (1936) 7, proposes reading J:IIID, making it a cognare of Akkad. monzazu,
'guardsman.' This is now accepted by Cathcan 1992, 99g, but he regards this
word and 'toED as referring to magicians and/or astrologers (cf. also Haupt:
'thy charmers'). The Greek translator also had his problems with this text. The
LXX renders the first three words of v. t7 as one line: ó(rlÀcro óq
drrrólepoq ó oupprxróq oou, 'your mixed crowd has hopped off like locust.'
Apparently, he related .I!..[:D ro the verb rn) (GELS, g2) and ]05è to 10
denoting the mixed group of women, children, and elderly persons in Gen.
43:8 (Reinle 1867, 37). According ro Jerome, this ,mixed people' is the bener
part of the inhabitants of Nineveh. He relates it to the peopte leaving Egypt
together with Israel (Exod. l2:37f. with rhe same word in Greeiy. Íhe
TaÍgumist translated v. 17aA with .behold, your plates gleam like the locust,
(cf. Gordon 1983). He probably had the scaled armour of rhe Assyrian
warriors in mind. The same idea is found in Rev. 9:7ff. speaking of demonic
locusts with 'scales like iron breastplates.' So here we have anoiher example
of the influence of the book of Nahum - apparently, via the Targum - upon
Revelation.

The phrase r:):]i remains problematical. Usually the first word is deleted
as dittographic (BHS; HAL, 174). Rudolph regards the second word as a gloss
explaining the uncommon first word. The translation ,hordes of locusts' is
based_ on the view that the repetition may have been a way ro express a
superlative (cf. GK § l33l).

3:l7b The sun rises and they disappear
and their place is not known. Where are they?

The merchants of Nineveh shall vanish like stars disappearing at dawn. The
sing. forms of ll) po., trir niph. (note the alliterationlj, and the sing. suffix
of-tDtpÈ arc usually changed ro pl. (cf. SIIS). W.G.E. Watson, B,ó 50 (1969)
532, assumes that the first lener of x)r can also be read as the last letter of the
preceding verb ('shared consonants'). This would have a parallel in l:12, but
it is contradicted by the more consistent uses of the sing. in 3:17b. These
forms can be explained as collective (GK s145fl), referring to the stars. The
pl. suffix in orN can be related to the merchants. This meins that the (recon_

DW.F- AlbriSh(, "Thc New Àssym-Tyrian Synchrcnism and the ChÍonology of Tyrc ." Annuaie de
l'intin!, dc philologie.n d'hístoite ori.ntolcs.t tlav4 13 (1953) l-9: esp. 4.
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structed) strophe has a chiastic structure. The first line and the last word are

corresponding. In between we find the simile.
The second line has a parallel ín Ps. 103:16: 'the wind passes over it and it

is no more' (with 1::'L instead of o'x; cf. ]'N in Nah. 3:l8bB and l9aA) This

is an argument against the proposal to connect o'x with the following line or
even to emend it to ilr'§ or nD ''lN (BIIS; cf. CTAT,82Of .). See on this use as

exclamation GD §153, Rem. 3b. The suggestion by Nogalski 1993a, 44, of
changing it into the adje.tive E'§, 'dreadful,' modifying lDlPE, leaves us with
the problem why their ptac.e would be called this way. A neutral meaning is

more likely.

Strophe III. C. ii. 2 (3: 18)
After the mentioning in the previous strophe of the outward contacts via

merchants, the emphasis is now upon the (coming lack ofl care for one's own

people. This is represented by the nobles who should be like shepherds

keeping the flock together. Note the parallel pair ilr'l ll r)P in Isa. 40:ll;
Jer. 31:10; Ezek. 34:13. This slÍophe not only mentions the king of Assyria,

but the first letlers of the cola also form the name of the city of Nineveh: 1:')'

Although the last letter is missing, these four letters can cenainly point to

Nineveh. This acrostic sequence is hardly coincidental. The reference to

Nineveh tallies with the contents of lhe strophe and with the fact that for the

first time the king of Assyria is explicitly mentioned. The place of this name-

acrostic at the end of the book balancts the place of the sentence-acrostic at

the beginning of the book and the name-acrostic at the beginning of the se'ond

canto. It can also be Íegiuded as another example of the poetic device of
inclusion,sooftenusedbythispoet,becauseitcanberelatedtotltereference
to Nineveh at the beginning of the book.

3:l8a (:)Your s hepherds shall fall asleep, king of Assyia
(,)your nobles shnll stay at Íheir places.

With many scholars the BHS suggests deleting the reference to the king of

Assyria3o, changing the suffix from masc. into fem' (cf Pesh')' and inter-

pr€ting it as an (ironic) song of lament introduced by nl'N or nE'lN' How-

àver, 
-as 

remarked above, tr'N fits the context of v lT The reference to the

king of Assyria can be compared to the naming of the city of Nineveh in 3:7'

ThJ text contains many allusions to both the ciry and the king (1:14; 2:6' 8'

l2f.). Just as Nineveh is only mentioned after it has become clear that it shall

r Cf. also C.C. TorÍcy' ?rt, kcond Isaiah, Ncw Yort 1928' 42f ' who lists it as one of manv

interpoletions eddcd to ltrc Ert !o Ílalc i( moÍr concrete: cf tsa ?:l?' 20;8:6f;29:10: 45:13 (Lxx);

Èzek. 26:7t Hos. t3:7; Neh. 8:9: l0:2.
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be destroyed (2:9; 3:7), the king is named more explicitly only in connection
with his downfall. So also the masc. suffixes should be retain;d (cf. Balaban
1962,237; Lescow 1995, 65). As in 2:6 the king is menÍioned together with
his officers (ottrrN). These are compared to shepherds. The parallel with ffp
indicates that this word should not be read ï'l.r::), 

,your frienàs,' as suggested
by Richter 1914, 137, and Goslinga (following the pesh.). ttre fact thii they
are called shepherds of the king, meals that they fulÍil his task on behalf o1
the king. This imagery of the shepherd trking care of the flock is the counter_
part of the metaphor denoting the king as a lion.tearing for his cubs' (2:13).
In the ancient Near East the king was often called shepherd.rr The title itself
was never given to an Israelite king, but the function is mentioned in 2 Sam.
5:2;7:7: Ps. 78:71f. Nah. 3:18 speaking of shepherds working can be best
compared to Isa. 44:28 in which Cyrus is called the shepherd of yHwH, and
to other texts mentioning shepherds given by yHwH: Num. 27:17; Jer. 3:15;
23:4; Ezek. 34:23; 37:24: Mic. 5:3.

The verb o]) is usually regarded as a euphemism for the death of the
Ninevite officials (e.g., Goslinga and Rudolph; cf. also HAL,643). As a rule
this coincides with the interpretation of these verses as an ironic song of
lament, introduced by j1).N. However, within the metaphor of the sheÈerd
guarding and garhering his flock, ir is more likely to take the verb literally (cf.
Rashi; Kreenen; Wellhausen; Van Hoonacker; Schmidt): they fail in their
duties by falling asleep (cf. Isa. 56:10 and ps. 121:3f.). The polt has reversed
Isa 525-30 picturing the Assyrians called by yHwH ro puniih Israel; esp. v.
27: 'None is weary, none stumbles (lo:; cf. Nah. 2:6; 3:3), none slumbers
(Oli) or sleeps (lO').' So it is not neessary to emend the text, as suggested by
Van der Woude, who proposes reading !Ë) interpreted as a loanword from
Akkad. namulnawu, 'pasturage, residence.' He translates: ,where are they: the
residences of your shepherd.' The common wordpair otj //,1u, (cf. ps. 76:6;
l2l:4; 132:4; Prov. 6:4, lO; 24:33; and also KIU l.l4.I;31_34) makes it
attractive to read l:i:, 'they are sleeping,' instead of l:tD'in the MT (cf. AHS
and most commentators). Some propose emending to it)ql, .they are lying
down' (Happel; Alonso Schökel). The LXX renders éroÍproe, from ;r:o, .tó
take captive' (cf. GLES, 137). The Greek Íanslator seems to have interpreted
this verse as describing one of the dreaded actions of the Assyrian kingi: .he
has carried off (as captives) your mighty men.' The use of 1:ó, ,ro stay,, can
be explained in the light of Judg. 5:17 reproaching Asher for not raking part
in the batrle against the army of Sisera: ,Asher 

sat still at the coasr of th; ;ea,

_ _'r 
Ci l. Seibcn, Hin - Herd. - Kdni8, Bertin l9ó9, ?,10; W. Hetck. "Hirt,- L4-, \. t22O_1223:lC. dc Moor. "Dc goede herdeÍ. Oorsprong cn vÍoege geschiedenis van de herdersmetaphoor,-

Bewerken cn bcwaren (Fs K. Runia), I«mpen 1982, 3ó-45.
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by his landings it stayed at his place (11:d').' Something similar is said of
Assyria's nobles: they remain inactive (cf- CTAT, 822). The same idea is
expressed in Jer. 5l:30 with regard to the officers of Babylon.

3zl8b Q)Your people shall be scattered on lhe nountains
(\)with no one to Salher them.

UIE niph. has probably nothing to do with DtE qal, 'to frisk,' a§ suggested by

the LXX rendering tirrlpev, '(your people) headed off.' It has to be connected

with flD (also used in 2:l), 'to scalteÍ,' as indicated by the tÍanslations of
Pesh. and Tg. (Gordon 1989, 142, n. 45; cf. also Rashi) and a number of
Hebrew MSS mentioned by Kennicott reading )rD). It remains uncertain

whether we are dealing with an equivalent or with a fault in the transmission

of the text. The altematives suggested by Driver 1938, 271 (a root DUD

related to a rare Arab. verb Íala) and by Cathcafi (!DP) from OD) pi., 'to
expire') are not convincing.

The Assyrians are compared to sheep without a shepherd. The same simile

is used with an explicit reference to the flock in Isa. 13:14 (flPD l'x] ll.sl)'
Note the other parallels of this exilic text (cf. H. Wildberger' BK X/2' 509ff.)

to the book of Nahum in the description of fear (w. 7f; cf. Nah. 2:ll), the

trembling of the earth (v. 13; cf. Nah. l:5), and the children being dashed (v'

16; cf. Nah. 3:10).

Strophe III. C. ii. j (3: 19)
In this frnal strophe the seriousness of the injury of the Assyrian king is

contrasted with the universal joy over his downfall.

3:l9a There shall be no lessening to your blow,
your wound shall be grievous.

;1i) probably has to be connected with the verb i']ilf pi., 'to become colour-

less, to be disheanened' (in kv. 13:6, 56 it is also used il a medical context) '

The reading ;r,It, 'healing,' as suggested by BIi§ and Ii{L, seems to be more

likely, but this is also a hapax legomenon <PÍov. 17l.22). As in other places

(see the remarks on 2: l1), the poet may have chosen this rare word because of
the alliteration (with the letter kaJ) in this strophe.

The wordpair 1)ri ll n)D also occurs in Isa. 30:26 describing the opposite

situation of YHWH healing his people, and with the verb n)n in Jer. 10:19;

14:17; and 30:12 (note also the parallels between v.7 with Nah. l:7: v. 8

with Nah. l: 13; v. 1l with Nah. l:3, 8; 2: l; 3: l8). The threat with an

incurable wound is also found in the curses of the vassal tÍeaties of Esar-

haddon (cf. Hillers 19í, 66ff.: Cathcart 1973, 186; Johnston 1992' 370f):
'May Gula, the great Physician, put sickness and weariness in your hearts, an

unhealing wound in your body. Bathe in your blood as in waÍeÍ' (ANET,534'
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538f.; TUAT, 1/2, 159, l7l). It can also be compared to one of the curses at
the end of Codex of Hammurabi: 'May Ninkarrah, the daughter of Anum,
who speaks well of me in Ekur, bring a severe illness, an evil plague, a
festering wound which does not heal, which no physician understands or can
cure by bondages and which czrnnot be tom out as a deadly bite, on his limbs'
(ANET, 180; TUAT, l/1.79f .).

3:l9b All v,ho hear the news of you
shall clap their hands over you.

[For upon whom has noí come your evil continua y?]
In many ways this final verse is connected with other parts of the book. The
verb ,Eo recalls 2:1, about the message of the end of the wicked, a\d Z:14,
announcing that the messenger of Nineveh shall no longer be heard. The
clapping of rhe hands by all peoples as an act of joy32 has one parallel in the
OT, namely Ps. 47:2 (a Psalm thar also menrions, in v. 5, the piide of Jacob;
cf. NaI. 2:3). It reminds of the many associations with rhe lànguage of the
Psalms in the first canto.

The final question has its parallels in l:9; Z:12; 3:7f ., 17.It is probably no
coincidence, as was remarked by Glasson 1969f., that the book of Jonah also
ends with a rhetorical question. The book of Jonah can be regarded as a
reaction to the prophecy of Nahum, .designed to rebuke the cru;l temper of
the earlier prophecy' (p. 54). It is an indication of the great impact that rhis
beautifully written example of true prophecy must have hàd after irs fulfilment
in 612 BCE.

There is reason to assume (with, for instance, Jeremias lg71, 46, n. 2) that
this final line is an early gloss. It looks more like prose than poetry and it also
uses the verb '1:, in the same way as this was done in 2: l, that is, in a part of
the text which also seems to be secondary. Apparently, it was added by one of
the firsl commenEtors of the text.

11 Cf. N.S. Fox, 'ClrppinS Hands as a GesoÍr of Anguish and Anger in Mesopotemia and in
lsrael," J,{,À/ES 23 (1995) 49-&. Clapping of hands appeaN ro have diverse impticarions and can
express both positive and negative feelings. There can be no doubt about it, however, &at the term
lf .UPn denotcs 'a ges$re of rriumph or approval' (p. 54).
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